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it with our inks, coatings, and adhesives.
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and aesthetic
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UEI Group rotary products
make your products better.

Everything you need for embossing, foil stamping, makeready and decorating.

The UEI Group companies are the

UniFlex®

unmatched leaders in the foil stamping,
embossing and decorating industries,
making us your best choice for state-of-theart rotary dies, high-quality stamping foils,
and makeready supplies.
Our innovative products are designed to increase
productivity and profitability. With over 70 years of
collective industry expertise, the UEI Group companies
have forged ahead as leaders, creating countless
solutions and opportunities.

EconoFoil® 2mm

NEW! Introducting the NW SpeedChase® NXT™ System

UniSphere® Hot Stamp

UniSphere® Foil Ring System

Brass Flatbed Dies

UniSphere® Emboss/Deboss

We’re excited to announce our newest product line, the
NW SpeedChase® NXT™ System. Lock-up is reduced
to one steel plate for the engraved dies and one for the
counter forces. This ensures precise registration and
job changeover can be accomplished in less than one
minute! And it works perfectly with your existing press.

CopperFlex®

HQ – Overland Park, Kansas, USA
+1 913 541 0503

UniSphere®
Texture/Unifraxion®

EHQ – Halesowen, England
+44 (0) 121 550 1076

Makeready

Copper Flatbed Dies

Hot, Cold, Digital
Stamping Foil

HQ – Overland Park, Kansas • Napa, California, USA
+1 913 888 7340
8 Warehouses

ueigroup.com
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Leaders In Innovation
Barrier Films
•
•
•
•
•

Ultra High Oxygen Barrier
NO EVOH / Chlorine Free
Flex Crack Resistant
High Seal Strength
Printable - Digital & Flexo

Brand Protection/Security
• Easy to implement and verify
• Multiple levels of protection
• Single or layered technologies

Overlaminates
•
•
•
•

Outdoor/Durable Labels
Thermal Transfer Printable
Digital and Flexo
UV Screening

Unsupported Films
Sofsens Tactile / High COF

1-800-793-8273 | www.acpo.com
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CONVERT MORE

With Phoseon™
UV LED solutions

Contact Phoseon for
a consultation on how you
can start converting more.

Retrofit.phoseon.com
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Thirty years ago (L&L issue 4, 1988)

P.16 Mike Fairley visited the
continental headquarters of
Samuel Jones & Co to report
on ‘one of the best sales and
distribution services for pressure-sensitive laminate in
Europe’. To service the roll label
converter market in Germany,
France and Benelux, Samuel Jones
had established a new sales and
support company in Brussels in
April 1986. Two years on and it had
achieved much of its objective.

P.26 The magazine highlighted
the winners in that year’s Finat
label competition. Entries showed
the increase of PS labeling in the
alcoholic drinks market. Of 495
entries, 94 were for alcoholic
drinks labeling. In little more than
three years, the Alcoholic drinks
class had changed from being
an almost Australian dominated
category to one in which nine
countries were represented.

Twitter
chatter

Labelexpo Americas special edition

Follow us
@LabelsNLabeling

P.28 L&L reported on a
development in labels for a blood
collection system. This saw Sussex
Labels use a 4-color Mark Andy
flexo press and laminates from
Samuel Jones & Co to meet
the needs of Becton Dickinson
Vacutainer Systems, a manufacturer
of evacuated blood collection
systems. These used small glass
tubes, each labeled differently
according to the type of blood test
for which it will be used.

P.60 Four years ago, Adhesive
Materials joined the Tinsley
Robor Group. By 1988 the
company, now known as
Admat Labels, had doubled
its turnover, was part of the
group’s packaging division
and was investing in the latest
technology. This included a new
Webtron multi-color machine
with register control, the first
rotary letterpress/flexo Webtron
to be installed in the UK.

Editor’s note

L

@LabelsNLabeling: #TBT
&L issue 4 – published
Labels & Labelling Publishers Ltd
before Labelexpo Europe or
launched in September 1978, with
Americas, with thousands
the first issue of the magazine
of extra editions printed and
being published in January 1979
distributed at the show – is
#LnLturns40 #labels #packaging always our biggest of the year,
but this one is particularly
@BlueLabelPress: #Designspecial. While in recent years
erSpotlight Eric Kass has worked
with some of Hollywood’s biggest issue 4 front covers have
stars to start-ups and Fortune 500 frequently hosted impressive
designs and glittering foil
companies. Learn more about his
effects, this is the first time that
branding, identity and packaging
both the outside and inside
design http://bit.ly/2tX7fOr
covers have combined both,
@ericpkg: The combination
with embossing added for
of #smartphones with
good measure.
#smartpackaging is going to
The result is surely our most
change the #shopping experience
impressive front cover ever,
and act as a differentiator to online
combining with the inside
shopping. The rise of connected
page to create an outdoors/
#packaging as a #marketing
indoors 1920s Chicago
channel https://tinyurl.com/
speakeasy theme with foiling
ya8pd6sp @AIPIAcongress
and embossing effects. Many
#supplychain’
people joined forces on the
@LabelAwards: Congratulations to project, about which you can
our shortlist for the Label Industry read more on page 13, but
special thanks go to the good
Global Awards 2018! www.
people at foiling specialist Kurz
labelawards.com

for their unfailing support.
As ever, our comprehensive
30-page Labelexpo Americas
preview will help those at the
show navigate the multitude
of feature areas, educational
and networking opportunities,
and technology on display in
September in Rosemont.
The show sees the Americas
debut of the Automation
Arena, run for the first time at
Labelexpo Europe last year. It
demonstrates how software
and hardware from pre-press
to rewinder, invoicing and
dispatch can be integrated
using modern MIS technologies.
Two automated press lines
are shown: a conventional line
based around an MPS press and
demonstrating for the first time
the automated production of
shrink sleeves, and a digital line
based around a Xeikon press. It’s
not to be missed.
Read too about the return
of the TLMI Ecovillage, new

networking opportunities offered
by Labelexpo Connections,
and this year’s Label Industry
Global Awards ceremony. An A-Z
preview outlines the technology
that will be on display. See
our website and follow us on
social media for more product
launches and show-related news
in the lead-up to the event, as
well as live from the show floor
– the L&L team will publish a
daily online newsletter, to which
attendees can subscribe for free
when registering for the show.
Through all these channels,
you can also help us celebrate
L&L’s 40th birthday in
the lead-up to our special
anniversary edition at the end
of the year.

James Quirk
Group managing editor
September 2018
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METALLIC MILESTONE IN BRILLIANCE
Wow your customers with our new ink for labels and folding cartons, optimized as a dual-cure system for today’s UV
LED curing technologies! ULTRASTAR UV LED Select FP series combines high metallic brilliance with good ability to
topcoat and improved trapping in narrow and wide web flexo printed applications for paper, board, and film
substrates. ECKART – Take the brilliant way.
www.eckart.net
Come by and see for yourself in hall A, booth 947, at Labelexpo Americas in Rosemont, Illinois,
September 25 – 27, 2018.
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Cover story
L&L issue 4’s front and inside cover, sponsored by and using foils from Kurz, was
the result of collaboration between multiple stakeholders. James Quirk reports

T

he front and inside cover of L&L issue 4 – a 1920s Chicago
speakeasy theme with resplendent foil and embossing effects
– was the result of months of planning and collaboration
between various industry parties.
Kurz, who sponsored the project, have supplied foils for previous
L&L issue 4 covers – it’s the biggest edition of the magazine every
year, with extra copies printed and distributed at Labelexpo Europe
or Labelexpo Americas. But this was the first time that the inside
front cover was included as well, allowing illustrations on both sides
which could relate to each other.
L&L’s publishing director Tim Gordon, after discussions with
the magazine’s production team, headed by James Wenman,
approached Kurz with the idea of creating a foiled and embossed
outdoor illustration on the front cover which could be turned over
and relate to a night-time illustration on the inside.
Crucial to making this work was a design that would allow hot
stamping on both sides of the same page. Freelance illustrator
Marianna Tomiselli accepted the challenge and, with input from L&L
designer Ben Walton, created the stunning design. ‘The speakeasy
project is one of the most exciting I’ve done this year,’ she says.
‘It was my first time working with foiling and embossing. It was a
great challenge to find a way to combine the two illustrations with
the same objects reflected in both.
‘I researched the era and used elements such as the neon sign,
vintage car and clothes to bring the viewer into the scene. Light
is very important to create atmosphere. In this case I wanted to
create suspense: something is happening in the yellow light, but
you don’t know what it is until you turn the page. Then, the yellow
light on the cover is now the main tone of the second illustration.
The mood changes completely: you see the same characters with
elegant evening wear having fun in the club. I used gold as the main
element of the interior to bring out the foiling.’
Along with the L&L team, Kurz – providing the foils and
sponsoring the project – played a key role in organizing the
different elements. ‘Kurz’s involvement in the cover design was to
coordinate the conversations between printer, designer, die maker
and publisher and make sure that the appropriate foil formulation
and specifications were received by the printer and the die maker,’
says April Lytle, marketing coordinator at Kurz USA. ‘It’s testament
to the partnership and passion of all involved that we could take
an already stunning artwork and bring it to life with embossing and
decoration.’

The covers coming off the press at Bishops Printers

Foils
Matt Hodgson, area sales manager at Kurz UK, selected the foils: MTS 220
and 428, and Laser Seamless AL-XL. ‘MTS is the Kurz flagship grade and
perfect for a job of this manner,’ he explains. ‘The artwork stipulated the
need for a versatile foil grade as there was a mixture of fine and larger
type allied with some solids that were reversed out. This particular grade
has a quick release functional layer which ensures perfect edge definition
on even the finest of foiled fonts, no matter the foil application.
‘220 is a soft Yellow Glossy Gold and is extremely popular. 428 is also a
soft Yellow tinted Matt Gold Foil and proves an excellent contrast to the
glossier 220 shade.
Laser Seamless AL/XL is an extremely versatile grade of foil used in all of
our holographic foils. Our XL grade will give both excellent edge definition
as well as extremely good coverage properties on even the most porous of
materials.
‘The rainbow pattern will attract a distinct eye-catching effect from
many different angles.’
Dies were created by Germany-based die manufacturer hinderer +
mühlich, a member of Kurz Group. ‘To realize the project as designed
we produced four dies – one for each of the three foils and one for the
registered embossing. The die for registered embossing included a raised
flat relief with rounded corners,’ says Heike Martetschläger, marketing and
design manager at Hinderer + Mühlich. ‘The challenge in a project for a
front cover of a magazine is to get the right balance between the depth of
the relief and the fact that the print or foil should not be damaged during
transport.
‘Another challenge in this project was the fact that the cover was not
only hot stamped from one side. We had to make sure that there was no
overlap of the hot stamping on the front and back sides.’
Sascha Dremel, account manager at hinderer + mühlich, continues: ‘We
are always happy to be part of a project team where everybody brings
expertise in a special area – design, printing, stamping tools, hot stamping,
foiling. Working together right from the beginning ensured the optimum
result of the finished product.
‘When a cooperation like the one for this cover, across different
countries and even continents, works out perfectly as it did, it is very
rewarding for us.’
Regular L&L printer Bishops printed the magazine cover, while UK-based
Duraseal, a print finishing specialist, took care of the foiling. Duraseal
director Matt Bayliss says: ‘The front and inside covers were wet matt
laminated in one pass, then we had three passes for foiling, one for each
color, and one pass for embossing.’
L&L publishing director Tim Gordon concludes: ‘This was a unique
project and we are delighted with the results. It’s the most ambitious and
striking L&L issue 4 front cover that we have produced, and we are very
grateful to all involved.’
For more info about the companies involved, go to www.kurzusa.
com, www.mariannatomaselli.net, www.durasealprintfinishers.
co.uk, bishops.co.uk
September 2018
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John Heaphy, Ian Kendall,Victoria Rooksby
and Mike Turner, financial director at Reflext

Reflex completes triple acquisition
Sherwood Packaging, MP Logistics and Barcode Tech join UK
group
UK-based Reflex Group has completed its 20th, 21st and 22nd
acquisitions, with Sherwood Packaging, MP Logistics and Barcode
Tech joining the company.
The Nottingham corporate team at Freeths law firm worked
on the acquisitions. Reflex was established by a team led by Ian
Kendall, and Freeths advised on the initial funding and the first
acquisition in 2002. Corporate partner John Heaphy, assisted by
solicitors Victoria Rooksby and Mallory Green, acted for Reflex
Group on the recent acquisitions. All three acquisitions completed
within one week making a total of five within nine months for
Reflex and Freeths. Kendall said: ‘It’s perhaps surprising these
days for a fast-growing business to stay with its original legal
advisers. But John and his people at Freeths were the right choice
for us when we were a £3 million label printer on one site. It has
just proved once again that Freeths is still the right choice 16
years later…flexible and adaptable through the ups and downs,
on everyday matters as well as the high profile acquisitions and
funding. The prospects for Reflex are as exciting today as at
any time since we started and I expect Freeths to be working
alongside us when we’re a £200 million business.’
Heaphy added: ‘It’s great to be involved in the success of
Reflex Group and its growth over the past 16 years. We have a
very strong working relationship which is crucial when you’re
completing three deals within the same week. I’m proud of
the part that Freeths has played in helping Ian and his team to
achieve this.’
Phoseon enters flexo press retrofit market
Phoseon Technology will accelerate flexographic converters’
transition to UV LED curing with the launch of Phoseon Capital
Services. This will provide Phoseon’s flexographic retrofit
customers financial services with flexible payment options, as
well as professional maintenance service contracts to ensure
greater profitability gains.
‘Phoseon Capital Services is a new offer designed to provide
converters with financial and maintenance options to make the
transition to UV LED curing systems easy and affordable,’ said
Bill Cortelyou, president and CEO of Phoseon. ‘With over 1,400
flexo press stations curing with Phoseon Technology, converters
are realizing the benefits of UV LED curing.’

Alex Knott of the Dow Chemical Company

Dow’s Alex Knott named R. Stanton
Avery Pioneer Award winner
Judging took place at Finat European Label Forum
Alex Knott of the Dow Chemical Company has been chosen as the
recipient of the R. Stanton Avery Pioneer Award for the 2018 Label
Industry Global Awards.
Judging for the 15th annual awards program took place on June
6 during the Finat European Label Forum (ELF) in Dublin, where the
panel of international judges met to consider entries across four
award categories.
Sponsored by Avery Dennison, the R. Stanton Avery Pioneer
Award honors the contribution an individual has made which has
significantly impacted the label and package printing sector, whether
their pioneering work has spanned two years or two decades.
Go to page 139 to read more.

Mark Andy acquires Brandtjen & Kluge
Additional finishing equipment added to portfolio
Mark Andy has acquired Brandtjen & Kluge, a US manufacturer of print
finishing equipment for foil stamping, embossing, die-cutting, folding
and gluing, and UV coating.
Kluge provides off-line finishing with OEM parts and consumables,
high quality services, and innovative equipment.
Kevin Wilken, CEO, Mark Andy, said, ‘Mark Andy is excited to add
a company with such a recognizable brand that has been built over
decades with thousands of installations and satisfied customers
worldwide. We look forward to continuing Kluge’s tradition of high
quality products, services, and consumables with the broader support
of Mark Andy’s global infrastructure.’
Michael Aumann, CEO, at Brandtjen and Kluge, added, ‘Kluge is an
industry leader in print finishing and has evolved over the years to
meet the ever-changing demands of our customers. The Brandtjen
family is very proud of the legacy they have established and nurtured
since the company was founded in 1919. We view today’s transaction
as an opportunity to continue growing our business while joining
an even larger family that will allow us to build on our commitment
of manufacturing durable equipment and to consistently support
profitable operations for our customers.’
Aumann will continue to lead Kluge as president of the Brandtjen &
Kluge division which will continue operations in St Croix Falls, Wisconsin.

labelsandlabeling.com
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Wim van den Bosch, MPS Systems CEO
(picture credit: Ingmar Timmer)

Katsumi Kitagawa, CEO at Toyo Ink Group

ABN Amro Participaties acquires MPS Toyo to start production in Myanmar
‘MPS ready to become a top three player in the market’

Manufacturing base set up in Yangon

ABN Amro Participaties (AAP) has reached an agreement to acquire
MPS Group, parent company to MPS Systems, from majority
shareholder Braver Investments, Oost NL and the founders of MPS.
AAP is the independently managed private equity business of
ABN Amro. With a focus on investments in Dutch companies it
is known for its long-term commitment to investee companies.
Funds are fully and solely committed by ABN Amro.
Headquartered in The Netherlands, MPS is a provider of narrow
and mid web printing technologies. The company’s flexo, offset
and flexo-digital hybrid printing presses are used in the label and
flexible packaging industries, with end markets such as food and
beverage, household products and pharmaceuticals. MPS’ products
are sold globally, with a strong market presence in Europe and
increasingly in Asia and North America.
Wim van den Bosch, MPS Systems CEO, Willem Huijink, the
company’s chief financial officer, as well as founders Bert van den
Brink and Eric Hoendervangers will remain with the business and
invest alongside AAP.
van den Bosch commented: ‘In the past few years under the
ownership of Braver Investment and Oost NL, MPS has gone
through a strong development from a product, a financial and
an organizational point of view. MPS is now ready to enter into
a new growth phase to become a top three player in the market.
MPS therefore started looking for a new strong shareholder that
is able and willing to support MPS in realizing and accelerating
its business plan. I am convinced that with the support of AAP
we will be able to achieve our ambitious growth target in the
coming years.’
Friso Janmaat, AAP managing director, said: ‘MPS is an excellent
example of a successful Dutch company with a highly technical
great product, a strong management team and potential for
growth. We’re excited about working together with the company
and its management team during the years ahead to realize its
growth plans.’
Marius Prins, Oost NL CEO, noted: ‘We have been a shareholder
of MPS from the start of the company in 1996 by Eric
Hoendervangers and Bert van den Brink. During the last years
we have seen MPS grow up from a local start-up to a globally
successful company, which provides many jobs to the region
where we are active. We are convinced that MPS will become the
top three player that it is aiming for.’

Toyo Ink SC Holdings, the parent company of the Toyo Ink Group of
Japan, plans to enter the market in Myanmar with the establishment of
a production base in the Thilawa Special Economic Zone in Yangon.
The company plans to set up a wholly-owned manufacturing
subsidiary, Toyo Ink Myanmar, in July 2018 with an initial paid-in
capital of US$6.5 million. The new factory is scheduled to break
ground in November 2018 with commercial operation expected to
begin in November 2019. Initially, the new subsidiary will be engaged
in the production of liquid inks for packaging, adhesives for films and
offset inks for the commercial printing market. While monitoring
market and regulatory trends, the company plans to expand
production capacity and product offerings in Myanmar.
Toyo Ink Group had been eyeing expansion in Myanmar while
supplying the nation with exports via neighboring countries. In recent
years, the government’s policies to attract foreign funding, such as
infrastructure enhancements and relaxation of import restrictions,
have substantially strengthened Myanmar’s investment climate,
making it an attractive investment destination, according to Toyo Ink.
‘Myanmar presents a huge potential for the Toyo Ink Group,’ said
Katsumi Kitagawa, CEO at Toyo Ink Group. ‘As the first major ink
manufacturer to set-up a production foothold in Myanmar, we look
forward to establishing an early leadership position in market where
we can play to our strengths like food packaging and commercial
printing. By bringing our manufacturing expertise, cutting-edge
technology and support functions to the local market, we aim to
make a positive impact on regional development and on enhancing
the quality of life of the Myanmar people.’
Mactac partners with Armor
Mactac is partnering with Armor, a leading manufacturer of
thermal transfer ribbons, to enhance Mactac’s existing portfolio of
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) approved durable films with thermal
transfer ribbons.
The partnership includes the addition of Armor’s AXR 7+ thermal
transfer ribbon to Mactac’s MH26726 UL file for printing materials
in the United States (PGJI2) and Canada (PGJI8).
By selecting the approved Mactac/Armor combinations, printers
and converters can ensure label suitability and compliance with
ANSI/UL 969 testing standards for displaying required safety
information on UL Certified products. Additionally, no further label
testing is needed.
September 2018
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Catapult’s founder and CEO Mark Cook
In the Black Beer project, Black – the skull character from the
label – comes to life and ‘chats’ with the drinker using a mobile app

MCC and Talkin’ Things
combine AR and NFC
First IoT packaging platform providers to join AR with
NFC
Multi-Color Corporation (MCC) and Talkin’ Things have claimed
themselves as the first Internet of Things (IoT) packaging
platform providers to combine augmented reality (AR) and
NFC technology to create a unique customer experience in a
connected product to help boost sales.
In the Black Beer project, Black – the skull character from
the label – comes to life and ‘chats’ with the drinker using a
mobile app. This allows it to ‘read the mood’ of the consumer.
Talkin’ Things provided NFC technology, creative concept and
artworks for AR and software development. The smart labels
were produced by MCC.
The smart label produced by MCC becomes a trigger,
with no additional marker implemented to launch an AR
experience. When the customer scans the smart label with
a mobile app, the skull presented on the label engages into
interactive dialogue with the consumer. The face recognition
feature detects if the customer is happy or sad and customizes
the next part of the dialogue. Variable AR scenarios are also
launched depending on answers provided to questions asked
by the skull. This label demonstrates how advanced smart
packaging can be by interacting with the consumer via
AR facial recognition and incorporates dynamic scenarios
dependent on users’ emotions
Craig Miller, president of NA CPG at MCC, said: ‘Thanks
to our labeling production capabilities and Talkin’ Things
technology combined with creative services, we are able to
offer our clients a brand new solution that will completely
transform a product and change the way end customers
interact with it.’
Additionally, an NFC smart label applied to the bottle’s
neck provides a proof of purchase option for 2-stage
communication with end customers. It recognizes when the
product has been opened to provide different messages to the
customers.
Marcin Pilarz, CEO at Talkin’ Things, said: ‘With our
technology it is also possible to provide completely new
experience with AR technology before and after the purchase.’
Watch a video at https://bit.ly/2yP5acU

Full-service flexo printer launched in Florida
Catapult will specialize in three specific areas
A new print specialist, Catapult, has been launched in Orlando, Florida.
With a 25-year heritage in design and print, the Catapult team will
specialize in three specific areas: self-adhesive, narrow web film and
linerless labeling. The company is led by founder and CEO Mark Cook,
who was recently a partner in a $37 million international packaging
design agency.
Cook previously worked with his label printing employer in the
UK, where he learned about the industry from the print floor up. He
later was a director at Paragon Print and Packaging. Cook was also
instrumental in the rapid growth of Equator, a packaging design agency
that spans the US, UK and European markets. Cook said: ‘We have a
vision to create a unique, customer-focused business that will force
change across the US print industry.’
Catapult has invested in a host of technologies including Esko’s
XPS Crystal CDI, Hamillroad Software’s Bellissima digitally modulated
screening (DMS) as well as the most advanced photopolymer plate
technology from MacDermid. Two of the latest FA Nilpeter presses, as
well as patented GTT anilox from Apex are also housed in the 56,000
sq ft Florida site.

CCL makes first acquisition in Israel
CCL Industries has signed a binding agreement to acquire Nortec
International, a manufacturer of high performance labels and marking
systems for the Israeli technology sector.
Nortec, based near Tel Aviv, also exports its products around the world.
2017 sales were US$7.5 million. The business will change its trading
name to CCL Design Israel on closing, which is expected during the
second quarter of 2018. The acquisition price is approximately US$7
million in cash and assumed debt.

Distributor news in brief
Philippines agent for MPS
MPS has named Interworld Cre as its
agent in the Philippines, becoming
the second agent appointment
since the opening of the local MPS
Systems Asia office in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.
Screen names agent in Turkey
Screen has put an agreement in
place with Turkish reseller Elektroser,
which encompasses distribution of
the Screen Truepress Jet L350UV+

series of label printers as well as the
Truepress Jet520HD high-definition
inkjet web press.
Focus appoints Spanish agent
Focus Label Machinery has
appointed Sercoyse as its agent in
Spain. The deal covers the Spanish
peninsula as well as the Balearic
Islands and the Canary Islands.
BST appoints Hungary agent
BST eltromat has named Eumatex
as its new sales and service partner
in Hungary.

labelsandlabeling.com
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ENHANCED

FLEXIBILITY
AND SUPERIOR
HOLD

A new solution for even the most demanding cylinder surfaces.
While its strong bond provides excellent resistance to edge lift, tesa Softprint® FE
with FLEX Design makes plate mounting and demounting faster and easier.
Visit us at LabelExpo 2018, Booth #112. Learn more at tesatape.com/flex
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The collaboration created a collection of
wine and spirits labels

Avery Dennison collaborates in wine
and spirits project
Avery Dennison, Smith Lumen and Rotas Italia awarded
for design project

A collaboration between Avery Dennison, Italian design agency Smith
Lumen and Italian printer Rotas Italia has resulted in an award-winning
design project in wine and spirits.
Converters, designers and brand owners are now being invited to
receive their own copy of the ‘Black & White’ envelope, with its set of
inspiring wine and spirits labels that follow a common design theme.
Ralph Olthoff, segment director wine & spirits, Avery Dennison, said
that Smith Lumen and Rotas Italia were asked to create a range of labels
with a shared creative and narrative concept: ‘Black and white are iconic
design colors, especially in the wine and spirits segment, and we wanted

L&L4_edit_18_m.indd 18

to show how a brand story can be created which starts with the
paper itself, and goes on to incorporate the individual brand’s
style and messaging. The results have been outstanding – and
we were delighted to see our ‘Black & White’ envelope win first
prize in the Literature Design category at the 23rd Brand Identity
Grand Prix earlier this year.’
Drew Smith, CEO and founder of Smith Lumen, said that
materials in the Black & White Collection from Avery Dennison
offered a stimulating starting point: ‘The creative concept for this
project was completely free – and there is nothing more exciting
for a brand design firm. We closed our eyes, caressed the papers
and listened to the story they had to tell.
‘Contrasts between the black and white and the strong and
delicate textures – structured and soft – brought out in us
memories and sensations linked to exploring different places
and traditions. We created an “Inspired by Diversity” concept,
expressing the contrasting emotions which make every journey
an experience. All of this was enabled by high quality materials.
We were able to deliver a complete project, in which creative
design, physical materials and productive technologies went
hand in hand.’
Francesco Celante, president and founder of Rotas Italia, said
that the Black & White Collection papers offered important
printing benefits: ‘These materials deliver the profound and
luxurious levels of black that are difficult to achieve using print
on its own. There are also subtly different white materials that
interact extremely well with the printed designs. Collaboration
with creative agencies is a fundamental aspect of our job,
especially when we are facing projects with high standards, like
this one using the Black & White Collection.’
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News in brief
UPM Raflatac opens slitting
center in Korea

Forest certification takes a life-cycle
approach across the forest supply chain

UPM Raflatac implements forest
certification for HD liners
By the end of 2018, all of UPM Raflatac’s main HD liners for standard PP and
PE films in EMEIA will be FSC certified. Forest certification takes a life-cycle
approach across the entire forest supply chain, ensuring that wood-based
products are sourced from responsibly managed forests.
This is the latest step in the supplier’s drive to create film labeling options
that ‘excel in sustainability’. Its first step is always to use responsibly sourced
raw materials, with the goal being to only use wood raw material from certified
sources by 2030. UPM Raflatac has also expanded its range of certified label
faces for many end-use segments to make it easier for label converters and brand
owners to make sustainable choices.
Noora Markkanen, senior specialist, sustainability at UPM Raflatac, said: ‘We
are very proud to announce that sustainability will soon be standard for our
main HD liners, with HD70 and HD Lite to be made from FSC certified raw
material by the end of 2018. This means our entire PP and PE product offering
will be available with a forest-certified liner – another step towards us labeling
a smarter future.’
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Acucote Inc. is a pressure-sensitive adhesive coating
manufacturer headquartered in Graham, NC with
five distribution centers nationwide:
Graham, NC | Montgomeryville, PA |
Fairfield, OH | Garland, TX | Ontario, CA
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UPM Raflatac has set up a new slitting facility in Korea
that will supply label materials to local customers in
the country. This is a part of UPM Raflatac’s expansion
program in Asia Pacific.

Repacorp purchases
Hooven-Dayton assets
Repacorp, a label manufacturer with headquarters in Tipp
City, Ohio, USA, has acquired Hooven-Dayton’s assets
and intellectual property.

Sato UK expands
Sato UK has invested £7 million (US$8.2 million) in a
new facility adjacent to its existing site in Harwich. The
new site, 35,000 sq ft in size, houses office space as well
as extensive manufacturing and warehousing facilities.

S-OneLP moves into Canada
S-One Labels & Packaging (S-OneLP) has expanded its
operations into Canada. All orders that were processed
through LexJet will now be handled by S-OneLP.
Cosmo Films starts operations in Poland
Cosmo Films has established a wholly owned subsidiary
in Poland. Cosmo Films Poland will sell and distribute the
company’s range of BOPP and CPP films.

Let Acucote open the door
to new opportunities.

®

800.228.2683 | sales@acucote.com | acucote.com
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STOP BY OUR

STAND AT LABEL EXPO AMERICAS
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OUR

WORLD

PREMIERE

ON THE NEXT

GENERATION

FINISHING
Take a step forward
in front of your competitors.
Visit us at our stand 6111 Hall F.
from September 25 to 27, 2018.
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New Products

02

01

PICTURED
1. Océ LabelStream 4000
Series, Canon
2. LX910, Primera
3. L501, Afinia
4. Coating unit, Kroenert

03
04

01 Océ LabelStream 4000
Series
Canon
This 5-color UV inkjet press
signals Canon’s entry into the
digital package printing market.
Developed in collaboration with
Edale and FFEI, the press can
be purchased as a standalone
digital machine, configured with
in-line finishing or turned into
a hybrid-type press with the
addition of flexo color units preand post-digital. Read page 53 for
further details.

SG 340
S G Edge
The company is manufacturing
its first flexo press at its
factory in Noida, India. Other
equipment includes inspection
and slitting machines, core
cutting machines, video plate
mounters and anilox cleaning
machines. Demonstrations of the
new machine will take place at
Labelexpo India 2018.

02 LX910
Primera
The company’s fastest-ever
desktop color label printer can
handle labels as wide as 8in and
as small as 0.75in. It can print
a 4 x 3in label with 50 percent
coverage in less than six seconds.
In addition, ink costs are the
lowest ever from Primera. This is
due to a new, ultra-high capacity
ink cartridge. On the same 4 x
3in label, cost per label is around
US$0.03.

and vinyl labelstocks, and supports
gap, black mark and continuous
media. The ability to use both
pigment and dye inks provides
companies the flexibility to
produce high-quality, low-cost
labels for almost any application.

abrasion resistance, according
to Zeller+Gmelin. The varnish
can easily be overprinted with
standard thermal transfer ribbons.

04 Coating unit
Kroenert
Claimed as a first, the coating
Black inks/gloss varnish
unit allows simultaneously
Zeller+Gmelin
siliconizing of both sides of a
Uvaflex FCM Y81 now includes
web with solvent-free silicones.
five different types of black, each This has seen Kroenert redesign
suitable for different applications a roll-to-roll system especially
– a process set black (Y81-S1400), for this purpose. This coating unit
matte black (Y81-X40302),
can be included in new plants or
03 L501
brilliant black (Y81-X40101) and retrofitted in existing facilities.
Afinia
a backside black (Y81-X40200),
Retrofits allow the flotation dryer
This color label printer features
which cannot be overprinted. A
already installed in many plants
DuraPrime duo ink technology
fifth type of black, Y81-X40301,
to be used for the non-contact
designed to enable easy transition is designed for surface printing
transport of webs and combined
from dye-based to pigment-based for lid applications. This product
with a non-contact air turn in
ink. L501 has print resolutions up is claimed to offer increased
front of the dryer. This feature
to 2400 x 1200 optimized dpi for scratch resistance. A new gloss
cuts down on costs for equipment
vividly colored labels, and up to
varnish, YL-7G106, is a varnish
and operations and minimizes
1200 x 1200 optimized DPI for
that ensures safe handling during environmental impact, according
rich and crisp black printing. It is
both printing and curing. It is
to Kroenert.
compatible with a wide range of
bisphenol-A free, meets Nestlé’s
paper, polyester, polypropylene
Guidance Note and has high

September 2018
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05
06
PICTURED
5. Smart manufacturing
software,
Creation-Label Traxx
6. CDI Crystal 4835,
Esko
7. Real-time ray tracing,
Creative Edge
Software
8. Load cell amplifiers,
Magpowr

07

05 Smart manufacturing
software
Creation Reprographics/Label
Traxx
The companies have embarked
on a collaboration to bring about
smart manufacturing through
enhanced digital systems. This saw
Label Traxx design and develop an
advanced software system that
gives customers the ability to send
digital print orders to Creation,
resulting in an overall leaner
production environment. Creation
has embedded the Label Traxx
system into its own software,
CreationLink, a streamlined and
automated digital workflow
system.

training and spend 50 percent less Aroset 2100 PSA
time at the device, according to
Ashland
Esko.
This is a coater-ready and
self-crosslinking adhesive that
07 Real-time ray tracing
enables pressure-sensitive tape
Creative Edge Software
converters to manufacture
With the development of the
tapes that combine very high
iC3D real-time ray tracer as the
adhesion from polar surfaces
latest upgrade to iC3D v5.0,
with exceptional cohesion under
Creative Edge Software said it has a broad variety of challenging
succeeded in combining the speed conditions. This adhesive has been
benefits of OpenGL technology,
developed to provide specialty
but using ray tracing to enable
tape and label manufacturers with
simultaneous photographic
the capability to manufacture
rendering of changes as they are
extremely robust tapes for
made. Using the new technology, performance design spaces that
high-resolution design renders
were previously not available
can now be delivered at claimed
to solvent-based acrylic presunprecedented speeds. For
sure-sensitive adhesives.
example, a high-quality (1024
06 CDI Crystal 4835
08 Load cell amplifiers
pxi) ray-traced image, 6000 x
Esko
3500 pixels in size, which would
Magpowr
This launch supports the 48 x 35in previously have taken up to four
The three tension amplifiers with
plate size that is popular with
hours to render, can now be
advanced networking capabilities
flexo converters and provides the achieved to photorealistic quality are DLCA Net, DLCA Net-Slim
same benefits as the CDI Crystal in one minute, 49 seconds using
and DLCA Net-IP65, with DLCA
5080. The Crystal CDI features
an off-the-shelf PC with Nvidia
Net-Slim suiting applications
automatic plate loading and
1080 Ti graphics card.
where panel space is crucial and
unloading and is said to be easy
the IP65 for applications where
to use. Operators need minimal
tension values can be converted

08

to communications on the
machine itself without going back
to a control panel.
BlindSpotz
Chromatic Technologies
If the temperature of the package
drops at or below 32 degrees F
(zero deg C), a colored symbol
appears on the exterior of the
package to quickly notify the
supply chain that the product has
been damaged. Temperatures at
or below this level can impact
products from fruits, vegetables,
fresh fish and meat, to flowers,
agricultural products, ink,
chemicals, solvents, paint, medical
samples, vaccines, food home
delivery and certain types of mail
or freight.
X-Dual Seal
RPC bpi protec
This flexible packaging product
features a two-compartment
design with a hermetic seal on
the outside and a burst peel on
the inside. This allows end users to
’pop’ the inside seal by applying

labelsandlabeling.com
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09
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tt
PICTURED
9.		UPM Raflatac PE 65
10. Toyo Ink Brasil inks
11. Source Labels
Utroque
12. Unilux LED12

12

11

force to one compartment, before
mixing the contents together.
The bag has numerous potential
applications within both food and
non-food markets.
PE 65
UPM Raflatac
As thinner versions of UPM
Raflatac’s standard PE 85 films
at 65 microns thick, PE 65 films
offer the same conformability
and squeezability and can
create a seamless, no-edge
look on bottles. Combined
with resistance to water, oils
and chemicals, new clear and
white PE 65 film constructions
are a claimed as sustainable
alternatives for conformable and
squeezable containers and tubes.
A thinner overall construction
helps converters and end users
run a more efficient operation,
according to UPM Raflatac.
Further, a thinner caliper means
more labels per roll and longer
roll lengths, resulting in fewer roll
changes and less downtime.
09

10 PU-based inks –
Toyo Ink Brasil
The new line of PU-based
surface and lamination inks
for flexo and gravure printing
includes the general-purpose
Liotech solvent-based flexo and
gravure systems. For general up
to high-end retort applications
that require excellent content
resistance, the company
has available the Liovalue
solvent-based gravure series,
the Rexta solvent-based flexo
series, the Aquaecol water-based
gravure series and the Aqua Liona
water-based flexo series. Based
on the group’s unique pigment
dispersion system, Toyo Ink Brasil’s
PU line up shows high color
density for a wider color gamut,
all the while providing excellent
bond strengths.

the hand applied, food-to-go,
logistics and FMCG sectors.
LED12
Unilux
This stroboscope is designed
for print inspection in mid- to
wide-web applications where the
ability to inspect across the web
is critical. New features make it
easier to instantly synchronize
the strobe flash rate to motion
for a perfectly still image even
when speed fluctuates, while also
allowing an operator to fine-tune
the target inspection area for
crisp, clear detail at high speed,
anywhere on the line.
12

Distance measurement
EyeC
In one inspection cycle, EyeC
systems for PDF proofing and
sample testing can automatically
11 Utroque
check any relevant distances across
Source Labels
all items. With this, companies can
The patented double-sided
guarantee correct positioning of
labeling system uses both sides of all print elements and adequate
the release liner and will benefit
distances for clean die-cutting. The
all label applications, in particular, distance measurement option is

available for EyeC Proofiler Graphic
systems (pre-press inspection)
and EyeC Proofiler DT Enhanced
systems (print sample testing).
GTT 2.0
Apex
New engraving ensures up to
50 percent reduction in cell wall
surface area across the anilox,
at the same time decreasing the
required channel depth by an
average of 25 percent. Apex has
added additional volume options,
making the benefits of GTT
available to those who historically
could not get the correct color on
press, giving printers the flexibility
they need to use GTT 2.0 for all
print requirements.

For more new products, go to
www.labelsandlabeling.com/
news/new-products
Follow us @labelsandlabeling

labelsandlabeling.com
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Innovation Inspired by You
MacDermid’s team of product experts leveraged their expertise in
engineering dot shape to develop LUX® In-the-Plate™, a game changing
technology commercially available since 2014 and awarded the 2016
Technical Innovation Award by the FFTA.
LUX® In-The-Plate™ technology is available exclusively from MacDermid
and provides all the benefits of LUX® Lamination, but with the
convenience of flat-top dots right out of the box. No additional
platemaking steps or equipment are needed to take advantage of the
print quality and consistency that LUX® flat-top dots provide.

I n - t h e - P l at e
I n - t h e - P l at e

When you want to take your flexo print to the next level, count on the
company that innovates with you in mind. Count on the global Flat-Top
Dot Expert, MacDermid.

Flexographic Photopolymer Printing Plates

+1.404.696.4565 • macdermid.com/graphics
© 2018 MacDermid, Inc. All rights reserved.
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American Made
Matte Overlaminate
The Only

1106 .95 mil Super Thin Matte BOPP
1206 1.5 mil Standard Matte BOPP
1232 1.5 mil Standard Matte TTP BOPP
• Ideal for non-reﬂective surface applications like barcode scanning
• Creates labels with a softer look and feel
• Excellent moisture, abrasion, chemical, and oil resistance

1214 2.0 mil Industrial
Matte BOPP
• Adds variable information print functionality to
primary labels
• Thermal transfer printable with most wax and wax/
resin ribbon formulations
(ribbon test results provided upon request)
• Ideal for non-reﬂective surface applications like
barcode scanning
• Creates labels with a softer look and feel
• Excellent moisture, abrasion, chemical, and oil
resistance

Made in the USA

800.258.8273
www.sta-tapes.com
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01

02

03

04

01 Focus e-Flex
Acorn Labels, UK
The press, which has a web width
of 430mm, is a modular machine
whose configuration can be
modified as needed. It is equipped
with die station and sheeter,
turnbar with relam/delam and
reverse print, 1,000mm unwind
and twin 700mm rewinds to slit
and split reels, plus an extended
1,000mm rewind to support
longer runs and heavy-duty card.
02 Gallus Labelfire 340
Insignis, Austria
The Vienna-based company
has invested in the first Gallus
Labelfire 340 in the country,
with a full suite of extras. The
Gallus equipment was installed in
February 2018. This was preceded
by an intensive test phase with
special print jobs printed by Gallus
in Switzerland. A production
facility, specifically orientated
for the company’s restructuring,
was adapted shortly before
Christmas. This is the home of

the new Gallus Labelfire 340 and
where other new products will be
developed.

run. Malcolm Bunn, sales director
at Label Solutions, commented:
‘Our label business has grown in
line with our high expectations.
03 Domino N610i
We were very much reaching
Anglia Labels, UK
capacity on our existing Xeikon.
While Anglia Labels is not a
We urgently needed the extra
newcomer to digital printing,
manufacturing capability that
this is its first venture into
this new machine will give us,
inkjet, which complements its
but on top of that the Xeikon
existing range of label printing
CX3 is 30 percent faster than our
technologies. This includes rotary other press, meaning that we can
UV flexo, litho, UV letterpress,
look to dramatically reduce lead
liquid toner and now digital inkjet, times and still have capacity for
installed in February 2018. Printing new work. Going forward, this
is supported by a selection of
investment in both equipment
finishing options, including hot
and people will help us to target
and cold foiling, laminating and
and focus on new markets and
thermal overprinting.
new industries for our business.’
Xeikon CX3
Label Solutions, UK
Label Solutions opened in 2001
manufacturing labels using flexo,
semi-rotary and hot-foil print
equipment. It moved into digital
printing in 2011 when purchasing
a Xeikon 3300 digital label press,
alongside which the new press will

Mark Andy P5 presses
Continental Datalabel, US
The specified 17in Mark Andy
P5 presses, one of which has
been installed at each of the
printer’s manufacturing facilities
in Texas, California and Illinois,
are all equipped with eight flexo
stations. They are the company’s
04

first 8-color machines. The
configurations are identical
at each plant: the presses are
equipped with Mark Andy’s QCDC
finishing technology, a cold foil
unit and smart blade system,
designed to achieve higher print
quality at faster speeds. The
choice to add three of the same
platform ensures consistent
repeatability for customers
regardless of where Continental
Datalabel choses to print the jobs.
True business optimization can
now be achieved, enabling rapid
turnaround for the converter’s
customers, it is claimed. Further,
the addition of the P5 presses will
help support growing demand for
intricate label designs and enable
Continental Datalabel to expand
its position in the custom label
sector.
05 Taiyo STF-34
Label Solutions, India
This press can print self-adhesive
labels, supported and unsupported
filmic material and board from 20

September 2018
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05

06

07

08

microns to 350 gsm. It features
small web path, moveable turnbar,
moveable cold foiling unit, delam/
relam, rotary die-cutting unit,
amongst others. The machine can
also be equipped with optional
add-on features such as rotary
silk-screen printing, in-mold label
system, and sheet-cutting unit.

equipped with electron beam (EB) printing, laminating and digital
curing technology.
technologies for flexible packaging
costumers. The company has
07 Wanjie WJPS
recently acquired a Comexi S2 DT
Wilkri Etiketten, Germany
slitter.
The self-adhesive label
specialist runs UV flexo, digital
Brotech FS330
and waterless offset printing
Kumar Labels, India
technologies, and now also wet
This is a label slitter rewinder that
offset with the Wanjie WJPS
can inspect variable data with
06 Contiweb Thallo
semi-rotary offset press, the
a Luster inspection system at a
Lithotype, US
first installed in Germany. Its
speed of about 150m/min.
The supplier of high barrier
investment decision followed
08 Vetaphone VE1A
printed roll stock and stand-up
strict printing tests with
pouches has commissioned the
several manufacturers of offset
LTI, US
first Contiweb Thallo press in
machinery.
Labels, Tags & Inserts has
North America. Bob Shoreen,
switched to Vetaphone for
senior vice president at Lithotype, Comexi L20000
surface treatment on its Mark
explained: ‘Growing SKU counts
St-Luc Labels & Packaging,
Andy presses. The family-owned
and increasing graphics demands Belgium
business in Burlington, North
coupled with shorter lead times
The water-based laminator
Carolina currently operates six
are increasingly becoming the
complements film products
Mark Andy flexo lines, from two
norm within the markets we
printed on an HP Indigo 20000
up to nine colors, as well as
serve. The Thallo will provide our
digital press. This is the first
one of the manufacturer’s new
customers with exceptionally high Comexi lamination machine at
entry-level Digital One presses.
print quality in combination with St-Luc Labels & Packaging and
ultra-fast make-readies by utilizing will enhance the performance
Martin Automatic
a cost-effective sleeve-based web of its latest production hall,
equipment
offset system.’ The press is also
which contains different
OPM, UK

Martin Automatic was first asked
to supply unwind and rewind
technology to OPM in 2016. The
initial order for Martin Automatic
equipment was for two MBSF
automatic unwind butt splicers
(‘F’ standing for film) and an LRD
turret rewinder, fitted to one of
OPM’s Nilpeter presses. One of
the MBSF units is installed at a
right-angle to the press line to
feed the second web. Based on the
performance of the first package
of machinery, OPM installed a
third MBS and a second LRD.
OPM’s first Martin Automatic
MLS, a non-stop, compact unit for
continuous full-speed unwinding
of laminate and foil rolls, has been
mounted on Nilpeter’s rail system.
Another order has now followed
for two further MBS unwind
splicers and another LRD. These
are due for installation in summer
2018.
Kodak Flexcel NX Wide
Repro Poly Services, India
Fine image reproduction, print

labelsandlabeling.com
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Installations

10

09

contrast and high densities
will enable the company
to compete for business
traditionally beyond the
capabilities of flexo. In addition,
with enhanced ink transfer
capabilities and high resolution,
flat-top dot structure, Flexcel
NX enables print efficiencies
that include faster start up
times, reduced waste and
longer plate life.
09 Windmöller & Hölscher
Varex II
Pregis Films, US
The company manufactures
high-quality polyethylene film
for a variety of applications
including packaging films,
sealant films, lidding and more.
This second multilayer blown
film line follows an initial
multimillion dollar outlay
for the first five-layer line,
converting equipment and
expanded production space.

11

ebeam Core 100/760
ePac Flexible Packaging, US
The electron beam curing unit
is mounted on an EB30 coating
line from Grafisk Maskinfabrik
to enable faster production
speeds and time to market
with high-performance finishes
on flexible packaging. The new
system will also enable ePac
to realize additional market
opportunities by opening up a
route to indirect food contact
packaging.
10 ETI Cohesio
Heartland Label Printers,
US
The Wisconsin-based printer’s
second Cohesio is equipped
with flexo printing stations,
adhesive and silicone coating
stations, as well as ETI’s
patented Pellicut die-cutting
technology. This die-cutting
unit die-cuts on very thin liner
materials without marking. The
Cohesio machine design is also
capable of producing linerless

12

label products. The acquisition
of a second ETI Cohesio
machine increases Heartland’s
overall capacity and enhances
its ability to develop new
products and provide better
products to customers. The
first Cohesio, installed at
Heartland in 2003, runs seven
days per week.
11 Roland DG VersaUV
LEF-300
Baker Labels, UK
The flatbed printer features a
770mm print width, four print
heads and two long life, low
temperature UV LED lamps
for faster curing. It allows
direct printing on an array of
materials, including three-dimensional items up to 100mm
thick. VersaUV LEF-300 will
be used to explore proofing/
production of specialist work
for customers. Multiple layers
of gloss ink can be applied
to simulate embossing and
3D textures. The Eco-UV ink

option includes white ink for greater
brilliance on clear or dark colored
materials, and gloss ink for gloss and
matte finishes, as well as an onboard
printable primer for a finish on further
surfaces and shapes. Also installed is a
Matrix laminator.
12 GM L330/ETV330
Cambridge Label, Canada
The GM L330 laser cutter features a
digital and automatic 3D focus and
power control system to eliminate
the problem of a start-up hole burn.
The laser has an optional barcode
reader for quick changeover and
integration into Esko pre-press
systems. The ETV330 sheeter
features a touch display setting of
label quantity per sheet and other
job information, an unwind mandrel
with separate motor, and automatic
register control.

Go to www.labelsandlabeling.
com/news/installations for more
installation news

labels&labeling.com
labelsandlabeling.com
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LAUNCH

EXPLORE
YOUR
FUTURE

[09.25]
2018

DISCOVER NEW TECHNOLOGIES

TAKE GIANT LEAPS
FORWARD

EXPLORE THE PACKAGE
PRINTING UNIVERSE

ENTER NEW HIGH-VALUE NICHE MARKETS
55°33’17.6”N

LOCATION

41°24’12.2”N

CHICAGO_
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12 CONFERENCE SESSIONS

3 LABEL ACADEMY MASTER CLASSES

AUTOMATION ARENA

ECO VILLAGE

3 DAYS

Labelexpo Americas 2018 is your window to a whole new world of label and package
printing possibilities.
See live demonstrations of technologies that match your ambition, including the very latest
presses, finishing units, inks, dies and substrates from this planet’s leading manufacturers.
3 DAYS

5 HALLS

AUTOMATION ARENA

3 LABEL ACADEMY MASTER CLASSES

12 CONFERENCE SESSIONS

ECOVILLAGE

Take the first step into a bold new future – book your ticket at
WWW.LABELEXPO-AMERICAS.COM
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Appointments

Tom Grencik
Digital printing service
manager
Domino
He comes to Domino
with more than 25
years of experience
in service, operations,
sales and marketing,
information technology,
project management and
customer service in the
commercial, packaging
and label industries.

Keith Nagle
Sales, Northeast
Nilpeter USA
Effective July 1, 2018,
Nagle has taken over
sales responsibilities in
the northeastern US from
senior sales representative
Bob Loescher. He has
been the Nilpeter digital
product manager and
technology manager
for the past two years.
Prior to that, he was
applications specialist
and has a long history in
production management.

Mark Milbourn –
Vice president, sales

Komori America
He has spent the last
26 years working in
printing and sales. In this
new position, Milbourn
will manage, lead and
support the district sales
managers for offset and
digital press sales and
products.
Judson Quimby
Executive account
manager
Colordyne Technologies
He will be responsible
for expanding business
relationships and product
sales with an emphasis
on Colordyne’s mid-range
and production class
machines. Quimby
previously held the
position of vice president
of business development
and global sales at
Colordyne’s partner
company, Memjet. During
that time, he served as
Colordyne’s account
manager, working closely
with the company on its
business strategies and
product portfolio.
Jamie Hutchins
Vice president, sales,
Americas
Lake Image Systems
Formerly director of
business development,
his new responsibilities
include the strategic
management of Lake
Image’s sales programs
and initiatives, as well
as day-to-day sales
operations in the US and
Canada.

Thomas C. Weickardt
Sales manager
Herma US

In this position, he will
manage both OEM and
distributor accounts,
with responsibility for
overseeing Herma’s
existing US distributor
network, as well
as identifying new
opportunities and
growing sales to OEM
customers.

Richard Hernandez
Sales and technical
service, US west coast
Harper Corporation of
America
In his new role, he will be
responsible for sales of
Harper anilox rolls and
HarperScientific products
as well as technical
support for customers
throughout the western
region.

Ryan Barrett
Aftersales manager
Edale
He will be responsible for
implementing new customer-centric aftersales
policies and strategies,
improving customer
relations and technical
support capabilities, as
well as overseeing the
end-to-end post-sale
process.

Dave Casey
Business development
manager
AB Graphic
His industry experience
includes tenures at
RotoMetrics and Frimpeks.
His new role involves
supporting AB Graphic’s
extensive distribution
network. Casey has
worked in partnership
with the AB Graphic for
the last 20 years as a
supplier of rotary tooling.

Tony Colquitt
Business development
director, Latin America
Barry-Wehmiller Packaging Systems
He started with Barry-Wehmiller in 2016
as the sales director for
Latin America at Thiele
Technologies. He brings
extensive experience in
global sales and account
management, and
possesses managerial,
planning, logistics and
sales skills for developing
business in global
markets. Colquitt is
fluent in both English and
Spanish.

Eric Ferguson
Senior consultant, brand
strategy and innovation
DataLase
DataLase has introduced
the consultancy and
support service for brand
owners and converters
in the US seeking to
integrate its laser printing
technologies into their
operations. Ferguson
brings almost two decades
of experience to the role,
having held positions at
Esko, MacDermid Printing
Solutions, Havi Global
Solutions and Vertis
Communications.

Siegfried Steggemann
Head of BST
ProControl
BST eltromat
He started his career
at BST eltromat
parent company EMG
Automation. After a year,
he accepted an offer
from EMG subsidiary
BST International.
Steggemann worked there
from 1990 until 2001 in
various positions, before
expanding his experience
of measurement and
control technology as well
as automation technology
at other companies.
For more appointments,
go to labelsandlabeling.com/news/
appointments
September 2018
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01

02
01

03

04

05

02

06

07

Pentawards 2017 winners
Diamond Pentaward 2017

Entrant: Ryuta Ishikawa (Japan)

Toilet paper

01

Best of Show
Brand: Starck Paris

Design: Ryuta Ishikawa

Entrant: Interbrand Japan (Japan)

Best of Food
Brand: Candela

Design: William Woduschegg, Hideto
Matsuo, Yoshihiko Miyagi, Sayaka
Ichiki, Yusuke Arai, Koici Fujimura,
Kanako Yaginuma

Entrant: Stranger & Stranger (UK

Entrant: Perfumes y Diseño (Spain)

Best of Other Markets
Brand: CS Light Bulbs

07 Beverages – Functional
Brand: Uni President
Enterprises - Enzyme Drink

Design: Philippe Starck

Platinum Pentawards 2017
Best of Beverage
Brand: Kirinzan
02

labelsandlabeling.com
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03

Entrant: Infinito (Peru)
Design: Amanda Hirakata, Pamela
Espino）

Best of Body
Brand: Matsukiyo –
04

05

Entrant: Angelina Pischikova (Belarus
Design: Angelina Pischikova

Best of Luxury
Brand: Ital Spirits – Italicus
06

Design: Stranger & Stranger

Gold Pentawards 2017

Entrant: Mousegraphics (Greece)
Design: Mousegraphics）
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09

06
08

09

10
10
13

10
10

12

11

12

08

Beverages – Water
Brand: LIFEWTR: Series 1

Beverages – Wines
Brand: LDN SW6

Entrant: PepsiCo Design (USA)

Entrant: The Partners (UK)Design:
Kath Tudball

Design: PepsiCo Design

Packaging concept
(Beverages)
Brand: Kwarta
09

Entrant: Agencja Reklamowa Opus B
(Poland)
Design: Piotr Wiśniewski

10

Concept – Body
Brand: Totem Rolls
11

Entrant: Kotobuki Seihan Printing
(Japan)
Design: Takaaki Hashimoto

14

Fine wines, champagne
Brand: Mistinguett /
Traditional Method
12

Food – Savory snacks
Brand: Pchak
14

Entrant: SeriesNemo (Spain)

Entrant: Backbone Branding
(Armenia)

Design: SeriesNemo

Design: Stepan Azaryan

13 Body care
Brand: Manuka Bee-honey
lipstick

Entrant: OIB-Nianxiang (China)
Design: Dandan Chen
September 2018
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ajestic.
Magnum Inks &
Coatings® is a USbased manufacturer of
narrow-web label inks
and coatings. Find out
about our brand new
UV product offering and
Magnitude™ high-opacity
(whiter-brighter) UV white
ink. Come see us
at booth 1045.

Proud to be part of

See us at booth 1045

Learn More About Our LabelPrint™ Inks and Coatings

MagnumInks.com | 877.460.8406
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The Mike Fairley column

An industry of change and evolution
The first Labelexpo Americas took place 29 years ago. Since then, the industry has undergone dramatic evolution

I

t seems hard to believe that this year sees the 16th Labelexpo
Americas being held at the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center,
Chicago. This is some 29 years after the very first Labelexpo
event held there, which at that time barely filled just one of the
five exhibition halls now used to accommodate the many press and
ancillary suppliers who promote and demonstrate their products to
the North American market.
How the industry has changed since those early days. There were
no digital presses on show in 1989. It would be another eight years
before the industry would begin to experience digital printing. Even
then, less than a handful of digital label presses had been installed
worldwide. This year we can expect to see 50 or 60 such machines on
the show floor, between them printing the widest range of substrates
and label-related applications.
Conventional label presses have also undergone a major
transformation during the intervening years, with servo drive
technology revolutionizing the way that presses are built and multiple
units seamlessly integrated. Hybrid conventional/digital presses will
also be widely shown at Labelexpo Americas, with more and more
interest being shown in the variable print possibilities offered on an
otherwise conventional press line.
In-line and off-line finishing systems have also advanced
significantly. Flexible cutting dies were a small part of the industry
even 20 years ago. Now we not only have flexible and solid dies, but
laser die-cutting systems that can be run in-line with inkjet presses.
Automated slitting knife set-up further complements the quick job
change opportunities offered by today’s sophisticated technology.
Automation
The whole area of automation will of course be a major feature at
this year’s Labelexpo Americas, not just on exhibitor booths but
in the dedicated Automation Area. Here, show visitors will be able
to experience each day the most advanced printing, inspection
and finishing lines – both conventional and digital – ever seen. In
particular the first ever automated set-up link between printing
and shrink sleeve forming, sealing and finishing, all coordinated and
managed throughout by the very latest in computerized management
information systems (MIS) and workflow automation.
Management information systems, of course, didn’t really exist
back in 1989. Even desktop computers were still in some of their
early stages of evolution, with a memory capacity far less than any
mobile phone today. Where computers were used in the label industry
it was for documents, estimating and costing. No emails in those
days. International communication was by fax machine. Whatever
happened to those?
Pre-press, now ever-more automated, has also undergone a
dramatic evolution and change over the past 29 years. The Esko
software platform being demonstrated in Chicago, for example, is a
comprehensive set of software solutions for design and pre-press,
workflow automation, color management, and supply chain
collaboration for the label, shrink sleeve and flexible packaging
industry. With a focus on cost control and productivity optimization,
the platform supports an end-to-end workflow with hyper realistic
3D viewing, also on mobile devices, web collaboration, PDF editing,
content management, and quality assurance tools all providing a
sophisticated user experience.

2016’s edition of Labelexpo Americas
welcomed 17,407 attendees and 455 exhibitors

“How the industry has changed
since those early days. There were
no digital presses on show in 1989.
It would be another eight years
before the industry would begin to
experience digital printing”
As for materials, the use of filmic labelstock was still in its infancy
back in the late 1980s. Polypropylene and polyethylene were just
starting to replace much of the use of PVC, at that time under
increasing pressure for environmental reasons. Now filmic material
make-up in excess of 25 to 30 percent of global usage, while waste
control, sustainability, recyclability, life-cycle analysis and much more
had yet to be thought of.
The speed of evolution and change in the world of labels seems to
get faster and faster. In the 1980s life was relatively comfortable for
label converters and it was possible to invest in a new press perhaps
every one or two years out of profits. Today, profits have become
ever-more squeezed, yet the converter now needs to invest in not
only a new press, but also in the latest pre-press, new finishing with
less profitability than they had back in 1989. It’s a challenge.
The very best label groups and companies still seem to achieve
good returns, but many find it harder to survive without the levels
of growth and profitability achieved almost 30 years ago. Yet there
are still many possibilities and opportunities to be seen at Labelexpo
Americas 2018. Make sure the dates are in the diary and have an
open mind on what could be achieved by taking away the best ideas
and solutions for the future.
For more Mike Fairley columns, go to www.labelsandlabeling.com/contributors/michael-fairley
September 2018
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Behind Every Great Brand
is a great Packaging printer

You Can Print It All With Digital
Solutions for Labels, Flexible Packaging & More:
• Flex-Pack Films
• In-line & Off-line Primers
• Coatings & Varnishes

• Security Inks
• Process Expertise
• Technical Support

No Minimum Orders & Quick Turnaround Time

Visit us at Label Expo

Booth #1414

941-256-7900
S-OneLP.com
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Young managers –

Mikaela Harding, Pulse Roll Label Products
Mikaela Harding, product manager at Pulse Roll Label Products, completed her studies five years ago and has quickly become immersed in
the world of print and ink

“Like many young
managers, it’s important for
me to work for a company
that recognizes the
importance of training and
personal development”

I

n 2013, I completed a Master’s degree in
Chemistry (MChem) at the University of Surrey.
After completing my studies, I was unsure
about what I wanted to do, what opportunities
were available and which direction to go in. I felt a
little lost and somewhat uninspired about my next
career step.
Like many others I am sure, my entry into the
printing ink industry was somewhat accidental.
When searching for entry-level laboratory
positions, I came across a temporary role to build
the PantoneLive color libraries. I have always been
passionate about color, and interior design, so
the idea of printing and matching colors and inks
appealed. I applied, was offered and accepted the
position, and became immersed in the world of
print and inks. As PantoneLive was being developed
to be rolled out across the print industry, I received
training on numerous printing processes such
as flexo, litho and gravure using solvent-based,
water-based and UV inks. This is where I was
introduced to digital color management.
Once this contract ended, I decided to seek a
similar role in the printing industry to utilize my
color management training. I moved to an in-plant
ink technician role with a water-based wide web
manufacturing company. This provided valuable
experience in ink room management, where I was
able to use these digital color measurement tools
in practice.
With a desire to develop my career in color
management further, I joined Pulse Roll Label

Products as trainee technical service
manager in September 2013. Today,
I manage our narrow web product
portfolio, which includes UV flexo,
UV screen and water-based flexo inks,
varnishes and coatings. Digital color
management plays a significant role in
the concept of our PureTone UV flexo
ink system.
I’m a proud member of Finat’s
Young Managers Club (YMC). Last year
I become a YMC board member and
am now actively involved in helping to
develop emerging management talent in
the global label industry. I’m passionate
about encouraging and developing the
next generation in our industry and
want to raise awareness and get people
interested in and engaged with what we
do. That’s exactly what the YMC is all
about and the main reason I joined. I’m
glad to see more attention being paid to
training, educating and developing talent
in the global market and am proud to
play a part in supporting that. Initiatives
such as YMC, the new #Labelicious
campaign from Finat, the Label Academy,
the Women in Packaging UK network
group, to name just a few, are all brilliant
ways to engage with and support the
development of people in our industry.
The future
Like many young managers, it’s
important for me to work for a company
that recognizes the importance of
training and personal development for
its employees. Pulse Roll Label Products
is an accredited Investor in People and
through the company, I am currently
undertaking an Institute of Leadership
Management (ILM) course as part of an
Emerging Leaders Program. I’d highly
recommend that companies consider
management training and encourage

their young managers to join groups like
the YMC to get more involved in our
industry.
It can be challenging at times
to be a female junior manager in a
‘technical’ or ‘lab’ role in what is often
a male-dominated environment. I am
however seeing more women in our
industry appointed in senior roles, which
is encouraging. I am lucky to work for a
great company, be surrounded by many
inspirational men and women of all ages
around the world, who are extremely
supportive and who all contribute to
creating the dynamic industry that we
work in.
Companies need to continue to invest
in R&D, new product development and
technology. Working in partnership
across the whole supply chain will
become even more important to ensure
the highest levels of print quality and
more efficient production workflows will
ensure companies remain competitive
and survive, and thrive, in the future.
More and more of our customers are
developing environmental strategies as
sustainability becomes an increasingly
important driver. As ongoing discussions
around reactive monomers and photoinitiators continue, new technologies
such as electron beam curing may
well play a key role in satisfying
environmental objectives as well as food
packaging compliance.
There’s no hiding from the fact
that raw material shortages, rising
prices, chemical reclassifications
and increasingly stringent legislation
contribute to the challenges we face
daily in the ink making and package
printing sector. However, we are also
part of a growing global market with
UV flexo, narrow web, tags and labels,
and other emerging applications such
as shrink sleeves, offering exciting
opportunities for innovation and new
developments. We need to ensure
that we have attracted, developed and
retained the next generation of young
managers to continue this growth to
create a sustainable future.
For more information on Finat
YMC, visit www.finat.com/about/
ymc
September 2018
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Opinion –

The reality of a plastic-free supermarket aisle
LinkedIn users share their views on news of the world’s first ‘plastic-free’ supermarket aisle, which was introduced in Amsterdam earlier
this year by Ekoplaza, a Dutch chain of organic food supermarkets

‘A good start, let us all as consumers
keep the pressure on the manufacturers,
distributors and retailers to reduce plastic in
the supply chain.’
Rod Slater
Head of smart tech and IoT, Exertis UK
‘The next step will be suppliers eliminating
plastic from the production process
altogether. At the moment, this is only
starting to happen when brands demand
better sustainability practices from their
suppliers, but that requires catch-up time
and sometimes involves fall-out. If it were
the other way around, more brands would
be able to be more environment-minded
and “plastic-free” would be an expectation
and not a point of difference.’
Isabelle Gormezano Marks
Marketing manager, White Label UK
‘If we are not careful the current trend
in vilification of plastic will lead to more
problems; it is not the plastic that is at
fault but what people do with the plastic.
Changing back to paper packaging sounds
good but how many more trees will need
to be cut down to meet world demand?
Swapping plastic bottles for glass ones
seems a good idea until you factor in
the impact of the additional transport
requirements. Plastic has helped save trees
and reduce carbon dioxide. If we can use less
that is great, but vilifying a useful product is
not the way to go.’

‘Sustainability is much more than simple
knee-jerk reactions to just one area
to look at. Costs will increase. Paper
products need source material. Will that
be achievable through recycled goods? If
not, will FSC-type schemes have sufficient
capacity to meet demand? The answer is
no, thus we will, through simple supply
and demand, create a market for illegal
forestry operations. Single use plastic –
get alternatives in, so plastics will still
be available but recyclable. Together we
can make positive changes, but please no
knee-jerk silliness. How about looking at
what we do with our waste? We have a
number of high profile waste to energy
schemes up and running; how will they
affect the plastic island in the mid-Pacific?’

‘Plastic-free may currently be en vogue
but it is massively important to the
environment and oceans. Since starting
Bink almost four years ago, I have learnt a
huge amount of weird and wonderful facts.
There are 3.3 billion plastic loyalty cards in
the US alone. This is the height of 27 Mount
Everests and if not recycled properly would
take 450 years to biodegrade. That’s 18
generations! So let’s all try and do our bit
and reduce the production of plastic.’
Greg Gormley
Co-founder/CFO, Bink

The above is a selection of
comments from an active thread
on LinkedIn, which you can
follow in full via https://tinyurl.
com/y9jordjk. Follow Labels &
Labeling on LinkedIn at https://
tinyurl.com/y7fbxent

Carl Manning
Site services general manager, 14forty
‘Greater responsibility for the environmental
impact of material sourcing and
manufacture of packaging through to
end of life recycling and reuse are needed
across all sectors, not just food. It’s a good
start but we need to be cautious we don’t
exchange one problem for another. Think
of the biofuel debates in the late 1990s; a
solution to fossil fuels that quickly became
an environmental challenge as the scale of
the land required was understood.’
Roarke Batten
Principal implementation
and business change lead, NHS Digital

Poll:

Ian Evans
Associate technical director, Arcadis
‘This is great, but it’s not just about plastic
– there is far too much packaging on all
products. Ever tried getting into a child’s
toy?!’
Natasha Hickling
BTL marketing manager, Howdens Joinery

Plastics should be eradicated from
the label and packaging supply chain.
50

40
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n Strongly agree – 42%
n Strongly disagree – 33%
n Disagree – 17%
n Agree – 8%
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EF SYMJET

The hybrid printing solution
Flexo & inkjet printing and converting, all-in one pass

Hybrid printing makes
the impossible, possible.

DIGITAL

MPS EF
SYMJET,
FUTUREPROOF
PRINTING.
Meet us at Label Expo Americas
(Hall A 911) for our live
EF SYMJET demonstrations.

The EF SYMJET press is a hybrid flexo inkjet solution that gives converters a
range of new print potential with the symbiotic combination of conventional and digital printing technologies. With a Domino digital inkjet unit integrated
on the standard EF platform, you get the best of both worlds.

MPS Systems North America INC
United States of America
info-na@mps4u.com
www.mps4u.com
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Is the M&A feeding
frenzy nearing an end?
If you haven’t already engaged in M&A, your window of opportunity
may be closing, says Bob Cronin of The Open Approach

O

ver the past five years, we’ve seen one of the most lucrative M&A
markets ever. Buyers have extended attractive terms and multiples.
And sellers have been able to capitalize on their years of hard work.
More important, the steady stream of transactions has created an essentially
new market, converging technology, manufacturing platforms, CRM tools,
and logistics to enrich the customer experience and provide label and
packaging companies with significant new opportunities.
If you haven’t engaged in an M&A play lately, your window of opportunity
may be closing. In the next 12 to 18 months, new dynamics may impede
your growth, or worse, diminish your value to potential acquirers or
investors. If your customer base and sales are locked in by contract or
another assurance, you may not be affected. Otherwise, you should consider
an M&A play to get in on the favorable market and ensure your longevity.
While no one can ever truly predict a change in tides, there are customer
and economic indicators that have been pretty accurate in the past. As we
head into the end of 2018, we’re seeing more of these. Let’s look at the
top indicators of activity/change to the M&A market, and discuss how they
might affect you.
Financing. Debt financing is extremely favorable. Not only are interest
rates low, but the amount of leverage banks are allowing as a percentage
of the sale is the highest in years. This has enabled hundreds of otherwise
impossible deals, and a surge of small, private acquirers/entrepreneurs to
take advantage and transform their organizations into bigger names or
strong acquisition candidates.
Market. Continued M&A deals have decreased the number of players
in the industry. But with public company involvement and the push for
‘increased shareholder value’, the appetite for expansion is only more
voracious. As everyone seeks the next label or packaging company to buy,
the only measurable variable on many transactions has been price. Thus, the
market has remained high for transactions, with more interested buyers than
sellers.
Growth. Labels’ 3-5 percent annual growth rate has made it a prime
acquisition target. This growth rate is not common to the overall market.
There are many industries and segments that are flailing. New dynamics and
market entrants will likely change this figure, and companies will have to
adjust to changing projections.
Success. Most recent label acquisitions by both the strategics and private
equity players have performed well. These entities have been wisely targeted,
effectively aligned, and well integrated. Seeing this success, new investors
have entered the M&A market.
Stable material prices. In recent years, label companies have enjoyed the
benefit of operating without significant cost of materials increases. This has
resulted in ongoing customer loyalty and consistent revenues and growth.
While all of the above exist in today’s market, the question is for how
long. There are many signs that we may be tapping out.

Where we’re headed
Financing. As the US Treasury continues to hike interest rates, it will
be harder for buyers to pay large multiples and still support the debt
load. Add to this, banks are starting to reduce the maximum multiple
of debt on transactions. Expect this trend to compound. This will
narrow opportunities for all but the best-positioned label companies.
Market. While most investors are still pretty hyped on labels, a few
recent transactions have gone awry. (You know who you are.) This
means increased scrutiny on new deals, and perhaps a reduction from
today’s generous multiples.
Growth. While growth is expected to remain steady, there are
factors that may affect future profitability. These include increasing
material prices, as well as stiffer competition from the entities formed
in M&A transactions. The more capabilities-enhanced, geographically
diverse, and technologically advantaged providers will win the bigger
volumes over local players. Companies must be prepared to defend
their positions against changing competitors.
Success. For many entities, merging, acquiring, or partnering
can quickly expand capabilities and ignite growth. But M&A isn’t a
guarantee for new value. In some cases, deals can bring misery. As
the venue for acquisition candidates tightens, some questionable
performers will become new targets, and this is where trouble begins.
If you decide to start seeking deals, enlist an M&A advisor to help
you evaluate. Make sure they offer proven tenure in labels, as you will
need this specific expertise to analyze and execute your best options.
Stable material prices. Base material prices are rising. This will
provide for adjustments due to inflationary growth, but it will also
elevate pricing pressure. Such upswings can increase competitive
bidding, decrease loyalty, and lead to fierce price competition. How
prepared are you to face this market trend?
All of these developing dynamics may soon become obstacles.
Analyzing such indicators, my best prediction is that the current
highly favorable M&A demand will last for another 12-18 months.
Should you seek to sell within that time frame, you should be able to
make a great deal for your business. If you wish to hold steady, you
need to have a very strong plan for your future.
Be prepared and watch the signs. Enlist an M&A advisor to
assist you in your determination and positioning. Whether you’re
considering buying, selling, partnering, staying, or something else,
timing will make the ultimate difference.

Bob Cronin is managing partner of The Open Approach, an
M&A consultancy focused exclusively on the world of print.
To learn more, visit www.theopenapproach.net,
email bobrcronin@aol.com, or call (001) 630 323 9700
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Chris Ellison is president of Finat and managing
director of UK-based converter OPM (Labels &
Packaging). Here he talks to Andy Thomas-Emans
about everything from management philosophy and
family succession to motorbikes and gardening.

labelsandlabeling.com
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L&L: How did you first enter the label
industry?
Chris Ellison: Probably like many others – by
accident. But I have no regrets.
L&L: What are your main memories of
those early days?
CE: Spirit-based flexographic inks and fires;
those early days were fun. I remember
looking at the established industry players,
Finat and the very first Label-ex with awe.
L&L: When and why did you set up OPM
(Labels & Packaging) Group?
CE: OPM was born from a very small
engineering company turning over GBP
£300k a year manufacturing small desk-top
printing machines in which a family member
held a 25 percent share. Way back in 1986
I was invited to purchase 25 percent of
the remaining shares following a deceased
shareholder, and following the sale of my own
business. Within the following two years, with
the decline in mechanical printing machines,
we were making labels – software for the
hardware so to speak – but the real turning
point came when another set of unfortunate
circumstances dictated I acquire the
remaining share-holding. I was only 23 years
old and owned something that I would later
transform into a label company. Looking back,
I didn’t realize at the time what a fantastic
opportunity this would become.
L&L: Describe your management
philosophy
CE: My management style is hard to put your
finger on, but I think in general my philosophy
is to give clear directions and actually stay
pretty hands-off, but be ready and available
to jump in to offer guidance, expertise and
help when needed. I also go out of my way
to make sure I know when my team needs
help and work with them to set clear goals
and KPI’s that are achievable. That means
plenty of informal check-ins, both on the
work they’re doing and on their general job
satisfaction and mental well-being.
I see running a business as a collaborative
process, but one that still has a clear structure
in place, where employees and management

Chris and Sue Ellison, joint MDs of OPM Group

L-R Chris, Sue, Arnie and Charlotte Ellison

“Automation has reduced the
number of tasks we do manually.
This allows us to get more done
in the same amount of time,
greatly increasing productivity.
It frees up our time to work on
tasks that add genuine value
to the business, improving
customer experience, allowing
OPM to be more innovative and
increasing our employees’ levels
of motivation”
work together to drive our vision for OPM’s
future.
L&L: How important are people to your
business?
CE: People have always been essential to
OPM. They are its most important resource;
they provide the inspiration, creativity,
vision and motivation that gives OPM its

competitive advantage.
Even in these days of advanced technology
and automation our organization could not
exist without people.
L&L: How important is age and
experience when allocating
responsibilities?
CE: The most common criteria we use to
select people for a job are qualifications,
technical skills and experience. But these
criteria are never the only considerations. In
many cases, providing that people have the
basic skills needed and the right attitude to
learning, we will train the specifics of a job.
If they don’t have the right approach and
personal culture, it is much more difficult
to teach them to be friendly to customers,
co-operate with their team mates and
accept change. We always try to match the
people we employ with the culture of our
organization and vice-versa, so they will not
find it frustrating and hard to integrate.
Training will also be the way forward in the
future as an ageing, experienced workforce
will need to be replaced. We have worked
hard utilizing the knowledge of our existing
staff to create a training academy to ensure
this knowledge is shared and passed to the
next generation.
L&L: How important is state of the art
technology to your business strategy?
CE: We have worked hard to develop a
business environment that supports and
promotes innovation as its culture. The OPM
innovation strategy is based around four main
factors that we consider especially important
in improving innovation performance: culture,
collaboration, strategy and technology. The
state-of-the-art technology we have chosen
to drive innovation has helped OPM develop
September 2018
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“In some family
businesses challenges
can develop – it can
become emotionally
charged. I decided early
on that in order for us to
work harmoniously, we all
needed to have distinct
roles. Too much overlap
could lead to confusion”
Chris Ellison remains passionate about
motorbike racing. He has raced in a number
of two and three wheel categories

specialized products in a wide variety of
sectors to maximize long-term value.
L&L: How close is OPM to achieving
its process automation goals? How
important is this to your business
strategy?
CE: Process automation is key to OPM
business control and agility. It allows us to
optimize resources, speed development, and
adapt faster to market changes.
Today, our aim is to maximize automation
rather than re-engineer it. Technological

advancements in software and technology
have accelerated the evolution of business
processes from ‘re-engineering’ to
‘automation’.
Our goal is to automate as many manual
processes as possible. This is an ongoing
project as we automate existing processes
we develop new ways to automate the new
technology we bring to the business too.
Automation has reduced the number of
tasks we do manually. This allows us to get
more done in the same amount of time,
greatly increasing productivity. It frees up
our time to work on tasks that add genuine
value to the business, improving customer
experience, allowing OPM to be more

innovative and increasing our employees’
levels of motivation.
L&L: What are the challenges and rewards
of running a family-owned business?
CE: I think our greatest benefit, as a family
run business, is our ability to communicate
openly and honestly with each other. As a
family we have built up trust in each other
while working together. The best thing about
our team is that there is no resentment
or rivalry because we have all earned our
positions through skills and experience.
In some family businesses challenges
can develop – it can become emotionally
charged. I decided early on that in order for us
to work harmoniously, we all needed to have
distinct roles; too much overlap could lead to
confusion.
As a family we naturally hold common
values about the business – for example, not
accepting second best of ourselves or others.
There are challenges as in any business but
we overcome these as a team. I feel that the
benefits of the quality time we get together
achieving our goals makes up for extra
demands that family ownership brings.
L&L: What succession planning advice
would you give to family-run converter
companies?
CE:The necessary steps have to be taken well
in advance so that the building blocks are
in place when the time is right. Succession

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS
OF SYNTHETIC PAPER

LOOKS, FEELS, AND PRINTS
LIKE PAPER SINCE 1968

Come visit us at booth 3105 and
register to win a Yeti cooler!

WWW.POLYARTUSA.COM | WWW.POLYART.COM
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planning can be complicated because of the
emotions and relationships involved and
because most people are not that comfortable
discussing topics such as aging, death and their
financial affairs.
Plan early. This allows you time to involve
family members in your decision and open a
dialogue. Ensure you have the time to mentor
and gradually introduce your chosen successors
into the business. Find the right advisers to help
you put together a successful succession plan.
L&L: When did you first become active
in Finat? What persuaded you to join?
CE: I became active in Finat in 2005, I
was invited to speak about product and
manufacturing divarication at the annual
congress. The opportunity to network
with like-minded converters to share best
operational practices and knowledge of the
market and access to inspirational events
that Finat delivers annually.
L&L: What arguments would you use to
persuade other converters to join trade
organizations?
CE: Trade associations allow you to keep
abreast of breaking news affecting our
industry through publications aimed at your
needs. Exchanging ideas is an important
benefit of making connections with printers
and industry suppliers from other parts of
Europe and around the world, as well as
the opportunity to share best operational

L&L4_edit_18_m.indd 49

Chris Ellison in his garden near the beautiful Yorkshire town of Harrogate

practices and experience with new
technologies or approaches to marketing.
You most certainly will make life-long
friends. Industry meetings provide the
opportunity to make valuable connections,
and these can often turn into life-long
friendships. Trade associations offer expert
market analysis, access to the newest
equipment and technology and training and
information that can bring money-saving
ideas to your company.
L&L: What are you interests outside
of the label industry?
CE: Since I was seven years old my passion
has always been racing motorbikes. At the
age of 16 I was a junior Trials champion
and raced competitively in Motor Cross. Up

until the age of 35, I raced both two and
three wheels both at Clubman and National
status culminating in British Superbike events.
Following a short spell in 2000 running my own
British 250cc team, I’m now just interested
in all forms of motorsport, bikes and cars:
anything you can race with an engine.
In more recent years I’ve also become
strangely attracted to gardening, particularly
citrus and fruits that I cultivate in our
greenhouse. As I relax, ironically, now I
complain about the noisy motorbikes that
buzz around on a Sunday morning – maybe
it’s karma!
For more information about OPM
visit opmgroup.co.uk
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All4Labels and Nuceria Group celebrate joining forces

Nuceria Group joins All4Labels
The world’s third largest label converting group has a new partner, extending its reach in southern Europe and adding expertise across a
range of package printing technologies. Andy Thomas-Emans reports

L

eading Italian package printing group Nuceria has joined forces
with All4Labels to boost the group’s global reach. Through the
merger with Nuceria, the All4Labels Group will reach a total
turnover exceeding 500 million euros with 29 production facilities
across the globe.
The Nuceria Group, founded in 1989 by Antonio Iannone as a
printer of tapes, is today is one of Italy’s leading package printing
groups, with a staff of more than 250 located across four production
plants in Milan and Turin in the north, and Nocera and Salerno south
of Naples. Commented Adrian Tippenhauer, Co-CEO All4Labels Group:
‘This new combination marks another milestone in the success story
of both All4Labels and Nuceria. Nuceria is an outstanding company.
Through its innovative and customer-focused approach the Iannone
family has managed to significantly outperform the market over the
last decades, growing above 10 percent year-on-year. We are proud
to welcome them to our team. Together we will be able to offer our
customers a wider production footprint and globalize our wine and
spirits activities as an additional market segment.’
To guarantee business continuity, the Iannone family will remain
in charge of the group’s activities in Italy. Antonio Iannone will be
responsible for the Italian operations, while general manager Guido
Iannone takes up responsibilities at board level. ‘Becoming part of this
great family is for all of us a source of great stimulus for improvement
and growth. We will bring our energy and creativity into this
partnership,’ said Guido Iannone.
The post-merger global integration process started at the beginning
of July and will last for six months.
Complimentary operations
All4Labels was formed in 2016, when it became the world’s third
largest label converting group with the merger of Rako Group,
Baumgarten and X-Label.
The headquarters of the group is located in Witzhave near
Hamburg, Germany. When the company was formed there were four
joint CEOs, each with different areas of responsibility: Matthias Kurtz
(supply chain), Adrian Tippenhauer (sales and business development),
Tim Fiedler (finance) and Jan Oberbeck (sales & business
development).
Guido Iannone, will become a member of the All4Labels global
management board and takes over responsibility for one of the global
sales business units.
Below this group structure are joint teams focused on R&D,

machine engineering, best practice, quality management and
sustainability.
Geographically, All4Labels already spans key regions of the globe,
with plants throughout Latin America, central and eastern Europe and
China – and now across Italy.
Europe is still seen as an area with major growth potential. Wine
and spirits is one area where the group is focusing, and Nuceria is
particularly strong in this sector following its 2014 acquisition of
Appia Etichette, in the wine-growing area of Piedmont, an acquisition
which added 6,000sqm of production space. All4Labels is already
strong in the wine and spirits market segment in Latin America,
opening up possibilities for global branding projects and the exchange
technical and marketing information within the expanded group.
Nuceria and All4Labels already share a long list of blue chip global
brand customers, and both companies have demonstrated a
commitment to efficient supply chain management, reduced cycle
times and waste elimination. As reported recently in L&L, Nuceria is
actively involved in release liner sustainability projects with its Italian
customers.
In terms of technology, All4Labels has a strong focus on digital –
not just presses (Rako was a major HP Indigo customer with a hall of
machines including multiple 20000s), but also digitization of the
whole label supply chain. Nuceria made its first move into digital
with the acquisition of Appia Etichette, and both All4Labels and
Nuceria have recently diversified into hybrid digital-flexo technology
with the purchase of Nilpeter Panorama machines.
Nuceria Group’s Milan and Turin operations are focused primarily
on pressure-sensitive labels, while the plants in the south of Italy
produce a wide variety of package printing products, including shrink
sleeves, wet-glue (sheet-fed offset) labels, folding cartons and flexible
packaging. Nuceria is currently making a major investment in wide
web flexible packaging, having gained experience in mid-web widths.

L&L has written extensively about Nuceria Group and
All4Labels.Visit www.labelsandlabeling.com
September 2018
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Canon takes on
inkjet label printing
Although a latecomer to the digital label printing market, Canon has big plans with its inkjet-driven technology. David Pittman reports

C

anon has entered the inkjet label
printing market with the introduction
of the Océ LabelStream 4000 Series.
Despite being new to the label market,
Canon is far from new to digital printing.
Almost half of its business is related to print.
Its production printing portfolio covers wide
format, web-fed and sheet-fed presses.
Canon sees a genuine window of
opportunity for itself in packaging,
starting in labels, as Crit Driessen, vice
president and head of digital packaging,
production printing products (PPP) at Océ
Printing Systems, explains: ‘Océ is keen to
break into forward-looking markets, and
industrial packaging printing offers excellent
opportunities for new revenue streams.
We are confident that market players
will appreciate the Océ LabelStream’s
productivity and customizing abilities as a
way to add value to label printing.’
His colleague Christian Unterberger,
chief marketing officer and executive vice
president, PPP, identifies the company’s
‘Inkjet DNA’ as another reason for it to
be confident about its prospects in the
label market, and digital package printing
in general. ‘We are heavily experienced in
inkjet, invest a lot into R&D, and develop
our own inks and printheads for specific
markets.’
He continues: ‘We are still investing in
our existing markets, but as growth rates
have declined in these areas we have looked
for something new. Major investments into
graphic arts applications and our experience
and expertise in inkjet naturally drew us to
packaging, where we might be a new player
but want to grow and play a leading role.’
The company
Canon acquired Océ in 2010, which now
operates as a brand name for digital
printing products. Canon Océ has already
had exposure to packaging in general,
with some of its flatbed machines used to
produce packaging. It further worked on
liquid toner technology before canceling its
development. Océ InfiniStream, a web press
for folding carton applications, was to be
the first product to use the company’s liquid
toner technology.
‘Océ has been looking at the packaging

market for a number of years,’ says
Unterberger. ‘Over time we realized the
liquid toner technology did not match the
industry’s needs and made the conscious
decision not to come to market with
InfiniStream. In the meantime, we have
launched other products in inkjet that
have needed to meet very high industry
expectations in terms of quality and
productivity. Building on this base, we have
identified that now is the right time to enter
the packaging market.
‘On the document side of the business,
we went in early and had to develop the
market. As a newcomer in an established
market it is easier, although we still have
much to learn. And what we learn from the
label market will lay the groundwork to
evolve into other packaging markets, such
as flexibles, folding carton and corrugated.
Canon looks and acts long-term. By entering
into packaging with a label press, it is clear
that there is a much larger plan to evolve
into other markets.’
The press
To begin its journey into packaging, Canon
has debuted with the Océ LabelStream
4000 Series. This is a 5-color UV inkjet press
targeted at self-adhesive and certain flexible
packaging applications. Built on FFEI’s inkjet
platform, the press features the latest Xaar
2001 printheads to offer a resolution of 720
x 600 DPI, with three gray levels available.

“It is clear that there
is a much larger plan
to evolve into other
markets”
A variable drop size permits reproduction of
fine details, smooth tones, vibrant colors and
solid areas. For the application of white, two
print modes have been created, providing
‘better’ and ‘best’ opacity. True white offers
opacity at 67 percent, with Alpine white
promising 80-plus percent opacity at the
standard press speed of 48m/min. A wide
material range covers standard labelstock
including PP, PE and PET and specialty
substrates from 40 micron up to 450
micron, as well as thicker cartonboard.
A standard printing width of 330mm is
available, with a 410mm version providing
higher productivity and greater scope for
flexible packaging production. The standard
press speed is 48m/min, although 68m/min
can be achieved for less demanding jobs.
This equates to an output range of 950 sqm
an hour up to 1,672 sqm an hour.
While it can be run as a standalone
CMYK+W press, various in-line finishing
tools can be specified – semi-rotary
die-cutting, slitting, dual rewind. Turnbar,
delam/relam, lamination, cold foil and

The Canon Océ LabelStream 4000 Series can
be a standalone digital press, or configured with preand post-digital converting technologies
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varnish options provide enhanced in-line
finishing. Automatic changeover of
die-cutting cylinders is possible as the
press is built to maximize automation
technologies. The addition of flexo color
stations pre- and post-digital make hybrid
printing another possibility.
The partners
Canon Océ has worked with FFEI to build
the heart of the machine, while fellow UK
manufacturer Edale has been involved in
the development through its web handling
expertise and integration of the line,
ensuring the effective running of the press
from the in-feed to finishing.
Unterberger says: ‘Both of these
companies are established specialists in
the label market. We wanted to be fast to
market, and while we could no doubt have
developed the system to a high level on
our own, we decided to partner with key
companies to expedite our entry into the
market.
‘Using FFEI as a base upon which to build
our technology has given us an edge, as we
were able to work closely with its engineers
to develop a differentiated final product. We
have shared IP, related to print quality and
speed, that only we can use.
‘The machine has only been in
development for 18 months, and thanks
to partnerships with companies such as
FFEI and Edale we have been able to bring
something to market very fast.’
The opportunity
The Océ LabelStream 4000 Series will be
sold exclusively by Canon, with the first

“This is the right time
for Canon to enter
the market, with all
the technologies
and organizational
strengths we have to
offer”
orders planned for the end of 2018.
‘Looking at the value of digital in
packaging going forward, demand is going
to be high,’ says Unterberger. ‘The packaging
market in general is larger than the
document market we are in today, so it is a
logical expansion for Canon.’
Canon is positioning itself at the upper
end of the inkjet label printing market
in terms of quality and productivity. The
printheads used, resolution range and
white opacity available are among those
highlighted as evidence of its quality
capabilities. In terms of productivity,
flexibility in finishing, and the integration
and automation of a modular toolbox
position the Océ LabelStream 4000 Series to
meet most requirements in the digital label
printing market.
Canon also notes how its experience
in transaction and commercial printing
positions it to offer a service structure many
existing suppliers in the packaging market
are unable to match or better. This includes,
in some instances, a two-hour window

Press availability
The Océ LabelStream 4000 is available
from the end of 2018, although sales
conversations have now commenced. The
first orders will be delivered to Europe.
During the second half of 2018, Canon
Océ will look to build a team in the
US, ready to enter that region in 2019.
‘These two areas will be the initial focus
for us,’ says Christian Unterberger, chief
marketing officer and executive vice
president of production printing products
(PPP) at Océ Printing Systems. ‘After 2019
we will assess where we are.’

to respond to a customer and have their
machine back in production.
Unterberger continues: ‘We have
customer commitments all over the world
involving a high degree of support and
service. We will use the same logistics and
service organization to support packaging
customers, so, depending on the service level
requested by the customer, we will be able
to offer similar response times. Whether that
be 10 hours or much shorter. This is another
we way we can add real value.’
This all leads to Driessen to conclude: ‘We
believe this is the right time for Canon to
enter the market, with all the technologies
and organizational strengths we have to
offer.’
Read Labels & Labeling issue 3,
2018 for a comprehensive update
on digital printing and finishing

The Océ LabelStream 4000 Series was unveiled to an audience of analysts and press
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Gallus launches
entry-level digital press
In a sharp change in direction, Gallus has launched an entry-level single pass digital press based on Memjet technology. Andy
Thomas-Emans reports

G

allus has launched a Memjet-powered
entry-level inkjet press targeted
at commercial printers looking to
diversify into labels, brand owners looking
for an in-house on-demand label print
facility, and label converters looking to enter
the digital market or complement production-scale digital presses.
‘With the Gallus Smartfire we are focusing
on new target groups who are looking for a
smart entry into digital label printing,’ says
Michael Ring, head of Digital Solutions at
Gallus. ‘The Memjet technology allows us to
offer an inkjet printing press that produces
labels with a quality of 1600 x 1600 DPI while
still keeping the investment costs at a low
level.’
As a water-based press, the Gallus
Smartfire is intended to fit into non-industrial
environments. It is VOC-free, with no
requirement for venting and is powered from
a single standard electrical power supply. Ring
says that water-based inks allow the press
to produce ‘food-compliant labels with no
additional top coating barrier.’
The Smartfire uses 4-color (CMYK) Memjet
inkjet heads imaging at the standard Memjet
print resolution of 1600 x 1600 DPI at line
speeds up to 9m/min on a 240mm web
width. The digital front end (DFE) is driven
by a Caldera Grand RIP and the press ships
with a preinstalled package of hardware and
software. The software tools are targeted at
novice users and include color management,
substrate calibration, preflight, step&repeat,
and variable data print (VDP) and cost
calculation modules.
The press incorporates in-line finishing,
including self-wound lamination and

Heidelberg partner
With Gallus now fully owned by Heidelberg,
its recent Innovation Days event presented

Conventional
developments
Although the main focus of the Innovation
Days event was on digital, there were
significant announcements made on the
conventional print side of Gallus’ business.

Screeny
Integration of Screeny A-Line plate data
into the press management system was
demonstrated on a Labelmaster press
along with a new platemaking workflow.
The data from the Screeny is now read in
by a scanner and combined with live data
from the press to allow the operator to
monitor the Screen station online.
In addition, a new manufacturing
workflow for a Screeny A-Line printing
plate was shown using an automatic
wash-out system from Gallus and the new
Phoenix LED UV direct platesetter from
Heidelberg. The Phoenix employs a dual
imaging system to ensure full surfaceand through-curing of the screen stencils
utilizing variable combinations of spectral
wavelengths.

Labelmaster Advanced
New for the Gallus Labelmaster Advanced
press is automatic cross and longitudinal
register control and a fast process
change system. The process change
from flexographic printing unit to screen
printing was demonstrated, removing one
module using a sliding carriage, with the
new module reconnected to the machine
base. Concept studies for a new die
cutting unit are also underway.

ECS340
The established Gallus ECS 340 press can
now be fitted with a web-shifting unit for
manufacturing multi-layer labels.

RCS430
New for the flagship Gallus RCS 430 press
is a flying imprint capability, allowing fast
job changes between flexo print units at
high speed. During a demonstration three
different jobs were printed while the press
was continually running by changing over
two flexo stations.
The Gallus Smartfire

s

8 14:43

die-cutting – either digitally with an
integrated plotting knife, or by a semi-rotary
die-cutter. The line is completed with matrix
pick-up, slitter and rewinding.
Given its target market, Gallus says the
Smartfire is designed for ease of use and
minimum waste between jobs. The ink
containers are easily replaceable and inkjet
heads can be quickly swapped out.
The press is expected to sell for under
150,000 euros with an ink cost of under 207
euros/liter.
Gallus is taking a phased approach to the
rollout of the Smartfire, starting with early
customer acceptance testing at 2-3 sites in
July, firstly in Europe and then the US. The
first customer shipments should take place
from September. As well as the Smartfire
introduction, Gallus made a further important
digital announcement concerning its Labelfire
hybrid press (based on the ECS340 flexo press
platform).
New is an integrated screen printing unit
on the upstream end of the press, which will
be particularly beneficial for high opacity first
down whites when printing on clear film or
metallics. On the converting end of the press,
Gallus announced the commercial availability
of the new Digital Embellishment Unit
previewed in beta mode at Labelexpo Europe
last year. The DEU is capable of applying matt
and gloss effects, spot coatings, metallic reliefs
and tactile effects. Particularly effective is the
combination of metallic foil and haptic/3D
effects.
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units sold, while digital and flexo
increase their overall share of the
market.
Plentz showed that label press
print volume increased by 3.4
percent between 2016 and 2019,
and by another 3.4 percent from
2019 to 2022, against an overall
market growth of 0.6 percent
and 0.8 percent respectively. At
the same time packaging press
print increases by 2.7 and 2.6
The Gallus Labelfire hybrid press now includes a screen
percent. The commercial segment
unit and a commercialized Digital Embellishment unit
decreases by between 0.1 and 0.2
percent over this period.
for turning around Heidelberg’s
an interesting opportunity to see
Heidelberg aims to counter
fortunes. Net sales of the
where the narrow web specialist
stagnant growth trends in the
Heidelberg group in 2017-2018
fits into the wider Heidelberg
sheet-fed offset market – which
are on target for 2.4bn euros, a
portfolio and strategy.
net profit of 14m euros. Mid-term includes wet-glue label printers
Stephan Plenz, head of
of course – by continued
targets are to greatly increase
Heidelberg’s Digital Technology
development of its ‘Smart Print
profitability as well as turnover,
Segment, placed the SmartFire
Shop’ concept. Smart Print Shop is
with targets for 2022 set at 3bn
firmly into the context of
based around Heidelberg’s Prinect
euros of sales with a 100m euro
Heidelberg’s transformation into
Business and Production modules
profit margin.
a digitally-focused company – a
which integrate equipment,
Plentz looked at the changing
transformation still under way.
consumables, service and the end
face of the press market. With
He noted this change is taking
customer.
the increased utilization of
place at all levels in the company
In digital print, Heidelberg sees
installed equipment there will be a
– technology, organization and
culture, and is already responsible declining number of offset printing packaging as the biggest growth

opportunity, hence its heavy
support for Gallus’ Labelfire press,
the latest addition to Heidelberg’s
‘Fire’ series which includes the
Primefire (commercial sheet-fed),
Versafire (document) and
Omnifire (direct-to-shape).
Plentz said Heidelberg is
focusing heavily on Cloud-based
‘Smart Services’. With more than
11,000 machines and 25,000
Prinect modules connected, the
it is using Big Data processing to
provide the base for its Predictive
Monitoring and Performance
Plus programs, accessed via the
Heidelberg Assistant.
Assistant delivers expert
know-how and information about
availability and performance of
presses, and this is now available
for Gallus press customers.
Assistant also matches
consumables and service parts to
a converter’s press inventory.
A related offering now available
to Gallus press users is mCall,
which enables automated
generation of service tickets, with
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the printing press independently
communicating all relevant
machine data to the Gallus
helpdesk. This does away with
the telephone calls and emails
otherwise required to log a
service case.
Label market
Christof Naier, head of Gallus’
label business unit, reinforced the
importance of the Heidelberg
connection. Gallus sales and
service units are now almost
fully integrated into Heidelberg’s
global service structure and
Gallus has access to Heidelberg’s
research and innovation network,
said Naier.
Naier looked at overall industry
trends to explain why Heidelberg
sees Gallus as such a valuable
asset – it gives Heidelberg
increased access to one of the
few segments of the print market
which continues to grow.
Based on AWA consultancy
statistics, Naier said estimated
total global demand for labels

stands at 59.331 million sqm,
25 percent of which is in Europe,
with an expected growth rate of
4.5-5 percent a year.
Gallus’ core business is in
self-adhesive labels, which
represents around 40 percent
of global demand, growing at
around 4 percent. But within the
labels and narrow web flexibles
segment, in-mold is showing
growth rates of 6 percent and
tube laminate 7 percent, albeit
from a relatively low base.
There is an interesting
crossover between narrow
web and sheet-fed here, since
Heidelberg already has a strong
presence in the in-mold market
through its sheet-fed offset
division. And Heidelberg’s
sheet-fed division remains a
principle player in the wet-glue
market, which still accounts for
over one third of global label
demand. Although wet-glue
market share is declining in the
face of PS and shrink sleeve label
growth, this market segment is

Exchange of a flexo printing cylinder with the flying imprint process as three
different jobs are printed on a Gallus RCS430 while running continuously

still growing at 2 percent per year.
Wraparound and sleeve labels
are meanwhile growing at around
4 percent/year with an 18 percent
market share (this figure should
be treated with some caution,
since individual sleeve labels
generally have a larger format size
than PS).
Naier considered the position
of digital labels in this mix,
quoting research from Finat and
Smithers Pira showing digitally

printed labels now represent 10
percent of the label business
by value. ‘Inkjet printing is
expected to grow faster than EP
(electrophotography) because
of its greater potential for
development,’ he said.
For a full report on
Gallus’ innovations
demonstrated at
Labelexpo Europe 2017
see L&L 4 2017
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Open house showcases Mark
Andy-Presstek strategy
Six months after acquiring Presstek, Mark Andy held an open house in London to explain how the two brands are being integrated. Andy
Thomas-Emans reports

L

ooked at from a labels perspective, the acquisition of Presstek
by Mark Andy in December might have seemed an unusual fit.
After all, Presstek is active in the small format commercial offset
market with its direct imaging presses and not in the labels space.
But the acquisition makes more sense when considered as part of
Mark Andy’s broader strategy to become a ‘full service’ provider of
equipment, consumables, consultancy and support in the digital, flexo
and small offset sectors.
Around its conventional presses, Mark Andy has built up an
eco-system which includes flexo platemaking and processing
equipment, plate mounting and splicing tapes, doctor blades, tint
sleeves/flood coat rollers, pressroom chemicals, pre-press systems and
anilox rolls.
These products and consumables come under the umbrella of Mark
Andy Print Products, headquartered in Chicago. There are three more
distribution hubs across the US (San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas,
Newark and Atlanta), and locations in Toronto, Canada, Mexico City
and the UK.
Mark Andy takes over global sales and service support for Presstek’s
4-6 color 34DI (direct imaging) and 34DI Eco-UV direct imaging
waterless offset presses alongside the Dimension CTP image-setting
systems and Anthem Elite thermal printing plates.
Mark Andy had already been distributing these systems in
partnership with Presstek in North America, and the two companies
had previously shared a common owner – so strong working
relationships were already in place.
Mark Andy Print Products recently introduced 24/7 online ordering
for its full product range in North America, and this service will also be
extended to other global regions.
It is worth noting that Presstek’s Zahara waterless plates division is
not part of the Mark Andy acquisition. Instead it is being spun off as a
new company – Verico Technology – headed by former Presstek CEO
Yuval Dubois.
New synergies
Stuart Gallup, VP Offset/DI/CTP at Mark Andy, explained these
developments at an open house at the Presstek European HQ in
London, where a 34DI Eco-UV press – fitted with UV LED lamps – and
a Mark Andy Digital One were demonstrated alongside each other as
complimentary systems.

Converters gather round the Presstek 34DI Eco-UV press

“Micro-breweries, for example, need high-end
packaging but in small volumes, and these presses
allow the instant availability of print in any
application from lightweight papers to plastics”
Mark Andy has been successful pitching the Digital One as a
relatively simple way for commercial printers to enter the label market
for micro and short run products, as well as label converters looking to
complement their existing conventional and digital capabilities.
At the same time, Gallup believes there are great opportunities
for commercial printers in the small format offset market to grow
their business into labels. ‘For commercial printers there are plenty of
opportunities to enter the label market enabling diversification from
competition.’
The Presstek 34DI 4-color digital offset press was equipped with
the LED-based ECO-UV add-on system which instantly dries sheets,
allowing an immediate second side print, and the capability to move
straight to finishing rather than using standard offset set-off powders.
The in-line curing system is now available as a retrofit to any
existing Presstek DI press. Attendees saw a variety of different jobs
printed, including a ‘bath bomb’ box, PVC cards and sheet-fed labels. A
key advantage of the UV LED system for filmic products is that it does
not generate heat, allowing production of short run filmic labels for
products such as water bottles. The 34DI Eco-UV press is well suited
for non-absorbent materials because, as a waterless system, there is no
excess water to remove.
Industry consultant Nick Coombes, a long-time observer of the
commercial and package print sectors, pointed out that the DI and
Digital One presses have the potential to ‘reinvent’ the old in-plant
market once dominated by the Heidelberg GTO. ‘That market had
disappeared, but now we see it coming back – with the micro-breweries, for example, or the small gin producers and other craft industries.
They need high-end packaging but in small volumes, and these
presses allow the instant availability of print in any application from
lightweight papers to plastics.’
Presstek’s Zahara waterless plates division, not part of the
acquisition by Mark Andy, is being spun off as a new company
– Verico Technology. See page 61 for more information

Sheet-fed labels coming off the 34DI Eco-UV press
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Driving sustainable processes
with a motorsport mindset
Hamilton Adhesive Labels is using principles adopted from Formula 1 to enhance its efficiency. David Pittman reports

H

amilton Adhesive Labels, a UK-based
manufacturer of printed and plain
labels for the food and drink,
industrial, personal and household care
sectors, has introduced a progressive new
working process, F1 Principles, to enhance its
sustainability and efficiency.
‘The key to staying competitive in today’s
crowded, accelerating label and print industry
is to perform with the smooth coordination
of a Formula 1 pit crew,’ says Paul Larkin,
operations director at Hamilton.
An F1 team’s pit stops are an integral
part of any race strategy, with the crew’s
organization and slick changeovers critical
to the driver’s track success. Faced with
growing demand for shorter runs and swift
turnarounds alongside sustainability, Larkin
believes label manufacturers can learn a
lot from the way F1 racing approaches
operational excellence.
‘The market is evolving rapidly, and
businesses have to be able to respond quickly
to shifting consumer needs, and balance
environmental and cost challenges,’
continues Larkin.
‘For printers using traditional techniques
such as flexo, this also means surviving the
threat posed by digital technologies and
highlighting the former’s continued relevance.
A well-honed system is crucial here, future-proofing the wider sector’s prosperity
by fine-tuning all areas of productivity to
ensure fast service capabilities and customer
satisfaction.’
With F1 Principles, Hamilton is drawing
on the concept of well-practiced harmony

“Our goal is to demonstrate
how traditional print
methods are viable today
and can continue to be so in
the future”
with no room for lagging or error to optimize
every element of its flexo-based processes.
This centers around precision, waste reduction
and collaboration. For example, Hamilton
employs F1’s policy of finessing changeover
and adjustment techniques to minimize
make-ready and wash-up time, while also
boosting accuracy via a reliable predictive
print system. In the same way that pit crews
have all members and kit in place and ready
for work to begin and end within seconds,
Hamilton is prioritizing proactive preparation
in any job by making sure all elements – from
ink to paper – are in order before work begins.
Scientific approach
The company is also taking a scientific
approach to manufacturing. A measurement
and control philosophy is in place for every
step of the print process to ensure optimum
efficiency and performance so that Hamilton
is only producing premium quality products
on time, every time.
Larkin adds: ‘Though fundamental,
implementing thorough equipment, materials
and maintenance planning or even properly
prepping color matching are steps often

Thorough planning is crucial to Hamilton Adhesive Labels’ success

overlooked by many printers, who may be
inclined to cut corners in order to meet tight
deadlines. However, just as the slightest
mistake can be catastrophic in F1, small
oversights in settings and execution can
completely derail a project and endanger a
business’ reputation.
‘Rather than hastening production runs,
this strategy is in fact liable to slow jobs
down and waste resources by increasing
the probability of error. In contrast, we keep
readiness requirements on-track through
exercises such as perfecting fingerprinting and
ink laydown, delivering thorough staff training
and continually analyzing performance. This
enables projects to get off the line in the
best time with the best chances for success,
as well as enhancing efficiency by curtailing
misuse of inks, materials and energy. Reducing
the carbon footprint associated with sending
goods to waste disposal facilities and
unplanned equipment downtime, we promote
the environment, productivity and profits.’
The Hamilton production team offers skill
and asset flexibility to ensure a continual
improvement mindset is embedded. Each
operative is trained on every line which has
the exact same processes, procedures and
layouts applied to deliver high-speed accuracy.
The aim is to empower employees so that
each one understands how their role is critical
to the performance of the team and business.
‘Many printers can provide either speed,
quality or sustainability, but few are able
to calibrate their activities to achieve all
three goals simultaneously,’ says Larkin.
‘Whether identifying procedures which
recurrently result in waste or investing in the
most advanced equipment, our processes
differentiate our service offering and set the
example for operational innovation to the
industry. Benefiting the consumer and the
manufacturing community alike, F1 Principles
are an ideal pattern to emulate here.’
He continues: ‘Our goal is to demonstrate
how traditional print methods are viable
today and can continue to be so in the
future. Taking flexo into the fast lane, we
are accelerating outputs and raising quality
parameters to ground-breaking levels while
becoming more competitive, creating further
jobs and improving profitability – all with
minimized waste.’
Hamilton Adhesive Labels is celebrating
25 years in business in 2018
September 2018
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Grafotronic readies
itself for growth
The finishing equipment specialist has made rapid progress since relaunching its portfolio a little over two years ago. David Pittman reports

A

t a recent meeting at its facility just outside Warsaw, Poland,
Grafotronic gathered its agents from around the world to
present the company’s latest developments.
Chief among these was a new extension of the factory where the
meeting was being held. This has added 870sqm, taking the total
floor space up to 2,320sqm. This allows the company to produce 21
machines at a time in the factory.
‘This should provide us with enough capacity to meet demand,’
opines Håkan Sundqvist, president at Grafotronic. ‘Although we do
have the possibility to extend again in 2019.’
Such growth is indicative of the path that Grafotronic now
finds itself on, having decided in 2015 to redesign its machinery
and processes to create a lean and efficient supplier of finishing
equipment largely for the digital printing market.
Its machines are now fully modular and automated, with short
set-up times and high productivity at their core. Modules such as the
160m/min GigaFast semi-rotary die-cutting unit are examples of this.
The first machine from this new generation was shipped in April
2016. More than 130 have now been installed worldwide.
‘It was a big upfront investment to redesign all of our machines,’
notes Sundqvist. ‘We took six months to refocus and rebuild. Now,
production is like an industrial system.
‘In parallel we are developing new products and technologies, that
are better and faster, and our service organization. We employ 15
engineers to develop new machines and modules with customers.’
New products in development include a flatbed screen and hot foil/
embossing modules designed with the wine and cosmetics markets
in mind, and Q-Load, an automatic side-loading system for the quick
change of magnetic die-cutting cylinders.
Sundqvist continues: ‘We are investing in the future, both of
our company in production and our customers with future-proof
technology. It says a lot about how the market is developing when we
are hearing how customers are prepared to write-off an investment in

Growth in America
Grafotronic sees big opportunities for its technology in the US,
where it has recently appointed Mike Bacon as its new director of
sales. He has joined Grafotronic from Spartanics, where he spent
nearly two decades in sales and marketing roles. In his new role,
Bacon joins Gerry Nigg, managing director of Grafotronic’s US
subsidiary, in supporting the company’s growth in North America.
The establishment of an assembly plant in the US staffed by
trained technicians is in the pipeline.
Grafotronic president Håkan Sundqvist says: ‘We’re really
happy to have recruited Mike. He is a well-known name and has
vast experience that will benefit us. We have big hopes for that
market, and the target for us is to grow rapidly over the next
couple of years.’
The North American market is to account for 20 percent
of Grafotronic’s orders in 2018/19, with 65 percent going to
customers in Europe and the remainder into other markets.

inkjet in half the time they are prepared to reinvest in finishing. This
means we as a supplier must prepare our technology for the future
and provide options to suit or customers’ needs in the coming years.
Our concept fits this nicely.’
This all supports Grafotronic’s efforts to offer market-leading lead
times for finishing lines, around eight weeks. Mattias Malmqvist,
vice president of sales, identifies current lead times as having a
major impact on the digital printing value chain: ‘When you invest
in a digital press and then have to wait 10 months for the finishing
equipment to support it, that is counterintuitive to the reason you
might invest in digital printing technology and impacts the ability of a
printer to serve its customers.’
Demonstration center
The additional space provided by the latest factory extension
allows Grafotronic to house a permanent customer demonstration
center that is available to its agent network for system trials and
demonstrations. Multiple converting lines are installed in the factory,
such as DCL2 and SCF2 digital finishing lines, and HI2 and Pharma2
inspection machines, showcasing semi- and full-rotary printing,
foiling, laminating and die-cutting. A GigaFast module is on show, as
are Bobst MX3 rotary flexo printing units integrated into a DCL2 line.
‘The demonstration center is already proving its worth,’ says
Malmqvist. ‘We want to see our agents from around the world bring
customers here as it is important to demonstrate the technology and
run customer-specific trials on their own materials.’
Grafotronic’s lead markets are in Europe. While it is also selling
machines into Asia, South America and Africa, lately it is turning its
attention to North America (see boxout). ‘Labelexpo Americas 2018
will be good for us,’ Sundqvist states.

Grafotronic’s Mattias Malmqvist, Håkan Sundqvist and Tomasz
Skrobik open the company’s latest factory extension in Poland

Grafotronic will participate in the Automation Arena at
Labelexpo Americas 2018, see page 133 for more information
September 2018
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‘Smart’ containers using RFID inlays

Avery Dennison launches
RFID Converter Academy
Avery Dennison sees label converters as the route to market for RFID applications. Andy Thomas-Emans reports

A

very Dennison launched its RFID
Converter Academy in April with a
two-day seminar looking at how
label converters can become involved in
RFID label production.
The conference was held at Avery
Dennison’s European headquarters in
Oegstgeest, the Netherlands, which houses
the I.lab, where visitors can experience
real-world applications of RFID technology.
Avery Dennison’s materials division now
jointly runs the I.Lab, and is focused on
marrying its expertise in self-adhesive label
materials technology with the expertise
in RFID built up by the company’s RBIS
division.
Up to now most successful applications
of RFID technology have been in the apparel
sector, but Avery Dennison sees major
opportunities in non-apparel areas including
automotive, aviation, cosmetics, fresh food,
healthcare and track and trace.
The market for RFID certainly looks
healthy. Figures given by Tony Fazhev, RFID
product manager at Avery Dennison Label
and Packaging Materials, show year-on-year
growth for non-apparel applications in 2017
of 21 percent, expected to be repeated this
year. Volume growth between 2018 and
2021 is estimated at 271 percent, with the
market worth 11.5bn euros by 2023. This
translates to a demand for 3.5 billion tags

this year, rising to 6.5 billion by 2021.
Fazhev said Avery Dennison sees label
converters as the main route to market for
these new application areas, as they have
the primary contact with end users: ‘We
have put in place a ROI and proof of concept
service program to support label converters.’

development of ‘smart cities’ and people
feeling increasingly part of virtual global
cultures or communities will reinforce these
trends.
At the same time consumers feel the need
to be guided through this new world order,
looking towards smart devices for help and
organization. This will further propel usage
of smart devices, RFID and NFC.
Marshall-Johnson picked out five key
trends – ‘change pillars’ – which will all
impact the development of smart labeling
technologies:
• Sustainability: Younger consumers in
particular are ‘both pushy and lazy’ in
demanding sustainability, and looking for
brands to give them a way to practice
‘conscientious consumerism’. ‘Guilt-free
consumption is what younger consumers
are looking for. For example an app to
find out where water refills are available.
The positive impact is to re-frame the
idea of waste as a plentiful resource.’

Growth drivers
Avery Dennison has been working for
two years with The Future Laboratory
consultancy to understand the longer term
trends which will propel RFID growth.
The Future Laboratory’s Ruth Marshall-Johnson focused on how a rapidly
changing consumer culture is already
transforming the retail environment. The
old marketing demographics no longer
apply, said Marshall-Johnson. People are
far more likely to be grouped according to
their lifestyle and culture than by age group,
so older consumers want to behave like
younger ones – to travel, communicate and
so on.
And as consumers, people are looking
•
for online service rather than shopping in
retail stores and are developing a ‘cult of
convenience, demanding ever faster speed
to product.’ This requires retailers and brands
to be highly agile in their management of
stock – which is where RFID plays a key role.
The Internet of Things (IoT), the

Transparency: Consumers want to
know about provenance – the source of
ingredients and even packaging – and
are prepared to pay a premium to get
it. Trust in brands is directly linked to
transparency. Intelligent labeling helps
consumers on their quest to understand
more about the products they are
September 2018
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“Up to now most
successful applications
of RFID technology have
been in the apparel sector,
but Avery Dennison sees
major opportunities
in non-apparel areas
including automotive,
aviation, cosmetics, fresh
food, healthcare and track
and trace”

Avery Dennison’s I.Lab

interactive mirrors – allow businesses
to offer ‘frictionless engagement’ as
consumers increasingly outsource
decision making to Artificial Intelligence
(AI) devices.

engaging with and provide ‘a single
source of truth’ by linking up with the
Internet of Things, blockchains and
micro-tags.
•

•

Removing friction: Merging the Internet
of Things with commerce removes
friction from everyday life. Examples
include a fridge which ‘knows’ the
expiry date automatically re-ordering
milk; or Amazon’s pilot ‘Just walk out’
store where payment is automatically
handled by an app without needing to
check out.
Real time and reactive: Dynamic pricing
and smart displays – for example

•

Immersive technologies: Developers
are exploring new forms of sensory
exploration, including haptic
(touch-driven) interfaces and younger
consumers (16-24) are showing a
great appetite to engage in virtual
reality and augmented reality. ‘Smart
sensors will be used to create hyper
relevant content. The opportunity is to
add layers of information that would

not usually be present in a label,’ said
Marshall-Johnson. Designers are paying
more attention to the role products play
in the broader ecosystem. ‘Data will be
shared between products and devices,
and this will lead to higher levels of personalization across all channels. We will
embed adaptability into products and
use diagnostic sensors which will create
new data sources.’
RFID 101
George Dyche, director innovation and
product line management at Avery
Dennison, has been working on RFID
technology for over 15 years, and gave
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Avery Dennison’s RFID converter seminar

delegates a detailed explanation of how it
works.
RFID allows the wireless transfer of
data to or from electronic tags, which are
attached to or embedded in items. In passive
RFID – the main subject of the seminar –
data transfer is activated by a radio signal.
Different frequency ranges are used
for different applications, and the two
of interest to label converters are high
frequency (HF)/NFC; and ultra-high
frequency (UHF). HF/NFC chips operate on
the 13.56 Mhz frequency, have a short read
range and are mainly used for library and
consumer engagement-type activities. UHF
operates in the 860-960 Mhz range and has
a read distance of up to several meters. This

L&L4_edit_18_m.indd 69

is ideal for item-level tagging and supply
chain applications.
An RFID chip consists of a carrier material,
which can be PET, paper or fabric; an
integrated circuit (IC) which provides the
‘smart core’ and memory; and the antenna,
formed into a geometric shape ‘tuned’ for
different applications.
There exists some confusion between NFC
– now built into both Android and Apple
iPhones – and UHF. As Dyche explained, the
key difference is in how many other devices
are addressed. UHF is a ‘one to many’ device,
broadcasting over longer distances, and with
a memory typically limited to 96bits. NFC/
HF, by contrast is a ‘one to one’ coupling
technology with a much shorter read range

and larger memory.
Both UHF and NFC have challenges
around metal and liquids, which can affect
the propagation of radio waves by scattering
or absorbing RF energy.
Much work has been carried out by
regulatory bodies to ensure UHF systems
are interoperable. RAIN RFID is a global
alliance promoting the universal adoption
of UHF systems, including describing how
data is stored, managed and shared in
Cloud-based data networks.
The NFC Forum promotes the adoption
and standardization of this technology
globally.
In a Q&A Dyche said there are still some
challenges in standards – for example
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“Intelligent labeling helps
consumers on their quest
to understand more about
the products they are
engaging with and provide
‘a single source of truth’ by
linking up with the Internet
of Things, blockchains and
micro-tags”
Andy Thomas-Emans chairs discussion panel

different industries can have their own
standards requirements – so this situation
always needs to be checked when a new
RFID implementation is planned.
Unique ID
Because all RFID chips have a unique ID and
every product can be given its own unique
product code – administered by EPCglobal –
a wide range of security and other functions
are opened up.
In addition, a range of functionalities
can be added to the chip according to its
final application. These include additional
memory, different levels of encryption,
digital signature and anti-tampering – even
a counter which tallies the number of
available refills in a vending machine. Some
chips are stripped down to drive cost down.
Chips intended for use at point of sale can
have a ‘kill’ functionality added.
Typically, the highest specification
chips are used for security and brand
authentication applications. There will
be lesser requirements for ‘industrial’
applications such as work-in-progress and
logistics.
In cases such as logistics and airline
baggage, human readable information
such as barcodes will need to be printed at
the same time the chip is encoded. This is
carried out by appropriately specified direct
thermal and thermal transfer printers.
One of Avery Dennison’s key specialties is
antenna design, which is critical in defining
read range and how the RFID system
performs in different physical environments.
Asked in a Q&A about the potential for
conductive inks to print antennae, Dyche
said they are ‘not quite there yet’ and still
relatively expensive because of the use of
rare metals like silver to achieve required
levels of conductivity.
Converting considerations
Andrea Ranzato Vianello, president and CEO
of the Graphimecc Group, discussed the
requirements and challenges of converting

RFID labels. Graphimecc has long specialized
in machines for variable data print processes,
so the move into RFID was a natural one for
the company.
Vianello described the main challenges
facing label converters looking to move into
RFID label production:
• Building an RFID ‘culture’.
• Handling delicate inlays which are easily
damaged during the production process.
• Quality control: ‘You cannot see
anything! There is no visual feedback.’
Correct web tension on the RFID label
converting line is critical because it is so
easy to break the dry inlay backing liner.
This requires low tension to be maintained
throughout the machine, including on the
rewinder.
‘We recommend 1 kilo in the machine
and 500g on the rewind because labels
are stacked up there, which increases the
problem.’
Mechanical pressures also come from web
curvature as it moves through the machine,
Registration and die-cutting have to be
extremely accurate – auto register is an
absolute requirement – and electro-static
discharges have to be avoided, as these can
kill the chip.
‘This is a very big problem,’ said Vianello.
Automatic quality control is the final
critical factor, and the Graphimecc machines
are configured with automatic removal of
defective material and re-splicing.
Vianello said Graphimecc’s machines
are built to order depending upon the label
converter’s position in the market: machine
specs are different for a converter new to
the RFID market compared to an existing
producer looking to develop a new sector, or
looking to increase productivity.
Application focus
After an excellent evening of networking in
Avery Dennison’s European ‘home town’ of
Leiden, the second day was kicked off by
Nordic ID, a leading specialist in automated

inventory and product tracking systems.
General manager Jukka Hieta looked at
successful examples of RFID implementation
carried out by his company.
In the fashion retail sector, for example,
Macey’s reduced inventory by one third
and reported increased sales of between
5-20 percent because of greater product
availability. Marc O’Polo reduced its stock
take from 24 hours to just 20 minutes after
all items were RFID tagged, reporting 99
percent accuracy in locating items.
RFID is also being successfully used in the
automotive sector for process control by
companies such as VW, Audi, Mercedes and
Porsche, as well as the Mclaren F1 team.
In aviation RFID is gaining traction.
Examples include tagging seat covers, which
need to be tested for flame-resistance after
a certain number of weeks. More airlines are
now embracing RFID for luggage handling,
not only ensuring delivery to the correct
destination, but, through Cloud-based
software, allowing passengers to trace their
luggage using a smart phone app. This is
now being trialed. In the healthcare sector,
blood bag tracking is just one of a long list
of RFID applications. Nine different barcode
stickers were replaced with one RFID tag,
which also sets off an alarm if the blood is
delivered to the wrong patient.
Hieta looked at the hardware reader
technology now available, including pocket
sized RFID readers which link to iOS and
Android. They have a 2-meter range and are
able to locate items with up to 99 percent
accuracy,
Fresh food opportunities
In the final presentation, Peter Jackson,
global market development manager
RFID Food at Avery Dennison, enthused
that RFID ‘is finally happening’. Echoing
themes discussed on day one by The Future
Laboratory, he explained to delegates how
changing consumer habits are presenting
challenges and opportunities for brands
and retailers which RFID helps address.
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“Peter Jackson urged converters to take
existing models from retail and apply
them to other sectors like health and
beauty. Beauty and apparel are closely
related: complex SKUs and not much
room for displaying goods”

‘Consumers want all food available, all year round, both in-store and
online 24/7.’
Gen X, meanwhile, generally do not use cooking appliances: they
want fresh organic food and want to understand where it comes
from. At the same time it is estimated that 30 percent of all food
produced is wasted.
Jackson said RFID can help retailers meet each of these challenges
while increasing their margins.
The solution combines RFID, cloud data management and
blockchain. As a RAIN member, Avery Dennison is closely involved in
these projects.
The confusion surrounding use-by dates is a good example of
‘If products are encoded as they enter the store by RFID readers
how food waste can be prevented using RFID networks. At the
operating at a standard 700 items a second, you simply have to
moment, a store operative physically picks up each product, looks at scan the chiller cabinet to find out what use-by dates are about to
the use-by date and makes a decision to mark down or remove the
expire and automatically mark them down,’ said Jackson.
item, all of which is time consuming and open to human error.
RFID-driven instant checkout is another project Avery Dennison is
involved in, working with IBM. A pilot project in a convenience store
in north London saw each item being hand-tagged, then consumers
simply touching each item with a smart phone to pay without
having to queue. This led to an increase in sales, with shoppers
actively seeking out the store.
Japanese retailers seem particularly keen on this kind of
item-level tagging. It is estimated that by 2025 demand will be
up to 1 billion tags for item-level tagging in Japanese convenience
stores.
The convenience store project is among many that will benefit
from new tags launched by Avery Dennison which can operate
effectively in the presence of fluids and on metal surface.
Another important new development by the company is
microwave-safe RFID tags. Although Gen X-ers may not use
microwaves to cook, they do take packs out of the freezer and put
them into the microwave to defrost.
RFID inlay roll
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Converter focused
The message of this conference, repeated
again by Jordi Baeta, commercial director of
Avery Dennison RFID, is that the company
wants to work with label converters to
identify the opportunities to bring RFID to
market.
‘The label converter has the most direct
channel to market. It will be the label
converter in between us and the brand owner
who actually supplies the RFID label to the
retailer. Avery Dennison is trying to connect
the dots. We can suggest who is the best
integrator or supplier of readers who can
help you, as a converter, to bring the whole
solution to your customer.’
Peter Jackson urged converters to take
existing models from retail and apply them to
other sectors like health and beauty. ‘Beauty
and apparel are closely related. Complex SKUs
and not much room for displaying goods.
It’s very hard to make sure that all items
are always available in complex displays like
lipstick. RFID gives more visibility.’
The challenge, said Jackson, is ‘how can
we get money for this increase in visibility.’
It requires that retailers have the ability to
manage data before they will pay for tags,
which means converters will need to work
closely with RFID system integrators. ‘Stores
hold around 20,000 products which are not
on display, or roughly 20 percent of their

total stock. The difference between having an
item in stock and being able to find it – and
knowing which items are out of stock – is
equivalent to a sales increase between 2-12
percent.’
As more shopping moves online, ‘brick
and mortar’ retailers are also opening
virtual stores, known as ‘omni-channel’. The
challenge is how to connect both, so the
customer never feels they are interacting
different operations.
‘The consumer wants the same product,
the same prices and the same experience
both in-store and online. And this makes it
even more critical to know that the same
products are available and at the same prices.
Sales will always be greater on RFID tagged
items simply because they are available.’
Jackson turned his attention to how
RFID can help prevent product diversion. ‘If
brands have RFID-encoded all products being
shipped, and find some outside the supply
chain, they can easily trace them back. It’s the
same with counterfeit and brand protection.’
Conclusion
Following a tour of the I.Lab, George Dyche
stressed once again Avery Dennison’s
willingness to work closely with converters
to bring RFID/NFC applications to market.
He said the technology is now able to cope
with almost all applications because of the
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Cheaper chips?
Cambridge, UK-based PragmatIC has
developed a polymeric alternative to
silicon chips which could dramatically
reduce the cost of RFID/NFC by up to
80 percent. This will open up new, more
price-sensitive markets to smart labels.
PragmatIC’s Flexible Integrated Circuits
(FlexICs) are thinner than a human
hair and can be embedded into any
object. Avery Dennison is a partner on
this program, with the first commercial
products expected at the end of this year.

company’s bespoke antenna designs. Avery
Dennison now has inlays that work with
specific materials like denim and glass, as
well as applications which before presented
significant challenges, such as metal surfaces,
liquids and microwave ovens.
‘Avery Dennison will be an extended
resource to label converters. We can test
inlays, provide technical advice and even visit
customers together.’
For an in-depth review of Avery
Dennison’s I.Lab, see L&L issue
2, 2018
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INNOVATE NOT COMPLICATE
2 x 2018 FTA Excellence in Flexography
Gold Awards awarded to iTek Packz for
work produced on the Edale FL5

“The ability to meet customer demand in a timely fashion, whilst producing high quality
embellished cartons & labels was the reason we decided on the Edale FL5. Not only did
the machine meet our needs to increase productivity whilst maintaining the high levels of
standard we expect, working with Edale has been a smooth partnership that we continue
to build upon. Since running the FL5 we have gone on to win gold in numerous global label
& packaging awards, which only highlights the quality of print that can be achieved on the
Edale FL5”.

INTEGRITY

Gopi Ballarwad & Team, iTek Packz, India

EDALE FL5 - SINGLE PASS SHORT RUN FOLDING CARTON LINE

Edale strives to be a technology leader serving the narrow web flexographic and hybrid digital
packaging print markets. We listen to our customers and employees, act with integrity and seek to
form long lasting partnerships. Retaining a dynamic and agile approach. Edale has the flexibility
to react to customer needs and circumstances. Our open approach means that we actively seek to
collaborate with industry partners in order to collectively offer the best solution.
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Culturally speaking:
The Steinhauser Way
Steinhauser, a fourth-generation converter based in Newport, Kentucky, has come a long way in fostering a positive workplace culture.
Company president Tara Halpin shares that journey with Chelsea McDougall

S

teinhauser’s award for best workplace in
America didn’t come easy.
The Newport, Kentucky-based label
company went through trials and tribulations
that would be enough to crack even the
toughest business owner.
But that’s not the ‘Steinhauser Way.’
Steinhauser was named Best Workplace
in America by the Printing Industries of
America, and the company’s president Tara
Halpin spoke at FTA’s annual Forum of her
company’s journey from a struggling business
to award winner.
History
Steinhauser was started in 1905 by
Halpin’s great-grandfather Albert
Steinhauser. From his garage in Cincinnati,
Albert started the small commercial
printing company that focused primarily
on printing government bonds.
Albert and his wife, Helen, had two
children, Wilbur and Harold. While Wilbur
wanted nothing to do with the family
business, Harold couldn’t wait to begin
the work.
Harold would never get that chance. He
was killed in the line of duty during WW2.
Following the death of his brother, Wilbur
dove into the business.
Wilbur ran the business for years,
eventually selling it to his son, and
Halpin’s father, Robert, or Bobby, as he was
affectionately known around the plant.
As children, Halpin and her two brothers
often visited the plant and saw Bobby’s
magnetic personality in action. On Saturdays,
Bobby often would bring donuts for the crew
working a weekend shift. He walked the shop
floor stopping to talk with every person.

‘From a young age, before I knew what
culture was, I knew that dad’s employees
respected him and knew that he cared about
them,’ Halpin says.
After what she calls a ‘glorious week off’
after college graduation, Halpin started
working at Steinhauser. Her goal was to learn
every aspect of the business, so she could
eventually take over the family business with
her brother.

“From a young age, before
I knew what culture was, I
knew that dad’s employees
respected him and knew
that he cared about them”
In 2004, the commercial printing company
purchased a Comco Proglide, and started
transitioning into the flexo printing business.
A year later, an outside board of directors
named Halpin president.
Halpin recalls: ‘Dad said: “I’ll stay around
and help you with the financial part of the
business, the insurance, the banking, all of
those things you have not yet learned. I’ll stay
around as long as I add value to the business.”
With tears welling in her eyes, Halpin
continued: ‘That always made me laugh,
because I knew he would always add value.’
Succession plans were in place and starting
to come together.
But sometimes – oftentimes – life doesn’t
happen according to plan. And sometimes
plans go completely off the rails.

Steinhauser employs family members. Pictured are brother and
sister teams employed at the Kentucky-based label converter

About Steinhauser
Steinhauser is a woman-owned business
that produces pressure-sensitive labels,
shrink sleeves, and in mold labels for a
variety of markets including health and
beauty, food and beverage, household
and pet care, servicing the CPG industries.
Steinhauser employs 38 individuals, and
half are women.

The week after his daughter was named
president, Bobby was diagnosed with
terminal brain cancer.
‘I had a 4-year-old, a 2-year-old, a
multi-million dollar press about to be
delivered and a dad who was terminally ill,’
Halpin says.
Robert ‘Bobby’ Steinhauser died in 2006.
Though his absence was large, Steinhauser
managed the successful transition to
flexographic printing.
Struggles
The business was thriving, but culturally,
Steinhauser was struggling.
‘We were numb. We walked around trying
to be positive when all we wanted to do was
cry. I couldn’t even look in my dad’s office,’
she says.
Halpin left Bobby’s office dark for a year
until someone told her: ‘Tara, you are the
leader of this company, you are the President,
and people need to see you in that office.’
‘What a wonderful lesson in leadership I
learned that day: people are watching you
at every moment and you must lead by
example no matter how hard it is. I took the
office and got to work.’

Tara Halpin is president of Steinhauser
and has adopted a unique culture strategy

September 2018
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FTA meets in Indianapolis

Around half of the employees at Steinhauser are women

A second flexo press was purchased in
2008, an 8-color Comco Proglide. At that
time, the company made the strategic
decision to shed its commercial business
and rebrand themselves as a label company.
With the sale of the commercial business,
Steinhauser lost some longtime employees,
through both attrition and layoffs.
This shift in technology and direction also
eliminated all but one customer.

lost,’ she said.
It was time for a change. She hired a
business consultant to review the workplace
culture and Halpin engaged a culture
leadership team.
‘I made it my mission to create the
environment that I grew up watching my dad
foster with his team,’ she says. ‘To create a
place where people love to come to work and
they genuinely cared about each other. This
was our pivotal moment.’
Transition
Changes were implemented. Steinhauser’s
The risk paid off. A year later, in 2009,
management is now more transparent,
Steinhauser invested in an HP Indigo WS6000, successes are cheered, schedules are flexible
and was building its client base.
– particularly when it comes to family
Another speed bump came in 2015, when
engagements or emergencies, and the whole
Halpin’s brother and business partner told
organization has become a part of building
the family he was suffering from addiction,
the culture. There are Steiny Snax – monthly
and that he would take a sabbatical from the meetings with a nice snack provided, to share
business. Halpin’s biggest mistake at the time, company results; Steiny Treats – appreciation
she says, was not being transparent with her
measures like chair massages or ice cream
employees about the personal turmoil facing trucks, for example; the ‘Good Book’ – a
the family.
public journal for employees to recognize
The next couple of years were dark, Halpin their colleagues and share their experiences
says. Turnover was rampant, business suffered, at Steiny Snax; supportive onboarding
rumors about her brother’s absence were
practices for new hires; as well as team
flagrant. ‘The trust our team had in us was
building events, community engagement,

The Flexographic Technical Association
invited Halpin to speak about workplace
culture at its annual Forum, this year
hosted in Indianapolis.
The annual Forum also featured
in-depth technical education sessions
on topics such as expanded color
gamut, flexo press efficiency, purchasing
equipment, packaging design, and more.
Nearby, 240 industry suppliers exhibited
the latest technology at InfoFlex, which
runs alongside the educational Forum.
The event also featured an awards
ceremony that recognized innovation and
sustainability in the flexographic printing
industry.
The 2019 Forum and InfoFlex will be
hosted on May 5-8 in New Orleans.

extended maternity leave and more.
With all these cultural enhancements,
three mottos guide employees at Steinhauser:
‘happy people deliver results’, ‘mistakes and
adversity are our greatest opportunity’ and
‘every impression matters.’
Then came the results.
In the first quarter of 2017, Steinhauser
tripled its profits. In 2018, Printing Industries
of America honored the company’s efforts as
a Best Workplace in the Americas, and FTA
invited Halpin to be a featured speaker on
workplace culture.
‘I don’t pretend to be an expert in culture.
Everything that’s happened to our company
in the past couple years has made me laser
focused on doing whatever I can to make our
company the best place for my team.
‘These ideas are so simple but their impact
is so profound.’
For more information on the FTA
Forum and InfoFlex, visit www.
flexography.org

Community engagement is a key element of the culture strategy at Steinhauser
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Armor opens in Canada
Armor Group brings its full range, including the inkanto brand of thermal transfer ribbons, to Canada with a new slitting and sales
facility in Mississauga, Ontario. Chelsea McDougall reports

W

orldwide thermal transfer ribbon
manufacturer Armor has expanded
into Canada, bringing customers in
the region service and support.
Armor’s Canada expansion also eliminates
cross border delays, duties, tariffs and
currency risk, as well providing an in-house
manufactured complete range of thermal
transfer ribbon.
Armor has been investing heavily in recent
years, not only in regional expansion, but also
in R&D, service, infrastructure, production
capacity and personnel. With 17 sales and
logistics sites across the globe, Armor has
facilities coming on line this year in Colombia
and Turkey and the supplier is planning
further expansion in east Africa.
Armor has invested €50 million euros from
2014 to 2016, including in the inauguration
of facilities in Mexico, South Africa and India,
the company says.
Chris Walker, Armor USA VP and general
manager, says: ‘There’s a spirit of investment
for the brand all throughout the globe. We are
following our customer’s requests to bring
the complete Armor range, service, support
and quality closer to their needs.’
That spirit recently led Armor to Canada.
While talks for bringing a thermal transfer
ribbon sales and slitting facility for its thermal
transfer ribbons to Canada began late 2015,
the facility, located in Mississauga, Ontario,
officially opened in June 2017.
Armor Canada has several high-speed

“If you look at the
capacity here, we
could service half the
Canadian market. We
have big plans”
slitting machines, employs 20 people and
is capable of producing more than 20,000
rolls daily. Field technical support and quality
control are also provided from the facility and
ISO certification is underway.
The Canadian location will primarily
serve Canadian customers and a handful of
American clients. Armor says it is the first
thermal transfer manufacturer to be located
in Canada.
Armor is hoping that its Canadian site will
mirror the success the company has had in
other regions.
Growth
Globally, Armor has been averaging 10
percent growth over the past 10 years, the
company reports. The company’s investment
and expansion blitz began in 2008, at the
height of a global economic recession.
Walker says: ‘We had a choice then: to
either delocalize local production, or invest
in productivity. We chose at that time
to invest in productivity. At a time when

Armor hosted a recent open house at its facility in Mississauga, Ontario

inkanto enters the market
Earlier this year, Armor began shipping
the first thermal transfer ribbons under
its new inkanto brand. inkanto was
introduced in 2017 as a recognizable
identity for Armor’s thermal transfer
offering, providing a focal point for the
products and services of the group’s
largest area of activity, allowing its
resellers and their customers to identify
the ribbons, bringing security of quality,
performance and reliability in a market
where most ribbons look alike but often
perform very differently.
As well as a new brand identity,
Armor has introduced a number of
benefits through inkanto, including
revamped packaging, a lifetime ribbon
guarantee to protect the end user
against any manufacturing defect,
a cleaning wipe and certificate of
conformity.

nobody was investing in technology, Armor
reinforced its commitment to investment
in production, sales, expansion and product
development. We continue to invest in
people, infrastructure, production capacity
and always in new products.’
Armor’s global facility strategy is built
largely on a hub and spoke method, where
coating locations manage the raw material,
then supply to their network of conversion
locations to produce ribbons for the regions.
Globally, the thermal transfer ribbon
market is a multi-billion sqm market and is
growing at single digit rates annually. Wax
thermal transfer makes up about 60 percent
of the entire global market.
As for Canada, the thermal transfer market
makes up about 10 percent of the North
American market, and is growing at a similar
pace to the US – around three percent
per year.
‘We feel very good about the steps we’re
taking and we know what’s happening in
the market,’ said Tim Maher, director of sales
for Armor North America. ‘If you look at
the capacity here, we could service half the
Canadian market. We have big plans, and
we’re going after them.’
For more on the launch of its
inkanto brand, see issue 5, 2017 of
Labels & Labeling
September 2018
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Modern reel storage at Flensburg mill

Coated Specialty Papers for
the Label Industry. Worldwide.

T

o produce high quality labels you need high quality coated
speciality papers. Only then, using modern printing and
finishing systems, can excellent end products be created that will
satisfy the most demanding customers.
Mitsubishi HiTec Paper, based in Germany, offers a large range
of excellent coated specialty papers; worldwide and for a variety of
applications; for digital, but also for traditional printing processes.
Mitsubishi works constantly on product improvements, new
products and innovations.
THERMOSCRIPT® thermal papers: In the wake of the ban on
BPA (from 2020 in Europe), the demand for phenol-free thermal
paper is rising significantly. Mitsubishi has been using phenol-free
developers for thermal papers from 48 to 257 gsm for many years;
with and without topcoat; for labels, tickets, receipts or lottery
tickets, including integrated security features.
Linerless is a fast-growing label segment, especially when it
comes to logistics or on-demand retail solutions. The LL 77 series
thermal papers, launched at Labelexpo Europe 2017 in Brussels,
offer a cost-effective solution; also phenol-free of course.
JETSCRIPT® inkjet papers: As a leading manufacturer of coated
inkjet papers, Mitsubishi is constantly developing these products.
Against the backdrop of ever faster inkjet printing systems and
the required compatibility of the media with all common inks (dye,
pigment, UV inkjet and latex), the demands on inkjet papers are
growing. Mitsubishi naturally fulfils the requirements for individualization and differentiation from the competition at the point of sales
thanks to the special surfaces and properties of the JETSCRIPT®
products.
Mitsubishi will be presenting samples of a JETSCRIPT® product
innovation to selected visitors at Labelexpo Americas 2018.

GIROFORM® carbonless papers: with
GIROFORM DIGITAL ONEforALL, Mitsubishi has
been offering a universal carbonless copying paper
specially developed for digital printing since 2016.
Personalized, individual forms and documents
are no longer a problem with this 80 gsm (21 #) carbonless
paper. ONEforALL is certified by HP Indigo and is suitable for all
current digital toner printing systems, black & white copiers as
well as printing systems in the “Business Solution” area. With its
explanatory films, for example on fanapart gluing, Mitsubishi offers
the best technical service.
BARRICOTE® barrier papers for food packaging: with this new
business segment, Mitsubishi offers brand owners a particularly
sustainable and effective barrier solution for food packaging. The
BARRICOTE® range comprises paper products made from virgin
fibres, water-based coatings and combinable barriers to mineral
oils, grease, oil, water and steam. The use of plastic, aluminium
and foils can thus be completely eliminated. Of course, all products
are approved for food contact, FSC® Mix and PEFC™ certified
and recyclable. Applications are, amongst others, heat-sealed and
cold-bonded pouch papers, laminating papers for cardboard and
paperboard as well as wrapping papers.
Mitsubishi HiTec Paper offers coated speciality papers of the
highest quality, Made in Germany, delivered to all continents
including North and South America reliably and consistently. On-site
sales contacts are available to customers as well as our excellent
technical service. Regional warehouse
solutions ensure a constant availability
of the products. Fast and safe.
Worldwide.
Thermoscript LF 7056 – thermal paper
with excellent heat resistance, suitable
for microwave labels

VISIT US AT LABELEXPO AMERICAS 2018: HALL A, STAND 1048
www.mitsubishi-paper.com
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Seventy-four people from 49 companies were in attendance

Attendees were divided into groups for a series of workshops

Armor hosts 40th Technical Club
The thermal transfer specialist’s 40th Technical Club took place at the French seaside resort of La Baule. James Quirk reports

T

hermal transfer specialist Armor hosted
its 40th Technical Club in June, inviting
distributors and clients from around
the world for a two-day gathering in La Baule,
a well-known French seaside resort located
a 75-minute drive from the company’s
headquarters and factory in Nantes.
Seventy-four people from 49 countries
were in attendance, representing a wide
geographical spread: nearly half were
from Europe, a quarter from Asia, and the
remainder split between South America,
Africa and Oceania. Fifty percent of the
attendees had not previously attended an
ATC. Twenty-one Armor staff were on hand
during the event, as well as three guests
from inkjet printhead manufacturer Kyocera.
Armor’s Technical Clubs have been running
since the turn of the century, with the first
taking place at its subsidiary in Singapore.
‘The concept was to gather technical
people from the thermal transfer industry
to learn and share experiences, to spread
the technology and raise awareness of the
Armor brand,’ says Pierre-Arnaud Hommel,
communication manager. The success of
this first event led it to become a regular
occurrence, taking place around the world in
Armor facilities.
This latest edition on the French coast
was the 40th ATC in under 20 years, and
the first since the company rebranded its
thermal transfer ribbon range last year under
the name inkanto.
Providing a dedicated identity for Armor’s
thermal transfer activities, inkanto has
facilitated a number of additional tools and
services to aid the sale and use of thermal
transfer products. This includes a reworked
extranet, 2go2, to streamline interaction with
customers, and a new lifetime guarantee that

This latest edition
was the 40th ATC
in under 20 years”

their thermal transfer ribbon offering. The
branding aims to create customer loyalty
and new markets in the volatile thermal
transfer ribbon sector. 2go2, the redesigned
extranet, is a further part of this strategy,
while Armor has also created a game
dedicated to assisting its partners’ training
means, regardless of the product’s age, issues on the inkanto range.
will be dealt with.
By the end of 2018, Armor aims to offer
To create a strong visual identity, full
for each product family – wax, wax-resin
branding has been introduced on cores
and resin – a three-tier range based on the
to boxes, with the latter now featuring a
end-user’s needs: a competitive ribbon, a
2D barcode that connects with a quality
standard ribbon and a specialty, high-percontrol database to allow each customer to
formance ribbon. Product development is
download a certificate of conformity for each ongoing, particularly to address high-value
box, as well as identification and reporting of applications such as textile labels, electronic
issues with a particular batch. A cleaning cloth labels and automotive labels.
is also included in every box to assist with
Sales figures were also shared with
printer/printhead maintenance. The number
attendees. Thermal transfer ribbon sales
of ribbons per box is lowered to allow greater rose by 9 percent from 2016 to 2017, well
flexibility with customers’ needs, and a new
above the estimated overall market growth,
design for samples makes them memorable
to bring Armor over the 200 million euro
and easy to identify.
revenue threshold. Growth in the year to
June 2018 was 10 percent.
Objectives
The ATC was formed of a series of
At the ATC, Armor outlined a series of
presentations and workshops in which
objectives. The company aims to increase
attendees were divided into small groups
its market share from 29 percent at the end
to maximize interaction, plus a host of
of 2017 to 40 percent over the next five
networking activities and a tour of Armor’s
years. Means for achieving this target include factory. Attendees were also treated to
the creation of additional local production
a rally, in traditional Citroën 2CV ‘Deux
facilities around the world (new sites have
chevaux’ cars, through a salt marsh.
opened recently in Kenya, South Africa,
Feedback from the event was positive.
Canada and Turkey), the reinforcement of
One distributor commented: ‘Today I can
local sales teams, and investment in new
speak to our sellers and clients with much
machines, robotics and automation to
more confidence and knowledge about
streamline production and increase efficiency. Armor products. This will strengthen our
Armor also aims to increase support for its company in sales..’
global partners. The inkanto rebrand is part
of this strategy, says Pierre-Arnaud Hommel,
Read about Armor’s new Canada
as it helps distributors to differentiate
facility on page 79
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GEW’s multi-point UV monitors will be on show at Labelexpo Americas.

GEW unveils next
generation UV monitor
On show at Labelexpo Americas, GEW’s new multi-point UV monitor ensures correct UV output throughout the production run.
James Quirk reports

G

EW has launched a major innovation for UV curing
installations, the multi-point UV monitor, or mUVm. The
company will be showcasing the technology at Labelexpo
Americas.
UV monitoring consists of one or up to five sensors positioned
along the length of the lamp in a UV curing system, to continuously
measure the UV intensity. Effective ink curing depends upon a
guaranteed output from the lamp and reflector system and this
new device is calibrated to monitor UV output with high accuracy,
enabling the operator to ensure that undercured product does not
reach the customer. GEW’s UV monitor is described by the company
as a ‘highly reliable and cost-effective solution’ for production
monitoring of UV intensity at multiple positions across the web. This
enables the user to ensure the correct UV output at any point across
the product and throughout the production run, to eliminate the
possibility of inadequate UV output.
A simple user interface displays the UV output of the lamps on the
GEW Rhino system touchscreen and alarms can be set to warn when
the output gets too low or too high, to ensure exactly the right UV
energy level is applied. With up to five sensors per lamp monitoring
once a second, unprecedented control over the UV curing process can
be achieved. As a result, potential waste is eliminated and efficiency is
improved.
The GEW mUVm also enables the user to easily see when UV
lamps reach end of life. Accurate UV outputs determine when to
change lamps to extend their life, while saving energy by reducing
lamp running power, without risking undercured product.

Multi-point monitors are available for the measurement of
broad spectrum UV output for labeling and packaging, or for the
measurement of UVC output for special manufacturing processes
such as hot melt adhesive curing and silicon release liner production.
In either form they enable the control of UV exposure from edge to
edge of process width to give uniform curing across the web, enabling
the consistent production of high quality and safely cured finished
products.
GEW is a member of the UVFoodSafe initiative, a group of leading
European manufacturers who have partnered to promote the use of
UV inks and varnishes for food contact packaging. The multi-point
UV monitor is designed to comply with European legislation on food
contact packaging, including Framework Regulation (EC) 1935/2004
article 3; Good Manufacturing Practice Regulation (EC) 2023/2006;
Plastics Regulation (EU) 10/2011 and Swiss Ordinance SR 817.023.21.
‘Every UV monitor is uniquely serialized and traceable to German
PTB standards, offering a solid reassurance of their precise accuracy,’
says Robert Rae, technology development manager. ‘They are
designed to perform in a broad range of ambient temperatures, from
5 to 40 degrees Celsius and up to 80 percent relative humidity, with
no effect on the sensor readings. The calibration certainty is very high
and the sensors record UV output with a measurement delivered in
mW/cm2.’
Brian Wenger, president at GEW Inc, adds: ‘We have developed the
mUVm to consistently perform in a busy production environment.
Here UV monitors will be subject to ink particles and dust. With
this in mind, the GEW mUVm has been engineered with filtered
compressed air purging to prevent dirt and dust ingress, keeping the
Low migration
sensor window clear. The unit has been designed to be simple to
In the label and packaging industry, printing with low migration inks is clean and maintain with an easily removable optical assembly, and
increasingly becoming a requirement. Low migration inks are designed the annual recalibration by an ISO certified laboratory will ensure the
to support the safe production of food contact packaging by avoiding optimum performance of the unit.
the possibility of harmful components within the ink formulation
‘It can easily be retrofitted on any GEW Rhino system, immediately
from contaminating the products to which the labels or packaging
enabling the user to ensure 100 percent effective curing across
materials are applied. For the successful production of a safe product, the web and to create the necessary data records to comply with
the whole production process must be carefully controlled, and
legislation, particularly with regard to food contact packaging. Now
printers need to be able to ensure the correct UV energy level is
that the hard work is done, we look forward to having the opportunity
always applied on each and every job.
to show off the new multi-point monitor at Labelexpo Americas.’oint
With mUVm it is possible to attain 100 percent UV inspection
UV monitor
for every batch, and to generate a UV curing certificate by recording
live UV outputs for every lamp. Detailed monitoring data reports are
Watch a video of mUVm at www.labelsandlabeling.com/
transmitted to the customer as a data file, or – with the use of an API
video/gew-launches-next-generation-uv-monitor
– the customer can view live information and reporting, online.
September 2018
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Finat ELF tackles key issues
With the European label industry buffeted by geopolitical uncertainty and rapid technology change, Finat’s annual label forum was
perfectly timed and well-executed. Andy Thomas-Emans reports
Finat’s annual European Label
Forum, held this year in Dublin,
tackled a range of subjects of
critical interest to the label
converting industry, from the
impact of Brexit to succession
planning for family businesses;
and from new opportunities in
flexible packaging to how to
attract Gens Y and Z into the
workforce.
And of course, held in Dublin,
there were inspiring networking
opportunities during evening
excursions to the Guinness
visitor center, and presentations
from the world-famous brewer
on how its branding and
marketing ha ingle market.
His warnings were amplified
by Gavin Killeen, managing
director of Derry/Londonderry-based Nuprint.
Nuprint is a fast-growing label
converter, printing with both
UV flexo and digital on a range
of materials including shrink
sleeves and in markets as diverse
as food, beverages, dairy and
engineering.
The company has a strong
commitment to training through
its internal academy, and to
research and development.
It is part of an EU-funded
research project into conductive

inks, is a member of the
Northwest Center for Advanced
Manufacturing and is partnering
with Avery Dennison’s smart
sensor division to develop
a range of smart labeling
technologies.
The success of this strategy
is clear. Nuprint doubled its
turnover between 2015 and
2019, and 40 percent of sales
came from new products.
The UK and Eire represent
a significant chunk of the
European PS label market,
although growth is well below
the EU average of 5 percent.
Killeen noted increased
acquisition activity over recent
years on the island of Ireland,
with CCL, MCC, MPS Westrock
and Essentra moving into the
food, pharma and beverage
sectors.
The result has been a
reduction in the numbers of
independent label convertors
and a search for opportunities
outside labels.
Killeen identified a rapid
increase in raw material prices
as another major challenge, but
devoted most attention to the
potentially devastating impact
of Brexit.
To assess just what a ‘hard’

Chris Ellison, Finat president

Alistair Campbell

Brexit could mean in practice,
Killeen stressed the strong
economic, social and cultural
ties between the two parts
of Ireland – which remained
strong even at the height of the
Troubles – and also pointed to

vote after Gibraltar and parts of
London.
During the Troubles, Derry/
Londonderry’s economic
development was held back by
being cut off from its hinterland
in County Donegal in the

“To assess just what a ‘hard’ Brexit could
mean in practice, Killeen stressed the strong
economic, social and cultural ties between the
two parts of Ireland – which remained strong
even at the height of the Troubles”
Northern Ireland’s significant
economic links with other EU
countries apart from the UK
mainland.
‘We saw that the trade
between the Czech Republic and
the Slovak Republic more than
halved in the ten years following
their separation in 1993,’ said
Killeen. ‘And remember, both are
EU members and the split was
amicable.’
The northwest of Ireland,
where Nuprint is located, is
particularly vulnerable to shifts
in border politics, economically,
socially and politically. This
helps account for the 80 percent
‘Remain’ vote in the Foyle region
– the fourth highest ‘Remain’

Republic. Today, with the Good
Friday agreement in place, both
are fully integrated, with one
third of a million traffic crossings
of the border a week.
A hard Brexit and a hard
border would kill off predicted
healthy growth in the city.
European industry trends
Finat chairman Jules Lejeune
also briefly referenced Brexit
in his assessment of European
labelstock trends, although
overall these present an
encouraging picture of continued
growth.
Total consumption of PS label
materials in Europe increased
by a healthy 4.7 percent in

Jules Lejeune
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2017, representing an average growth of 5.4
percent since 2013.
Filmic rolls continued their growth at the
expense of paper, now forming 26 percent of
total demand, compared to just 15 percent
in 2000. The growth rate of filmics in 2017
was 8.2 percent, double that of paper rolls,
while sheet PS materials continued their
longer term decline.
Eastern Europe continues to be the
European PS powerhouse, accounting for
22 percent of PS volume – almost double
the figure for 2003. South and southeastern
Europe were the fastest-growing label
markets in absolute volume between 2010
and 2017. During this period all European
markets added 1.6 billion sqm of annual
consumption, amounting to a growth rate of
over 28 percent.
The potential for further growth is clear,
since the top 15 label markets in Europe
still accounted for 95 percent of total
consumption in 2017.
‘We continue to see a strong recovery
since 2012, since when labels growth has
been above GDP growth,’ said Lejeune. He
pointed to a slowdown since Q3 2017,
which could suggest stormy times ahead for
the European economy.
On the Radar
Consultancy LPC this year carried out Finat’s
Radar report on trends among converters
and end users. Brand owners remain positive
towards PS labels, planning a 3-5 percent
increase in spend, although there is a
continued migration to shrink sleeve labels
in the food, personal care and household
chemicals sectors. Almost one quarter of the
end user sample stated their intention to
move to shrink.
Other key end user trends include a
preference for more complex labels –
mirroring the fact that most new flexo
presses are now built to order. Non-prime
labels are increasingly functional or ‘smart’.
Specific sourcing of digital labels is still
not a priority for brands operating in the

Andy Thomas-Emans

“We continue to see a
strong recovery since
2012, since when labels
growth has been above
GDP growth, said Lejeune.
He pointed to a slowdown
since Q3 2017, which could
suggest stormy times
ahead for the European
economy”
food and beverage sectors, though there are
indications this could change this year, with
digital label procurement forecast to grow
by over 7 percent.
Eastern Europe remains the preferred
region for label sourcing, but Africa has now
appeared on the radar for the first time.
Encouragingly, 971 converters took part
in the 2017 Radar converter trends survey.
A key finding is that the highest growth
sectors – at over 5 percent – include
automotive, consumer durables and
industrial chemicals, while pharma, HABA,
food and household chemicals slowed
compared to 2016.
Turning to productivity, the report
concludes that European label industry
employees generate an average of 173,000
euros turnover per person, and total sales of
between 110 and 210,000 euros.
A new category in the Radar report is
the amount of running waste produced
during a job, excluding matrix waste. The
average wastage figure across Europe is 5-10
percent, with the highest figures in southern
and eastern Europe (8-9 percent).

Security matters
New brand security technologies represent
a great opportunity for label converters
to offer brands added value services fully
integrated into their labels.
James Bevan of the Vandagraf
consultancy stressed that ‘serialization
is no longer a guarantee of authenticity’.
A secondary layer of authentication will
be necessary, and embedded taggants
or forensic markers may well be the best
solution. Taggants can extruded into shrink
sleeves and thin films or coated in pressure-sensitive adhesive layers.
Multi-functional NFC/RFID inlays,
meanwhile, allow a range of different
benefits to be combined in the same
label: customer engagement, supply chain
traceability, retail inventory management,
tamper evidence, location-based data,
and incorporation of sensors to monitor
product quality.
A range of non-chip triggers-can be
used to connect packaging to the Internet
of Things, including image recognition,
digital watermarks, 2D/QR codes and
‘electronically active’ printed codes.
label converters to diversify into flexible
packaging, and this formed a major focus for
ELF attendees.
The 2017 Radar report showed almost
one fifth of the converters surveyed were
already producing flexible packaging, a 3
percent year-on-year increase. Around one

Flexible packaging opportunity
Previous editions of the Finat Radar report
have picked up on a growing trend for

James Bevan

L-R Robert Rae of GEW and
Jakob Abilgaard of Dan Label

labelsandlabeling.com
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third of the sample were also
printing shrink sleeves. In the
category of flexible packaging,
not including sleeves and
stand-up pouches, there was
an astonishing 14 percent
YOY increase to 27 percent,
with a further 8 percent ‘very
interested’ in entering the
flexpack market.
These figures were confirmed
in a presentation by this writer
using Labelexpo visitor figures
for the last five US and European
shows. For Labelexpo Americas,
36 percent of visitors to the
2014 show had responsibility for
buying flexible packaging-related
products, and this increased to
42 percent for the 2016 show.
For Labelexpo Europe, the figure
climbed from 37 percent in
2013 to 43 percent in 2017.
End user trends all point
towards increasing opportunities
for label converters: smaller pack
sizes for smaller households;
single serve and eat-on-themove products; more varieties
and pack customization. HP
Indigo has been seeing trends

“Brand owners remain
positive towards PS
labels, planning a
3-5 percent increase
in spend, although
there is a continued
migration to shrink
sleeve labels in the
food, personal care
and household
towards personalization similar
to those impacting the label
industry.
There are significant technical
hurdles facing label converters
moving into flexible packaging:
understanding the complexity
of multi-layer materials;
implementing food packaging
compliant workflows across the
plant; a materials supply chain
with few just-in-time delivery
options. Narrow web width
(up to 26in) is a challenge for
bigger pack sizes, while specific

performance requirements need
to be taken into account, such
as correct slip coefficient and
inks resistant to heat sealing
processes. But these barriers to
entry also mean this market has
not yet been commoditized.
The key issue for label
converters moving to flexible
packaging is the use of UV
curing, still viewed by many end
users with suspicion because of
historic migration concerns.
A new industry-wide group
has been formed – UVFoodSafe
– to help address these concerns
by promoting best practice
in UV curing of indirect food
contact labels and flexible
packaging. This group met at
the ELF to decide on its next
practical steps forward.
A workshop run by Niklas
Olsson of Flint Group Narrow
Web and Robert Rae of GEW
looked in more detail at the
food safety implications of UV
curing in indirect food contact
labels and flexible packaging.
They spoke alongside Jakob
Abilgaard from Dan Labels, a

Jennifer Dochstader
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label converter which has gone
through the complex process
of diversifying into flexible
packaging (see previous report
in L&L).
The workshop examined the
flexible packaging ‘sweet spot’
for label converters in terms of
run length, materials type and
job format, then dived more
deeply into the complex issue
of food packaging compliance.
The characteristics of a low
migration ink were considered,
including the difference in
performance with standard
UV inks: these include higher
viscosity, higher price and slower
curing rate.
It was also emphasized that
low migration inks are just
one part of a food packaging
compliant workflow taking in
pre-press, all aspects of printing
including press-side additives
and cleaning fluids, along with
dedicated ink mixing equipment
and exhaustive documentation.
Robert Rae explained how
in-line UV dose measurement
works, with the potential

“Where Boomers and
Xers are results-and
hierarchy driven; Y and
Z gen use words like
‘realizing potential’
‘collaboration’
and ‘acceptance’.
Where Boomers fear
change, Y and Z show
openness to change
and a willingness to
ask for help”
Sarah Sladek

to attain 100 percent UV
inspection for every batch
of material produced, thus
improving compliance with
EU food contact packaging
regulations.
Digital trends
The rise of production-class
digital printing over the last
15 years continues, with inkjet
taking an increasing market

share. Now Finat has launched,
through the LPC consultancy, its
Digital Press Index to track these
trends in Europe. Information
will be collected in the broad
categories of toner and inkjet/
hybrid.
According to LPC’s figures,
digital printing now represents
7.9 percent of the global market,
breaking down into 10.5 percent

in Europe and North America,
and 6 percent in Asia-Pacific.
Out of the 2,300 digital
presses installed in Europe, LPC
says 71 percent are currently
toner-based and 29 percent
inkjet/hybrid. Figures collected
by LPC for press installs in 2017
show that 59 percent of the 300
digital presses sold in Europe
were inkjet/hybrid.

LEAFLET LABEL MACHINES
built by the pioneers of leaﬂet labels

Visit us at
Label Expo Americas
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Fix-a-Form International
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Bert Van Loon

Keran Turakhia

“A key focus of the ELF was on attracting, retaining and
training the next generation of managers and operators.
This is very much at the heart of new Finat president
Chris Ellison’s goals for the two years of his incumbency”
When Finat surveyed converters’
buying intentions for its Radar report,
an equal number were aiming to invest
in conventional flexo and digital presses.
Of those investing in digital, one third
intended to buy toner presses and 58
percent inkjet, of which 21 percent
chose hybrid.
Looking into what converters intend
paying for these digital presses, almost
one quarter of the sample will be
investing 1-1.5m euros – firmly into
more advanced flexo press territory.
Turning to the brands’ attitudes to
digital print, LPC finds that almost one
third of its sample are ‘true believers’
in digital – they have fully integrated
digital print into their marketing and
logistics operations. Another 20 percent
are ‘unconvinced users’, who have had
some success with digital but are held
back by higher costs from migrating

more products from flexo.
Brands not yet using digital LPC
breaks into ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’.
The former represent 35 percent of
the sample, and are convinced that
at some point digital will work for
their organizations; the pessimistic 15
percent simply believe that digital is too
disruptive to their working methods and
supply chains, despite understanding
the technology.
Attracting a new generation to print
A key focus of the Dublin ELF was
on attracting, retaining and training
the next generation of managers and
operators. This is very much at the
heart of new Finat president Chris
Ellison’s goals for the two years of his
incumbency.
A frank, informal and open discussion
took place on succession planning
and making the successful transition

Sean Smyth

Talking points
Marketing vs sales
How many label converters have thought seriously
about their online content marketing strategy? As
business marketing strategist Bert van Loon pointed
out, Harvard Business Review research shows that
on average 60 percent of purchasing decisions are
made before a conversation with a sales rep.
And the key source of information for buyers in
today’s connected world is, of course, the internet,
mediated through mobile devices. How can digitally
distributed content best help a customer make the
desired buying decision? ‘Helping is the new selling,
and content is currency,’ said Van Loon.
Metrics and KPIs need to be put in place to
measure ROI, which allows new content strategies
to be tested, tweaked and tailored.

Cost of technology ownership
Major capital investment decisions should not be
taken without a real grasp of the cost of ownership
of conventional and digital press formats, said Sean
Smyth, consultant at Smithers Pira.
Smyth considered the complex range of factors
which make up the cost of a label, including
the way a job is specified; the print costs; the
equipment costs; and the Lean culture of the print
plant. Smyth said that as costs continually change,
these calculations must be continually updated.
He recommended running calculations by job,
time, added value and capacity on a variety of runs
lengths and types, and comparing estimated costs
with actual costs to obtain real world results.

Let packaging do the talking
Keran Turakhia, joint owner of Hive IP and author
of ‘If Packaging could talk’, looked at turning
packaging from a cost to an added value for
brand owners by implementing smart packaging
strategies.
The goals are to build brand loyalty and
encourage not just an initial purchase, but repeat
purchasing. Successful examples included an
ongoing Smith Crisps holiday giveaway promotion;
a marketing campaign which refreshed the Blue
Nun brand using unique codes printed on the labels;
and an Anchor Butter gifting promotion.
Noreena Hertz
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Technical Specifications
Model

Web
width

Max. Printing
width

Thickness of
printing material

Printing
length

Printing
speed

WJPS-350D

350 mm

340 mm

60-350 g/m2

170-345 mm

30-180 prints/min

WJPS-450D

450 mm

440 mm

80-350 g/m2

210-420 mm

30-150 prints/min

WJPS-560

560 mm

540 mm

80-350 g/m2

210-420 mm

30-150 prints/min

WJPS-660

660 mm

650 mm

80-350 g/m2

210-420 mm

30-150 prints/min

Note: The printing speed is subject to the length and quality of the printing material.
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ELF 2018 audience

between generations at label converting
operations, and it was refreshing to hear
from young managers who had already
made the move, as well as next generation
managers in the process of taking over family
businesses. Participants included Chris Ellison
and daughter Charlotte, Chris Jones, Josh
Yericic, Bart Reynders, Philippe Voet, Francesc
Egea, Andrea Vimercati, Isidore Leiser, Thomas
Hagmaier and Jules Lejeune.
Finat used the occasion to launch its
‘Future Workforce, New Talent’ initiative to
celebrate the association’s 60th anniversary.
This will involve consultation with the
national label associations as well as
educational institutes and the Finat Young
Managers Club. The second stage will be
the launch of the ‘Labelicious’ program of
competitions and events to attract future
talents to the label industry
Gen X, Y, Z
Sarah Sladek at the XYZ University
consultancy looked in more detail at
the challenges in attracting the Y and Z

generations to ‘traditional’ businesses run by
the Baby Boomer generation – which is most
label businesses today.
She contended that industry is not doing
enough to change itself to meet the different
expectations of the X and Y-ers. And the need
to address the issue is serious: by 2020 Gen
Y (millennials) will dominate the workforce,
outnumbering the combined ranks of Xers
and Boomers, while Gen Z starts to really
make its impact felt.
Sladek looked at the causes of the
generational rift to which businesses have to
adapt. Communication preference is typical:
while Baby Boomers prefer to communicate
face to face, Generation X-ers prefer email, Ys
prefer text – and interestingly, Generation Z
goes back to favoring face to face.
Where Boomers and Xers are results-and
hierarchy driven; Y and Z gen use words
like ‘realizing potential’, ‘collaboration’ and
‘acceptance’. Where Boomers fear change,
Y and Z show openness to change and a
willingness to ask for help.
A key takeaway for businesses is to

The Anatomy of
a Great Label.
Is your label working
hard enough for you?
Your label on the outside should match the passion that went into your
product inside. We offer a wide range of labeling facestocks to meet
your unique needs and welcome custom and specialty challenges.

The “What if?” experts in label possibilities
Wausau Coated Products
800.345.8039
Email: info@wausaucoated.com
www.wausaucoated.com

explicitly move towards collaboration and
away from top-down leadership, and towards
a ‘people first’, future-focused culture.
These skills and cultural shifts will
be critical if companies are to adapt to
the wrenching shifts taking place in the
technological and geopolitical arenas, as
consultant Noreena Hertz explained. Sources
of global stress just in Europe include
Brexit (of course), the reordering of global
geopolitics by presidents Trump and Putin;
the growth of global indebtedness and rapid,
disruptive technological change, with AI next
to make an impact on all aspects of work.
‘The keywords will be Agility, Innovation
and Relevance. Companies will need a
‘challenger in chief’ and people will need
time to think.’ She suggested making space
for thinking by radically restricting email
immersion with a ‘digital sabbath’ and
email audit.
To join Finat and for information
on upcoming events, visit www.
finat.com

Designed for die-cutting
and special effects
Digital friendly: facestocks
optimized for digital printing
Adhesive options including
proven wet strength durability
Environmentally
friendly offering
Print compatible:
flexo and digital
Broad on-trend selection of
colors and textures
Bottle line and label
equipment compatible
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Finat presents latest awards
Finat presented its Label Competition awards during the ELF, with 29 winners chosen from 261 entries. Andy Thomas-Emans reports

A

t the European Label Forum, Finat presented its latest label
awards, with the aesthetic appeal of Multi-Color Corporation
North America Wines & Spirits’ Sidewinder Spirits label
seeing it claim ‘Best in Show’.
The 2018 Finat Label Competition, the 38th annual program
for outstanding label production, attracted 261 entries from 47
companies representing 28 countries. In addition to the 29 award
winners, there were 86 highly commended certificates. Turkey led
the way with a total of 44 entries, closely followed by the UK (26)
and UAE (24).
The awards are organized in five main groups, with relevant
sub-categories, covering Marketing/End-uses, Printing Processes,
Non-adhesive Applications, Innovation and Electronic Printing, and
Digital Printing.
Best in show
The Sidewinder Spirits label won the Marketing/End-uses group
award, as well as ‘Best in Show’. The judging panel was impressed
by the label’s aesthetic appeal and its varying degrees of embossing
and varnishing that added depth to the end result. A very fine black
halftone image created an aging effect around the embossing. They
also liked the complexity of the die-cutting, especially around the
watch winder, and felt the final label, that replaces an actual metal
tag used by the brand, has the look and feel of a silver metallic label.
Taking the title in the Printing Processes group was Inform
Etiketten of Germany for Spirituosenausstattung Edelbrände. It
combined digital, offset litho and silkscreen printing, and hot foiling,
varnish and embossing in a single pass. Two substrates were used for
different areas of the three-part label while the black type and the
gold foiling contrasted well with the two-color grey backgrounds.
Winning the Non-adhesive group was IPE, Industria Gráfica, Spain
for Maxim’s Noel 2017 Champagne. The highly visual sleeve printed

“The inspiring innovation and creativity is
a great celebration of label versatility and
just when you think new levels of design
and execution have been reached, they
are lifted further”
using flexo and a bright red ink, combined with a gold lacquer and
cold foiling, delivered maximum shelf exposure. An accurately placed
matte varnish added to the appeal. It was completed with key product
information printed on a white panel set into the reverse side of the
sleeve.
The Innovation group award went to Germany’s Schreiner Group
for Color Laser Film with a Fingerprint. It showcased data printed
with luminescent pigments on an adhesive layer that migrates (after
application) into the surface of the paint on the car. The information is
visible using UV light and can still be read after the label is removed. It
is designed to last for at least 15 years.
The Digital Printing group winner was Etiketten Carini of Austria for
Lemberger Gin. Just two colors were used and the brand name was
surrounded with gold foiling. Soft brushed lamination combined with
spot varnishing and hot gold foil in very accurate register resulted in an
an outstanding result, according to the judges.
Tony White, chair of the judging panel, commented: ‘The total
number of entries winning awards increased to 115, reflecting a
welcome elevation in quality. In fact, year on year I am genuinely
excited by the quality of the entries. The inspiring innovation and
creativity is a great celebration of label versatility and just when you
think new levels of design and execution have been reached, they are
lifted further.’
For a full review of the European Label Forum, see page 85
Left:Winning the
Non-adhesive group was
IPE, Industria Gráfica,
Spain for Maxim’s Noel
2017 Champagne

Middle: The Digital
Printing group winner was
Etiketten Carini of Austria
for Lemberger Gin

Below: The Sidewinder
Spirits label from MCC
North America Wines &
Spirits won ‘Best in Show
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Label Summit Latin America
shows region’s strength
Label Summit Latin America 2018, held in Guadalajara, Mexico, showed the strength of the local market. Chelsea McDougall and
James Quirk report

L

abel Summit Latin America 2018 welcomed 964 label and
package printing industry professionals to Guadalajara, Mexico,
for a two-day event and table-top exhibition.
Visitors came from 12 Latin American countries and territories:
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala,
Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico and Venezuela. There were 87
exhibitors; a total of 620 companies – including converters, suppliers,
distributors, brand owners and designers – were represented at the
event overall.
The attendance figure ranks the event as the second most
successful in the Label Summit series, after Mexico City in 2015, and
represents strong growth from its previous edition in Guadalajara in
2012, which attracted 729 attendees and 70 exhibitors.
Tasha Ventimiglia, event director for Label Summit Latin America,
said: ‘We are delighted with one of our most successful Label
Summits in Latin America, which brought together the best of the
region’s label and packing printing industry for two inspiring days
of learning and showcasing the latest technology from world-class
suppliers. Attendee feedback from the 25 countries represented has
been tremendous.
‘Mexico has the region’s largest label and package printing market,
so it was fantastic to see such a strong representation from our host
country along with the rest of the region.’

“We are living in a more dynamic
world with smaller families
and single-family homes, so
the consumption trend is more
individualized, more practical and
more functional”

Day one
Opening the Summit’s conference on day one was a keynote
presentation given by Avery Dennison’s head of sales and marketing
in Latin America, Isabela Monteiro. In her opening keynote address,
Monteiro focused on four trends in the region: an increase of
functional packaging, sustainability, intelligent labels and digital
printing.
She said: ‘We are living in a more dynamic world with smaller
families and single-family homes, so the consumption trend is more
individualized, more practical, more functional.’
As in other parts of the world, Latin American consumers are
increasingly experience-oriented and sustainability-minded, said

Monteiro. Up to 60 percent of label waste happens at the converter
level, while around 40 percent is at the end user. This means the
biggest supply chain challenge is identifying recycling partners
around the world that make financial sense for both the converter
and the end user.
In a survey, Avery Dennison found that 60 percent of users
express interest in knowing more about content of product through
a scanning method. An intelligent label can provide that channel.
In 2018, sales of intelligent labels will be $12bn USD. That number
will be double in two years and by 2020 the market will reach
about $30bn USD, Monteiro said. RFID and smart labels first gained
acceptance in the retail and aerospace markets, but food, personal
care and car companies are also seeing the benefits, which include
track and trace, inventory control, expiration date management
and more.
L&L editor James Quirk presented Latin American market data on
behalf of research company and consultancy Smithers Pira. According
to its studies, the Latin American packaging market was valued at $48
billion USD in 2017. The region is dominated by Mexico and Brazil,
which make up $12.5 billion and $20 billion of the total respectively.
The market is forecast to grow by 12 percent from 2017 to 2022.
The label market in the region is showing strong growth, according
to Smithers Pira. From 2018 to 2022, wet-glue labels are forecast to

Nearly 1,000 people attended Label Summit Latin America 2018

AB Graphic’s booth
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grow by 11 percent in value, pressure-sensitive by 19 percent, shrink sleeves by 23
percent and in-mold by 25 percent.
The Mexican population is expected to
grow by 4.7 percent between 2017 and 2022,
while per capita GDP will rise by 24 percent
in the same period.
The Mexican label market in 2018 is worth
$452 million USD, and will grow to a value
of $536.1 million in 2022. The shrink sleeve
market in the country is forecast to have the
strongest growth in value, at 34.5 percent.
In-mold labels will rise by 21.3 percent; pressure-sensitive by 20 percent.
Smithers Pira data also show Mexico
to be growing as a manufacturing hub for
consumer products, particularly in personal
care, which provides good opportunities to
label converters.
A panel session discussed the challenges
of attracting skilled labor and retaining
key employees, with Heriberto Sánchez
from Mexican association Acoban and local
converter Etifilms, Keren Becerra from
Etiquetas Lobo Impresores and industry
magazine Label Pack, and Samuel Rodriguez
de Landa from graphic arts school La Escuela
Nacional de Artes Gráficas leading the
debate. Emotional well-being and talent
development were acknowledged as key to
industry success, as was meeting the needs of
younger entrants to the market who want a
more flexible working life. This is a challenge
for converters, where production jobs see a
turnover of 3 percent.
The lack of certified flexo training offered
by graphic arts schools in the region was also
discussed, with converters in the audience
acknowledging this key challenge during the
Q&A section of the panel.
Juan Pablo Patino of Nilpeter and
Juan Fransisco Saldana of Sun Chemical
gave presentations which highlighted
the opportunities for narrow web label
converters to expand their product offering
by moving into flexible packaging production.
This fast-growing sector is seeing a trend
towards shorter runs, which label converters

HP Indigo’s booth

“The package is a means
of communication. I’m
not selling a label or a
package. I’m selling an
experience”
– who deal with short lead times and fast
changeovers – are adept at handling, while
today’s in-line combination presses are able
to print both self-adhesive (supported) and
filmic (unsupported) substrates on the same
press line.
Another popular session was led by
Ideeo on diversification and moving from
commercial printing to packaging. CEO of the
Mexico City-based company Juan Sebastián
Estrada described how it had ‘stopped being
a printer a long time ago’. The company still
produces printed materials, of course, but
also has a strong augmented reality strategy
and provides its clients with omni-channel
offerings. ‘The package is a means of
communication,’ he said. ‘I’m not selling a
label or a package. I’m selling an experience.’
Day one ended with a panel discussion led

by Ricardo Stone of Etiquetas e Impresiones
de Mexico, Ángel Calderón of Impredimex,
Gerardo Gonzalez of Etiprint and Jorge
Martínez of Groupo Etimex. They agreed
that since much of the Mexican market is
price-focused, it is important to find a niche
and excel in it. Calderón said: ‘There is a lot of
competition in Mexico, and sometimes the
only way to compete is to lower your price,
and that’s not good for the market. You need
to find new niches or new opportunities.’
Gonzalez said: ‘Companies that want to be in
Mexico think we are crazy given the prices we
offer. Some American companies that have
come to Mexico can’t play with our rules due
to the low prices.’
Digital printing was also flagged as a hot
topic, as converters are increasingly adopting
digital strategies. Martínez explained: ‘If you
don’t have digital machines, well you should
worry. Those who do, you should still be
worried. We have to plan very well when
handling digital jobs. To be efficient, you have
to plan well.’
Eighty percent of Stone’s products
are exported, and because of the current
uncertainty with the North American Free
Trade Agreement between the US, Canada
and Mexico, he opted to expand operations
in the US.

Kocher + Beck’s booth Armor’s booth
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Brand panel discussion

“There is a lot of
competition in Mexico,
and sometimes the only
way to compete is to
lower your price. That’s
not good for the market.
You need to find new
niches”
Day two
Day two of the conference began with Jos
Kabouw of Grafisk Maskinfabrik and Joaquim
Correia of Arconvert leading a session on
high-end label decoration. Kabouw discussed
augmented reality, foils and embossing as
ways for brands to stand out on a shelf, while
Correia looked at premium material options.
Echoing the session on day one, he said:
‘Today’s consumer doesn’t want status from
the products they purchase: they want an
experience.’
Alex Cruz of synthetic materials

Hernan Braberman, Tridimage

manufacturer Yupo discussed in-mold label
decoration. While still largely a niche in the
Mexican market, Cruz pointed to Nestle’s
recently announced goal of 100 percent
recyclable or reusable packaging by 2022,
saying it will be a boon for in-mold labeling.
Taking the stage with Cruz was Cristian
Reyes of Mexican converter MayaPack, a
Yupo client which has significantly grown its
in-mold label production on its HP Indigo
digital presses. Reyes discussed digital printing
and design and advised: ‘Don’t design for
brands, design for the people interacting with
the brands.’
Julie Rodgers Vargas of Avery Dennison
and Iban Cid of Germark discussed smart
technologies, the benefits of intelligent
labels for brands and consumers, augmented
reality and brand interaction. Rodgers Vargas

Juan Sebastián Estrada, Ideeo

explained that 89 percent of consumers say
they are willing to share data in order to have
a better experience online and in-store. With
RFID labels produced at Germark, Cid helped
his customer Festina with both inventory
control of its watches and in preventing theft
from its stores.
Regular Label Summit speaker Hernán
Braberman of Tridimage, a leading 3D
branding, graphic design and structural
packaging agency in Latin America,
highlighted eight major trends in global
design: ‘Classicpack’, the blending of a classic
and contemporary feel; ‘Wellnesspack’,
the trend towards healthy and sustainable
consumer products; ‘Decopack’, the increase
in highly decorated packaging; ‘Place pack’,
giving a sense of place and origin to the
product; ‘Honestipack’, where informal

F

Juan Pablo Patino, Nilpeter

Cristian Reyes, MayaPack
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CEO panel discussion

designs and chatty text engage with
the consumer; ‘Craft pack’, which lends
an organic feel to the brand; ‘Funpack’,
which employs humor as a resource; and
‘Essencialpack’, a simpler, more minimalist
style with a vintage feel.
The summit ended with a lively panel
discussion on branding, and in particular
enhancement, personalization and private label
versus premium brands. High-profile consumer
brands were well represented on the panel,
with Mónica Medina of Nestlé, Sergio Bojalil
of The Hershey Company, Humberto Ojeda

L&L4_edit_18_m.indd 100

Iban Cid, Germark

of Tequila Casa San Matías, alongside Manuel
Antonio Melendrez of Norjal.
The recurrent theme of consumer
experience was discussed, while Lozano
explained how his company works
closely with its label printer to choose
the best papers and bright finishes for
their tequila bottles. He said there are
greater opportunities for brand marketers
and designers to interact with their label
suppliers, who in turn have a responsibility to
educate their customers on the latest trends.
Melendrez agreed: ‘Printers need to be in

contact with the designers, so they can tell
the designer about material or technologies,
or the designer can ask questions about
the processes.’ On sustainability, Bojalil
said: ‘Green is the new gold.’ Medina added:
‘People are looking for health benefits in
products, so packages should be clear and
communicate that message.’
Exhibition
The accompanying table-top exhibition
featured 87 leading international and regional
suppliers. The mood among exhibitors was
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Isabela Monteiro, Avery Dennison

bullish, thanks both to the high number
of visitors, and a pervading atmosphere of
positivity around the growth potential of the
Mexican market.
Many leading suppliers have increased
their focus on the Mexican market recently,
including Avery Dennison, which has
expanded its capacity at its facilities in
Guadalajara, Monterrey and Mexico City,
and is bringing a new coater in Queretaro
site later this year. Pamela Chanona, Avery
Dennison commercial manager, Mexico, said:
‘Mexico has become an important hub for
production and exporting to different regions.
To bring a new slitter and a coater give us

The Avery Dennison team

more flexibility in the region and is really
important for our business model.’
Epson launched its SurePress for the Latin
American market, after what the digital
press manufacturer described as ‘significant
requests’ from converters in the region. Epson
wanted to ensure service and support teams
were in place in the region before selling the
press there.
RotoMetrics has also opened a sales office
in Mexico. ‘We recognize the importance
of the Mexican market,’ said Latin America
sales manager Jackie Ramos. ‘It’s growing and
people are investing in equipment. A lot of big
brand owners are also investing and building

in Mexico, which is good for the label market.
It’s a very interesting market. We see it as a
strategic move.’
Martin Automatic’s Mike Jesinsky described
the event as the ‘best show I’ve been to in
Mexico, and I’ve been to a lot.’
Joaquim Correia of Arconvert described the
Summit as ‘an excellent opportunity to share
and debate ideas, concepts and market trends
through the different perspectives of the
entire value chain of the label sector.’
Label Summit Latin America will
return to Medellin, Colombia, in
May 2018
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José Luis Bezaury Creel. ‘I believe that in life you have to have well-established principles and values’

Mexico’s graphic arts
personality of the year
José Luis Bezaury Creel, who runs Mexican converter Litoplas, was named Personality of the Year at Label Pack’s Graphics Industry
Supplier Awards. He tells Keren Becerra about his career

L

abel Pack pleasantly surprised me
with this recognition. At the moment I
received the award, I thought that this
prize does not belong to me alone, but to
all my staff and to the company that I am
fortunate to direct. It is also the result of the
principles that govern the group to which I
belong, with which I was formed. It is a great
honor to be able to lead a great team of
collaborators and to share this achievement
with them.
My story begins as a 14-year-old office
boy at a small advertising agency in Polanco
[a neighborhood in Mexico City]. I had
knocked on their door and asked if they
needed a messenger for the summer; I think
they liked me. At first I helped in the offices
and made trips to the bank. But as soon as
I had the opportunity, I got myself into the
art department to learn what they were
doing. After a few weeks, I began to help the
designer with his work. That’s how my love for

graphic arts developed.
I had always liked art, but I had no
knowledge. I learned simply by seeing and
helping. As a result of this work, I decided to
enroll at the same time at an art and creative
direction course at high school. Aged 17 I got
a job at a ‘magazine for gentlemen’ – a nude
magazine – which I designed and laid out.
Unfortunately, everything ended when my
family discovered where I worked. They knew
I worked on a magazine, but they didn’t know
what type. It was then that I opened my first
design office and began to work for other
clients, though I continued designing and
putting together the magazine without my
parents knowing. At the same time, I started
studying industrial design. When I turned 18
and could legally set up a company, I founded
DIA Diseño y Asociados, which years later
became one of the biggest design offices in
Mexico, Diseñadores Industriales Asociados.

Beginning to print
The design office was growing while we
started printing silkscreen to produce
invitations, promotional posters,
self-adhesives and other work. But in the
constant search to integrate even more, we
decided to enter the world of offset. So we
divided the company into two: Diseñadores
Industriales Asociados (DIA) and Centro de
Producción Gráfica (CPG).
To begin with, we bought a Gestetner
model 202 offset machine, and rented a
commercial space around the corner from the
office to install the workshop. We bought our
first machine from Ricardo del Castillo, when
he started his business selling used machinery.
We didn’t know each other, but since then he
has become a great friend and we continued
to buy machinery from him until we had four
Davidson 500 machines, a Solna 124, the
screen-printing workshop and a complete
photolithography system, which allowed us to
September 2018
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José Luis Bezaury Creel with the Graphic Arts
Personality of the Year award from Label Pack

begin doing both design and print projects.
By then, I was 30 years old. There was a lot
of growth in the economy and we were seeing
a boom in the stock market. Although most
of my friends and family were in the financial
sector and doing very well, I never wanted to
invest in the stock market. I invested all the
money I could into the business in order to
buy more machinery. I have always preferred
hardware to money, because I believe that
money is a consequence of work and not the
beginning of it.
By now there were more than 120
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employees at DIA and CPG. We could compete
for projects with top-level companies. That
is when we decided to specialize in the
production of agendas under the Actuel brand.
We were the market leaders – by far – since
there were few manufacturers with our degree
of integration, from the conceptualization
of the design to the personalization of the
product for each client. Unfortunately, with
the arrival of desktop organizers and electronic
agendas of the time, such as the Palm, the use
of printed agendas was changing. We lived
through a stressful time, and had to sell all
the company’s equipment. At that time I was
invited to work at LitoPlas, which was being
founded, to dedicate myself to the printing of
conventional labels on paper.
At LitoPlas, we started to print in offset with
Heidelberg equipment, after which we moved
into flexo with an Aquaflex machine. In 2002,
the use of shrink sleeves in the packaging of
food products became a strong trend in the
market. After attending various conferences
and machinery exhibitions, we bought from
Stephan Deuster of Intergáfica, now KBA
– another great industry friend – our first
8-color Nilpeter UV flexo press. We quickly
bought two more 8-color presses, of narrow
and mid web, and a 7-color. At the same time,
we continued to grow in offset printing of
conventional labels, again with wide-format
Heidelberg machines of five and six colors.
We then moved into solvent-based wide-web

“I have always preferred
hardware to money,
because I believe that
money is a consequence
of work and not the
beginning of it”
flexo for flexible packaging production, and
later expanded into folding carton.
For this latter move, we used a 6-color
KBA machine – which could switch between
conventional and UV – with die-cutting and
gluing equipment from Brausse, varnish, hot
stamping and other options. These techniques
led us to specialize in premium packaging,
creating laminated folding packaging on micro-corrugated cartonboard, boxes and tubes
lined with rigid carton, as well as small boxes
and tubes on rigid PVC films.
We are passionate about doing different
things in our industry, offering innovative
and high quality options to our clients, and
entering into new packaging trends that
distinguish us from the competition – simply
removing ourselves from the conventional.
At all times we ask ourselves how we can
strive more in our daily activity, how we can
provide a better service, what new solutions
we can use to contribute to the market, and
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what benefits we can bring to our partners and the community.
Philosophy in the face of adversity
There are times that are more challenging than others. When I have a
bad day, I go to sleep and wake up early with the intention of starting
again. Problems never end and I recognize that the solution depends
on the attitude we have when facing them. On one occasion, Enrique
Hernández-Pons – an important and beloved friend – shared advice
which has been highly formative for my career: ‘Always do what you
have to do, but come out with your head held high.’ That is precisely
what I always try to do.
I believe that in life you have to have well-established principles
and values. This is an area where I fully identify with Grupo Herdez,
of which Litoplas is a part. In this great group I have learned that
every impresario must have essential qualities, such as knowing how
to reinvent yourself all the time, to adapt to the client’s needs, to
understand that you don’t sell quality because quality is a given, to
be trustworthy at all times. You must challenge yourself and take risks
every day. And above all, believe in your people, because they are the
ones who make you grow.
One of our greatest challenges has to do with human capital
– previous generations remained in a job for much longer. Today
it is harder to retain talent. Healthy control of finances is also an
important challenge, because if there is no discipline in the use of
resources, there is no development. And let’s not forget, the only
constant is change.
I am currently in charge of LitoPlas, a great company that has filled
me with challenges, satisfactions and achievements for more than
25 years. For me, the future is based on continuing to expand and
consolidate the company’s operations.
This year we are going to install three new machines, including a
new 5-color KBA offset press, which will increase our capacity. Many
challenges are on their way, as all our investments last year will be
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José Luis Bezaury Creel has been in charge of LitoPlas for more than 25 years

consolidated in 2018.
I am part of a company that has always valued good relationships
with its suppliers and business partners, considering them crucial in
its growth, development and innovation. Without a doubt, they have
been the foundation that has consolidated our value chain, sharing a
culture sustained in a healthy and long coexistence, characterized by
mutually beneficial growth.
We all support openness, ethics, transparency and collaboration
for the benefit of our clients. For this reason, I express my sincere
gratitude to the important group of suppliers and friends who have
granted me this recognition, which is undoubtedly the result of the
correspondence, love and vocation that we together imprint on this
extraordinary industry.
This article first appeared in Label Pack. www.labelpack.lat
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HP Indigo collaborates
with Coca-Cola India
More than 120 million Coke labels were printed using an HP Indigo 20000 digital press at Huhtamaki PPL in Mumbai.
Aakriti Agarwal reports

H

P Indigo has collaborated with
Coca-Cola to bring the ‘Share a Coke’
campaign to India.
Coke cans and bottles are made available
with 20 special relationships printed on them,
including Bae, Bro, Dude, BFF, Dad, Mom,
Daughter, among others. Labels have been
created in 12 languages: English, Hindi, Tamil,
Telugu, Kannada, Bengali, Malayalam, Oriya,
Assamese, Gujarati, Punjabi and Marathi.
Each relationship is accompanied by a
description, such as Grandad (Old School.
Yet Cool); Grandma (Scolds me. Spoils me);
Daddy (My teacher. My friend); Mom (Above
the rest. Simply the best); Son (My devil. My
angel); Sis (Supermodel. Super role model);
Bro (Troublemaker. Merrymaker); Boss
(Pushes me. Promotes me); and nicknames
including BFF (Laughs with me. Cries with
me) and Bae (Bugs me. Hugs me).
More than 120 million labels were printed
digitally using an HP Indigo 20000 digital
press installed at Huhtamaki PPL in Mumbai.
The Share a Coke campaign was technologically supported by HP Indigo digital printing.
Jay Bathija, director-Colas, Coca-Cola
India and South West Asia, says: ‘We are
delighted to partner with HP for the Indian
spin of Share a Coke campaign that takes
a refreshing new look at relationships.
This campaign aims to encourage Indian
consumers to celebrate relationships that
have evolved over the years and reignite
them by creating a moment of happiness
that comes from sharing a Coke.’
Amar Chhajed, president, labeling business
at Huhtamaki PPL, says: ‘It is an advantage
to have a sound customer with us as we
made this significant investment. Bringing
India’s first HP Indigo 20000 should be seen
as Huhtamaki’s stepping stone into digital
printing. And this investment into digital
comes with a much bigger commitment and
confidence.’
First HP Indigo 20000 in India
Commenting on the investment in the first
HP Indigo 20000 digital label press in India,
Chhajed says, ‘Huhtamaki PPL was constantly
reviewing developments in digital printing
with a close watch on new applications, web
width and print cost, knowing that we are

ready to invest at the right opportunity we
get. Discussions with Coke started around
October 2017. We decided to make the
investment after we got a green light from
Coke for this campaign. The whole process of
internal approvals for ordering the machine
and getting it installed at our Thane plant
was completed in a matter of 60 to 70 days.
The HP Indigo 20000 is the largest digital
investment made by the group worldwide.’
The press arrived at Huhtamakai PPL
plant towards the end of January 2018 and
production started within two weeks.
Explaining the complexities of the Share
a Coke label printing job, Chhajed says, ‘The
variable data printing for the job comprised
32 relationships, 12 different languages, and
five descriptors to each relationship, which
summed up to 3,000 artworks getting printed
simultaneously. Never before was such a
large digital print run executed in this part
of the world. Our labeling team including
Pravin Gopal Krishnan, Prathistha and Arjun
had their work clearly cut out to make sure
every last detail was taken care of. They
ensured that the seemingly impossible task

“The job comprised
32 relationships, 12
different languages,
and five descriptors
to each relationship,
which summed up to
3,000 artworks. Never
before was such a
large digital print run
executed in this part of
the world”
was achieved as expected. HP partnered
with us whole heartedly to ensure all our
needs were met. With full support from HP,
we were able to ensure a smooth execution

More than 120 million labels were printed with 20 special relationships
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of the project at hand. In the process, we
learnt a lot from their global experts who
regularly visited us during the installation
and commissioning. Multiple teams worked
tirelessly from Coke, HPPL and Redington to
ensure no slippage in the execution. Support
from strategic suppliers such as Cosmo Films
and Michelman played an important role
in ensuring non-stop production. The entire
campaign took about 12 weeks to complete
and was executed with clockwork precision,
thanks to the efforts and dedication of our
Thane plant team led by Suhael Perriera and
ably supported by Pravin Mahajan.’
Elaborating on the lessons learned, A.
Appadurai, country manager, HP Indigo
Graphics Solutions Business, India, says: ‘It
was a first experience for HP India to execute
a project on this scale with the first HP Indigo
20000 installed in the country. Coke is a
very demanding customer and with a small
window of 75 days to print these labels,
there was no scope for any mistake. So, we
got a team of eight people from Israel who
supported this project 24 hours. HP ran the
press for a month, executing the project,
while training the operators. Then Huhtamaki
took over and completed the job. This project
was unique for us as it was executed on a
newly installed bigger format press which is
the first installation in the country.’
Labels were finished with an overprint
varnish to ensure smooth runnability on label
applicators at different Coke plants. This was
handled by Huhtamaki’s regular converting
process.
Logistics
One of the major challenges often discussed
with personalized labels in India is logistics
and supply chain. With more than 30 supply
locations, transporting labels on such a
scale was a logistic challenge. Chhajed

“Brands are
increasingly focusing
on targeted marketing
campaigns to engage
with customers on a
personal level and this
has resulted in the rise
of customization and
personalization”
credits the success to excellent planning
and execution by HPPL’s logistic team. ‘We
are regular suppliers to Coke since many
years and already had enough experience in
transporting normal labels to Coke plants all
over the country. We used to supply labels
from our plant in Hyderabad. These labels,
however, were transported from the Thane
plant which is better located for transporting
labels to all Coke plants in India.
‘Digitally printed labels did pose a
challenge due to its different packing as
well as multiple SKUs to each location. The
quantity was predefined and we had to
ensure the right number of labels were sent
out to each bottling plant. Packaging was
done with extra care because these were
personalized labels so not even a single label
could go missing. Our team has done a great
job in ensuring no major delays or any mix
ups in the consignments.’
Further giving credit to HP India, he says,
‘To transport raw material such as printing
inks in huge volume to cater to this project
was also a challenge. HP ensured there was

Coke labels were printed in 12 languages to cater to the Indian market

The HP Indigo 20000
at Huhtamaki
Huhtamaki PPL completed installation of
India’s first HP Indigo 20000 press at its
Thane plant. Explaining the advantages
this press offers to the company, Chhajed
says, ‘The HP Indigo 20000 offers us a
much wider format to play with and
opens up opportunities for different
applications covering our entire range of
packaging and not just labels. The future
of digital printing in India is, no doubt,
bright but will still depend largely on
the right combination of speed and cost
per square meter. The current costs are
still much higher than desired. Digital
printing with the right combination of
applications, web width and a competitive
print cost will be a definite winner in the
marketplace.’

a regular inflow of all material and expertise
required to ensure smooth execution. A
campaign of this scale can only be made
successful with good teamwork.’
Having completed this project, Huhtamaki
is looking at working on more similar projects
in the near future, thus driving the personalization trend in the country.
Appadurai adds, ‘The campaign comes at
a time when brands are increasingly focusing
on targeted marketing campaigns to engage
with customers on a personal level and this
has resulted in the rise of customization
and personalization. The changing tastes
of consumers in packaging of goods has
the potential to chip away market share of
brands as customers value packaging with a
personalized touch which adds to the overall
emotional quotient of the customer.’
Michael Boyle, vice president, Graphics
Solutions Business, Asia Pacific and Japan, HP,
concludes: ‘As brands continue to look for
ways to connect with their audiences, we are
seeing a growing trend of mass personalized
packaging, including desktop label printing
campaigns in stores. The HP Indigo 20000
opens a realm of possibilities for flexible
packaging converters, by enabling them to
efficiently and profitably cope with changing
market demands for shorter runs, more varied
SKUs, and customized campaigns. HP Indigo
is the only digital color printing process
that matches gravure quality and is safe for
primary food packaging.’

For more information on the Indian
label industry, subscribe for free to
Label News India at www.labelsandlabeling.com/newsletters

labelsandlabeling.com
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Stepping towards a
more sustainable future
Avery Dennison has launched a waste-recycling program in South Asia Pacific and Sub-Saharan Africa

I

n an effort to address one of
the major concerns faced by
the label industry worldwide,
Avery Dennison has initiated
glassine liner waste recycling
programs in Australia, India and
Thailand. This is an extension to its
existing liner recycling programs in
other parts of the world including
China, US and Europe.
Darren Milligan, senior
marketing director, Label and
Graphic Materials Group, South
Asia Pacific and Sub-Saharan
Africa at Avery Dennison, says:
‘One of the most important
challenges that our industry faces
is how to manage liner waste in
a productive way. Today within
Asia, we estimate only 6 percent
of liner is recycled. The Avery
Dennison 2025 sustainability
goals include a goal to divert 70
percent of matrix and liner waste
from landfill or incineration. To
enable this will require developing
local partners, and working within
– and across our industry – to
bring end users on board.’
In launching these recycling
programs into the South Asia
Pacific region, Avery Dennison
has partnered with waste
management specialists in each
country. Liner waste is collected
from brand owners and sent to
Avery Dennison’s partners who
recycle the waste into tissue paper
used for clothing and footwear
packaging.
‘It’s a scalable program
currently servicing three countries
which will be further expanded as
demand increases,’ says Milligan.
‘To date we are scaling up and
have successfully collected and
recycled over 15 tonnes of

glassine liner, however there is no
limit to how much volume we can
recycle through this program. The
more volume, the better.
‘In Australia, we have
developed a close partnership
with Wasteflex, Australia’s largest
waste management company
of its kind. Wasteflex is actively
collecting and centralizing
glassine liner waste directly from
brand owners across Australia
that is then recycled with other
paper products through our
India recycling network. This
program will soon be expanded to
include New Zealand as demand
increases.
‘The great news for brand
owners is that adopting this
program is very simple. They need
to separate their discarded rolls of
glassine liner from their general
waste into bulk “Gaylord” pallet
boxes or compact their loose
liner in a baler provided, ready for
collection and recycling.’
Milligan adds: ‘We are pleased
to see L’Oreal as the first major
company to join this recycling
program in Australia, which
enabled them to achieve their 100
percent landfill free target while
at the same time reducing their
waste management costs.
‘Within India, our liner recycling
partner Mahajan Recycle
Resources has the capability to
service the entire country. We
already have several major brand
owners engaged, and are under
trial this service with Unilever, the
first company to officially begin
recycling their waste liner through
our program. We see great
potential and a growing demand
in India, which is driven by

“One of the most important challenges
that our industry faces is how to manage
liner waste in a productive way”
emerging government legislation
and higher global sustainability
targets being established by
multinational brands.’

several major brand owners
and the broader ecosystem
to promote the benefits of
our program. The issue with
current waste management
practices in Thailand is the lack
Hurdles
of transparency and potential
‘One of the major hurdles in
dumping or incineration because
the Indian market has been
there are no recycling channels
the challenge to collect small
volumes of liner waste from
available,’ he explains. ‘Our
various locations over a vast
recycling service overcomes this
geography and transport it to
issue as it ensures all glassine
a central location for recycling,’
liner waste collected from brand
says Milligan. ‘This issue is
owners is actually being recycled
being addressed with the close
into new paper products.’
collaboration between our
With the recent success of
partners and brand owners seeking the glassine paper liner waste
viable cost effective methods to
recycling program, Avery Dennison
recycle their liner waste. Because
has initiated a PET liner recycling
of the flexibility built into this
pilot in the South Asia Pacific
program, in some cases our
region, which is expected to be
recycling partners are actually
launched soon. At the same time,
leveraging the brand owners own
company is also actively pursuing
freight and logistics to drop the
matrix waste recycling options
liner waste at our recycling points. through its growing partner
‘Another challenge that
network that includes evaluating
we have had to face in India
sustainable waste to energy
is the brand owner’s lack of
solutions.
understanding about our recycling
program and its positive impact
Read about Labelexpo
on the environment. However,
Southeast Asia in
with the Indian government
L&L issue 3: www.
starting to develop policies that
labelsandlabeling.
address these issues and the
com/features/resoundincrease in the general awareness,
ing-success-first-labelexresulting from social media,
po-southeast-asia
we are seeing more businesses
looking for recycling support.
‘The liner recycling program
has also been initiated in Thailand,
where we are currently engaging
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Darren Milligan, senior marketing
director, Label and Graphic Materials
Group, South Asia Pacific and
Sub-Saharan Africa at Avery Dennison
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Nilpeter and Omet presses on the production floor

Trisan Printing strategizes growth
The Bangkok-based printer targets rapid growth after installing its second Nilpeter press. Aakriti Agarwal reports

B

angkok, Thailand-based Trisan Printing
is targeting a turnover of US$9 million
after completing an expansion at its
facility with a new Nilpeter flexo press in
October 2017.
Managing director Piyapong Wongvorakul
says: ‘We grew at 12 percent in 2017-18
fiscal. However, prior to that we were
growing at more than 20 percent
year-on-year because business started from
a small base.’
Trisan Printing started operation in 2000
with one flatbed letterpress from Korea that
produced barcode and text printed nutrition
labels for local food companies for three
years, before it decided to invest in Taiyo, a
Japanese rotary press, in 2003 for printing
color labels.
‘It was around 2003-04 when brand
owners in Thailand started using label
applicators to apply labels on containers,’
says Wongvorakul. ‘So, we had to invest

Launching
a compostable film
Trisan Printing has tied up with a company
to manufacture compostable film.
Wongvorakul, says: ‘The film, if thrown in
the backyard, will disappear in about two
weeks.’ Manufactured using non-petrochemicals, it will look like and have the
properties of a regular film that can be
used for multiple applications including
labels. ‘However, with pressure-sensitive
labels, we will have to ensure that ink,
adhesive and coating is also 100 percent
compostable. So, we are in talks with
suppliers and have signed agreements
with some of them to supply us with
requisite raw material,’ says Wongvorakul.
The company aims to launch compostable
film in the current financial year.

in a roll-to-roll web press to cater to the
changing requirements of the market.
Moreover, letterpress ran efficiently for
short run jobs but we could print jobs up
to 20,000 linear meters using the Taiyo.’
Though the company sold the intermittent
rotary press in 2017, it still runs a flatbed
letterpress.

“Though the initial cost
was high, flexo saved
us a lot of time and
money in the medium
to long term”
To remain competitive in the evolving
market, Trisan Printing decided to invest
in flexo technology with an Omet press
in 2011. ‘We realized that the quality on
a flexo press was great and there was less
set-up time, compared to letterpress, also
because it is a more automated machine.

Though the initial cost was high, it saved us
a lot of time and money in the medium to
long term,’ says Wongvorakul.
The company had also shifted to its new
factory in 2011, spread across an area of
2,200 sqm in Sinsakhon Industrial Estate on
the outskirts of Bangkok. With enough space
for future expansion, Trisan Printing invested
in its second flexo press in 2012, this time
a Nilpeter, followed by the second Nilpeter
last year. With four machines running on
the production floor, the company now
prints pressure-sensitive, in-mold, wet-glue
and booklet labels, mainly for the Thai
market.
Wongvorakul, however, reveals that the
growth of in-mold labels is slow in Thailand
because most material gets imported from
Turkey. ‘Therefore, it is more reasonable to
get these labels printed outside Thailand.
However, for blow molding, most printers
use the same material which is expensive
throughout the world. So, it’s cost effective
to produce those locally as well,’ he says.
As for short run jobs, Trisan prints them
mainly on its letterpress and a small

Piyapong Wongvorakul, managing director at
Trisan Printing, with the new Nilpeter press
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Control and Grafotronic.
Turning to material costs, Wongvorakul says, ‘We don’t face a lot of
price pressure from brand owners because our costs are in sync with
market requirements and we are constantly working towards being
more efficient. Moreover, the ink price has come down in the country
over the years and substrate manufacturers have reduced prices too.
Labelstock manufacturers change adhesive and use lighter grammage
of material so the cost reduces but the performance of the label
remains the same. Multinational and local labelstock manufacturers
are very competitive in the market. However, the cost of logistics and
wages have gone up for which we need automation and be more
efficient in-house.’

One of the finishing machines from Grafotronic at the Trisan factory

table-top inkjet unit. Wongvorakul says, ‘We have been looking at
ways to offer short run labels to customers at a better price because
the market in Thailand is very competitive. We evaluated a digital
label printing press, however we find that there are many inkjet
printers here and a digital press cannot compete with their price.’
Equipped with ISO certifications, Trisan Printing has mainly
catered to the food market since its inception but is now foraying
into pharmaceutical and cosmetics. It has been certified with Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMP) certificate that will enable it to cater
to new industries.
‘Companies in these new segments want printers to offer them
a complete package including labels, leaflets and a box. We are fully
geared to cater to their requirements with a 6-color Komori press
equipped with in-line inspection system and a 2-color Heidelberg
press. We also have in-line inspection and workflow system on the
Omet and one of the two Nilpeter presses,’ Wongvorakul says. For
finishing, the company uses one slitter rewinder each from Web

Automation
Trisan started using enterprise resource planning (ERP) software in
2008 and is now in the process of implementing ERP from Microsoft.
‘It will enable us to get precise information from all departments and
all data will be centrally located. It also automates a lot of repetitive
and routine tasks that saves a lot of time, and simplifies human
resources functions,’ says Wongvorakul.
Trisan is also adopting Manufacturing Execution System (MES) that
allows machines to communicate with the ERP system. ‘Live data
from presses, such as linear meters printed, number of stops, time the
press started running, amongst others, is fed into the system which
allows for better workflow,’ explains Wongvorakul. Due to automation,
Trisan today has a workforce of 47 people as opposed to 70 last year.
With increasing automation and quality control systems,
Wongvorakul is looking at increasing its export market share which
currently stands at 0.2 percent of turnover. ‘We need a bigger sales
and marketing team to reach our full potential. We want to cater
to the Japanese market because it’s mature and customers offer
good value for a quality product. Many Japanese companies have
started business in Vietnam and Cambodia. However, we still need to
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A highly configured Omet was one of the first
flexo presses that the company installed in

study logistics so we can further reduce our
shipping cost. Increase in turnover doesn’t
necessarily translate to more profit without
in-house efficiencies,’ he says.
Trisan has also started producing film
without adhesive which can be used in the
electronic labels sector. ‘It is a high growth
potential segment for export and we need to
diversify from printing only pressure-sensitive
labels to be able to grow,’ says Wongvorakul.
Waste management
While growing the company, Trisan
Printing is also making efforts to be more
sustainable and environment friendly. Being

Trisan Printing’s factory outside Bangkok

in an industrial estate, the company follows
standard regulations for waste disposal that
include water treatment before disposal,
managing chemical waste such as ink and
varnish which is outsourced to a company
with expertise, and recycling of labelstock.
While matrix waste is sent to a local
company for landfill, liner waste, without
adhesive and matrix, is sold to waste
management companies for recycling. Each
area has a designated collection truck that
goes to every factory to pick up silicone liner,
metal and other waste that can be recycled.
Several truck-loads of waste are collected
and sent to a company for recycling.

‘Though we know the amount of liner
that gets wasted at a customer site and
have the capability to collect and get it back
to the factory, most brand owners prefer
to sell it to waste management companies
at their end and make money from it.
Therefore, each manufacturing unit handles
waste at their end in the industrial area,’
says Wongvorakul.
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Haotian semi-rotary letterpress

Label King rotary letterpress

Brotech DF330 finishing machine

Amsky Aura 600E flexo CtP machine

Hush Label shows less is more
Chinese converter Hush Label has remained agile and innovative during eight years of rapid growth.Yolanda Wang reports

E

stablished in 2010, Guangzhou Hush
Label Printing is located in Yunpu
industrial park, Luogang District,
Guangzhou, in a 2,000sqm factory which
hosts 40 employees. In 2017, its turnover
exceeded 30 million RMB (US$4.5m) with
20-30 percent taken by overseas business.
‘Our major business is to design and print
labels for skin care products, beverages,
chemicals, air transport and more,’ says Hu
Hui, general manager of Hush Label. ‘In our
company, small, medium and large orders
each represent 30 percent of the business,
with the remaining 10 percent dedicated
to thermal transfer labels.’ At present, Hush
Label is equipped with an Amsky Aura 600e
flexo CtP system, Label King flexo press,
Zhongte offset press, Haotian semi-rotary
letterpress, Label King full rotary letterpress,
and several finishing machines.
Hu has been active in the label industry for
20 years, working his way up from the factory
floor to technical management roles, then as
the general manager of a company with 110
employees, before starting his own company
eight years ago.
‘In my opinion, there is huge potential for
development in the Chinese label market,’
he says. ‘Firstly because of our population
advantage, and also because there is still a

gap between our label printing technology
and that of international markets.’

100sqm. After three moves, it has grown to
its current 30 million RMB turnover, serving
domestic and international brands such as
Grow together
BASF, BY-Health, Maxim, Qatar Airways, MG
Hu Hui attributes Hush Label’s development
and Vinda.
and achievements to one concept: ‘Divide
With years of front-line production
and conquer, start from small brands and
and management experience, Hu Hui has
customers, grow together.’
introduced a culture of focus and innovation
‘Compared with large enterprises, Hush has into every phase of Hush Label’s growth.
no advantages in funds and R&D strength,’ he In the company’s early days, recalls Hu,
admits. ‘But a small company has also its own domestic labels were mainly produced by
features and advantages, such as production
gravure printing. ‘But this has disadvantages:
flexibility and prompt reaction to the market.’ complicated pre-press technology, slow
Hu Hui regards his customers as partners
and costly plate-making, as well as the
with whom he can explore the limitless
volatile solvents which contain high levels
possibility of label production. Especially
of hazardous gas.’ His early experience in
for new products, he likes to involve them
a gravure print shop lead him to aspire to
throughout the processes, including design,
improve the working conditions in such an
material selection, testing, market research
operation. He dedicated himself to studying
and feedback. ‘More than just being a label
and researching gravure, letterpress, offset
printer, we need to stand in the shoes of our
and flexo printing, and consciously directed
customers and consider the demands of the
his customers towards the more environend user.’
mentally friendly processes. Today, Hush
‘I am not trained in this field. I have no
Label firmly complies with national rules
systematic printing knowledge,’ he reveals. ‘All and regulations regarding environmental
my skills are based on hands-on experience
protection, and was granted a national
of production. That is how I got my chance
pollutant discharging license three years ago.
to develop.’ Hush Label’s growth, similarly,
‘Such an endeavor brings bilateral benefits:
has come from the grassroots level. It began
not only does it reduce the label printing
operations with one person in a space of
costs, but it also improves profits and product
September 2018
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Labels printed by Hush

quality’ he says. ‘There is nearly no odor,
which satisfied our customers. This facilitates
acceptance and loyalty on both sides.’
‘Aside from the printing technology,
post-press finishing and inspection also have
a huge impact on the quality of the label,’ he
continues. Hush Label has invested heavily
in this area, with finishing equipment from
Brotech, Rhyguan and Riborn, and inspection
from Daheng Image.
With Hush Label’s rapid growth and
continuing pursuit of environmentally
friendly production, the company has
decided to purchase two flexo presses from
an Italian manufacturer. The first arrived
in June of this year, with the second due
to be installed in May 2019. ‘I can’t reveal
the brand and model of the presses, but the
machines will help us to expand in the FMCG
market,’ says Hu.
In order to solve the problem of waste
disposal, Hush Label has launched China’s
first post-press waste collection system,
called SZX-108, which breaks up, compresses
and seals waste scraps, saving space and
improving the recovery rate of waste. The
system has been granted a Chinese utility
model patent.
‘Our innovative technology and high
quality products bring us loyalty from our
customers. They are happy to be involved in
research and development.’

“Our innovative
technology and high
quality products bring
us loyalty from our
customers. They are
happy to be involved
in research and
development”
Innovate
‘Alongside the improvements in people’s
living standards, the demand for labels – and
the requirements placed upon them – are
increasing,’ says Hu. ‘The whole industry
is due to experience a revolution. Anyone
who stays still, content with their current
achievements, will not survive. The only way
is to continuously innovate technology and
products, and keep pace with the market. You
have to be prepared.’
This philosophy is reflected in Hush Label’s
training of staff and management processes.
‘Management of our professional talent and
standards is at the core of the company’s

growth. We place huge importance on the
training of our staff, and detail-oriented
management in order to meet different
challenges.’ Vindication of this is Hush
Label’s low employee turnover, with some
two-thirds of staff working at the company
for more than six years.
Hu is bullish about the potential for
digital technology in the Chinese label
market, but also with a note of caution.
‘One cannot simply follow a general trend.
Digital printing technology has satisfied the
demands of variable data and personalized
label in the market today, but the technology
moves quickly and there are not sufficient
applications. So we continue to study it
systematically.’
This is a concern matched by many small
and medium-sized printers in China: the
move from conventional to digital technology
is not just a shift in technology, but a shift in
mindset too.
As the old saying goes: ‘Change, then you
will be unimpeded and you can remain.
Remain longer, and you will be stronger.’ Time
will witness the development at continuously
changing Hush Label.
For more from Yolanda Wang
on the Chinese label market, go
to: www.labelsandlabeling.com/
contributors/yolanda-wang
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Avonlea Labels’ enviable journey
Australian converter Avonlea Labels has come a long way since its early days based in a garage. Henry Mendelson reports

B

urgeoning business start-ups that first see the light of day in
a suburban garage are no longer considered the breathtaking
rarity they might once have been regarded. Indeed, often this
gestation is almost a guarantee of potential success.
However, when a labeling business can lay claim to its early years
in two garages, its ultimate success might justifiably be considered as
doubled.
The early 2000s witnessed such a double whammy, when the
purchase of Avonlea Labels by the Sydney-based Ellis family from its
previously garage-housed label printing proprietors saw it promptly
moved into the Ellis suburban garage.
The move was a logical step for Mike Ellis, today’s Avonlea elder
statesman based on his early pre-press background. It was this early
graphic involvement which had motivated his move to self-employment as a rudimentary label printer in the garage of his Sydney
suburban home, the infant undertaking’s early output confined to
simple label products.
To overcome the limitations of its output capacity – and a far
sighted bid to deal with the challenges of the looming digital era –
motivated the purchase a mere six months later of a small HP2020,
together with a digital die-cutter that the teenaged Matt Ellis and
his sister helped operate after their day’s homework had been
completed.
Just two years later, the pioneering team was impressing early
customers with the benefits of ultra-short runs and fast deliveries.

“If you know how to market your
company and find your niche, you
will win; however if you’re an operator
who knows how to print but not how
to market, you will struggle”

Labels printed at Avonlea’s factory

The HP Indigo WS6800 at Avonlea Labels

Unstoppable growth
Another move in early 2009 meant enlarged premises, enlarged plant
and enlarged product output.
Ultimately the seemingly unstoppable growth pattern produced
the need for today’s larger Castle Hill factory and in Mike Ellis’ words,
‘putting our money where mouth is’. He replaced the firm’s first
HP Indigo with a new WS6800 digital label and packaging press and
invested in its first industrial scale machine – a refurbished 7-color HP
Indigo 4500.
It opened up a second shift on Avonlea’s digital line to maintain
its lead times and cope with the needs not only of existing – but
importantly new – customers. It meant adding digital flexible
packaging, pouches and sachets.
Meanwhile the burgeoning Avonlea team had grown to 15, headed
by Mike Ellis’ son Matt who had joined the business in 2011. By the
end of 2017 the company made the major generational move, with
Mike Ellis taking a back seat and his son buying him out to occupy the
managing director’s chair.
Looking back on a youthful background as a competitive team
player in a spectrum of sports including representative soccer and
baseball, Matt Ellis reminisces on competitive team participation sports
as having played a major role in his personal development.
‘I was always into sport and already from a young age had a paid
contract lined up which unfortunately was cut short by an early
injury,’ he recalls. ‘The experience taught me discipline, how to fail,
how to work with peopled with whom I would not necessarily get on,
off the field.’

September 2018
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“I want other printing
businesses to
reference us when
talking about what
success looks like”

sophisticated packaging integrated with
online marketing strategies are considered
crucial.
Such a list prioritizes the importance
of clients viewing his company as a
partner rather than a printer. ‘To achieve
that requires rock solid systems and
technologies that drive transparency and
constructive communication,’ says Ellis.
‘We want to establish the company as
the standard in service and innovation in
‘I don’t think I know if I would be the
the label and print industry. I want other
person I am today without having learned printing businesses to reference us when
these skills at a young age,’ he admits,
talking about what success looks like.’
referring to those early years spent
Not to be outdone in his five year
rounding out his skills in online marketing forecast of what’s in store in the overall
and mastering the new technologies
label industry, the Avonlea MD comes
delivered by the computer age. ‘When
closer to home with his corporate progI was 17 I was selling Google Words to
nostication. Asked to name the five-year
SMEs over the phone, which is really
stepping stones for his company, he has
where my journey began.’
little hesitation in listing such positive
It comes down to such focused
steps as a new rebrand, headed by a
qualifications and career determination,
new website containing a wider range of
specialist training and the ambition to
free resources, and a cornucopia of new
impress his peers which provide the clues
product offerings leveraging the latest
to the young MD’s vision for the future
technologies and materials.
of his firm, driving the Avonlea owner
Such initiatives for further growth as
along his successful corporate path today. a bigger team, new machinery and yet
This is demonstrated by such accolades
another premises upgrade can be taken for
as Avonlea’s presence for the past three
granted. The more innovative components
years on the Australian Financial Review’s
of his five-year plan show Matt Ellis’
‘Fast 100’ list, featuring the fastest-growbreadth of thinking, demonstrated
ing companies in Australia measured by
by the foresight in his citing ‘more
year on year revenue growth, while Matt
complementary partnerships with other
Ellis came away with a personal Western
companies in the industry’.
Sydney Business Excellence gong last year.
Ultimately it can be summed up by
what he considers it takes to create an
Opportunity
award-winning label: the three-pronged
Quizzed as to whether in today’s market
need to understand the customer’s
conditions Matt Ellis would establish a
industry and its consumers, great design,
hypothetical new label printing operation, and a great team to guide its vision to
the confident MD is unequivocal: ‘Yes,
reality.
absolutely – there is so much opportunity
The Avonlea MD is convinced his
out there.’
formula is based on sound foundations:
‘If you know how to market your
knowledge of where the market is
company and find your niche, you will win; headed and what today’s customer is
however if you’re an operator who knows looking for. He is determined that the
how to print but not how to market, you
team he now heads is structured on the
will struggle,’ he continues. ‘If social media right components and foundations. ‘We
is not part of your marketing strategy, you understand marketing and what’s next in
aren’t marketing – period.’
our industry’, he emphasizes.
Ellis emphasizes the importance
‘We’re not the print-and-go type of
of ongoing training of staff. Avonlea’s
outfit; we stick around and listen to what
in-house training is of utmost importance, our customers have to say because we
to the extent that the firm employs
know that’s the only way to give the best
Spectra Training to keep its apprenticeship value to their business, regardless of their
program up to speed.
industry.’
He foreshadows major changes within
‘Our amazing team is closely aligned
the Australian label printing sector over
with our vision. We are paranoid about
the next five years, citing far-reaching
not deviating from those directions and
developments such as augmented reality
determined not to rest on our laurels.’
and stricter application of recyclable
and compostable materials. For end
For more from Henry Mendelson
product needs, such applications as short
on the Oceania market, go to
run packaging, more label personalizawww.labelsandlabeling.com/
contributors/henry-mendelson
tion, cloud-based solutions and more

Oceania news in brief
Honey label wins in Pride
in Print Awards
Among the record number of entries in this
year’s New Zealand Pride in Print Awards,
Auckland-based Label & Litho came away
with the top award in the label category. The
winning entry for Braguta’s Queen’s Auribee
Honey was digitally printed in a wraparound
design that added visual impact.

Currie Group returns
with annual roadshow
For the past several years, Australian printing
equipment supplier Currie Group has hosted an
annual roadshow throughout the country with
what has become known as the ‘Currie Truck’.
The mammoth vehicle doubles as a mobile
showroom, bringing the newest graphic arts
equipment to outlying parts of Australia. It will
present working demonstrations across a wide
range of applications.

Melbourne label printer’s
major investment
Melbourne-based ExelPrint is making a major
hardware investment planned to place the
growing the label printer at the forefront of
digital label production in Australia. The niche
label and tag production house is installing a
new production line consisting of a new Screen
Truepress Jet L350UV digital label press and
a new Rotary Engineering finishing line in the
biggest ever investment in its 12-year history.
The new press was sold through Sydney-based
Jet Technologies, Screen’s digital label press and
flexo CtP dealer.

Hally Labels moves
into new Sydney site
Australasian label production house Hally
Labels has moved into a new Sydney site
as it gears for the launch of Hally Express
in Australia. A five-day turnaround label
production service, Hally Express was
previously introduced to the market in New
Zealand. The blending of Hally Labels into
today’s conglomerate had its beginnings
with its acquisition of Frank Gavrilos’
Sydney-based AC Labels. It operates four full
production sites between New Zealand and
Australia, now owned by Hexagon Holdings
which additionally owns four other label
manufacturing businesses across Australia and
New Zealand – Adhesif Labels in Sydney and
Auckland; Kiwi Labels and Market Labels, both
in Christchurch; and PanPrint and Rapid Labels,
both in Auckland.

BST eltromat names Australia agent
BST eltromat has named Melbourne-headquartered Maxteq as its agent in Australia and New
Zealand.
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Interactive labels enhance
consumer engagement
In South Africa, Uniprint recently undertook a first-of-its-kind interactive labeling project to drive personalized consumer engagement,
without the need for variable-data printing. Gill Loubser reports

F

rom August to October 2017, Durban-based Uniprint
and sister companies in the Hirt & Carter Group created
ground-breaking interactive labels – linking printed packaging
with a mobile digital device platform – for the 2017/18 ‘Thirsti 4
Summer’ sales campaign.
A scannable label carrying Facebook Messenger codes allowed
consumers to connect directly to the Thirsti Facebook Messenger
page, via their smartphones, and to interact with a sophisticated
‘chat bot’.
Driven by artificial intelligence software, this ‘chat bot’ offered
consumers a personalized, login-free engagement via their Facebook
Messenger profiles. The ‘bot’ not only provided advice on hydration
and sipping frequency, but also facilitated entry to the ‘Spin and
Win’ competition. As Uniprint MD Grant Hubbard, excitedly remarks,
the days have gone when a printed label merely included a graphic
design, a logo and a list of ingredients.
‘Labels can now offer an entire personalized digital experience,
engaging consumers in ways not dreamed of a few years ago,’
he enthuses. ‘This project, the first of its kind in South Africa,
personalized and leveraged consumer experience to increase
brand approval and drive sales. We combined conventional print
with a bespoke social media platform, allowing the brand owner
to shake hands with consumers via these scannable technologies.
Additionally, we didn’t need to use variable data printing to achieve
this level of personalization.’

“This project, the first of its kind in
South Africa, personalized and leveraged
consumer experience to increase
brand approval and drive sales”

integrity, while carrying promotional text, a scannable code and a
unique number for competition entry.
The design team set to work to maximize label space. Blue and
white promotional graphics were inlaid into the existing design
along with space for the Facebook Messenger code. Placing a
scannable code on a curved bottle surface that could be read by any
smartphone was a huge challenge, and involved extensive trials.
The digital team was also involved in considerable software
development to ensure the ‘chat bot’ could successfully engage with
consumers, and to create the ‘Spin and Win’ competition platform.
Developing a system that could successfully process the unique
competition number on each bottle via the Facebook Messenger
page was key for the promotion’s success. In addition to ensuring
that consumers had to purchase a bottle of water to enter the
competition, the system also had to serve as a database for
collecting valuable marketing information and for tracking and
delivering prizes. It was vital to ensure that the prizes – ranging from
cellular data to shopping vouchers – were purchased, recorded and
Design and software wizardry
delivered correctly.
The existing Thirsti branding featured a clean, contemporary,
According to the project partners, the campaign attracted over
one-color label design, reflecting the company’s youth and
12,000 competition entries over the three-month period, an
dynamism. The digital campaign was required to maintain this brand unusually high number for such a promotion.

The original Thirsti branding (right) features a clean, contemporary design, reflecting the
company’s youth and dynamism. The ‘Thirsti 4 Summer’ promotional campaign required
maintenance of this brand integrity, while incorporating promotional text, a scannable
Facebook Messenger code and unique competition number on each label

To drive consumer awareness of interactive engagement and the competition, the label
design was reproduced on in-store point-of-sale stands, wobblers, banners and shelf talkers
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Printing wizardry
To flexo-print the label required significant technical know-how.
Firstly, an ultra-clear polypropylene substrate was chosen to
provide a ‘no-label’ look – critical to the product’s established
brand identity.
Secondly, the label design, which anticipated a CMYK print,
was reproduced in three spot colors to ensure tight registration
and perfect ‘scannability’.
‘It was also essential to ensure the flexo plates were
sufficiently durable to maintain accuracy over the long print
runs required by the customer. The codes and label design were
printed in-line, in blue on a white background – as opposed to
directly on the substrate. Ink choice and compatibility were
critical,’ Grant Hubbard remarks. ‘The white background had to
be sufficiently opaque to prevent the code’s scannability being
compromised by light reflections through the bottle. The fine
type on the clear label is testament to the quality of the flexo
printing.’

“The campaign attracted over
12,000 competition entries over the
three-month period, an unusually
high number for such a promotion”
Finally, each unique competition number was inkjet-printed
during the final rewinding process, a method chosen to ensure
that no numbers were lost in set-up stages and roll changes
throughout the various stages of the printing process.
To drive awareness of the new engagement technologies and
competition possibilities, as well as to ensure the success of
the 2017/18 ‘Thirsti 4 Summer’ promotion, Uniprint’s partners
reproduced the concept design on in-store point-of-sale stands,
wobblers, banners and shelf talkers. Ultimately, the campaign
drove a massive surge in sales for Thirsti, resulting in Uniprint’s
having to produce a second run of labels.
Being tech savvy is key
By designing, developing and implementing this project in
just three months, Uniprint and sister companies in the Hirt
& Carter Group have paved the way for interactive labels
to change the face of FMCG product marketing. In Grant’s
view, success is no longer about who has the largest factory
or the widest range of equipment. ‘The market is challenging
flexible packaging and label printers to combine technologies
in innovative ways,’ he maintains. ‘We have to be able to offer
our customers new ways of differentiating themselves from
competitors. In the past, digital media and print technologies
were often seen as rivals – now they’re working in partnership
as complementary forces.
‘This Thirsti project is an excellent example of Uniprint’s
taking full advantage of its partners’ capabilities to harness
complementary technologies and create specialized solutions
for customers.’
Furthermore, he adds, Uniprint is continually upskilling
its workforce and technology so that what was considered
impossible just yesterday is a reality today. ‘It’s a very exciting
time for everyone,’ he concludes.

For more from Gill Loubser on the Africa market, go
to www.labelsandlabeling.com/contributors/gill-loubser

Africa news in brief

Sign & Seal Labels has installed a UV Ray
curing system to a Mark Andy 2200 flexo press

Sign & Seal raises UV flexo capacity
South African printer Sign & Seal Labels has retrofitted a UV Ray
curing system to a Mark Andy 2200 flexo press to enhance its UV
flexo capability.Three years ago, Sign & Seal Labels invested in Cape
Town’s first Mark Andy Performance Series P3 press. At that time, Sign
& Seal owner Henk Crous was determined to take his business to a
fresh level, particularly citing a move away from highly-competitive
commodity markets into the realm of sophisticated, added-value
labels, notably for wine.‘Our wine label ratio has now reached 60:40,’
he confirmed. ‘And in the last year alone we’ve seen a 35 percent
volume growth in our business.’ However, to meet growing demand
for increasingly sophisticated labels, yet another step was needed in
his strategic investment program. ‘Last year, we started to run out of
capacity and had to take fast action. To meet demand, it was clear
that we needed to improve our flexibility, and especially we needed
additional UV capability.’ Sign & Seal Labels continues to grow and
is planning to acquire adjacent premises to provide 30 percent more
floor space, and a further investment in a new digital press.

Soma appoints South Africa agent
Soma has appointed Sabre Equipment as its agent in South Africa.
Sabre Equipment is the company of Floors Coetzee, a respected name
in South Africa’s labeling and flexible packaging sector. It focuses on
the production of labels and flexible packaging using narrow, mid and
wide web flexo printing and converting technologies. Sabre Equipment
is now the local agent for Reifenhäuser’s extrusion technology; Soma’s
range of mid and wide web flexo presses, solventless lamination and
slitting equipment; and UK manufacturer Edale’s narrow web printing
and die-cutting line-up. These are complemented by a list of ancillary
equipment suppliers, including Anilox Laser Technology, GT Sleeves,
Tectonic, BD Plast, Corona Supplies; ACE, and Daco.

SA Litho invests for shrink sleeve move
South African printer SA Litho has invested in equipment from
Accraply as it enters the shrink sleeve market. The move into shrink
sleeves has been supported by investment in an AccraSeam shrink sleeve
seamer and DM12 shrink sleeve inspector. Equipped with automated
lay-flat adjustment, the AccraSeam seams material and holds industry
lay-flat tolerances at 600m an hour, making it the fastest commercially
seamer available. The accompanying DM12 boasts automatic seam
inspection capability. ‘Our choice of equipment, both from Accraply,
followed a detailed investigation into available seaming equipment
at the time, with Accraply emerging very much the market leader,’
said Dawrian Salies, operations manager at SA Litho. ‘Coupled with a
promising install base in the country and great local support in the form
of their local partner, Ipex, the decision was relatively straightforward.’
SA Litho has previously invested in 8- and 10-color Nilpeter FA-4* flexo
presses, and a Heidelberg CX102.
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you having to make compromises in terms of quality.
www.polar-mohr.com
www.mohr-shop.com
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YOUR LABEL APPLICATION,
OUR LABEL STOCK SOLUTIONS.
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SMI Coated Products Private Limited, the largest Indian Label Stock Manufacturer, provides Label Stock Solutions for various applications
across a wide range of industries including, Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics, Consumer Goods, Food, Lubricants, Tyres & many more.
SMI has been exporting their products to more than 22 countries across the globe.
To Know more, please visit www.smicoatedproducts.com | Download the SMI Product Selector App
Scan the QR Code with your
Apple or Android Device to
download the app.
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DON’T OVERTHINK
D I G I T A L L A B E L T E C H N O L O G Y.

When you clear away all the hype, techno-speak and confusing claims label press makers
make, doesn’t profitable, digital label production really boil down to one simple formula?

PRINT. SHIP. BILL. REPEAT.
Put another way, the more a digital label press prints what your
customers expect, meeting the deliveries they expect, the happier
they are… and the more money you make!

level or production class, inline or offline finishing, etc. But, if your
business’s bread and butter is prime, flexible, durable or standard
labels, don’t overthink the options.

That’s why we engineered our Truepress Jet L350UV+ digital inkjet
label presses to do just that. Simply, elegantly, dependably.

Think SCREEN

Our label inkjet technology is geared to effortlessly deliver easiest
operation, highest uptime, highest productivity, unmatched quality,
substrate versatility and timely support (if you’ll ever need it).
Sure, there are many paths to choosing a digital label technology
solution — hybrid vs. stand-alone, aqueous vs. toner vs. UV, entry

With over 100 label presses installed across the globe, SCREEN
has the proven technology to help you print better, faster and
more consistently. So, whether you are focusing on short runs or
versioning, speed-to-market challenges, or dealing with competitive
pricing pressures, remember: Just keep it simple.
SCREEN Intelligent Inkjet®. A simple formula for your success.

See two SCREEN L350UV+ label presses in action, running
both Truepress standard and Low Migration inkjet inks!
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Think SCREEN.

What makes Truepress Jet L350UV+ the simplest formula for your digital label success?
PRINT better.

BILL more profitably.

• Industry-leading 3-picoliter grayscale printheads
• 4-step droplet size yields smoother gradations
• Wider color gamut CMYK+W+Orange = print brilliance

• Higher quality commands higher margins
• Dependable operation means highest uptime
• Lower maintenance costs increases profits

SHIP more labels.

REPEAT…ability

• 196 FPM speed gets jobs done fast
• Short 10-minute prep time increases productivity
• Wide substrate range = more label products out the door

• Consistency: Job-to-job, run-to-run, again and again
• Satisfied customers yield repeat business
• Equios workflow makes repeat jobs simpler

screenamericas.com • screeneurope.com
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Labelexpo
Americas
2018 preview
The latest edition of Labelexpo Americas takes place in Chicago in September
with a range of new machinery and show features

L

abelexpo Americas, now in its 16th edition, remains
the region’s largest trade event for the label and
package printing industry. The show’s signature feature
is demonstrations of live equipment, and this year’s
event does not disappoint. Leading press manufactures are
demonstrating their latest flexo-combination lines and both
digital and digital-hybrid advances.
Highlights announced as L&L went to press included Bobst’s
M6 Digital Flexo press in a configuration dedicated to flexible
packaging along with remote IoT connectivity; Nilpeter launching
in the US its Cincinnati-manufactured FA flexo press and
Panorama Hybrid press; and Omet launching the hybrid XJet
powered by Durst.
This show is unique in housing – for the first time in the
Americas – the Automation Arena. The feature was first run
at Labelexpo Europe last year and seeks to demonstrate how
software and hardware from pre-press to rewinder, invoicing
and despatch can be integrated using modern management
information system technologies.
Two automated press lines are shown. The first is a
conventional line based around an MPS press and demonstrating
for the first time the automated production of shrink sleeve labels.
The second line is digital, based around a Xeikon digital press.
With an increasing focus on sustainability, this show also
sees the return of the TLMI Ecovillage. Sponsored by Convergen
Energy, Channeled Resources Group and Avery Dennison, this
area demonstrates waste matrix being collected from the live
press demonstrations over the course of the show and baled. The
material will then be sent to Convergen Energy who will make the
waste into fuel pellets.
L&L’s comprehensive preview can be found over the
following pages. Enjoy the show!

IN THIS SECTION:
133 AUTOMATION ARENA
137 TLMI ECOVILLAGE
139 LABEL INDUSTRY GLOBAL AWARDS
141–175 A-Z PREVIEW
141 CONVENTIONAL PRINTING
141 DIGITAL PRINTING
145 SUBSTRATES AND ADHESIVES
152 PRE-PRESS AND PLATEMAKING
155 INKS, COATINGS AND CURING
158 WORKFLOW
162 INSPECTION, WEB GUIDING
167 FINISHING AND CONVERTING
177 DIES AND TOOLING
178 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
184 EXHIBITOR LIST

labelsandlabeling.com
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“This show is unique in housing
for the first time in the Americas
the Automation Arena. The feature
was first run at Labelexpo Europe
last year and seeks to demonstrate
how software and hardware from
pre-press to rewinder, invoicing and
despatch can be integrated using
modern management information
system technologies”

September 2018
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Automation Arena
looks into the future
Mike Fairley previews the special Labelexpo Americas feature area

A

utomation is rapidly changing the
way that label and flexible packaging
companies are managed and how
printed products are produced, changing
every stage of the production process ‒
from order taking and job creation, through
pre-press and printing – to delivery and
invoicing of the finished job.
The integration of ever-more sophisticated
MIS modules with business and production
workflows, software for design, pre-press
and color management, the latest digital
and conventional press set-up solutions,
automated inspection systems, laser
die-cutting, intelligent unwinding, slitting
and rewinding and now, for the first time,
taking automation into shrink sleeve seaming
and inspection, are all offering converters
increased productivity, reliability, traceability,
quality performance, reduced waste, and
improved profitability.
All of this is being demonstrated in the
Automation Arena at Labelexpo Americas
2018, with thirteen leading industry
hardware, software and materials suppliers
collaborating in live demonstrations of
two automated press lines – between
them digitally printing and converting
several different self-adhesive label and
conventionally printed shrink sleeve designs –
and all centrally managed by a Cerm MIS.
At the start of the live demonstration, an
audience member ‘customer’ will be asked
to choose selected labels from a digital
repeat ‘Get Set’ energy drink label design
and a choice of conventionally printed
‘Alcis’ Sport woman’s fragrance shrink
sleeve graphic designs, and will then be able

“Thirteen leading
industry hardware,
software and materials
suppliers are
collaborating in live
demonstrations of two
automated press lines”
to follow these through all the necessary
automated job management, pre-press, print
production, inspection and finishing stages,
waste removal and warehousing and, finally,
through to job delivery and invoicing.
From its initial concept, the aim of
the Automation Arena has been to show
converters that with the latest workflow
technology it is now easier than ever to
automate and process many more jobs
in the same through-put time, with fewer
errors, with 100 percent quality and barcode
inspection, incorporate automated press
and finishing set-up, and all with the same
number of employees.

A centralized hub
and pre-press platform
At the central hub of the Automation Arena
is a Cerm management information system
(MIS). Cerm has teamed up with key industry

partners to develop end-to-end automation
for self-adhesive labels and shrink sleeves
that covers the entire value chain.
Whether for digital or conventional print,
the Cerm system includes modules that
support each step in the integrated workflow,
from estimating, shop floor data collection,
final printed job delivery, through to invoicing.
The modules provide specific features and
functionality that drive efficiency and
improve profitability.
During the demonstrations, the Cerm MIS
will be seen processing and managing the
whole automated workflow, integrating with
an Esko software platform supporting an
end-to-end label workflow. This platform will
firstly change the selected digital label design
that will be produced on Avery Dennison Spec
# 79100 Fasson 2 Mil White Top Coated/
S7000/40#BG self-adhesive labelstock on
a Xeikon CX2 digital press – and personalize
this with the customer’s name, create
rules for inspection, and initiate a proof for
customer approval – and then call-up the
shrink sleeve graphics and plates for printing
on an MPS EF 430 UV flexo press.
The Esko platform is a comprehensive
set of software for design and pre-press,
workflow automation, color management,
and supply chain collaboration for the
label, shrink sleeve and flexible packaging
industry. With a focus on cost control and
productivity optimization, the platform
supports an end-to-end workflow with hyper
realistic 3D viewing, also on mobile devices,
web collaboration, PDF editing, content
management, and quality assurance tools all
providing a sophisticated user experience.

Digital production and inspection line

MPS EF 430 UV flexo press

Once approval of the label and barcode is
received back from the selected ‘customer,’
files are sent from the Esko software platform
to the Xeikon X-800 digital front end, in
turn integrated with a Xeikon LDU laser
die-cutting unit that is able to ‘needlessly’
switch over between two jobs. Xeikon’s
flagship narrow web label press, the 3300
excels in productivity and high quality digital
label and packaging printing.
The Xeikon LDU will apply a Flint Group
Digicoat GP gloss varnish, laser die-cut,
September 2018
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Xeikon CX3 digital press

slit and rewind labels, enabling frequent
job changeovers with limited or no set-up
time. The laser station can kiss-cut and
perforate if required. Integration with the
Xeikon Front-End via the Vectorizor module
provides step and repeat and printing,
and with AVT 100 percent automation
inspection files, job identification and
die-cutting, and finishing barcodes for the
in-line laser die-cutting, slitting and turret
rewinding. The finished rolls off the press
are barcoded for roll identification of the
finished product. This all ensures smooth and
automated label production.
A Matho Cuttobag CB-100.1 waste
management system on the Xeikon press
will be used to cut, transport and collect

the production waste into a waste disposal
system, while cores for both presses will be
cut on a WLE fully automatic core cutter The
cutter reads a barcode from a label that is
printed on a label printer close to the cutter.
This requests job cutting instructions from
the MIS. Cutting can be done and the label is
re-used to identify the cores per job.

UV flexo sleeve printing
With the Xeikon press set-up and running,
the MPS EF 430 operator is by then reading
his MIS-generated job ticket on screen,
enabling him to check that plates, tools,
inks and substrate had been delivered, and
changing the unwind roll using a Kocher +

Beck UR Precision U440 butt splicer. This
highly innovative technology features a fully
servo-driven unit with intelligent Data Link
communication features, providing non-stop
press operation and increased throughput.
Each roll loaded is scanned and becomes
fully traceable throughout the whole
process, interacting with the Cerm system in
order to provide real-time production values.
A Cerm inspection command is also sent
to AVT’s automatic 100 percent inspection
system on the press, which registers any
defects during printing – but at this stage
does not act on them.
Especially designed for labels, sleeves
and flexible packaging production the MPS
EF press in the Automation Arena features
UV, hot-air and LED drying technology,
enabling users to print on a wide variety of
substrates including thin film, paper, carton
board, shrink sleeves, in-mold, tubes and
flexible packaging. It will be printing on
Klockner Pentaplast’s Pentalabel Rigid PETG
50 micron, using Zeller + Gmelin’s 32 Series
Nuvaflex range of UV flexo inks developed
specifically for sleeve production.
Next to ‘standard integrated’ machine
automation, the EF also offers an automation
package for further extended (additional)
print automation: the APC Package, provides
automated servo control of all relevant press

®

BOOTH #3015

INTRODUCING LASER LITE...

YOUR COMPACT AND AFFORDABLE
LASER SOLUTION
UNWINDER
SCRAP WASTE PULLOFF
REWINDER
FASTLINE DIE LINE SOFTWARE
SPARTANICS WORKFLOW APPLICATION
UNLIMITED LABEL SHAPES
COMPACT LASER SOLUTION

JOIN US FOR A LIVE DEMO DURING LABELEXPO!

WWW.SPARTANICS.COM
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“The Automation Arena shows
converters that with the latest
workflow technology it is now
easier than ever to automate and
process more jobs in the same
through-put time”

machine, the barcode is scanned and the instruction file from the
code will be read and used to automatically set-up the forming and
seaming operation. After set-up, forming, seaming and rewinding of the,
now, lay-flat shrink sleeve web, the Accraply ASFC writes a log file and
creates a barcoded label which is applied to the lay-flat seamed roll
coming from the seamer. This barcode is, in turn, then used to identify
and provide file information as the seamed roll is transferred to an
Accraply DM12 Shrink Sleeve Inspector, a compact vertical seaming
inspection machine used for lay-flat quality checking.
The DM 12 inspects for seam integrity, solvent presence, lay flat and
for any splicing/flag detections, enabling any bad sleeves to be thrown
out before rewinding the lay-flat ‘clean’ web. At the end of the quality
check the Accraply system provides a printed report for each roll that
will give the customer all the necessary QC information required.
settings. The package can be configured for the ultimate in print setting
Final rolls carrying barcoded identity information, whether from the
control to increase productivity on the EF press. Thanks to APC, press
Xeikon or the MPS/Accraply production lines, will be scanned into a
settings and controls are easy to operate and replicate through job
warehouse location, a picking list prepared through the Cerm MIS, a
memory, resulting in virtually no set-up waste for initial and repeat jobs. delivery note printed, with an e-mail notification sent to the customer
and invoicing launched.
In an era of ever-decreasing run lengths, production bottlenecks,
Automation extends to sleeve seaming and finishing
shorter lead and delivery times, multi-versions and variations,
Printed rolls coming off the MPS press will be identified with an ID
increasing automation of tomorrow’s label and shrink sleeve plants will
barcode which, when scanned, enables an electronic instruction file
become a necessity for their successful performance and profitability.
to automatically set-up shear slitting on a Grafotronic high-speed
The Automation Arena will provide an important showcase of what is
inspection slitter rewinder, as well as provide the location for any bad
now feasible.
products according to AVT scanning instructions.
An AVT camera on the Grafotronic will then automatically stop the
machine whenever a defective label is detected in the printed reel so
The Automation Arena is free to attend for all
that any necessary repairs can take place. The final, ‘clean’ and slit roll
Labelexpo Americas registered visitors. www.
is then rewound and a barcoded label applied to the reel. As this roll
labelexpo-americas.com
transfers to the Accrapl ASFC fully continuous forming and seaming

THE SHELF:
THE MOST IMPORTANT
PART OF ADVERTISING

brings more brands from shelf to basket.
•
•
•
•

Are YOU overlooking where decisions are made?
Does YOUR brand actually STAND OUT on the shelf?
Is YOUR competition looking better?
Are YOU missing impulse purchases?

Let our packaging experts show you what YUPO® Synthetic Substrates
can do for your brands.
PREMIUM SYNTHETIC SUBSTRATES FOR PRINT • PACKAGE • LABEL • DESIGN
YUPO®IML is only sold through select channels. YUPO and the YUPO logo are registered trademarks of Yupo Corporation.
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Change the Future.
Labelexpo 2018
Chicago
September 25-27
Booth 119

label.averydennison.com/labelexpo
© 2018 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved.
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TLMI Ecovillage: See how sustainability
pays at Labelexpo Americas
Operating in an environmentally sustainable way is more important than ever, and TLMI’s Ecovillage at Labelexpo Americas is the perfect
place to learn how. Jordan Hart reports

T

his year’s Labelexpo Americas will
see the return of the Ecovillage, a
feature area dedicated to learning
the best environmental practices in the
label and packaging industry. Within the
TLMI-sponsored Ecovillage, there will be a
session each day highlighting key aspects of
sustainable label and packaging production.
The sessions will be led by experts who are on
the front line of sustainability efforts.
In addition to the sessions, Channeled
Resources Group will be providing baling
demonstrations each day of the show in the
feature area with the collected matrix waste
from show exhibitors. Green Bay, Wisconsin-based Convergen Energy will take the
baled matrix waste and convert it into fuel
pellets. These fuel pellets are a lower emission
alternative to coal that has less carbon than
traditional fossil fuels.
Converting matrix waste is something
any company can look into incorporating
to increase their sustainability and reduce
their environmental impact. The Ecovillage
at Labelexpo Americas is designed to help
label converters to do so. Experts say that
eco-friendly practices should be incorporated
in every aspect of production, including what’s
left behind; if not only for peace of mind, it
can prove to be efficient and profitable.
As businesses are looking for ways to
attract the purchasing power of the millennial
generation, one of the best ways to do so is by
becoming a more environmentally conscious
company. ‘We reward brands with our dollars,’
says Danielle Jerschefske, a member of TLMI’s

sustainability committee and sustainability
columnist for Labels & Labeling.
Those dollars make a difference. A recent
study by Neilson found that 75 percent
of millennials are willing to pay more for
products that are sustainably produced.
Several large companies have already
committed to increasing their packaging
sustainability (see boxout).
‘Our biggest industry accomplishment
around sustainability is that we have
progressed to asking how to improve, and are
taking action with myriad positive examples,’
says Jerschefske. In the span of a few years,
environmental concerns have gone from
shaken off to being an important factor when
evaluating business success in the printing
industry. Jerschefske says, ‘Environmental
discussions are no longer laughable; business
leaders and their associates want to advance.’
This shift in mindset is the precursor for
change. The next trends on the horizon are
zero waste to landfill, and Life Cycle Analysis
(LCA), which Jerschefske says are increasingly
desired by end users.

Sustainability measures
As North America’s premier tag and label
association, TLMI is committed to helping
companies shrink their environmental
footprint. TLMI’s environmental committee
is dedicated to promoting sustainable label
practices, and the association’s commitment
to the earth is one of the key pillars outlined
in its strategic plan. TMLI’s Ecovillage at

Leading by example
As the demand for sustainable measures
increases, several large companies
are committing to reducing their
environmental footprint. L’Oréal, PepsiCo,
Amcor, The Coca-Cola Company,
Walmart and many others have declared
they will be using material that is 100
percent recyclable or compostable in
their packaging by the year 2025. Labels
& Labeling has reported that Nestlé
and Unilever have made the same
commitment, while General Mills says it
will be sustainably sourcing all of its fiber
packaging by the year 2020.
Labelexpo Americas is just one of the ways
the association is dedicated to helping the
labeling and packaging industry achieve
environmental best practices.
Additionally, one of the goals outlined
in the strategic planning document was
to reduce 30 percent of matrix and liner
waste in the next three to five years. When
it comes to implementing sustainability
measures into a business plan, ‘We want to
make sure we are educated about what is
true, what is possible, and where we are at
so our customers have accurate information
to make the right decision,’ says Jerschefske.
‘Attendees and exhibitors can learn about
what options are available for diverting our
industry’s waste away from landfills and what
production choices we can make to be more
sustainable.’
Those who visit TLMI’s Ecovillage can
learn about alternative matrix waste
management, creative ways to recycle, and
methods of reducing the environmental
impact of production from companies
who are already implementing sustainable
measures.

For further information
on TLMI’s sustainability
efforts, visit www.tlmi.
com/sustainability
The Ecovillage at Labelexpo Americas 2012
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AZTECH
CONVERTING SYSTEMS

Converting, Finishing & Rewind Specialists

The Sigma Series High-Speed Precision Semi-Rotary Digital Label
Finishing System by AZTECH is a full-featured modular system designed
specifically to meet and exceed the need for high yield, fast turnaround
production for today’s digital label printing market. With the ability to
make fast change overs, hold extremely tight registration and operate at
speeds up to 200 feet/minute, the Sigma Series will prove to be an
invaluable asset for your company’s future.

■

Semi-Rotary and Full Rotary Operation

■

Rotary Sheeting Station for Sheeted Products

■

Quick-Change Servo-Controlled Flexographic Printing/Coating Stations

■

Cold Foil Stamping

■

Dual-Side Lamination

■

Modular Design for Future Expansion

BOOTH 1511

All AZTECH equipment is proudly manufactured in the U.S.A.

T 800-829-8351
TEMPE, AZ USA
info@aztechconverting.com
www.aztechconverting.com
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Dow’s Alex Knott named
R. Stanton Avery Pioneer Award winner
Alex Knott of the Dow Chemical Company has been chosen as
the recipient of the R. Stanton Avery Pioneer Award for the 2018
Label Industry Global Awards. James Quirk reports

J

udging for the 15th annual awards program took place on June 6
during the Finat European Label Forum (ELF) in Dublin, where the
panel of international judges met to consider entries across four
award categories.
Sponsored by Avery Dennison, the R. Stanton Avery Pioneer
Award honors the contribution an individual has made which has
significantly impacted the label and package printing sector, whether
their pioneering work has spanned two years or two decades.
Knott is a senior scientist in the company and leader of a global
team that has pioneered the latest innovations in pressure-sensitive
silicone release liner coating technology, including the introduction
of Dow’s Flat Release Systems. This technology has not only
revolutionized high speed, low coating weight, high performance and
Alex Knott of Dow Corning
labelstock release liner production, but has also been a key factor in
helping to drive down silicone coating costs.
“Alex Knott is undoubtedly one of the
Knott started his career as a Development Chemist in 1987 in the
pressure-sensitive industry at Dow Corning – today a wholly owned
most recognized global experts in silicone-based
subsidiary of The Dow Chemical Company. Since then he has held
application engineering, technical leadership and senior scientist roles paper release coating technology, with exceptional
within this industry, and today has a solid global reputation as an
in-depth knowledge of silicone coatings”
authority on silicone pressure-sensitive systems.
Previous winners of the individual award include Professor Tan of
PEIAC, Tomas Rink of Ritrama, Helmut Schreiner of Schreiner Group,
Mike Fairley, chair of the judges, said: ‘As the highest accolade within
Suzanne Zaccone of GSI Technologies, and Neil McDonough of FlexCon. the label and package printing industry, the quality of entries to the
During the same meeting, the judging panel also discussed at
Label Industry Global Awards is always extremely high and drawing up
length and agreed the finalists for the three other categories. They are: the finalists is no easy process. However, the judging panel felt that Alex
Knott was the stand-out choice for this year’s R. Stanton Avery Pioneer
Award, with multiple recommendations from around the world.
The Award for Innovation (for companies with more than 300
‘Alex is undoubtedly one of the most recognized global experts in
employees), sponsored by Flint Group Narrow Web:
silicone-based paper release coating technology, with exceptional
• Esko
in-depth knowledge of silicone coatings right through to the most
• Fujifilm North America Corporation, Graphic Systems Division
advanced solventless Platinum systems. During his time at Dow,
• Paper Converting Machine Company
silicone coat weights have reduced from around two microns to one
• RotoMetrics
micron or less, Platinum levels have reduced from 100ppm to 50ppm
or less, whilst at the same time coating speeds have risen from
around 80 meters a minute up to 1,000 meters a minute or more.
The Award for Innovation (for companies with up to 300
‘For the label converter and end user, such innovations have
employees), sponsored by Flint Group Narrow Web:
contributed to superior waste stripping performance at ever-in• Dienes Corporation
creasing press running speeds, as well as enabling much higher label
• Eaglewood Technologies
application line speeds on the latest automated product decoration
• Hamillroad Software
systems. The judges were unanimous in selecting Alex as the recipient
• MGI
of the R. Stanton Avery Pioneer Award 2018. ‘We look forward
• Phoseon Technology
to honoring him and the other winners in person at the awards
ceremony in Chicago in September and to celebrating their successes.’
All winners and official presentations of the prizes will be announced
The Award for Sustainability, sponsored by Labels & Labeling: during Labelexpo Americas at a gala evening event on 25 September.
• Avery Dennison
• Signode India
To buy tickets for the Label Industry Global Awards,
• UPM Specialty Papers
go to www.labelawards.com
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GLAZEWRAP NK
OPTIPRIME™
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We have what you need.
HIGHLY ENGINEERED PERFORMANCE = A PRODUCT THAT WORKS, EVERY TIME.
Verso and high performance paper go hand-in-hand. Year after year, we are the paper
of choice for the most demanding labeling and variable data printing applications in
the market. Organizations large and small trust Verso with their critical label needs to
identify, track and deliver.
From thermal transfer and direct thermal printing to prime label papers and release
liners, we have the right paper solutions to meet your specifications, backed by an
unmatched level of technical service and customer commitment. And it all starts with a
spirit of collaboration that shapes every project.
Collaborate. Innovate. Succeed with Verso Specialty Papers.
To learn more, please contact your Verso Specialty Account Representative or visit
versoco.com.

Verso Corporation
8540 Gander Creek Drive
Miamisburg, OH 45342
800-258-8852
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Labelexpo Americas 2018:
A-Z preview
The L&L team rounds up what will be on display at
the label and package printing industry’s key event
of the year

Conventional printing
BOBST will run demonstrations on two
production lines: the M6 Digital Flexo
production line and the M1 in-line flexo press
in its latest configuration.
The M6 will highlight the advantages
of its Digital Flexo and Digital Automation
workflow technology, including Revo 7-color
extended gamut printing. The modular nature
of the press means it can be configured for
production of labels, flexible packaging and
cartons. The latest M1 IoT version is the first
mechanical shaft connected label press in the
industry and brings converters the benefits
offered by connectivity. Both presses will
display the capabilities provided by their
remote connectivity IoT features to exploit
data to improve the production process,
workflow and press room organization. During
the demonstrations, visitors will be able to
view in real time on a large screen next to
the press, the production data available on
the presenter’s mobile phone. Mouvent, the
digital competence center of Bobst, shows
for the first time in the US its proprietary
Mouvent Cluster printhead technology, as
well as its range of systems for digital label
printing.
CONTIWEB promotes its Contiweb Thallo
hybrid web offset press, which can be
combined with flexo and rotogravure
systems. It will print on a wide range of
substrates including film, foil, paper and
cartonboard.
ETIRAMA demonstrates a 6-color FIT model
flexo press printing with Wikoff inks.
MARK ANDY unveils a new Performance
Series press model specifically designed
for high quality flexible package printing.
Available in web widths up to 26 inches, this

Nilpeter FA-Line press

Etirama FIT press

press can print film, shrink sleeves, flexible
packaging and foil lidding. The new model is
offered standard with motorized impression
and automation and print speeds of 1,000ft/
min. The Performance Series P7 will be on
display, equipped with additional press
options available on new and existing press
installments.
The company also demonstrates Mark
Andy AI – an end-to-end workflow for
automation efficiencies from pre-press to
equipment to finishing and technical support.
Mark Andy also shows the Digital Series HD,
a hybrid platform which pairs UV inkjet with
advanced workflow and converting systems.
It offers a modular configuration with 5-8
colors.
Making its North American debut, Mark
Andy Digital Plus Screen is an alternative
to traditional rotary screen printing which
integrates single-color UV inkjet printing
onto high output flexo presses.
NILPETER showcases the new FA and the
Panorama Hybrid press, both manufactured
in Cincinnati, Ohio, and both making their
US expo debuts. The Panorama press includes
a 5-color digital inkjet print engine, UV
lamination, and a semi-rotary die station,
among others value adding units.
OMET launches in the US the new hybrid
Omet XJet powered by Durst, which can
be configured with a range of X6 print and
converting units along with the Durst Tau

digital engine. The press is 330 mm (13 in)
wide with a print speed up to 78m/min
(255.1ft/min). Also on display is the latest
version of the iFlex, now equipped with chill
rollers. A standalone Durst Tau 330 RSC will
also be on the stand.

Digital printing
AFINIA LABEL unveils three new label printers
and a full-rotary digital label press. The
L501 is a dual ink color label printer for
low- to mid-volume printing with interchangeable dye and pigment inks. The low
cost Memjet-based L701 is a mid-volume
printer designed for the production line,
including multiple-printer installations.
The Memjet-based L901 is designed with
on-the-fly printhead servicing for in-line and
high-volume continuous applications. The
DLP-2100 is a full-rotary, die-based digital
label press with the new L901 printer in-line.
It allows the user to print, laminate, die-cut,
slit, remove waste, and rewind labels to
finished rolls.
ANYTRON/BITEK introduces the any-Jet digital
print system using Memjet technology with
1600 x 1600 DPI CMYK print resolution. It is
capable of roll to roll printing by attaching
any-CUT I laser die-cutter. The any-Blade

Bobst M1
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roll-to-roll digital die-cutter is an A3-sized plotter die-cutter with
flatbed cutting engine supporting a 350mm cutting width. It can be
connected to other equipment and used in-line. An auto job change
function enables unattended job-changeover.
COLORDYNE Technologies debuts the 2800 Series Mini Laser Pro
compact digital inkjet system. The line includes full color print,
lamination and laser die-cutting in-line. The 3600 Series UV – Retrofit
is promoted, with print speeds up to 246ft/min.
DANTEX demonstrates two UV inkjet presses. The PicoJet prints
at a width of 13.78in at 250ft/min; with a drop size of 2.5pl. This
modular system can be configured to include pre/post white, varnish
or additional colors to give a wider color gamut, and multiple finishing
options.The PicoColour press provides finished labels from a small
footprint with a low cost of ownership.
DOMINO will exhibit the N610i digital UV inkjet label press shown
in various configurations (roll-to-roll; in-line and near-line with ABG
finishing) and K600i dual bar digital UV inkjet printer integrated on a
Delta ModTech. The booth will host presentations from guest speakers
and industry experts. Hybrid presses with integrated Domino units
will be shown on the CEI and MPS stands.
EPSON will showcase its full range of commercial label systems,
from ColorWorks color label printers for independent businesses
to SurePress digital inkjet label presses for large production. Epson
ColorWorks uses pre-printed labels to increase productivity and
decrease costs, delivering commercial inkjet printing with durable
inks. Designed for higher-volume label production, the system delivers
labels of superior image quality using PrecisionCore technology.
FLINT GROUP demonstrates the Xeikon PX3000 for the first time
in North America, a UV inkjet press which operates at 164ft/min,
CMYK+W with 13in print width. A unique UV curing process ensures
the lowest energy consumption, broadest substrate range and a
longer lasting, more consistent UV curing. Xeikon’s X800 workflow
will ensure that the Xeikon PX3000 performs at its maximum
capacity. On the dry toner platforms a new dry toner will be
announced, future-proofed for upcoming food regulations. Addressing
the entry-level part of the market, Xeikon introduces a more
economical converting unit geared for digital, including a semi-rotary
die-cutting unit..
FUJIFILM launches in the US its Samba 42000 inkjet Printbar system,
adding digital capability to existing flexo presses or off-line label
customization. Print resolution is up to 1200 DPI and line speeds up
to 90m/min. When installed on standard flexo press rails, the print bar
has a trigger and encoder to track and target the flexo print zone.
GALLUS shows its recently launched Smartfire digital label press. You
can read more about the machine on page 53.
HANWAY demonstrates the LabStar330 drop-on-demand digital
press with a print speed of 100m/min and resolution of 1200 x 1200
DPI. Available in 4-7 colors including optional white and spot color.
Print width is up to 50mm (13.7in).
KONICA MINOLTA demonstrates the AccurioLabel 190 dry-toner
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electrophotographic digital press, which
prints CMYK at 1200 x 1200 DPI. The engine
supports a new unwinder/rewinder design
allowing larger diameter roll media to be used.
Feeding speeds range from 31ft/min to 62ft/
min. Print substrates include pressure-sensitive paper, BOPP, PET and wine stocks in gloss,
semi-gloss or matte finish.
The MGI JETvarnish 3DW allows label
printers to go digital for spot UV coating and
embossed hot foiling without dies, screens or expensive tooling on
narrow webs up to 420mm/16.53in. The JETvarnish 3DW is designed
for both 2D (flat)/3D embossed spot coating over flexo, offset or
digital web-fed printed output. Hot foiling can be added with metallic
and colored foils to embellish
label designs.
Konica Minolta will also exhibit the Precision Label Series 475i
light-production inkjet label press. Designed with the latest Memjet
printhead and ink technology, the 475i provides the ease-of-use,
quality and speed convertors need to fulfill short-run and quick
turn-around jobs. A matching near-line finisher will also be exhibited.
A digital packaging printer and laminator, the Precision Label Series,
PKG-675i and accompanying PKG-675L printing on corrugated will
also be shown. These units provide an affordable, short-run system
for manufacturers, brand-owners, and print shops looking to fulfill
short-run and customized corrugated printing.
REA JET shows inkjet coding and marking systems for a wide

Konica Minolta AccurioLabel190
DantexPicoJet and PicoColour presses
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Why the Domino N610i?
1. Proven - Over 500 global installations with this technology

2. Reliable - Surveys show ink jet is the most reliable digital technology

3. Comprehensive global support - Ink jet has been our core business for 40 years
4. Low cost - Very competitive ink price, so more profit for you

5. >90% Pantone range - For printing more jobs with the most consistent print results
6. Most opaque white - Silkscreen-like quality at up to 70m/min (230ft/min)

7. Industry standard workflow - ESKO workflow as ‘standard’

8. Variable data printing - Add more value with monochrome and colour VDP
9. Highest digital productivity - Up to 75m/min (246ft/min)

10. Minimal waste - Just 2m (6ft) of waste on substrate/job change with in-line finishing

Whether reel-to-reel, with near or in-line finishing, or as a full hybrid,
base your next investment on the world’s best digital label press!

www.dominodigitalprinting.com
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ARE YOU READY?
The label market is going digital

HP Indigo 6900 Digital Press

HP Indigo 8000 Digital Press

HP Indigo 20000 Digital Press

Go for growth with the HP Indigo portfolio for labels and packaging
We can already see the changes driven by market trends; run lengths and turn around times are decreasing, number of versions
and label complexity is increasing. The need for agility and operational efficiency, to handle today’s label jobs profitably, is clear.
With the industry’s widest digital press portfolio and end to end ecosystem, you can meet the toughest demands from the biggest
brands, simplify and automate your production process to handle more jobs a day and turn challenge into opportunity.
• The HP Indigo 6900. Industry benchmark in narrow web labels production.
Open new opportunities with the power to produce any labels and packaging application with outstanding quality
• HP Indigo 8000. Proving digital efficiency at high capacity production.
Advance toward full digital production with breakthrough productivity and unparalleled versatility.
• HP Indigo 20000. Mid-web solution for label and packaging production.
Expand your opportunities by efficiently addressing any label application, as well as varied flexible packaging applications.
Find out more: hp.com/go/labelsandpackaging and hp.com/go/PrintOS
©2018 HP Development Company, LP.
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Appvion introduces Triumph digital thermal media

Avery Dennison’s heat-sealable film for reclosure features R1490,
an FDA compliant adhesive for direct contact

label printer powered by a Xerox CMYK toner engine. White can
optionally replace the black, with black simulated by mixing CMY via
the Rip software. It has pre-cut label support and a maximum print
speed of 7.5m/min. Use of low temperature fusing technology, media
cooler and anti-static ionizer allows filmic materials such as PP, PET,
PE and PVC to be handled as well as paper substrates.
Also on display is Duoblade F digital sheet cutting machine. This
incorporates two adjustable blades, allowing, for example, one pass to
do a full-cut and kiss-cut at the same time.
The Duoblade is the roll to roll version, including lamination, matrix
removal, slitter and rewinder, again with a multi-cutting head.
API TA-Plus custom label

range of applications, including backside numbering, unique 1D and
2D barcodes, data matrix codes, barcodes, alphanumeric codes and
variable data customizations such as time, date, counter, shift code
and database contents. Additional capabilities include lottery, gaming
and promotional codes.
UNINET shows a range of digital print and finishing systems. The
UniNet iColor 550 toner-based digital transfer letter/A4 sized printer
features full color and white, combined with white overprint and
underprint capabilities. Applications include garments, hard surfaces,
marketing materials, cut-sheet labels and packaging.
The UniNet iColor 200 is a desktop ink-based label printer
for continuous roll-to-roll short run label printing. Dual Ink
Printing Technology allows printing with either dye-based ink or
pigment-based ink for maximum durability, Substrates capabilities
include PET, polypropylene and vinyl face stock.
The UniNet iColor LF700+ finishing system features lamination,
contour cutting, waste matrix removal, slitting and rewinding in a
compact footprint. The UniNet iColor 700, a LED toner-based press,
has optional white and uses low fuser temperature technology.
UTECO, in partnership with Ebeam Technologies, demonstrates the
modular Gaia electron beam inkjet printer, suitable for food and
pharmaceutical packaging. It has the ability to print on aluminum,
paper and films and can reach speeds up to 320ft/min. The Gaia can
be configured up to 36 inches wide. This platform is ideal for short
runs and variable personalized data.
The company also shows a digital press developed in collaboration
with Kodak, the Saphire Evo, using water-based inks to print on films
and paper at speeds up to 900ft/min.
Uteco also promotes its Onyx XS, the compact version of the
Onyx gearless range designed to optimize short runs. In addition
to conventional air drying for water-based and solvent-based inks,
the Onyx XS can be equipped with UV lamps or an EB curing unit.
Features include automatic impression setting and automatic wash
system.
VALLOY shows its Bizpress 13R 13in roll-to-roll single pass digital

Substrates and adhesives
3M launches 3MTM wash-away label material FP0602. This product
is FDA compliant for indirect food contact and features an acrylic
adhesive combined with a polypropylene facestock, which can be
cleanly removed with high-pressure water. It is suited to applications
that require permanent adhesive performance yet demand clean
removal at a future date. Markets that can benefit include food
service, transportation and medical industries.
ACHEM INDUSTRY AMERICA displays coating technology, pressure-sensitive tape and self-wound overlamination products.
ACTEGA showcases Rad-Bond L2001 RAAL10026, a UV-curable,
laminating adhesive designed to yield excellent bond strength in
various film-to-film and paper applications. Ideal for BOPP-to-BOPP
and BOPP-to-paper applications, this product is BPA- & HDDA-free
and offers excellent viscosity and press stability.
AKO PRINTING TECHNOLOGY SHANGHAI shows self-adhesive materials
for printing and coating equipment, shipping labels, die-cutting labels
and self-adhesive materials for supermarket, logistics, cold chain
transportation and other industries. Products include semi-gloss label
materials, direct thermal label materials and double-layer release
paper label materials.
API launches TA-Plus cold foil that offers fine detailing, the
capability to cover large packaging surface areas, as well as
outstanding over-printability. API will also reveal the 2018-19 API
global trends, which discusses the creative packaging themes for the
year ahead.
APPVION introduces Triumph digital thermal media, an expansion to
its PolyTherm and Résiste product lines and linerless labels. The direct
thermal label and tag facestocks are compatible with water-based
inkjet technology.
Appvion is also releasing the new Résiste B550 - 3.1, which offers
robust performance in humid environments, making it ideal for weigh
scale, food processing and retail applications.
Also showcasing linerless labels and expanding its PolyTherm
September 2018
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Beardow Adams’ BAMFutura 805 is a hot melt for use in end-of-line labeling processes

Dragon Foils shows its range of hot and cold foils

film-based products to broader applications, durability, resistance
and sharp imaging required in end uses ranging from hunting/fishing
licenses, ski-lift tickets and industrial labels to tamper evident labels.
ARCONVERT showcases its complete range of Manter and Adhoc
branded self-adhesive products. The Manter offering includes a
selection of luxury label papers and films for high-value labeling
applications printed on flexo and HP Indigo digital presses. This
collection encompasses the finest papers in an array of colors,
textures, finishes and adhesive choices.
The Adhoc collection of labels and films for flexographic printing
is available in a variety of colors and finishes, with different adhesive
options for a wide range of uses. Adhoc is marketed for labeling
food and drinks, vitamins and supplements, cosmetic and healthcare
products, and other products that fall within the fast-moving
consumer goods category.
ARMOR introduces inkanto, the company’s new branded product
and associated services. Inkanto is a complete range of wax, wax/resin

and resin ribbons. Services include a lifetime warranty of the ribbons,
a QR code on the labels embedding a certificate of conformity and a
cleaning wipe to help maintain the print head.
AVERY DENNISON shows new heat-sealable film for reclosure,
expanded intelligent label portfolio, and a growing ClearIntent
portfolio of sustainability-oriented products.
Avery Dennison has added to its ClearIntent portfolio, including
the company’s first-ever linerless product, its new ThinkThin product
range, and expanded CleanFlake adhesive offerings for increasing the
recyclability of PET plastic packages.
Avery Dennison’s heat-sealable film for reclosure features R1490,
an FDA compliant adhesive for direct contact with food, as well as a
heat-sealable film liner. Ideal for produce packaged in rigid containers,
the new film turns the release liner into a functional part of the
package, substantially reducing material.
Intelligent labels also will be on display, include products enabled
with UHF, HF and NFC radio frequency identification (RFID).

Your Entry Into Digital
An approachable, entry-level prime label press offered
at an unprecedented investment level

MA_DigitalOne_Ad_LX2017_197x130mm.indd 1
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BEARDOW ADAMS shows BAMFutura ranges
that provide thermal stability, low odor
and light color. Releases the BAMFutura
805, a versatile hot melt product for use
in end-of-line labeling processes, for both
carbonated and still soft drinks and beverages.
It can be used in combination with a variety
of bottle and container types as well as
label materials on both slow running and
high-speed machinery. The formulation is
clear/transparent and remains clear, even
when left at elevated temperatures in the
melting tank over several hours.
CYNGIENT launches Hypercure cold foil
adhesive designed for shrink sleeve, PET, PVC,
BOPP, paper and all treated films.
DIPCo presents the latest disposable ‘quick
change’ ink liner systems designed for use
on the Omet XFlex and ABG Series 3, as
well as an updated design for the Mark Andy
2200-10. Each liner system provides a contaminate-free platform for the transferring of
ink to substrate during press runs. Liners are
manufactured using two-sided poly coated
paperboard and incorporate sonic welded
drains and fill indicators for use with water
based, UV and solvent inks and coatings.
DRAGON FOILS offers hot and cold foil
including: FXC metallic/holographic flexo
cold foil with high holographic gloss and
brightness for most UV adhesive and
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substrates; OSC metallic/holographic offset
cold foil series that’s designed for sheet-fed
offset cold foil stamping applications by
conventional adhesive or UV adhesive; and
DT series digital enhancement foil that’s
suitable for digital printing application with
excellent adhesion on SCODIX/MGI machine.
DUNMORE shows new polyolefin label
materials, a BOPP-based direct thermal
printable film that provides high optical
density printing for superior barcode and text
readability, while offering low printhead wear.
Dunmore has also added aesthetics
to polyolefin films with new metallized
polyolefin films. With Dunmore’s primer
technologies, metallized BOPP and PE films
are an option for labels exposed to various
environmental conditions.
DURICO shows direct thermal media
film used as face stock. Its recent new
development is tags for meat carcasses that
can show individualized data such as the
origin and content of the products, and are
resistant to harsh environments including
blood from the meat, hot water jet from the
sanitization process, and low temperatures for
long-term storage.
Durico also has developed fruit labels
capable of printing 2-D barcodes. The label
that can print and show a barcode that keeps
digital information, adheres to the various

surface types of different fruits, is water and
heat resistant, and is safe in the case it is
consumed.
ELKEM SILICONES displays the Silcolease
range of release coating solutions for
non-stick, inert and heat resistant coatings
for paper and film. Silcolease silicone release
coatings come in a range of formats. These
fluid systems coat quickly and efficiently and
are transformed into a release surface via
heat or UV light.
FANGDA introduces various labels in US
market including blank thermal labels and
green products.
FAR EAST YU LA INDUSTRY shows cold foil
that is produced with stable overprint
performance and workable on laminated
OPP/PET film, UV varnish top for sheet labels,
self-adhesive stickers, folding cartons and
advertising materials.
FLEXCON will show DPM UVIJ for narrow
web UV inkjet printing, a pressure-sensitive product line available in white and
clear polyester. Available in roll and sheet
form, it is aimed at durable goods labeling
applications. The polyester and polypropylene
films feature a new UV inkjet topcoat which
provides excellent ink receptivity for sharp
vibrant graphics. Also on display will be digital
printing materials for thermal transfer, liquid
toner, dry toner and water-based inkjet.
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Visit Flint Group
in Hall A/stand 728

The ANCORA Family of Products

True low migration high performance inks and coatings
True low migration adds value

• Meets the stringent demands of the Swiss Ordinance and very low migration.
• One ink series for all types of labeling and packaging applications.
• Ensures ﬁnal packaging construction passes the most stringent migration tests.

Superb performance to push the boundaries

• Exceptional cure performance and colour strength.
• Very good adhesion properties and ﬂow-out on a wide range of substrates.
• Excellent press and print performance with low viscosity.

For LED UV curing:

EkoCure® ANCORA - Custom designed low migration UV ﬂexo
inks and coatings.

For stringent demands in package printing:

Flexocure® ANCORA - UV ﬂexo inks and coatings
Lithocure® ANCORA - UV offset inks

For labels and certain packaging applications:
Flexocure® ANCORA 50 - UV ﬂexo inks and coatings
info.narrowweb@ﬂintgrp.com
www.ﬂintgrp.com
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IIMAK introduces iiColor Match thermal
transfer ribbons, allowing label converters to
supply brand owners with thermal transfer
ribbons (TTR) in any color. This custom
color program delivers fast turnaround
with low minimum orders. Color matching
complements IIMAK’s standard range of 50
colors and is available on all IIMAK ribbon
grades, including wax, wax/resin and resin.
INKSTAR shows thermal transfer ribbon, hot
stamping foil and label applicators.
INNOVIA FILMS shows its expanded range of
labeling products for the first time. Recent
acquisition of manufacturing capabilities in
the Americas means its technical expertise
now covers both ‘Bubble’ and Tenter films.
This allows Innovia to provide specialist
products for pressure-sensitive, roll-fed
wraparound, cut and stack wraparound and
in-mold label applications.
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTS showcases its
full range of ‘plug and play’ thermal transfer
ribbons, including economy wax, premium
wax, wax/resin, near edge and full resin ribbon
formulations. Highlights include Z107plus
high-speed resin enhanced wax, ideal for
print/apply applications up to 16 inches per
second.
Also introduces the Z212 premium
near-edge wax/resin formulation designed
for high speed printing directly onto flexible
packaging and thermal transfer overprinting
that is compatible with Avery, TEC, Markem
and Videojet printers.
JINDAL FILMS introduces Platinum Thermal
Printing Technology as well as added ‘solid
white’ face stocks to its range of high
performance coated and uncoated white and
metal films for pressure-sensitive markets.
Jindal Films also introduces two new
Label-Lyte metal facestocks for the ‘high
sheen’ graphic look, as well as ALOX and
Sealtough technologies. The Label-Lyte
portfolio now includes both coated and
uncoated cut and stack, three new injection
mold films, and several new wrap around

Roll-fed film offerings.
Jindal is also shows expanded Digi-lyte
offerings with coated metal facestocks for
HP applications, and barrier and/or pouch
materials for flexible packaging.
K LASER TECHNOLOGY debuts its GEMfoils
specially formulated for the HP Indigo GEM,
a fully digital one-pass printing press for
embellishing with foil, screen, tactile, varnish
and other special effects, using one workflow,
one operator, and one design file without the
need for tooling. GEMfoils are available in
28 metallic colors and over 48 holographic
patterns in silver or transparent.
KURZ introduces two digital foiling units
to the narrow web market. Kurz will be
demonstrating its built-on unit, which is
connected to an eight station Nilpeter press.
This DM-Liner UV-Ink Roll-to-Roll: Built-on
unit is a retrofit module for flexographic and
offset printing machines. It can be integrated
into production line when required via the rail
system and has impressive design freedom
thanks to up or downstream color printing.
Kurz is also partnering with the MLabel
machine from MPrint to demonstrate digital
printing decorated with Digital Metal. This is
an in-line enhancement module for digital
roll-fed presses that can be integrated directly
into production chain.
LICHANG PLASTIC specializes in BOPP
synthetic paper for IML, PSL, and other label
and tag applications with thickness ranges
from 20um to 300um. High and stable
surface treatment gives superior anchorage
to various inks and coatings. It launches a
cost-saving model for PSL facestock and
ink-saving model for IML applications.
MACTAC shows its Chill AT product line,
which covers all-temperature labeling
applications, including cold temperature
applications. Also debuts a new durable film
line, silicone adhesive, cryogenic and security
products, which were developed and initially
sold by its parent company, Lintec.
MEGA SOURCE shows synthetic paper coating

IIMAK introduces iiColor Match thermal transfer ribbons

Far East Yu La Industry’s cold foil

Dunmore shows a BOPP-based direct thermal
printable film for barcode applications

that is tree-free, 100 percent recyclable,
waterproof, high tear resistant and durable.
The water-based formulated coating contains
no toxins, no heavy metals, and is not
harmful to the environment.
Also displays synthetic papers with
enhanced printability, for labels, luggage
tags, posters, banners, light boxes, badges,
commercial printing and more.
MULTI-PLASTICS offers a 45 micron PET
high shrink PET. At 45 micron the 41SH has
a 10 percent yield advantage over standard
50 micron products while offering both the
stiffness needed to run at high speeds and
recycle friendly characteristics of PET.
NASTAR displays Print’N Stick linerless
direct thermal. Three versions are available:
Eco, Plus, and Universal. Also shows TwoFer
shelf tags, which are two adhesive tags back
to back (with no liner), allowing for twice
the number of labels per sheet. Designed to
be digitally printed, alternating adhesive and
release-coated patterns hold labels together
until application. Peel the converted product
apart and the single tag becomes two useable
shelf tags.
ND PAPER presents its label and liner
products including its Oxford C1S product
line, Glide Graphics CCK release liner base
papers, and Trident wet strength papers. In
June 2018, ND Paper became the owner of
Catalyst Paper Corporation’s Biron, Wisconsin,
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Mactac shows its Chill AT product line

and Rumford, Maine paper mills.
POLYONICS shows its patent-pending
ESD-Safe labels that are chemically
engineered with static dissipative top
surfaces and low-charging PSA and liners
to protect sensitive ESDS devices from
electrostatic charges. The PSA and liners
generate less than 125 volts with removal or
repositioning. The durable topcoats offer high
and low temperature stability and chemical
resistance. The materials comply with S20.20,
IEC 61340 and JEDEC JESD625B standards
for charged insulators used in the proximity
of static sensitive devices.
QSPAC Industries shows self-wound
overlaminates and a line of clear and matte
BOPP and PET self-wound films coated with
clear emulsion acrylic adhesives. QSPAC’s
specialty products include extra clear, thermal
transfer printable, release coated and UL
recognized overlaminates for flexo, digital,
ECL and flexible packaging applications.
REPACORP promotes its new 10-color
flexible packaging capabilities that is safe
food contact packaging manufacturing, and
can fulfill short and long run demands for
cheese and food industries. Repacorp also
offers a stock label program with over 780
items, and shrink sleeve capabilities. Repacorp
is a UL Certified label supplier, and specializes
in wide format digital printing, short and long
run digital labels, and RFID enabled labels.
RITRAMA displays a full range of labeling
with a special focus on direct thermal

Shanghai Realtac Trading

S-OneLP showcases its primer, substrate and coatings
for HP Indigo,label and flexible packaging printers

linerless products, which are continuous rolls
of thermal paper with no liner (siliconized
backing). Also on display are its ‘wine and
spirits’ collection, which includes a special
selection of products specifically designed for
sparkling and fine wines; the GlobalFlex series,
coextruded films for personal and home-care
packaging products; and many other specialty
products ranging from food application
to home and personal care, pharma and
industrial applications.
S-ONELP showcases its full primer,
substrate and coatings for HP Indigo,
narrow web label and flexible packaging
printers. Products include in-line and off-line
primers as well as customizable over-print
varnishes that can be used to add creative
spot varnish and proprietary solutions for
label and package printing. Clear, metallic
and white pre-laminate flexible packaging
films, a variety of thermal laminates and
customizable films for flexible packaging will
also be displayed and can be ordered with no
minimum quantities and delivered with quick
turnaround times. In addition, S-OneLP will
demonstrate VerifyMe RainbowSecure inks
designed for HP Indigo machines that provide
covert security measures printed on labels
and authenticated with a smartphone app
and Cloud-based server.
SHANGHAI REALTAC TRADING offers Rightint
inkjet material that is suitable for printing
small quantities of variable information. This
delicate water-based inkjet coating makes
materials quick drying, waterproof and
non-toxic, and it applies to the most water
based pigment and dye printers. The material
has been tested and approved by Epson, HP,
Canon, Neural Label, Astron Trojan.
SOONTOMAX offers a series of clear on clear
label products. The newest of which has
higher transparency done by water-based
glue. Different kinds of label materials applied
on Clear (PET) liner are also available.
SPINNAKER Coating highlights products for
several key markets, including food packaging,
health and wellness, chemical and industrial,
as well as, security and brand protection.
Featuring ScanTherm Industrial, a direct

thermal paper with a chemically resistant
top coating that provides exceptional image
durability in industrial environments where
chemicals and other cleaners may be present.
This product also has a higher activation
temperature of 205 deg F, which offers more
durability, with additional resistance to
light, heat and moisture. Spinnaker will also
be highlighting the expansion of its digital
media.
TAMERICA offers Dura-Pap Synthetic Paper
with a matte finish that is water, grease
and tear-resistant. It’s dimensionally stable
and can withstand temperatures of -60
to ±160 deg F for difficult applications in
hostile environments such as outdoor and
production signage. Dura-Pap Synthetic
Paper is marketed for a wide range of
applications where printed items are exposed
to contamination, heavy handling or extreme
weather conditions. Dura-Pap Synthetic
Paper has a matte white finish that is suitable
for use in dry toner applications such as
digital laser printer and HP Indigo printers.
This product is also suitable for use in offset
lithography and flexo printing, however
special fast drying inks may be required for
these purposes.
TECHNICOTE launches new labelstocks that
feature the latest coatings developed for UV

QSPAC Industries shows self-wound overlaminates and
a line of clear and matte BOPP and PET self-wound films

labelsandlabeling.com
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inkjet receptivity on porous papers such as wine stocks,
semi-gloss and films. These stocks have been tested in
various constructions with the latest UV ink sets and
printhead technology from UV inkjet printers such as
Domino, Durst and Xeikon.
TESA launches Softprint FE in FLEX Design (380µm
thickness category) as an extension of its plate mounting
assortment for flexographic label printing. Softprint FE in
FLEX Design is especially developed for plate mounting
on demanding cylinder and sleeve surfaces and if the
customer requires the reusability of the tape.
WUXI HESHUOFENG NEW MATERIAL presents specialty BOPP,
CCPP, PET and top coated and transparent films. The HSF
facestock range includes, uncoated base films; matte
coated synthetic papers of BOPP, CCPP or PET; acrylic
coated BOPP and PET durable films; and metallized films.
Also launches a direct thermal coated BOPP range that’s a
UL969 approved top-coated PET range.
XINXIANG FINERAY TECH shows different colors of wax,
wax/resin and resin thermal transfer ribbons, including the
YD series TTR and TTO, hot coding foils and hot ink rollers.
YUPO shows a line of IML products, including Yupo
Sculpt. The Sculpt technology allows for decorated
embossed surfaces and distinctive visual and tactile
designs. Yupo is also under development with IML
substrates that will be compatible with ISBM PET bottles.
ZHEJIANG BENYUAN PLASTIC PAPER TECHNOLOGY shows
thermal transfer, direct thermal, glossy paper, offset paper,
fluorescent paper, cash register roll, sticky notes, glassine,
wallpaper as well as full sets of industrial adhesives.
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Esko CDI

Pre-press and platemaking
AKK launches a flexo plate engraving system consisting of a two-beam fiber YAG
laser capable of imaging up to 5.080 DPI (200 LPI). The system does not need any
external gas bottles, cutting down on running costs.
A vacuum drum – optionally a magnetic vacuum drum – facilitates mounting of
EPDM printing plates. This machine can engrave a range of different sleeve sizes.
For the engraving of screens, AKK has designed a designed a 4- or 8-beam
system, also with a resolution of 5.080dpi.
ANDERSON & VREELAND showcases a wide variety of flexographic products
including the Flint nyoflex X-press thermal plate processing system, the Xeikon
Thermoflexx platesetter, Hybrid Software technology, GMG color management
technology, and quality control management software and devices from X-Rite
and Techkon.
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Glunz & Jensen FlexPro 36

AWP, ASAHI’S latest development, is an alternative to conventional
flexo plates. It is a water-washable plate technology that eliminates
the need for high temperatures or VOC solvents in the washout
process, delivering precise plate-to-plate registration with reduced
odor in the plate making process. AWP plates save time and money,
reduce waste and assist in preserving precious energy resources while
delivering stunning quality with brilliant images.
ESKO shows a narrow- to mid-web version of its award-winning
automated flexo pre-press and platemaking system. With the Esko XPS
Crystal 4835 UV exposure unit and the Esko CDI Crystal 4835 imaging
unit, platemaking is a linear process from imaging to exposure. The
automated process is supported by Esko’s new Print Control Wizard
software. Automated flexo platemaking has also been integrated into
Esko Automation Engine, allowing automated workflow, from RIPped
plate files to the exposed plate on the Esko CDI.
FLINT GROUP FLEXOGRAPHIC DIVISION presents a complete portfolio of
nyloflex printing plates, plate processing equipment and rotec sleeves

FULL SERVO,
WITH AUTOMATIC
PRE-REGISTER AND
REGISTER, REPRESENTS
THE CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY OF
LOMBARDI’S RANGE
OF PRINTING
MACHINES.

and adapters for narrow web printing.
The nyloflex Xpress thermal processor features unprecedented
control and more consistent and stable plate production. At the heart
of the system lies the new nyloflex XVH Digital plate, a versatile,
hard durometer plate with an inherently flat top surface, suitable
for narrow web print applications on all types of substrates. This
thermally processed printing plate can be used as it is, or further
tailored with the use of surface screening to provide detail that rivals
the quality of solvent-processed plates.
rotec ECO Bridge is a unique adapter for use on flexo presses and
plate-mounting equipment. A breathable metal ring creates an air
pillow around the circumference of the adapter to allow for easy and
fast mounting of sleeves. The innovative design uses 90 percent less
volume of compressed air, resulting in significant noise reduction and
cost savings.
FUJIFILM showcases Flenex plates, C-Touch processor, the new
Illumina retrofit LED curing system and flexo inks.
GLUNZ & JENSEN will present a new line of flexo plate processing
technology with the introduction of the FlexPro 360. FlexPro 360 is
36x47 inch format flexo plate processor/washer featuring patented
advances in solvent distribution, rotating and oscillating brush
mechanics, and a unique new rinse/wiping section optimizing the
FlexPro for producing high quality dot reproduction of analog and
digital plates, including applications for flat-top dot and micro-screening technologies.
FlexPro 360 also features a dedicated digital wash section,
isolating the carbon mask laden solvent from the primary washout
solvent. A new 10-inch HD touch-screen control panel provides the
operator with simple programming of key operating parameters
in a new graphical representation. Other new features include a
SilentDrive system, easy access to internal tanks for maintenance and

T H E I TA L I A N I D E A O F F L E X O
PRINTING AND CONVERTING TECHNOLOGY
MADE IN ITALY

FLAT
SCREEN
UNIT
INLINE

WWW.LOMBARDI.IT

adv-lombardi-179x130 v3.indd 1
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SYNCHROLINE
Synchroline has been designed to give the
best performance in the label, packaging,
and printing industry in general on each
substrate. The name ‘Universal Machine’
has been gained because there are no
limitations of printable materials: BOPP,
PVC, PE, PET, paper, adhesive paper,
thermal paper, paired materials, cardboard.
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Graphtec Digital Solutions, Inc
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Dispensing systems
Southeastern Process Equipment &
Controls (SPEC) shows new additions
to its ink dispensing system and mixer
line-up. The new small batch dispenser
will be on display. The system is designed
to dispense into 1-gallon jugs and
other small containers to an accuracy
of 0.1 gram. The system will display
the company’s latest version of ink
management software, SPEC iBlend 2.0,
scheduled to be released this year. SPEC
systems have advanced features that
allow users to track, sort, select and re-use
press returned ink. The company also
offers a complete line-up of mixers for a
variety of applications, including vibratory
shakers, jug mixers, and high viscosity
blade mixers.

JM Heaford AutoMounter

cleaning, a simplified pin bar loading system
and a unique new ergonomic feed table
configuration.
JM HEAFORD demonstrates its Label
AutoMounter plate mounting system
configurable for multiple presses and with
options including pre-register compatibility,
plate and tape cutters and a sleeve exchange
unit, Also on display is the entry-level EES
plate mounter and FTS plate mounter. The
plate cutter option on the FTS allows savings
on continuous print sleeves to be achieved.
SCHURTAPE Specialty Coating demonstrates
PillowMount flexographic plate mounting
tapes, combining a specially formulated
adhesive system with a high-performance
foam carrier. PillowMount is available in 15 or
20 mil thicknesses with either soft (pink) or
medium (white) foam hardness.

Inks, coatings and curing systems
BRADEN SUTPHIN INK COMPANY, an American
family-owned ink manufacturer with 12
nationwide branches, is celebrating its 105th
anniversary at Labelexpo Americas. BSI has
a full complement of water-based and UV
inks, additives and varnishes, including its
line of FDA-direct food contact coatings. It’s
EcoSmart eco-friendly formulations have less
than 2 percent VOC’s and are formulated
for narrow and wide web paper, film, and foil
substrates and targeted at the tag and label,
corrugated, envelope and packaging markets.
ECKART AMERICA shows new inks for label
and folding carton applications, optimized as
dual-cure systems for today’s UV LED curing
technologies. Silver foil-effect inks Ultrastar
UV LED Select, Ultrashine UV LED Select
and Topstar UV LED Select are alternatives
to cold foil, hot foil stamping and metallized
substrates. Based on Eckart’s latest Metalure
pigment technology, these formulations
stand conform to the Nestlé exclusion list of
raw materials.
EXCELITAS TECHNOLOGIES shows its new
OmniCure AC8-HD (High Dose) series of
UV LED curing systems. Offering higher
optical power and enhanced performance in
the same air-cooled mechanical enclosure
as its AC8 and AC9 predecessors, the new
AC8-HD delivers more than 50 percent dose
with optical uniformity. The patented control
technology for addressing individual UV LED
modules enables a tight irradiation across
the UV emitting length, as well as between
heads. With three standard cure widths – 6in
(150mm), 9in (225mm) and 12in (300mm),
these units can be adjoined to customize
and achieve countless curing sizes without

Tresu Group will showcase systems for
automatically regulating ink circulation on
flexo presses, with its ancillary program
of chamber doctor blades and ink supply
systems that eliminate waste, reduce
manual costs and ensure uniform, clean
print quality at faster production speeds.
Tresu chamber doctor blades are
available for all printing widths up to six
meters. The chamber program includes
lightweight, corrosion-resistant carbon
fiber and ceramic variants. The chambers
include a patented seal system that
eliminates leakage, and pressure control
technology to prevent air contaminating
the ink when entering the anilox cells,
for blister-free printing and fast, safe
blade-change.
The stand highlight is the new FlexiPrint
Reservoir SAVEink chamber doctor blade,
for narrow web flexo applications up to
800mm wide. Its integrated reservoir
contains a large ink volume, eliminating
the need for a connected pump. The
carbon-fiber MaxiPrint Concept chamber
comes in 1600mm to 6000mm widths.
Its integrated cleaning nozzle with
low-pressure water-shot mechanism
efficiently cleans the chamber and anilox
roll, fast, with minimal water loss.
compromise of uniformity. Delivering over
15W/cm2 peak irradiance, the OmniCure
AC8-HD is suitable for large-area curing of
inks, adhesives and coatings for applications
that demand high dosage, including print
such as wide format graphics, labels, posters,
signage and packaging.
GEW will show its range of UV curing
systems comprising mercury arc, LED and
hybrid systems. Alongside these will be the
fully hybrid Rhino ArcLED electronic power
supply, which has recently been awarded an
September 2018
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GEW will show its new multi-point UV monitor (mUVm)

ETL Listing for the North American market.
The focus of GEW’s presence at this year’s
Labelexpo will be its enhanced range of
high-power LED UV systems. The company
will also show its E2C model with Rhino
electronic power supply. Safe for the widest
range of heat-sensitive materials, with no
heat transfer to the machine or substrate
at stand-by through the use of actively
air-cooled shutter technology, E2C Rhino
systems come with the additional benefit of
a five-year warranty.
GEW will also display its new multi-point
UV monitor (mUVm). This next-generation
monitor continuously measures UV intensity
across the web, which is vital to avoid the
risks and consequences of undercured
product reaching the customer. With this
system it is now possible to attain 100
percent UV inspection and to generate a UV
curing certificate for every batch, by recording
live outputs for every lamp. Furthermore, the
new monitor is designed to comply with a
broad range of European legislation on food
contact packaging.
GOODUN shows UV LED curing lamps
which are suitable for digital and inkjet
printing. Features include wavelength ranges
from 350-405nm, patented nano-air and
nano-water cooling system, and digital drive
technology. Various types of UV ink and
printing media are suitable.
INTERACTIVE INKS & COATINGS shows its
water-based, UV and UV LED inks and
coatings for the flexo and gravure industries,

Nazdar will present
its diverse range of inks
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and ACT Ink System, the all-in-one tailored
ink room specific to the user’s needs. The
company also brings its Ink & Updates
podcast to the show, which will broadcast
daily interviews.
INX INTERNATIONAL INK shows INXhrc, an
extensive new product offering of finished
inks, blending bases, vehicles and coatings
for flexo, gravure and offset applications.
These inks are formulated to replace
petro-chemically derived raw materials
at the highest degree possible, with clean,
renewable and sustainable ingredients and
without sacrificing quality, productivity and
performance. INXhrc formulations are free
of allergens, nanomaterials, fluorochemicals,
fanal pigments, heavy metals, latex and PTFE.
MAGNUM INKS & COATING launches a UV
white ink for narrow web applications,
claimed whiter and brighter than other
products on the market. With strong
adhesion and flexibility, it is suitable for
shrink sleeve applications as well.
MICHELMAN will offer a variety of
water-based in-line and off-line primers,
overprint varnishes, and functional coatings.
Pack Ready for Labels is Michelman’s suite
of pre- and post-print products for enhanced
label resistance, including DigiGuard 901
UV OPV Strengthener (an OPV additive),
DigiPrime 022 and DigiGuard 222. DigiGuard
901 is now commercially available through
Michelman after successful evaluations
by dozens of customers on a variety of
applications including food applications,
household and chemical and personal care.
Because of the higher level of water, thermal,
and chemical resistance this strengthener
provides, HP Indigo press owners are now
able to move further up into applications
requiring the most stringent industry
specification, specifically for the Home and
personal care segment. It can be applied
post print by mixing with many off the shelf
UV overprint varnishes, and provides further
versatility as it supports the entire portfolio
of HP Indigo’s existing label presses.
DigiPrime 022 is a water-based
primer that enables superior resistivity
such as required for pasteurization. As a

pre-requisite, an in-line priming optional
upgrade is required. DigiPrime 022 and HP
Indigo’s in-line priming optional upgrade
are both currently under beta-testing and
are scheduled for release during Labelexpo
Americas. Digiprime 022 can be used in
conjunction with the forthcoming DigiGuard
222, a high resistance UV overprint varnish,
available in matte or gloss versions, without
the need for DigiGuard 901. Additionally, it is
scheduled for release during Labelexpo.
NAZDAR INK TECHNOLOGIES will present its
diverse range of inks developed for narrow
web applications, including UV and LED flexo,
UV offset and UV letterpress inks, durable
UV coatings, water-based flexo, UV and LED
rotary screen inks, and UV and LED overprint
varnishes and adhesives. In addition to narrow
web applications, Nazdar also manufactures
screen printing and digital inkjet inks and
coatings for specialty graphic applications.

Conference
and Master Classes
Alongside the exhibition halls, Labelexpo
Americas 2018 features a series of
conference sessions and Master Classes
given by expert speakers.
On September 25, conference sessions
include a CEO converter panel discussion,
workforce development and retention,
mergers and acquisitions, printing on
demand, and providing a one-stop service.
On September 26, sessions include
a package printing panel discussion,
opportunities for label converters in
flexible packaging, creating packaging
for e-commerce, smart and connected
products, anti-counterfeiting, and a brand
owner panel discussion.
In association with the Label Academy,
Master Classes – held on September 26
and 27 – are dedicated to shrink sleeves,
MIS and workflow automation, and inks,
coatings and varnishes.
Go to www.labelexpo-americas.com
for more information and to register

September 2018
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PHOSEON FireJet FJ605 is one of the latest extensions of the
company’s FireJet air-cooled product range and combines Phoseon’s
WhisperCure and TargetCure technologies. The FireJet FJ605
provides simple integration with advanced control features, plus
high-power output for press speeds up to 1,000 ft/min. FJ605 is
a low-maintenance system with simple air filter replacements.
The FireJet FJ601 UV LED curing system simplifies retrofits with
a self-contained air-cooled design. With a form-factor optimized
for narrow web presses, the FireJet FJ601 is easy to integrate and
suitable for a wide variety of flexo, web offset and rotary screen
applications. The air-cooled system offers customers process stability
as well as a consistent and precise UV curing output. Phoseon’s
patented TargetCure technology also provides reliable results and
increased yields.
POLYMERIC has historically offered a wide array of screen printing
and digital inks, including UV curable as well as solvent- and
water-based products. It also offers a variety of industrial coatings,
including receptive clears and long-term outdoor weathering
coatings. The company was purchased in 2016 by New Africa Inks,
and since then has focused on entering the flexo market with its
FlexoPro flexo ink series, designed to be used in producing high
quality labels with cold foil adhesives and imprintable coatings for
additional effects.
PROPHOTONIX will exhibit its complete range of UV LED curing
systems, including the Cobra Cure FX series, a configurable platform
that is customizable to user-specific UV curing applications.
This platform includes compact, fan-cooled UV curing lamps at
a range of power levels up to 16W/cm2 and delivers intensity and
edge to edge uniformity for the optimum cure. UV LED lamps can be
configured for pinning or full curing applications and can be further
configured to include optimized optics, customized mechanics, and
electronic options.
WIKOFF Color shows the latest addition to its UV flexo Photoflex
range. Photoflex LED is capable of running at speeds in excess of 750
ft/min on paper, paperboard and films. This durable set of process and
mixing colors cures using 395nm LED lamp systems or traditional
UV lamps. Photoflex LED is a dual-lamp series that can be used on
multiple label types and exhibits excellent adhesion, flow and transfer.
It is both UV and water coatable.
USHIO AMERICA introduces its new i150 III Series to the Unijet
UV LED range. The company’s proprietary Master Peak Technology
achieves 17.4 W/cm2 with a working distance of 5mm and is
available at 395, 365, 385 and 405nm wavelengths. The i150 III series
includes functions such as variable control output that ranges from
14-100 percent and features a user replaceable LED board. Window
sizes range from 75mm to 525mm, making the i150 III series suited
to use in a wide variety of applications for digital to conventional.
ZELLER+GMELIN shows its complete range of flexo products: 30,
32, 36 & 37 Series UV flexo
for labels, packaging, cartons,
shrink sleeves and low migration

ProPhotonix will exhibit its complete range of UV LED curing systems

Phoseon FireJet FJ601 UV LED curing system

applications; 17 Series LED flexo for this fast-growing segment; and
41, 42 & 43 Series water-based flexo inks for labels, film and direct
thermal applications with the most pH-stable chemistry available.

Workflow
CERM introduces Live Monitor, which allows narrow web printers to
connect their machines and get live data streamed to configurable
dashboards. Cerm’s Live Monitor can be used for conventional presses,
digital presses and finishing machines and gives real-time insight into
the user’s production factory. Some of the streamed data include
current machine status, current machine speed vs expected machine
speed, totals produced (good/waste) and more. Live Monitor is
accessible by browser, tablet and mobile device, and will be presented
on several partner booths and in the Automation Arena.
ESKO, teaming up with Danaher companies AVT, X-Rite and Pantone
– along with many industry partners – offers ‘Packaging Connected’, a
label production platform with a wide range of seamlessly integrated
applications from design to press. The complete system preserves the
digital flow of data, offering faster throughput, higher quality, and
‘right first time’ production.
Esko Automation Engine QuickStart for Labels and WebCenter
QuickStart for Labels are pre-configured, easy-to-use workflow tools
which help label converters improve productivity. Automation Engine
will also be shown as a browser-based application, for overseeing
production from remote locations.
GMG ColorPlugin allows time savings in the pre-press stage,
delivering precise conversions, efficient ink reductions and flexible
separations – now also in Multicolor color spaces. Features include
separation direct from RGB to Multicolor up to 7C; ColorBoost for
saturated and vivid images; MinDot Adjust and MinDot Preview for
process and spot colors; processing of complete images, individual
selections or layers; and color-accurate conversions.

GSE will demonstrate its Ink Manager software

labelsandlabeling.com
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INX Tag & Label inks are designed to improve pressroom
efficiencies and lower applied costs. With INX, you get a
complete product line from one source.
■

High Performance Flexographic inks

■

Energy-curable inks and coatings

■

Low migration solutions

■
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Advanced Digital
Label Printing
INX Digital Inkjet systems enable label converters, direct
mail, and package printers to evolve to digital printing.
From print file to finished
roll, the NW210 UV Digital
Label Press combines digital
printing and finishing in a
single pass—increasing your
efficiency and giving you the
lowest cost per label.

Come visit us in Hall A at booth #1021!

NW210-E NW Press

@QSPACmedia

facebook.com/QSPAC

QSPAC Industries, Inc.
15020 Marquardt Avenue
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Phone: (877) 407-7722 • www.qspac.com
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Esko’s Packaging Connected platform integrates a variety of applications

GSE will demonstrate its Ink Manager
software for minimizing ink-related waste,
enhanced reporting, improved ink yields and
business planning, reduced set-up times and
traceability.
The software maximizes the reuse of inks
returned from the press, by allowing them to
be ‘clustered’ together into one component,
which is connected to the dispenser and
processed automatically. Alternatively, return
inks may be reserved or prepared for specific,
scheduled jobs. Other functions are real-time
stock and consumption information, per-job
ink costings, ink batch tracking; integration
with ink formulation and management
information software; Wi-Fi connection to the
dispenser and cloud connectivity. Ink Manager
can store recipes and corrections for new
colors that are created with color formulation
software, and dispense micro volumes for
table-top proofing. Temporary and permanent
color adjustments after dispensing can be
made with color formulation software and
stored via Ink manager.
GSE will also present information about
its Colorsat modular dispensing systems
for fast, accurate mixing and dispensing
of flexo, gravure and screen inks for label
and packaging applications. UV, aqueous
and solvent inks are covered. Benefits are
reduced set-up times, 30 percent ink-yield
improvements, a cleaner ink kitchen and
better stock management. For labels, the
Colorsat Switch (using exchangeable buckets)
and Colorsat Match (fixed refillable storage
tanks), dispense in 1-10kg volumes.
Integrated with LABEL TRAXX MIS, Siteline
allows label-buyer customers to view their
order history via a mobile device – and place
orders – at any time of day. Orders placed
online drop directly into Label Traxx MIS and
queue up to be scheduled.
Siteline also includes a dedicated chat
area for customer projects, helping service
staff to manage customer interactions and

track job status. Siteline gives the converter’s
customers the buying experience they expect
from a modern business and reduces the
amount of time between initial inquiry and
the order being printed in production.
Due to customer demand, the latest
release of Label Traxx also includes tools
for the flexible packaging market. The
new features help with the estimating
of flexible packaging jobs, managing the
multiple machinery passes and handling
multi-laminate constructions. Label Traxx
label converters who also manufacture
both finished pouches and unsupported
film will now be able to estimate and sell to
customers in pounds.
Smartflow, LOFTWARE’S new artwork
management system, Smartflow is
configurable, cloud-based workflow system,
specifically designed to handle the complex
business processes involved in artwork
design, review and approval – from product
concept to launch. Smartflow streamlines
the packaging concept-to-shelf process by
bringing accountability and structure to
the process to lower costs, reduce mistakes,
improve collaboration, ensure regulatory

compliance and reduce time to market. The
platform offers a digital asset library and
phrase library, online proofing capabilities,
translation management, version control,
advanced insight into workflow and real-time
tracking with audit history for complete
control and visibility.
MADIWOR, making its Labelexpo debut,
launches an MIS designed specifically for
label converters. Designed by a team with
more than 30 years’ expertise in the label
industry, Madiwor Cloud MIS is a SaaS
(software as a service) focused on the core
business processes of a label manufacturer or
converter. Madiwor will show its key features
such as raw materials inventory, how intuitive
and easy is to update the production plan,
estimating, dynamically generated technical
specifications, dies management, and a B2B
e-commerce module that provides brand
owners access to a personalized account.
The new software is ready for decentralized
and mobile teams, eliminates the need
for updates and maintenance, requires
minimum training and implementation time,
is multi-platform and protects the user’s
information.
TECHKON USA SpectroVision is a new color
measurement tool that can be installed on
flexo and gravure presses for real time color
measurements during the press run. Its highly
accurate, full 31-point spectrophotometer is
guided by a high resolution digital camera to
find the exact location of color patches, color
bars, and specific in-image measurement
locations. The spectrophotometer provides
spectral, CIELab, density, and dot area
information for color locations. The included
Techkon ChromaQA color quality software
allows users to create jobs that specify the
exact measurement locations, color reference
values, and customer specific tolerances.
Press operators can then run jobs and get
immediate, real-time, color results including
density, CIELab, and tone-value, along
with recommendations to optimize color

Cerm Live Monitor
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matching results and live trend graphs of color performance metrics
across the job. In addition, QA managers can create customized
reports for customers and analyze the measurement data across press
runs, shifts, operators, locations, etc, for further process improvements
and increased savings.
UPSOFTWARE shows its SisPro PCP + KPI automatic planning and
control software, which not only helps the user plan its production
but also avoid wear and tear from repeated errors and achieve
greater efficiency. Automation on the Factory floor is transforming
various industry sectors, bringing more and better information to
management and directors and allowing them to reach their targets
and innovate their working processes.

Inspection, web guiding
AVT will showcase digital press inspection and control, inspection
for labels and packaging web applications, in-line spectral color
measurements and next-generation automation systems.
As part of the Danaher Product Identification Platform, AVT –
along with partner companies X-Rite and Esko will introduce joint
workflows.
Helios S Turbo+ and Helios Turbo HD+ enable operators to run at
maximum press and rewinder speeds without sacrificing resolution
and quality for inspection and barcode verification.
For the digital sector, AVT’s Helios D is an automatic, 100% print
inspection system designed specifically for digital printing needs.
Helios D supports all stages of digital production workflow, including
identifying missing nozzles, ink dripping spots, and color changes in
real time.
For digital inkjet press vendors AVT offers the Jet-IQ, a closed

Baldwin Vision Systems Color Measurement with DeltaCam

loop quality engine that works in synergy with press controllers to
maintain exemplary print quality, offering full connectivity to all steps
and solutions of digital inkjet printing.
AVT’s Offline Setup enables enhanced set-up consistency, control
over quality standards as well as time saving on press. AutoSet
connects to Esko Automation Engine to allow connectivity from
pre-press to inspection with close to zero set-up time or operator
intervention.
Another show highlight is iCenter, a cloud-based web application
for setting quality standards and automation of quality workflow

®

reduced maintenance
color touch screen
multiple languages

www.maxcessintl.com
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process across multiple sites.
Also presented at the show is the next generation of AVT’s in-line
spectral measurements platform SpectraLab ll, which now includes
enhanced in-line to off-line color measurement correlation, as well as
connectivity to X-Rite’s ColorCert, color reporting platform.
BALDWIN VISION SYSTEMS (formerly QuadTech and PC Industries)
presents its extensive product range for color management and
defect detection, designed to ensure consistently high color quality,
significantly lower production times, reduced waste and increased
profits. On show will be Guardian PQV, a 100 percent inspection
system developed for the most demanding print jobs. Offering
complete inspection from pre-press through to shipping, this
advanced inspection system is designed for all printing applications
and works with almost any substrate. Guardian OLP verifies
production proofs and samples against customer-approved master
artwork, providing the pre-production tools needed to make sure
products meet exacting customer requirements, reducing waste,
improving bottom line margins and ensuring complete accuracy and
control on every single job. ColorTrack ‘color expert in a box’ software
for flexo and gravure packaging applications facilitates fast, accurate
press-side correction of ink formulations. Color Measurement with
DeltaCam provides advanced in-line spectral measurement, ensuring
package printers can deliver products within their customers’ color
specifications by utilizing accurate, automated measurement on film,
paper or board.
BST NORTH AMERICA shows its new QLink workflow, aimed at enabling
printers to reduce their costs and improve product quality. While the
TubeScan is scanning for defects on the printing press, the printer uses
the touch screen of the QLink editor to classify the defects as relevant
or not relevant. The information is considered in the net count of the
inspected goods. At any given time, the printer knows the net count

Erhardt+Leimer ELGuider DRB23

and can run the press up to the exact production amount required.
With QLink the file size can be 90 percent smaller compared to
usual rollmap files. Transfer of the inspection protocol within the
customer’s network is now faster and less data storage hardware
is required. Finally, the operator of the rewinder may also take care
of the rollmap editing right before converting and finishing. The
new QLink workflow offers a solution for packaging and printing
companies independent of size and structure.
CC1 introduces updates to its camera-based mark-to-mark
Automatic Register Control system. The company’s DRC-6000Lregister control, designed specifically for in-line flexo printers, which uses
a proprietary register mark pattern, allows the system to consistently
provide start-up material waste reduction ranging from 40-70

Stand Up Pouch Machines
for Narrow Web Printers

The new model BH-60D Stand Up Pouch machine registers the print
front to back from two narrow rolls.
BACK

FRONT

Use two separate
printed webs
The World Leader in
Pouch Making Machinery

For more information visit: TOTANIAMERICA.COM or call : 920-632-7319
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Isra Vision’s NarrowStar inspection system

percent. This system enables the cameras
to automatically and quickly locate register
marks, and simultaneously send corrections
to side and circumferential motors, quickly
bringing every new job into final register,
even if marks overlap or are in the incorrect
order. No operator intervention is required.
Improved registration throughout the press
run is also provided.
For print jobs without marks, CC1’s
newest feature, TouchPoint, allows operators
to use the DRC- 6000L touchscreen to
manually drag and drop print stations into
register using a cross hair or other visual
register reference point. Operators simply
‘show’ the DRC-6000L where each station
needs to move on the touchscreen and the
DRC-6000L takes it from there.
Registration motorization is also available
to allow the closed loop register control
system to be added to legacy presses.
COAST CONTROLS now offers electronic web
guiding systems for the converting industry in
conjunction with its All-Air web guide system.
The electronic product line will allow Coast
to offer customers a full range of guiding
capabilities: line, registration, contrast, heavy
unwind/rewind, and center guiding.
The company’s 100 percent pneumatic
guiding system, which is based on a

EyeC Proofiler 600 DT enables print shops and their
customers to do efficient and secure sample testing

proportional pneumatic servo controller and
operates on low pressure air, usually around
6psi, makes a strong argument for high-heat,
wash-down, food/medical/pharmaceutical
and explosion-proof applications. The All-Air
system is covered by a 10-year warranty.
ELECTROMATIC EQUIPMENT COMPANY shows
the Checkline LS-3-LED stroboscope,
which features a super-bright light source
and adjustable controls, ideal for process
and narrow web inspection in demanding
production environments.
Forty high-performance LEDs in a 10
x 4 matrix produce a peak brightness of
5,000 Lux over a 10in (25cm) wide area.
The LS-3-LED can be used as either a
fixed-mounted or hand-held stroboscope.
The LS-3-LED has a large, backlit LCD with
conveniently located control knobs that
permit easy adjustment of the flash rate,
flash duration, delay and more. The operator
can select the optimal balance of brightness
and image sharpness for each application. An
external input allows syncing the strobe with
a remote sensor.
The LS-3 LED’s rugged aluminum housing
and LED light source make it virtually maintenance-free. A tripod mount allows easy
installation on a range of equipment. The
strobe ships with a universal battery charger

(100-240VAC) with USA, Euro and UK plug
adapters. A screw-on handle, protective
rubber bumpers and foam-fitted carrying
case are optionally available. Mounting arms
are also available for fixed-mounted use.
ERHARDT+LEIMER shows the brushless, thus
wear-free, ELGuider DRB 23 web guider,
which was developed especially for the
label industry. Claimed more compact than
competitor models, the DRB 23 is designed
for Ethernet networking, making it possible to
use web-based management. As an option it
is also possible to integrate a splice table with
a tape roll and pneumatic web clamps.
Smartscan is an inexpensive, camera-based
quality assurance system. In addition to a
video function with zoom, it also enables
unique 200 percent print image inspection for
reliable defect detection, splice detection and
detection of missing labels and unremoved
matrix. It is easy to operate: only one button
needs to be pressed in order to start the
inspection.
Also on show will be the ELScan OMS4
video system, which has received a recent
makeover: the user interface can now be
configured, making operation even easier;
there’s a joystick keypad with an integrated
wheel for navigation and zooming and quick
selection function buttons, and from now
on ELScan comes with a more powerful
computer, offering a range of additional
functions. Different flash systems, e.g. a
UV flash, can be selected for various web
surfaces.
EYEC will present its wide range of print
inspection systems for label and flexible
packaging. Visitors will have the opportunity
to see the newest EyeC systems in action
at both the company’s booth and at the
Rotoflex booth.
EyeC will demonstrate fast and precise
print sample testing on an EyeC Proofiler
600 DT. This system’s latest software version
now offers combining print inspection and
dimensional measurement capabilities in just
one system. Furthermore, those customers
associated with the pharmaceutical world
can take advantage of EyeC’s new pharma
workflow offering improved data integrity,
data security, and an easier audit trail review.
EyeC will also display the EyeC Proofiler
Graphic for automated PDF-checks at the
pre-press stage. This system now includes
optional Workflow Integration into existing
workflow software such as the Esko
Automation Engine.
An EyeC ProofRunner 100 percent print
inspection system for labels and flexible
packaging will be on display on an ultra-fast
Rotoflex rewinder. This in-line inspection
system checks the print quality of texts,
graphics, color, and foil embossing over the

labelsandlabeling.com
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Flexible and versatile Digital UV Inkjet Label Presses, offering superb printed results at a competitive price. Our printing solutions are designed
for fast and easy label production, suitable for short or long run jobs. No minimum quantity, no waste and super-fast turn around.

Here’s what one of our customers had to say:
Richard Lloyd, Sales & Marketing Director, Cresta Labels: “Dantex Group’s industry expertise in both repro and digital gave us a massive
amount of confidence and through the installation process their support and knowledge have been excellent. I can genuinely say this press is
a ‘gamechanger’ for us. With the quality and label finish achieved, we are very excited about the future opportunities it brings.”

Please contact us for further details: DantexRBCor, 465 Production Street, San Marcos, CA 92078 , USA info@dantexrbcor.com
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entire production run.
GRAFIKONTROL has introduced new tools
for efficiency such as automatic register for
flexo presses and patented precision tracking
systems. At Labelexpo, it presents Lynex-S, a
100 percent inspection system of the printed
web, which enables automatic detection and
classification of every defect.
ISRA VISION NarrowStar is tailored for
narrow web, with compact dimensions that
allow it to fit into any printing line. With a
choice of three different sizes for web widths
of 330, 440 or 660 mm, all components
integrate into a single enclosure. The system
uses camera components Isra designed
specifically for print inspection applications
and Isra-made lighting components.
Part of the Plug & Inspect product range,
NarrowStar can be operated via conventional
LAN or WiFi networking. Thanks to the
pre-calibration and the intuitive touch-sensitive user interface, no expert knowledge
is needed for commissioning or operation
– inspection begins immediately after
installation.
The printer’s daily work is supported by
a range of assisting programs: QuickProof
ensures the correct job is being printed by
checking the PDF approved by the customer.
RegisterCheck constantly controls the
synchronicity on both sides of the print web
for possible defects.
The advanced processor enables image
capturing and processing in real time, at any
web speed. At the same time, the deployed
algorithms allow for powerful inspection
performance by reliably differentiating
between actual and pseudo defects.
NOVATION AF3 WebFlagger is a safe and
reliable means of applying pressure-sensitive
flags to webs moving at speeds up to and
above 4,000 feet (1,200 meters) per minute.
Novation’s WebFlaggers have multiple inputs
for manual buttons, machine signals such as
splices, or for connection to any automatic
web inspection system. They can also track
defects from upstream locations on the line
to the location of the flagger.
The new AF3 model has been redesigned in
stainless steel with a more compact footprint.
The AF3 WebFlagger safely, accurately and
automatically flags webs at all speeds. The

new AF3 WebFlagger fits into tight spaces
previously unable to accommodate its
predecessor. There will be an operational
WebFlagger in the booth, as well as samples
of the various styles of flags Novation offers.
RE will show web guiding systems,
pneumatic brakes, load cells and tension
controllers, 100 percent print inspection,
safety chucks and expanding shafts. On
display will be its complete range of web
guiding systems, including the new WG.705
web guide, a compact system with the
electronics and keypad integrated in the
frame.
ROLL-2-ROLL TECHNOLOGIES’ Web Guide
Retrofit or Replacement Kit enables easy
upgrade of any existing web guiding system
with the next generation sensing and control
technology. Keep the existing web guide
mechanical assembly and replace the sensor,
controller and actuator with this retrofit kit.
Displacement guides, steering guides, unwind
stands and rewind stands can be upgraded
with this kit by properly sizing the actuator.
Existing pneumatic, hydraulic or electromechanical web guides get the benefit of the
latest sensing and control technologies with
this upgrade kit. OEMs also benefit from this
replacement kit when they pair it with web
guide mechanical systems.
The advanced patented fiber optic
sensor technology makes the web guide
retrofit kit easy to install, simple to
operate and maintain. The accurate and
precise measurement technology adjusts
automatically to the physical characteristics
of the material, such as opacity and porosity.
The benefits include reduction of waste,
downtime and changeover time.
UNILUX will unveil the new and improved
LED12 inspection strobe. The LED12, a
powerful portable stroboscope for print
inspection, has been reworked to incorporate
the company’s latest advances in user
controls. Popular features make it easier to
instantly synchronize the strobe flash rate
and fine-tune the target inspection area for
crisp, clear images anywhere on the press.
Stationary LED2000 Series inspection
systems with Smart Assist will also be on
display for the first time in North America.
These new strobes feature user-friendly

Unilux LED12
inspection strobe

controls in English, German, Spanish, French
and Simplified Chinese to accommodate
global operations.
Unilux will give a pocket-sized LED1
inspection strobe to one attendee who
participates in a demonstration of the new
technology.

Finishing and converting
AB GRAPHIC launches the Jetfx digital
embellishment module. This is an off-line,
fully digital system to create varnish and foil
effects.
A beverage specification Digicon Series 3
features the company’s latest flatbed screen
printing module and the Big Foot 50 tonne
flatbed hot foil unit. A smaller 25 tonne
flatbed hot foil unit, with new swivel head
to allow foil to be fed both along and across
the web like the Big Foot, is shown. Two
beverage labels are run to highlight quality
and embellishment capabilities.
A Digicon Lite is shown with a sheeter
and conveyor option. Turret rewinders are
displayed in several different configurations,
including AutoSet, which is shown as a
stand-alone turret and integrated into a
Digicon Series 3 line.
AB Graphic’s German manufacturing
division shows six different fleyeVision 100

AB Graphic beverage specification Digicon Series 3

September 2018
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Brotech SDF Plus

percent inspection cameras, including two
mounted on slitter inspection rewinders.
A booklet machine is on show, capable of
processing up to 36,000 booklet labels per
hour.
Via MIS software, live production data
from the beverage specification Digicon, the
AutoSet glueless turret rewinder and SRI
slitter inspection rewinder is presented.
Technology from AB Graphic is further
shown on the HP, Domino and Rea stands.
On the HP stand, an in-line, fully automated
Digicon Series 3 is presented. This features
the Fast Track die running at 150m/min in
semi-rotary mode, and AutoSet glueless
turret rewinder with quick change mandrels.
This showcases printing and finishing
ready-to-ship to customers in a single pass.
In addition, there is the new Digilase laser
machine running as part of a fully automated
workflow, and a new in-line entry level
762mm wide finishing machine. The Domino
stand houses a Digicon similar to that shown
by HP, with the addition of a camera. On
the Rea stand, an SRI runs mounted with an
inkjet printer.
BAR GRAPHIC MACHINERY will exhibit on the
stand of Americas distributor J&J Converting
Machinery. Two models from BGM’s Elite
range will be demonstrated. BGM’s latest
16in wide label inspection slitter rewinder, by
keying in the rewind shaft size the machine,
will automatically adjust the acceleration /
deceleration times optimizing productivity

output at speeds of up to 984ft/min. Also
shown is BGM’s latest 14.5in wide, high
speed die-cut and perforation label slitter
rewinder, incorporating BGM’s quick change
die-cutting station converting at speeds of up
to 820ft/min.
BERHALTER presents the Label-light
die-cutting tool for in-mold and polyester
labels, said to offer the advantage of favorable
tool costs in combination with short lead
times. The Berhalter Label-light punching
tool is a patented concept that features
the benefits of flatbed die-cutting, such as
unique print-to-die registration and handling
properties. The cost for a Label-light punching
tool is claimed as up to 70 percent lower
compared to a traditional punching tool, even
when allowing for label contour correction
of +/- 0.5mm. Further, there is no need for
regrinding of a Label-light tool as the cutting
components can be easily exchanged by the
machine operator.
BROTECH shows the SDF Plus modular label
converting and finishing system. This features
flatbed hot stamping, flatbed screen printing
and flatbed die-cuttin g, and can also be
upgraded with a semi-rotary/rotary flexo
printing unit, rotary die-cutting unit, IML/
sheeting collection unit and other finishing
modules for efficient processing of digitally
printed labels. The flatbed hot
stamping module features a
patented 90-degree rotatable
stamping head.

Cartes ILC module

CARTES shows a Gemini 360 Series in the
configuration GE362ZL R-L, which allows
customers to combine modules according to
their needs. This includes flexo varnishing and
laser converting. A new laser version in right
to left configuration features the patented
ILC (invisible laser cutting) module, which
makes it possible to die-cut dark printed
label without white edges. A GT 360 Series
machine is shown adding embellishments to
a digitally printed substrate.
CEI shows the BossJet powered by Domino,
which has been completely redesigned from
the bottom up. Redesigned flexo stations and
die stations now accept a much wider variety
of tooling. Dual-servo printhead control,
one for tension and the other to maintain
registration, delivers precise web handling.
A single integrated control panel combines

Dimatra non-stop seamer machine

September 2018
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DPR Virgo

ETI Pellicut

the printing process with converting elements, making it even more
operator friendly. New recipe management functions, combined with
special memory management for substrates, are designed to make it
easy to move between jobs.
DACO SOLUTIONS will exhibit a Daco PLD350 die-cut to register rotary
die-cutter with a three spindle semi-automatic turret rewinder and
the Daco DP350 UV inkjet digital label press.
The PLD is an efficient rotary die-cutter with a semi-automatic
turret rewinder for small roll production. It’s available in 10in, 13.75in
and 17in web widths.
The Daco DP350 inkjet label press, in conjunction with Inkjet
Solutions, consists of an IS600 CMYK color unit incorporating Kyocera
print heads and a GEW UV dryer. The press in its basic form has
700mm (30in) unwind and rewinds with the option to add in-line

L&L4_edit_18_m.indd 170

slitting, die-cutting options (full and semi-rotary), Meech web
cleaning and Vetaphone corona treatment.
DAVEN presents its portable pneumatic winder for winding any web
including edge trim. Its rugged construction and efficient winding
can be used on all converting equipment. The winder’s simple design
allows its winding speed to follow the line speed of the material.
A pneumatic drive system without gears or clutches allows for
infinite stop-go or stalled motion. It is non-electric and is activated
with a single line of negligible use of low air pressure. Micro-setting
adjustments allow for infinite speed and torque control.
The winder accepts any core width with quick core change or
coreless winding. The sealed modular compact design can be used
in any environment without OSHA-safety or lubrication issues and
be mounted on or off of a machine on any surface or angle. This
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makes it suited to clean room environments,
according to Daven.
DAVIS-STANDARD presents its curtain slide
coater, which applies a single layer coating at
2,800ft/min with expansion capabilities up
to two additional layers. A five-roll silicone
coater is capable of applying 100 percent
silicone at 2,400ft/min.
DCM presents Serval, a cantilever type high
speed slitter rewinder designed for the label
printers for films, foils, papers and pressure-sensitive labels. Serval is driven by three
motors, and is available with shear or razors,
differential or lock core. It offers a production
speed of 1,640ft/min
Also shows new modular forming and
seaming machines for shrink sleeves with
automatic setting and quality control
monitoring – Sleeve Evo, Auto and Intense.
Lay-flat and seam position can be set
automatically. In-line quality controls monitor
production and any defects are flagged.
The perforating, sheeting or rewinding
machine, Sleevecut, is a modular machine
that delivers cut, perforated and cut or
perforated and rewound shrink sleeves. A
unique adjustable perforating tools allows
any cross, vertical and angled registered
perforations
The Babycat inspection and doctoring
machine allows automatic splice, seam

Enprom eRS 60

detection, lay-flat monitoring and print
control. Any defect detected is brought
automatically to the splice table for removal
or correction.
DEMAK presents Kromex, a patented
technology for in-house manufacturing of 3D
emblems and decals with chrome external
finishing. Kromex is used in automotive, car
aftermarket, motorcycle, farm tractor, marine,
home appliance, sport emblems and cosmetic
market applications.
Kromex emblems and logos are flexible

and easily applied to both flat or curved
surfaces.
Special effects can be added using satin,
matte and colored finishing, or even with the
use of PU resins on top.
DIMATRA showcases its 1,640ft/min
non-stop seamer machine. The machine
has three winding stations to allow fast
and easy unloading when rewinding small
diameter rolls. New components are shown
that improve the machine’s efficiency and
reliability.

Experience
the IIMAK
Difference
Your Competitive
Edge in Today’s
Thermal Transfer
Ribbon Market.
Find new ways to differentiate your TTR offering
with IIMAK. Visit our booth and discover the unique
resources and product solutions that will propel your
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at www.iimak.com/Become-A-Distributor
Visit us
Booth #535
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DPR shows Virgo, an off-line lamination and
die-cutting system developed for small inkjet
and digital label printers. Suited to in-house
label production, this system offers the tools
needed to professionally cut and finish labels
on demand.
Easily paired with short run label printers,
Virgo is said to provide a versatile, low-cost
option for producing label rolls that range
from 4.3-5.5in (110-140mm) wide. Precision
cutting allows any shape to be cut on a
variety of materials as needed.
ENPROM presents the eRS 60 sleeve
seaming machine, which uses a motorized
roller as an alternative to a needle system. A
motorized roller is said to be a more reliable
system for the application of solvent when
folding sleeve labels. Based on the concept of
printing, this makes it possible to control the
quantity of solvent applied, right to the edge
of the film without blocking the finished
reel. An eSRC 60 for easy open packaging
integrates a semi-rotary or laser die and
in-line label insertion.
Also shown is a hybrid converting line for
mid-web label finishing. Users can configure
the machine to their needs by selecting the
type of unwinder, rewinder and finishing
processes required.
ETI CONVERTING EQUIPMENT showcases
Pellicut, patented die-cutting technology
designed for high speed use with very thin
release liner. It allows converters to die-cut
a PET liner that is 18 micron thick, reducing
liner thickness and cost by up to 40 percent.
The heavy duty rotary die-cutting system
can die-cut PS material at a speed of 750ft/
min. Pellicut can die-cut labels on 18 micron
polyester film or 30gsm (20lbs) paper
products with the guarantee that the die
will not mark the liner during the die-cutting
process and that there will be no break
on the labeling machine. The module uses
conventional magnetic cylinders, fast die
and anvil changes. The module is available in
widths from 13-26.5in. It can be integrated
in-line with an ETI Cohesio, retrofitted to
an existing press or offered as standalone

GM DC330

Grafotronic DCL2 with GigaFast module

die-cutting equipment.
FAES presents system gelb, a fully
automatic machine for converting labels,
adhesive tapes, embossing material, RFID
and similar materials. With a cantilever
design, it features an integrated turret
system that makes it ideal for large
production runs. The system was developed
to provide fully automatic processing in
six stages from automatic loading of the
core from a separate core loading system,
unwinding, gluing, slitting, rewinding,
through to automatic removal of the
finished roll onto a conveyer belt system.
A PC-based touchscreen control permits
simple software-supported format changes
and system linkup with the Industry
4.0 standard to facilitate evaluation of
production data. A dual unwinding principle
maximizes output while maintaining
precision at every stage of the process.
GRAFISK MASKINFABRIK demonstrates
its newest smart converting lines. These
feature hot stamping, embossing, screen
printing and die-cutting all in one line. Laser
die-cutting with auto job change is also an
option, as is turret rewinding and modules
for multi-layer/peel and reveal labels.
A new software feature that logs operator
performance can now be added to units. All
GM machines can be made in left-to-right
and right-to-left configuration, enabling
in-line operation with all major digital
presses.
GRAFOTRONIC shows the updated DCL2
digital finishing machine, which is equipped

with the GigaFast 525ft/min semi-rotary die,
a flexo unit for high speed spot/full varnish,
WiFi-slitting automatic knife positioning
system and the non-stop system for
continuous running.
The high speed HI2 machine for 100
percent inspection and slitting of labels, foil
and cardboard is shown in the Automation
Arena, as is the WLE Core Cutter HS.
WLE has a full range of efficiency products
for label printers, with folding and sheeting
machines, table top rewinders and lifts for
easy handling presented on the Grafotronic
stand.
GRAPHTEC is showcasing its digital label
creation systems, Labelrobo LCX1000 and
LCX603, as well as its brand new product, Auto
Sheet Feeder F-Mark.
LCX1000 consists of DLP1000, a high
speed and high durability electrophotographic
digital label printer, and DLC1000, a digital
label finisher featuring laminating, free size
and shape cutting, waste matrix removal,
slitting and rewinding. The maximum printing
resolution of DLP1000 is 600 x 2400 DPI, and
the maximum printing speed is 7.2m/min. A
three-way paper feed mechanism supports
roll-to-roll, roll-to-sheet and sheet printing.
LCX603 allows high-durability 3-color printing,
laminating, contour cutting, matrix removing
and slitting. F-Mark is an automatic sheet
feeder for the Graphtec CE6000 Plus cutting
plotter. F-Mark together with CE6000 Plus
delivers continuous hands-free sheet media
feeding and cutting.
GUANGZHOU PULISI TECHNOLOGY presents
EAIM-450 ST, a full servo automatic inspection
machine. The inspection function and high
speed slitting function can either be used
independently or together. A maximum
inspection speed up to 150mm/min and
maximum slitting speed up to 300mm/min
are possible. The unwind diameter is up to
850mm. The machine features its own waste
rewind unit and turret rewinding function. The
maximum turret rewinding diameter is up to
500mm. Options include inkjet printing, dust
September 2018
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Prati DigifastOne

Pantec Rhino IIS

removal system anti-static device, razor blade
slitting, defect marking and a digital display
ruler.
The machine can be used for inspecting
various kinds of materials, especially for gold
stamping, silver stamping and transparent
materials. It can detect defects such as
mis-registration position, color variation, dirty
marks and die-cut inaccuracies. Inspection of
barcodes, two-dimensional codes and OCR
codes is also possible.
GUANGZHOU XINBAO SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
shows the T Series label rewinder with
two-way rewind, auto-sync rewind and speed
adjustable rewind. It features stepless speed
regulation and can handle core diameters of
1in, 1.5in and 3in.
KARLVILLE showcases Pack Ready Laminator
(TL800). It is specifically designed for Pack
Ready lamination and HP indigo digitally
printed output. All engineering is designed to
maximize the advantages of digital printing
– compact design, quick media change with
minimal waste, and optimized media roll
width that supports output of HP Indigo
digital presses such as the 20000 and 6900
models.
LEMORAU shows the recently launched Digi
EBR+, which can print, coat and die-cut all
in one process. Based on high-resolution

inkjet technology, Digi EBR+ can print with
a resolution of 1600 × 1600 DPI, full color,
with a web width ranging of 50-250mm. A
printing head cleaning function maintains
print quality during long runs. The machine
die-cuts in rotary and semi-rotary modes.
Also shown is the upgraded ICR3
inspection slitter rewinder, CTA 1500
automatic core cutter, CT 1500 manual core
cutter and ER roll lifter.
LEMU showcases its latest developments,
which include a fully automatic servo-driven
converting line with flexo printing units and
four-shaft glueless turret rewinder.
MAAN ENGINEERING launches its hybrid
lamination coating technology in America.
This allows production of both laminated and
linerless labels. The technology is used in the
hotmelt coating station, which, together with
the silicone coating station, comprises the
core of the Maan coating equipment range.
The basis of the hybrid technology is that
when switching from laminate to linerless,
the hotmelt coating station is rotated. In this
way, both sides of the paper or foil strip can
be coated with hotmelt. The switch takes just
15 minutes.
MARTIN AUTOMATIC launches a new version
of its MBS splicer, a space saving non-stop
roll changer claimed to have the smallest
in-line footprint on the market. This is made
possible by an integrated 90-degree turnbar.
An LRD automatic transfer rewinder
is run in conjunction with the splicer to
demonstrate continuous operation.
PANTEC demonstrates the Rhino IIS 410
flatbed hot foil embossing system with a live
production of a three-foil rum label at in-line
web speed of 68m/min. Rhino IIS operates at
up to 30,000 strokes an hour, allowing in-line
production of two-foil designs at 102m/
min or four-foil designs at 51m/min. Rhino
IIS 510 delivers efficient in-line decoration
flexible and carton packaging, as well as

security applications (Fresnel).
Pantec also shares the latest information
on its Swift rotary patch application and foil
saving system, which is now ready for HPC
labels and shrink sleeves. It can apply up to
430,000 patches an hour.
PRATI presents the Digifast One digital
finishing system, featuring semi-rotary
printing and die-cutting at up to 90m/min
in combination. Accuracy is recorded at
±0.10 mm and set-up times are as short as
eight minutes. A re-registration lamination
unit facilitates production of coupon and
sandwich labels. Also highlights Flash Pass for
finishing and inspecting jobs in a single pass.
TCS DIGITAL SOLUTIONS presents the RC-1000
modular finishing system for high-speed
die-cutting and lamination.
It allows converting of printed and blank
labels. RC-1000 has a 10in cut width and
a finishing speed up to 80ft/min. Fingertip

Eaglewood Technologies will showcase
Sitexo laser anilox cleaning technology

labelsandlabeling.com
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RotoRepel no stick treatment dies from RotoMetrics

control of lateral die position, air chucks, a pinned die cylinder and
the ability to save converting settings are designed to make the
system easy to use and improve operator throughput. It features
a simple paper path to make set-up fast, use less material and
minimizes waste.

Dies and tooling
AGERGAARD GRAPHIC SUPPLIES will, for the first time, present AkeBoose
chamber doctor blade systems to the American industry. These
chamber systems are designed for high precision doctoring and
easy, mostly tool-free handling. The kiss impression principle is
based on reduced pressure of the chamber towards the anilox roller
which means less wear on both blade and anilox roller in favor of
cost-efficient operations.
Company will also showcase latest developments of end seals that
are traded under the name coatSeal specially made for narrow web
applications, covering UV flexo printing as well as folded carton or
flexible packaging printing. Several new models of full rubber seals,
called coatSeal Universal, will also be presented.
ALUNETIC will show a re-engineered magnetic cylinder and a
printing plate mounting device. The company will demonstrate
weight difference between conventional magnetic cylinder and HMT
magnetic cylinder. The plate mounter aligns the printing plate in the
around direction and not the across direction as with traditional plate
mounters and therefor this device only need one microscope in one
position in order to achieve perfectly aligned printing plates.
APPLIED LASER ENGINEERING features Functional Topography. Laser
engraved Functional Topography describes a surface that has
functionality provided to the surface by the laser. This functionality
could be to hold ink, for flexo, gravure or anilox rollers, or to create
a surface used for embossing or imprinting a substrate. Printed
electronics, optical films, anti-microbial and low-friction surfaces are
further examples of Functional Topography.
DAETWYLER specializes in everything that goes into maximizing
print performance including doctor blades, anilox rollers and sleeves,
end seals and other accessories, press set-up and troubleshooting,
maintenance, and more. Daetwyler’s experienced team has handled
virtually every kind of printing challenge, including doctor blade
selection, equipment set-up, optimized print practices, cleaning and
maintenance, common trouble shooting, and more.
INTERFLEX LASER ENGRAVERS shows high definition anilox engravings
and custom cell engravings.
KOCHER+BECK will show its full range of screen fabrics as well as
a new prototype wash booth, flexible dies including laser long life

Kroenert will showcase coating unit for
simultaneous double-sided siliconizing

flexible dies and chrome coated dies, as well as UR Precision for
nonstop feeding of materials to the printing and in-line converting
process. In the Automation Arena, a non-stop butt splicer will
be linked to a fully automated press and converting process to
demonstrate how label and packaging will evolve over the next
decade.
The company will also show its Quick Change die-cutting station,
magnetic cylinders and flat bases, print cylinders, hot stamping
cylinders, flexible cutting dies for the sheet-fed industry and KMS2
and KMS3 pressure gauges.
ROTOMETRICS will show Electro Optic’s die-cutting technology that
enables enhanced die levelness, consistency and longevity for optimal
performance on the thinnest films and the most abrasive materials.
Also on display will be RotoRepel and RotoRepel Rx dies with
no-stick treatment that now offers enhanced performance benefits so
presses run faster.
The company will also present its improved online quoting and
order website, myroto.com, with enhanced features to better track
and manage die library.
Other highlights will include Express Lane delivery and fast track
manufacturing to offer more qualifying solid does for next day
shipping and quicker production line, AccuPrint EC print sleeves,
and Challenger solid dies designed for polylith and other abrasive
materials.
UNIVERSAL ENGRAVING will showcase NW SpeedChase NXT system
that improves die lock-up for engraved hot stamping and embossing
flat dies and counter forces on a flatbed narrow web press. This
system features quick, precision, magnetic mounting of the dies and
counters so die changeover can be accomplished, on average, in one
minute. The system works on existing presses.
WILSON MANUFACTURING will exhibit a complete line of flexible dies
designed specifically for aggressive adhesives.
WINK will present the SmartGap adjustable anvil system with the
new digitally controlled touch version. The cylinder gap (clearance)
September 2018
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Magpowr DLCA NET is a new load cell amplifier range by Maxcess

can be adapted very precisely to different liners
and fluctuating liner thicknesses, so that even with
demanding applications and very thin liners optimum
die-cutting results are achieved. The newly developed
digital version SmartGap Touch is patent-pending
system that allows for gap adjustments steps of
only half a micron and comes with many enhanced
digital features. In addition, Wink will present various
SuperCut flexible die versions and finishing options
for a wide range of label applications, and new
ForceControl pressure gauges for optimum control of
the die-cutting process.
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Ancillary equipment
ALPHASONICS USA, the UK manufacturer’s
newly formed subsidiary, shows technical
advancements in its cleaning systems,
designed with an emphasis on anilox
control – the ability to clean a roll to 100
percent of its deliverable volume through
medical-grade, advanced ultrasonics.
The company introduces additions such
as automatic dilution systems, hard
chromed tanks for system longevity and

self-diagnostic elements which monitor
quality of cleaning fluid and current.
Alphasonics USA will also show its
PCX plate cleaning system, alongside
a new parts washing unit. The PW AGI
is a unique cleaning system combining
advanced ultrasonics with a special
agitation system.
DOUBLE H PLASTICS will showcase plastic
cores for the label industry. The company
also manufactures cores and tubing
for several other applications including
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Zeller+Gmelin Corporation
USA
www.zeller-gmelin.com
Zeller+Gmelin GmbH & Co. KG
Germany
www.zeller-gmelin.de

Security and smart technology
Angstrom Technologies is an integrated supplier of security, fraud deterrence
and brand protection technologies, as well as process control and track and trace
for manufacturing. Using Angstrom’s own organic fluorescent pigments, dyes and
additives, the company can provide covert (invisible) inks, varnishes and coatings
that are ‘among the most stable and lightfast available’, says the company. Its quality
luminescent chemicals can be integrated with its electronic detection systems which
have the ability to accurately measure fluorescent intensity as well as discern between
chemicals by luminescent properties. Since 1983 many government organizations,
prominent companies and financial institutions have relied on Angstrom to provide
solutions for their most critical security and process control applications.
De La Rue’s Multi-factor authentication from combines its proprietary Izon
technology with digital track and trace systems, making product authentication
achievable in three easy steps: scan, verify and confirm. Izon full parallax 3D
holograms are difficult to replicate, making them a powerful anti-counterfeiting
device. Through several layers of overt and covert physical security features,
verifying authenticity is simple, intuitive and secure.
Nexqo provides programming and encoding services for RFID smart
labels.
Voyantic shows its RFID measurement and testing systems,
including Reelsurance Pro, a multifunctional reel-to-reel
machine that covers all RAIN RFID and NFC testing and
encoding needs. It is now possible to test, encode,
print and dispense with 100 percent accuracy in a
single, centrally managed process. Due to its small
footprint, the machine can be easily fitted into a
normal warehouse environment. Running on
regular power mains and being quiet to operate,
it can be used even in an office space.
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flexible packaging, paper, film and foil
converting.
DOVER FLEXO ELECTRONICS will launch
SteadyWeb6 tension controller. It is a
closed-loop automatic tension controller
with a back-lit, color, touchscreen interface.
It holds desired web tension constant to
ensure better finished labels. The company
will also display the NW Narrow Web Tension
Transducer, a cantilevered tension-sensing
idler roll for narrow web applications.
EAGLEWOOD TECHNOLOGIES will showcase
Sitexo laser anilox cleaning technology.
Advanced laser technology combined with
software allows the user to easily clean ink
and coating chemistry of all types. It can
also clean multiple narrow web rolls or a
combination of narrow and wide web rolls
and sleeves.
FLEXO WASH will introduce enhanced anilox
cleaning technology that enables cleaning of
one or several aniloxes efficiently and safely.
Alongside, the company will display updates
to its TopLoad and ECO parts washers, and
narrow web plate washing systems.
IMADA will introduce improved IPTS
180-degree peel tester with new EL electro
luminescent display and easy-to-use menus
in eight languages to simplify the selection of
units, speed and high or low set-points. This
equipment can test samples up to 3.46-in

Low Migration
UV Printing ink for
Food Packaging
• UV-Flexo
• UV-Offset
• Waterless UV-Offset
• Electro Beam

LABELEXPO AMERICAS
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UV Printing Ink and Lacquer
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wide and 7.75-in long.
JALEMA will display Grafi-System, a vertical
filing system for filing photopolymer plates,
flexible dies, and proofs.
KROENERT will showcase a roll-to-roll
system on its existing coating unit for
simultaneous double-sided siliconizing of
a web. This coating unit can be included in
new plants or retrofitted in existing facilities.
With retrofits, the flotation dryer already
installed in many plants can be used for the
non-contact transport of webs and combined
with a non-contact air turn in front of the
dryer. The process of double-sided siliconizing
is especially suitable for paper webs used
as release liners for adhesive tapes and for
graphic products.The simultaneous coating
of the front and back of paper webs prevents
paper from drying out and the coating
machine can be considerably shorter in
length. Moreover, the system allows one
operator to oversee two coatings at the same
time. The siliconizing unit can also be utilized
for one-sided coating and operate flexibly
with other substrates and silicones.
LASERCLEAN will introduce ALCS1000s
laser cleaning machine. It enables cleaning
of the engravings by removing pigments and
burning away polymers. It can be used as a
daily cleaner and does not use any chemicals.
MAXCESS will showcase the Magpowr DLCA
NET digital load cell amplifier that transmits
calibrated values from 1 or 2 tension zones
over dual port communications using
Ethernet/IP, Modbus TCP/IP or Ethercat. Some
additional features included are EDS file
AOP, DLR Ring, PTP time stamping, alarms
and an embedded web server for set-up and
calibration.
MEECH will showcase the new 971IPS-30
extra-long range pulsed DC ionizing bar
from its Hyperion range of products. With
an operating working distance of 200
to 1500mm, the 971IPS-30 suits very
long-range applications. As with the previous
version of the bar, the 24V DC supply
removes the need for high voltage wiring.

The Vetaphone VE1A, designed for narrow web
applications, is available in various treatment widths

LaserClean will introduce
ALCS 1000S laser cleaning machine

Meech’s Ion Current Monitoring (ICM)
technology ensures the performance of the
bar is maintained with the aid of local and
remote alerts, which indicate when the bar
needs cleaning. The titanium emitters’ design
allows them to be easily cleaned and replaced
when required, therefore preserving its
performance over lengthy periods of time.
MOISTTECH will show a range of sensors
and gauges to measure moisture content,
oil content and fat content as well as
the thickness or coat weight of coatings,
hot melts, glues, adhesives, and printing.
MoistTech is supported by the manufacturers
of Near-Infrared (NIR) technology in the
industrial moisture industry. Insensitive to
material variations such as particle size,
material height and color, moisture sensors
provide continuous, reliable readings with
zero maintenance and a one-time calibration
with a non-drift optical design.
PCMC will showcase its Meridian laser
anilox cleaner. It deep cleans engravings of
any line screen thoroughly in a single pass.
In many cases, after cleaning cell volume
measurements match almost exactly the
original cell volume engraving. The Meridian
removes inks, adhesives, glazes, stiffeners,
coatings, and varnishes from ceramic
and chrome surfaces. Using auto-focus
technology, it optimizes the laser’s energy
to pulverize any residue deposited on
the engraved surface. It also features an
automatic cleaning cycle, flip-up cleaning
area access door, easy-to-use operator
interface, and large cleaning area access
opening, which offer enhanced ergonomics to
the operator.
PRISCO will show PriscoFlex washers and
cleaners designed to clean rollers and plates.
On exhibit will also be PriscoBond line of
adhesives and PriscoFlex water-based and
energy-curable coatings for the flexographic
market.
QUALITY DISCOUNT PRESS PARTS & EQUIPMENT
is a supplier of parts, accessories, new

1:1 appointment program debuts
Labelexpo Americas 2018 will see the
introduction of Labelexpo Connections,
a 1:1 appointment program intended
to fast-track new business connections.
Registered show attendees undergo
a matching process with exhibiting
companies, generating a series of 1:1
business meetings and allowing them to
maximize their time at the show. Go to
www.labelexpo-americas.com to register.
equipment as well as pre-owned/used
equipment. With a network of OEM
manufacturers, technicians and consultants,
the company offers more than 14,000
products and manufactures more than 25
types of equipment in-house.
SENSORY ANALYTICS will showcase
SpecMetrix coating thickness measurement
systems for coated labels and flexible
packaging products. These provide continuous
coating process improvements, optimizing
coating utilization and decreasing plant
waste streams. The company has designed
ruggedized optical interference (ROI)
technology into all SpecMetrix in-line
systems to accurately monitor wet or dry
coating or film layer thickness down to
sub-micron levels on products. SpecMetrix
systems are built to withstand the rigors
of any manufacturing environment,
incorporating a broad wavelength range that
can generate real-time data as low as 0.25
micron across a web, performing at more
than 150 measurements a second. These
systems can measure single or double layers
simultaneously and individually, helping film
processors identify underlying problems
with a particular layer in the film stack.
Measurement capabilities range from thin
barrier layers to thicker base films. These
coating and layer thickness measurement
systems are available in fixed probe,
September 2018
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traversing or OEM configurations for ease of integration
onto new or existing plant coating lines.
THE FLEXO FACTOR will display products and information
from its principals including doctor blades from Allison
system, static and dust removal systems from ACE
Electrostatic, anilox volume measurement system
from Anicheck, roll handling from Aztech, ultrasonics
from Caresonic, plate cleaners from OMM-Marhetti,
anilox and sleeve storage from Sandon Global, Soma
Engineering presses, laminators, slitters, Tectonic
web inspection and plate mounters. Company will
also showcase its own range of press room cleaning
concentrates and ready to use products.
TIMMER will display glue pumps with electronic
temperature control of the adhesive. The control system
is optimized in such a way that the adhesive is quickly
heated up and precisely adjusted to the set point
without detrimental ﬂuctuation of the temperature. The
pumps are waterproof, according to IP66 and feature
user-friendly temperature setting with the integrated
control panel. The stroke frequency can be indicated
in the display that simpliﬁes the rapid recovery of a
selected operation point, after cleaning for example. A
maintenance indicator is also displayed for preventive
maintenance to increase the plant availability.
TOWER PRODUCTS has released its new UV flexo
cleaning product, SmartFlex UV Flexo Cleaner. It cleans
all UV flexographic ink from plates and machinery. The
product will not swell photopolymer printing plates
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Valmet IQ Converting
Scanner with online measurements

and can be applied by hand or used in an automatic plate cleaning unit. It
can either be mixed with water or used full strength for all UV ink cleaning
applications.
VALMET will discuss its IQ Converting Scanner with online measurements
that enables the utilization of machine and cross direction controls for
moisture, adhesive and silicone in converting machines. These control systems
improve and stabilize the end-product quality, decrease the amount of
break and allow the operators to concentrate on quality management and
production optimization.
VETAPHONE will showcase VE1A corona treaters and an iCorona generator
designed for narrow web applications. These systems treat conductive and
non-conductive substrates and are equipped with quick change electrode
cartridges as standard. Vetaphone corona systems will work on narrow web
presses on the show floor, including those on the Mark Andy, HP Indigo,
Nilpeter, Bobst, Omet, AB Graphic, Domino, ETI and Screen stands.
YAZOO MILLS will display its custom paper cores alongside one and two color
cores with in-line printing capabilities.
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Erhardt+Leimer

Quality assurance at it‘s best
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Print inspection




The only 200% inspection system worldwide for the
label industry
Extremely easy operation via only one button
Print image monitoring, inspection and label counting
combined
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Exhibitor list
3M
6408
AAA PRESS
945
AB GRAPHIC
3223
ACCRAPLY
1329
ACHEM INDUSTRY AMERICA
1516
ACPO
1202
ACTEGA
711
AEBO SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY
2009
AFINIA LABEL
6455
AGERGAARD
1850
GRAPHIC SUPPLIES
AIMCAL
1848
AIR AND WATER SYSTEMS
2014
AIRTRIM,
1815
AKK GMBH 3907
AKO PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
1346
ALDEN & OTT PRINTING INKS
704
ALIEN TECHNOLOGY LLC
154
ALLEN DATAGRAPH SYSTEMS
6110
ALLISON SYSTEMS
5700
ALPHASONICS
3010
AMBEL LABELING AND PRINTING
MATERIALS CO (GUANGZHOU)
5435
AMS SPECTRAL UV 1339
A BALDWIN TECHNOLOGY COMPANY
ANDANTEX USA INC
3613
ANDERSON & VREELAND
929
ANGSTROM TECHNOLOGIES
3804
ANYTRON
5922
APEX NORTH AMERICA
1802
API GROUP
815
APPLIED LASER ENGINEERING 5641
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2046
APPVION,
1412
ARC INTERNATIONAL
3002
ARCONVERT US/GPA
3717
ARJOBEX/POLYART
3105
ARMOR USA, INC
1441
ASHLAND
942
ASSOCIATED MACHINE DESIGN 1416
AV FLEXOLOGIC
1212
AVERY DENNISON
119
AVT
5202
AXICON AUTO ID LLC
6407
AZCOAT,
5702
AZTECH CONVERTING
1511
SYSTEMS
B BUNCH COMPANY, INC
1648
BALDWIN VISION SYSTEMS
1339
BAR GRAPHIC MACHINERY
1425
BEARDOWADAMS,
152
BEIJING LANGSHUO DIGITAL
1554
BEIJING ZODNGOC
3535
BERHALTER AG
5731
BETA INDUSTRIES 5900
BOBST
5300, 5403
BOINGTECH RFID
6459
BOSTIK,
455
BOTTCHER AMERICA
5639
BRADEN SUTPHIN INK
130
BRADLEY SYSTEMS
116
BREIT TECHNOLOGIES
3542
BROTECH GRAPHICS CO.,
5718
BST NORTH AMERICA,
837
BUSKRO USA
6473
C.E.I.
817
CAB TECHNOLOGY,
1837
CAPITAL ONE
1649
CARTES S.R.L.
5603

CATBRIDGE MACHINERY
1245
CC1, INC
1043
CERM
6585
CHANNELED RESOURCES
1211
CLEMENTS INDUSTRIES,
3618
COAST CONTROLS,
1626
COLOR-DEC
1645
COLORDYNE TECHNOLOGIES
6047
CONTRACT CONVERTING
1039
CONTROLS ENGINEERING
3816
CONVERSOURCE
830
CONVERTING QUARTERLY
2004
CONVERTING SOLUTIONS
3809
CORRECT-TOUCH GRAPHIC ARTS 5102
CROWN ROLL LEAF,
5940
CTS INDUSTRIES
1316
CYNGIENT
6634
D&K COATING
3643
D.P.R. LABELING, LLC
6455
DACO SOLUTIONS
6045
DAETWYLER
1348, 1428
DANTEX
335
DAVEN MANUFACTURING
2049
DAVIS-STANDARD, LLC
1453
DCM USIMECA
3423
DCS USA
1839
DE LA RUE
6640
DEACRO INDUSTRIES .
1417
DELTA MODTECH
3523
DEMAK AMERICA
1609
DIENES
1521
DIGITAL EXTRAS
1455
DIGITAL PRINT,
6515
DILLI
5929
DIMATRA
1803
DIP CO.
1201
DISPENSA-MATIC
6106
LABEL DISPENSERS
DMS,
950
DNP IMAGINGCOMM
1421
DOMINO
6523, 6545
DOUBLE H PLASTICS
2007
DOVER FLEXO ELECTRONICS
3134
DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
1029
DRAGON FOILS
6550
DUNMORE
1248
DUPONT COMPANY - CYREL
749
DURICO C&T, INC
1050
DURST IMAGE TECHNOLOGY US 5901
EAGLEWOOD TECHNOLOGIES
936
ECKART AMERICA
947
EDWARDS LABEL
458
EFI
155
ELECTROMATIC EQUIPMENT
134
ELKEM SILICONES
3605
EMD PERFORMANCE MATERIALS 1249
EMT INTERNATIONAL
3511
ENERCON INDUSTRIES
403
ENGINEERED AUTOMATION
1415
OF MAINE (EAM)
ENGINEERED PRINTING
1547
SOLUTIONS
ENPROM
3005
EPSON AMERICA
5813
ERHARDT & LEIMER, INC
327
ESKO
5202
ETI CONVERTING
2040
ETIRAMA
1011
EVONIK
5500
EXCELITAS TECHNOLOGIES
6412
EYEC-AMERICA, LLC.
360
FAES SRT AG
3600
FANGDA PACKAGING CO
160

FAR EAST YU LA
3904
FIX-A-FORM INTERNATIONAL
3815
FLEXCON COMPANY,
1311
FLEXIBLE PACKAGING
3901
FLEXO CONCEPTS
1408
FLEXO INNOVATIONS
1651
FLEXO LABEL ADVANTAGE
1557
FLEXO MARKET NEWS
3711
FLEXO WASH
511
FLEXOCLEANERS,
938
FLEXOEXPORT
934
FLEXOGRAFIX
3619
FTA / FLEXO MAGAZINE
454
FLINT GROUP
728
FLXON
508
FMS USA,
3003
FOIL & SPECIALTY
2004
EFFECTS ASSOCIATION
FOSTER
6107
FOX VALLEY
3808
TECHNICAL COLLEGE
FRANKLIN ADHESIVES
555
& POLYMERS
FRIMPEKS KIMYA
1429
VE ETIKET SAN.TIC.A.S
FUJIFILM
5621, 5623
GALLUS
6150
GB FLEXO EQUIPMENT
1515
GEW, INC
3500, 3505
GLOBAL VISION INC
1601
GLOBE-TEK
6506
GLUNZ & JENSEN
5523
GMG AMERICAS
5203
GODEX INTERNATIONAL
3000
GOLDEN HONTEC LASER
1420
(DONNGUAN HONTEC MACHINERY)
GONDERFLEX
6659
GOSS CONTIWEB BV
6464
GRAFIKONTROL
3541
GRAFISK MASKINFABRIK
6111
GRAFOTRONIC AB
3118
GRANWELL PRODUCTS
3702
/ POLYLITH
GRAPHTEC
6409
GRAYMILLS
1616
GSE DISPENSING
558
GTI GRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY
5600
GUANGDONG GUANHAO
918
HIGH TECH
GUANGZHOU PULISI
6023
TECHNOLOGY CO.,
GUANGZHOU XINBAO
1652
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY CO.,
GULTON
3810
H.B. FULLER
3722
HANGZHOU CRON MACHINERY 5423
HANSOL PAPER CO
1635
HARPER OF AMERICA
401
HENKEL
853
HITACHI HIGH-TECH
3906
ANALYTICAL SCIENCE
HONLE UV AMERICA
6120
HOP INDUSTRIES CORP.
1650
HP
3226, 3429
HYBRID SOFTWARE
1353
IGT TESTING SYSTEMS
3825
IIMAK
535
IMADA INC
3806
IMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY
6511
INFINITY FOILS, INC356
UEI GROUP COMPANY
INKSTAR
1605
INTERACTIVE INKS & COATINGS 150
INTERFLEX LASER ENGRAVERS 1500

INTERNATIONAL
5733
FINANCIAL SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTS136
INX INTERNATIONAL.
121
ISRA VISION
915
IST AMERICA
5606
ISYS LABEL
6413
J&J CONVERTING MACHINERY 1425
JALEMA FILING SYSTEMS
3805
JELIGHT COMPANY INC
3009
JET USA
5105
JIANGSU GOODLED PRECISION 5737
JIANGSU SHUANGXING
1611
JINDAL FILMS AMERICAS
717
JM HEAFORD
3712
JUST NORMLICHT
5801
JV IMAGING SOLUTIONS
1620
K LASER TECHNOLOGY
6530
KAMPF MACHINERY
1047
KANZAKI SPECIALTY PAPERS
560
KAO COLLINS INK CORP
6524
KARLVILLE DEVELOPMENT
3126
KECO COATINGS
158
KETT US
3709
KIRK-RUDY,
6513
KLEAR PLASTIC VENTURES
3705
KLÖCKNER PENTAPLAST
3646
KOCHER+BECK USA, L.P.
529
KODAK
3011
KONICA MINOLTA
5721
KOR ENGINEERING
329
KOR-CHEM
6127
KPG
3005
KROENERT
3601
KTI- A QUANTUM DESIGN
1040
KURZ
1816, 1817
LABEL & NARROW WEB
120
LABELEXPO GLOBAL SERIES
4006
LABEL LASER-GCC AMERICA
6510
LABELS AND LABELING
4004
LABEL TRAXX
5920
LAKE IMAGE SYSTEMS
6521
LANTIAN- UV
3723
LASERCLEAN
3622
LASX INDUSTRIES,
3801
LC FLEXO
6662
LEDERLE MACHINE COMPANY
509
LEMORAU
6551
LEMU TALLERES SA
6104
LIAONING XINGMIN
2044
LINTEC OF AMERICA
143
LOFTWARE
6025
LOMBARDI
3005
LONGFORD
3609
LUMINESCENCE
5109
LUMINITE PRODUCTS.
3812
LUNDBERG TECH
1617
LÜSCHER TECHNOLOGIES
2029
MAAN ENGINEERING BV
1804
MACDERMID
528
MACTAC
143
MADIWOR
5831
MAGNUM INKS & COATINGS
1045
MAHLO AMERICA
2005
MARCOMCENTRAL
3628
MARK ANDY
319
MARK ANDY PRINT PRODUCTS
749
MARTIN AUTOMATIC
811
MATHO
6469
MATIK
1340
MATSUI INTERNATIONAL
159
MATTHIAS PAPER
1049
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Hybrid
LED+UV

Switch over...

to the best value UV technology
• LED UV, Mercury Arc or both
• Highest power, lowest energy
• 5-year warranty

TWO UV Curing Technologies
ONE RHINO Power Supply
For further information please contact us: sales@gewuv.com
UK +44 1737 824 500

Germany +49 7022 303 9769

USA +1 440 237 4439

gewuv.com
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MAXCESS INTERNATIONAL
841
MECA SOLUTIONS, LLC
1552
MEECH INTERNATIONAL
551
MEGA SOURCE TECHNOLOGY
1849
MICHELMAN
3136
MID AMERICAN RUBBER
1200
MIDWAY ROTARY DIE SOLUTIONS 1443
MIIP
2013
MITSUBISHI HITEC PAPER
1048
MOISTTECH CORP.
456
MOMENTIVE
357
MONDI AKROSIL
1320
MPI RELEASE
1550
MPRINT LLC
1816
MPS SYSTEMS
911
MSK-GROUP
1854
MÜHLBAUER,
6406
MULTI-PLASTICS,
1312
MULTIFEEDER TECHNOLOGY
3802
MULTISTIQ INTERNATIONAL
3839
NAGEL PAPER
5705
NASTAR
1450
NATIONAL PAPER COMPANY
153
NATURAL INK
1525
NAZDAR INK TECHOLOGIES
547
ND PAPER
1553
NEURALABEL
3629
NEXQO TECHNOLOGY CO., .
565
NICOAT
1241
NILPETER A/S
3205
NINGBO JINGWEI .
6145
NOVATION,
1505
NPPS - FLEXO FOR HIRE
2047
OMET SRL
3123
OMRON AUTOMATION
6175
OPTAGLIO
6654
ORACLE PAPER GROUP INC
353
ORIS POWERED BY CGS
5628
OX INDUSTRIES
5935
PACKERS
6565
PALMETTO IMAGING
1829
PANTEC GS SYSTEMS AG
1847
PAPER FILM & FOIL CONVERTER 5701
PAPER RESOURCES,
361
PCMC
1343
PERIPHERAL ADVANCED DESIGN 845
PHIDASTIEN INTERNATIONAL
1247

PHOSEON TECHNOLOGY
PLASTIC SUPPLIERS
POLYMAG TEK
POLYMERIC GROUP
POLYMOUNT US
POLYONICS
POMA NEW MATERIAL(ANHUI)
POSTPRESS
PPG TESLIN SUBSTRATE
PRATI S.R.L.
PRAXAIR SURFACE
PRECISION AIRCONVEY
PRECO,
PRIME UV SYSTEMS,
PRIMERA TECHNOLOGY
PRINTIQ
PRISCO
PRISMALUX TECHNOLOGIES
PROCESS SENSORS
PROFOL
PROPHOTONIX
PROTOTYPE & PRODUCTION
SYSTEMS
PROVIDENT
QSPAC INDUSTRIES, INC
QUALITY DISCOUNT
PRESS PARTS & EQUIPMENT
QUANZHOU LICHANG PLASTIC
QUZHOU WUZHOU
RE S.P.A.
REA JET
REGAL GRAPHICS
REPACORP,
RETROFLEX
RICOH ELECTRONICS,
RITRAMA,
ROBERTS GRAPHICS
ROCHEUX INTERNATIONAL
ROL-TEC,
ROLL-2-ROLL
ROSAS MASCHINENBAU
ROSSINI NORTH AMERICA
ROTOFLEX
ROTOMETRICS
RYBACK & RYBACK
S-ONE LABELS & PACKAGING
SANYO OF AMERICA

940
3902
5914
3608
3710
3617
1820
2004
3007
3529
5104
5429
1344
3611
6410
6570
6508
5925
1046
3837
3620
6445
939
1021
702
1818
6522
1647
6514
6015
359
3821
921
530
3823
151
2048
460
6156
1413
319
129
3636
1414
2010

SCHOBER USA,
1317
SCREEN USA
6423
SEAL KING
6610
SECURITY TECHNOLOGY
1825
SENSORY ANALYTICS
5437
SHANGHAI JINDA PLASTIC
937
SHANGHAI REALTAC
6411
SHENZHEN HANDWAY
6546
SHENZHEN LAMPLIC
6126
SHIN-ETSU SILICONES
457
SHURTAPE
6174
SIEGWERK
5923
SIMCO-ION
1403
SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
1401
SOHN MFG
3517
SONIC SOLUTIONS LLC
405
SOONTOMAX
1321
SPARTANICS
3015
SPEC, INC
1658
SPINNAKER COATING
747, 6414
SPOTON COATINGS PVT
6630
STA, LLC
6011
START INTERNATIONAL
810
STOPSTATIC.COM
6509
STRATA-TAC
548
STYERS EQUIPMENT
200
SYSCO MACHINERY CORP
1839
TLMI
99
TAGHLEEF INDUSTRIES
920
TAKE-A-LABEL,
1402
TAMARACK PRODUCTS
3831
TAMERICA PRODUCTS,
3721
TAPECASE
6080
TCS DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
5703
TECHKON USA
5800
TECHNICOTE,
1629
TELSTAR ENGINEERING INC
3903
TESA TAPE
112
TESTING MACHINES,
3713
TGW INTERNATIONAL
459
THE FLEXO FACTOR
3807
THWING-ALBERT
3603
TILIA LABS
6461
TIMMER GMBH
6173
TKM UNITED STATES
2045
TODAYTEC
1239
TOTANI AMERICA
3703

TOWER PRODUCTS
TRANSCOAT
TREOFAN AMERICA,
TRESU GROUP
TRI-TRONICS COMPANY,
TROJANLABEL
TTR EUROWORKS BV
UL LLC
UNILUX,
UNINET
UNIVACCO FOILS
UNIVERSAL ENGRAVING
UEI GROUP COMPANY
UP SOFTWARE
USHIO AMERICA
UTECO
UV RAY S.R.L
UV+EB
UVER CO
VALLOY
VALMET
VERSO SPECIALTY PAPERS
VETAPHONE A/S
VINAVIL AMERICAS
VOYANTIC
WACKER CHEMICAL
WAUSAU COATED, PRODUCTS
WIKOFF COLOR
WILSON MANUFACTURING
WINK US
WUXI HESHUOFENG
X-RITE, INCORPORATED
XANTE
XDS HOLDINGS
XEIKON
XIAMEN DELISH AUTOMATION
XINXIANG FINERAY
YAZOO MILLS
YEUELL NAMEPLATE & LABEL
YUPO AMERICA
ZELLER+GMELIN.
ZHEJIANG BENYUAN
ZHEJIANG KING LABEL
ZHEJIANG OULI DIGITAL

5735
6658
1221
1308
110
6125
3819
128
1457
6665
1217
356
5912
3833
6475
3817
2004
3115
6611
1350
1539
5605
3905
1846
840
1447
1011
1229
1529
1439
5202
6467
3626
728
1811
1621
6010
6405
567
1015
3827
1852
1322

ACTUATING DRIVE AG 9
Maximum actuating dynamics.
Actuating speed of up to 60 mm/s
Integrated absolute encoder and controller
n Ethernet networking
n brushless, wear-free motor
n
n

n

WBM (Web-Based Management)

Erhardt+Leimer GmbH · Albert-Leimer-Platz 1 · 86391 Stadtbergen · Germany · Phone: +49 (0)821 2435-0 · www.erhardt-leimer.com
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A D V E R T O R I A L

Why are so many large print groups, press
and anilox manufacturers in Europe choosing
Advanced Ultrasonics as their preferred anilox
cleaning method?
The first short answer is the advancement in measurement of ultrasonic cavitation.
This has enabled improvements in the application of high frequency sound
into fluid to deliver an incredibly even distribution of ultrasonic activity, making
it completely safe and highly effective for even hourly cleaning of anilox rolls.
In essence ‘if it can be measured, it can be improved’. On the back of these
developments, we are now entering the era of Advanced Ultrasonics.

How does Advanced Ultrasonics consistently
achieve what all other cleaning methods cannot?

The second short answer is the advancement in volume measuring microscopes
such as Troika’s AniCAM. With this and other such devices it is now possible to
forecast the life of the anilox. This ability is of major benefit to larger print groups in
particular, enabling them to forward order their aniloxes to gain a price advantage. In
fact with several of these groups, the acquisition of a volume measuring microscope
is a mandatory purchase for every facility, such is the importance of the knowledge
and control it brings.

When high frequency sound is applied into fluid, the dispersion is very erratic, with
spikes of sound that can damage cell walls and troughs of sound where cleaning
will be poor. The cavitation graph below highlights this fact beautifully.

Through the application of a unique technology that is unlike any other ultrasonic
cleaning system, or indeed any other methodology on the market.

These two, individually developed technologies have come together to deliver an
amazing insight into what is actually happening with an anilox roll to a level never
witnessed before.

‘The anilox is the heart of the process’
How many times have we heard that? Hundreds for sure, but also how many times
did it go in one ear and out of the next? Hundreds too I guess.
The truth of the matter is that: up to 80% of all print problems stem from the
condition of the anilox roll.

This is clear evidence of why ‘commercial grade’ ultrasonic cleaning systems can
cause damage to a cell wall via spikes of sound generated through the erratic
dispersion.

So, it makes common sense does it not that if the anilox can be controlled, so will
the majority of print problems. The facts being that:

Compare this to Advanced Ultrasonics:

•
•
•

Print problems cost money
Inconsistent cell volumes cost money
Lack of control costs money... and lots of it.

The advancement in volume measurement and indeed the importance of it is
hitting home from Labels through to Corrugated, as the knowledge is easily
gleaned from the anilox as to it’s true condition…with no emotive language, no
smoke screens, no self-perceived experts, no lies. Just fact and data.

These devices represent a ‘silent revolution’ in Flexo
As they are shining a light onto what is actually going on with your aniloxes. Giving
control, knowledge and understanding…with the potential for great cost savings.

So where does Advanced Ultrasonics
fit into this revolution?
To enable the benefits from the volume measuring microscope data set to be
realised, the anilox roll must be maintained 100% clean. By achieving this state,
any change witnessed in the cell volume can only be caused by wear on the
outside diameter, as the bottom of the cell is clean. Once a series of fingerprints
are taken, a pattern will emerge and from this data set, the life of the anilox can be
accurately forecast.
Advanced Ultrasonics will render the anilox 100% clean, 100% of the time in a safe,
controlled and speedy manner and is the perfect, pre-requisite partner for any
volume measuring device.

What else will 100% clean aniloxes deliver?
•
•
•
•
•
•

It can be clearly seen that the intensity and evenness of distribution are completely
different when comparing the two graphs. The ‘commercial grade’ system as sold
into Flexo has a spread of 17.8mV and the ‘Advanced’ system shows a spread of
only 7.8mV, with the size of the spikes greatly reduced from 11mV to only 3.5mV
from the mean voltage.
Alphasonics, the manufacturers of Advanced Ultrasonics have never once had a
claim for roll damage in 25 years of manufacturing this type of equipment. Their
customers have won countless print awards across the world and have recently
developed a version of their technology for use in the battle against Sepsis in the
Healthcare de-contamination sector. They also offer a written guarantee as to the
safety of this technology for anilox cleaning.
This un-rivalled, progressive, scientific approach is opening up great opportunities
for Flexography, as the sector strives to develop and grow into the 21st
Century and in recognition of this, many large Print Groups, Press and Anilox
Manufacturers in Europe are choosing Advanced Ultrasonics as their preferred
anilox cleaning method.

No requirement to ever over-pigment inks
Greatly reduced and more consistent make ready times
Greatly reduced waste stream
Higher and more consistent Print Quality
Increased production run hours
Easier and more efficient anilox inventory management

Rüdiger Wand from Zecher
accepts the ALP demonstration
system from the Alphasonics
agent for Germany, Korhan Kose

All of the above will help to deliver a return on investment of the cleaning system
and the volume measuring microscope as the data sets produced will be accurate
and revealing, enabling cost savings through the above tangible benefits and the
forward ordering of anilox rolls through more efficient inventory management.

Find us at booth
Alphasonics UCS Ltd.,
18 Caddick Road, Knowsley Business Park South,
Knowsley, Merseyside L34 9HP United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 151 547 3777 • Fax: +44 (0) 151 547 1333
www.alphasonics.co.uk

Alphasonics USA Inc.,
8942 Quioccasin Road, Suite 102,
Richmond, VA 23229, USA
Tel: +1-804-441-8865 • Fax: +1-804-726-5075
www.alphasonicsusa.com

3010

Anilox Roll Cleaning Systems • Parts Washers • Industrial Water Recycling • Zero Contact Plate Washers
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Come explore the possibilities with our full spectrum of Silcolease® products for release
coatings solutions. Same company, same personal service, same products...new name!
Elkem Silicones offers a range of innovative silicones solutions designed to create a non-stick surface on
one or both sides of paper or film coatings. From technical support to customized formulations and
regulatory support, Elkem Silicones has the people in place when and where you need them, committed
to help you deliver your potential.
For more information call us at 1-866-474-6342

S

Bluestar Silicones is now Elkem Silicones.
New name, same commitment to...

SAND

SILICONES

LABELS

…Delivering your potential
www.silicones.elkem.com
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Strategies for reaching
perfect color

e
!

Pierre Panel, export sales manager at Codimag, analyzes how to achieve accurate, repeatable brand colors cost-effectively
on waterless offset presses

n
d
d

C
S

olor preparation is a stage of the label
printing workflow where time and
money are easily lost – irrespective
of printing process used. Today, printers use
different methods to achieve special brand
colors. Some organizations have standardized
process, using advanced software to create
the colors of the Pantone Formula Guide (for
example). Others might rely on the human
eye, a formula guide, and a spectrophotometer to ‘mix and match’ until the color target
is finally achieved. Both methods provide the
basis for efficiency and repeatable quality,
but in a supply chain when quality and
the flexibility to supply labels or packaging
on a ‘just in time’ basis are essential, an
acknowledged, standardized process is needed
for both customer assurance and cost-control.
The importance of standardizing
processes
Color consistency is a basic requirement from
brand owners who expect suppliers to meet
targets of within 2 Delta E or sometimes
tighter, to ensure a globally consistent look
for their packaging. It is not uncommon for
customers to demand a precise brand color to
be supplied on a specific substrate, delivered
at short notice, and have the printer produce

the same result on repeat orders.
The Pantone Formula Guide is the most
commonly accepted reference for color
precision. However, while the formula guide
gives a target, using it alone is only part of the
solution. First, the Guide is primarily suited for
commercial sheet-fed offset applications with
instructions aimed at printing on coated and
uncoated papers only. Label and packaging
printing, however, can involve different ink
sets, plastic and paper substrates, and differing
printing, drying and curing processes that all
affect the color.
Furthermore, because everyone sees colors
differently, a solution to achieving repeatable
color objectively involves dedicated software
and spectral instruments used in strict
adherence to press makeready procedures.
Using these tools, operators are better placed
to achieve the correct result on the press on
the first attempt, minimizing makeready time
and material waste.
The two strategies for achieving color are:
• ‘Mixing the inks’ – printing with direct
Pantone (or other) colors using ‘Ink
Formulation’ software from X-Rite
• ‘Mixing the dots’ – using extended gamut
printing with Esko Equinox software

Charts generated from Esko Equinox and printed on Codimag VIVA Aniflo press

“In a supply chain when
quality and the flexibility
to supply labels or
packaging on a ‘just in
time’ basis are essential,
an acknowledged,
standardized process
is needed for both
customer assurance and
cost-control”
InkFormulation Software
InkFormulation software provides fast,
accurate and consistent ink formulation,
storage, approval and retrieval, for offset, flexo,
gravure and screen processes.
Designed for ink suppliers as well as
printers, the software speeds up ink mixing
and helps operators achieve accurate
formulations for different substrates. The
software can be used for flexo, gravure and
screen as well as offset printing, and helps
meet specifications, mix the right spot colors,
and do it quickly and cost-effectively.
InkFormulation software performs
calculations based on combinations of print
surfaces and substrates using the profile
supplied by the manufacturer for each base
ink. This mathematical description of the
behavior of the ink on specific materials is
made for each substrate and printing process.
The software then calculates a number of
unique recipes for achieving the target color,
relying on base colors in specific quantities,
differing by components or percentages.
All recipes differ in their Delta E factors. The
operator then formulates the ink according to
the recipe provided and makes a draw-down,
or physical proof, using a spectrophotometer.
The software compares the spectral curve
generated by the measurement of the proof
to the target. Slight corrections are usually
needed, as the environment of the printing
house will almost certainly differ from the
‘ideal’ of the ink manufacturer’s laboratory.
September 2018
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“The human eye is not a
reliable way of judging color:
color perception varies from
person to person”
we perceive color. Operators can also choose the criteria
for measuring color from the common Delta E based on
L*a*b* 1976, Delta E 2000, LCH, and CMC, among others.
Expanded Gamut
The second strategy for achieving color targets is by using
three additional colors (orange, violet, green) plus CMYK
for an ‘Expanded Gamut’. The software guides the user
to choose the colors in specific proportions. Ultimately,
Screen shot of a seven color profile created in Esko Equinox
Expanded Gamut is about variation of dot size and
distribution. The common software tool for Expanded
Gamut printing is Esko Equinox. It converts the color into a
Based on the curve generated, the software gives a final set of changes and the
color can be prepared for the press. Provided the press is correctly set up and
maximum of three colors in a four to seven-color printing
materials conform to the quality standard, color targets will be reached.
process.
Equinox Color Software converts spot colors in the
InkFormulation software automatically adapts recipes for different processes,
so a printer can, for example, switch between flexo and offset and be assured of packaging artwork into standard colors, or adds one, two
the same results, though the actual steps will vary. In offset, for example, ink film or three fixed colors to the color palette. This combination
covers the majority of Pantone colors. It uses Esko’s
thickness is an important variable affecting color results which can be limited
by printing speed. The printer can use the software to analyses how color results proprietary color profiles and color algorithms to calculate
the colors. The software allows the operator to accurately
correlate with different ink thicknesses, rather than rely on ‘gut feeling’. With
see the color builds with the expected Delta E result, so the
flexo, the formulation is fine-tuned by entering values for viscosity and anilox
best option can be chosen.
cell angles.
Depending on the substrate, one can achieve over 90
Results can also be adapted for specific illumination levels that affect how

Future-proof production
Every production upgrade you make impacts today’s capabilities and tomorrow’s possibilities.
Martin Automatic delivers future-proof production – versatile and stable high-performance
automatic roll change technology that performs now and far into the future.

The MBS splicer with integrated right angle turnbar occupies only
65in/1.65m in the press line. Don’t wait for a future expansion,
use your existing floor space and get non-stop performance now.

Stand 811

High Performance Splicing, Rewinding, and Tension Control Systems
www.martinautomatic.com

O U R E X P E R I E N C E . . . Y O U R A D VA N TA G E

labelsandlabeling.com
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Screen shot of formula suggested by software on Pantone 265 C on coated paper
with Classic Colour Nevada inks (Rubine and Violet + transparent white)

percent of the Pantone Color Book gamut
with the same set of inks without specially
formulated colors. Up to 60 percent of colors
can be built from CMYK alone to within a 2
Delta E tolerance.
Furthermore, with advanced editing
functions, operators can choose the closest
Delta E coordinate for direct tones, calculated
from the color profile. Color separations are
converted by assuring a color coordinate
without the risk of conflicting frame angles or
problems relating to opacity. End results are
enhanced with use of the correct high-definition plate and anilox roller.
As a result, using Expanded Gamut Printing,

presses can use the same set of inks for
every job, resulting in significant savings
in operational costs. Most importantly, it
eliminates the need to change inks and
wash up after each printing run. This means
substantially shorter make-ready time,
and, because there are no leftover inks to
deal with, ink waste is reduced and stock
management is simplified. Savings can
be increased when similar jobs, such as
different variations of the same brand, can
be run back-to-back without cleaning and
adjustment.
Expanded Gamut Printing is available for
offset, flexo, gravure, and digital (where spot

RECO 800

High Speed Coating and Laminating Line
for the Production of Label Stock Material and
Siliconized Products

Lines of the product range RECO 800 are characterized by high performance, precise
control of processes and unbeaten accuracy. The lines are tailored to your versatile
needs, assuring you unmatched product quality and contact time. All kinds of silicones as well as pressure sensitive adhesives can be coated and laminated to all
papers or polymer films available for labels on the market.
The state-of-the-art technology of the RECO 800 assures you comprehensive advantages in the 24/7 production.
Contact us now!

www.kroenert.com
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Picture of Pantone book Pantone 265
C with Purple and Reflex Blue

colors can be very expensive to run), and can
be built into Adobe Photoshop. Also, X-Rite
has published the Pantone Extended Gamut
Guide, giving a visual reference for printing a

KROENERT
The Coating Machinery Experts

clear-on-clear labels

siliconized films

siliconized papers

plotter films

office stickers

paper and film labels

Visit our booth
No. 3601
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About Aniflo technology

Pierre Panel, export manager at Codimag

Aniflo combines offset quality, flexo
simplicity and digital flexibility. It features
an offset unit, with offset plates and a
simple anilox delivery system that brings
a uniform ink amount across the web.
With low operational costs, Aniflo is an
economical choice for high-definition
quality short and medium runs on any
commonly used label substrate – filmic
or paper. Plate costs and imaging
times are very short: all plates for the
press can be prepared within about
15 minutes. Because it is intermittent,
fewer consumables are needed, making
Aniflo suited for short and medium run
work. The high definition capability and
superior stability means Aniflo can print in
extended gamut, offering over 90 percent
of the PMS colors without any need for
ink changes and consequential washing.

Pantone Color in expanded gamut. This helps
designers and brand owners decide when to
select extended gamut, CMYK or spot color
for their packaging.
Printing with an increased number of
colors does require careful press calibration to
ensure tight registration.

every point in the Aniflo process, so color
quality will not be affected by environmental
Benjamin Piau of Codimag demonstrating
changes, even in extreme climates.
the use of a spectrophotometer
There are no ink-water balance issues
to address and no ink keys as used in
that offset and flexo printers can be assured
conventional offset printing. Even when
Adhering to the procedure
of repeatable, high-definition quality.
value-added processes are included in-line,
Whichever approach is used – and both
Press makeready procedures must be
such as semi-rotary screen printing, or
provide the basis for efficiency and repeatable strictly followed to ensure color stability. For
flat-bed embossing, Aniflo maintains a short
quality – the printer must standardize
flexo printers, critical points are anilox and
web path. A dancer system compensates
procedures throughout the workflow, with a
chamber cleaning, maintaining ink stability,
for speed differences that occur between
method, and means of recording results and
and calibration of the plate and sleeve,
the flat-bed or semi-rotary process and the
tolerance levels at each stage. It is important
secured with tape, in relation to the anilox,
rewinder.
to have a calibrated color testing system
with the correct pressure setting. Traditional
The choice between Ink Formulation
capable of simulating the printing of the label offset printers must take care to adjust the ink and Expanded Color Gamut needs careful
on the press to be used to ensure results
tank, blankets, capacity of the drivers, and ink evaluation, as company culture, experience
correspond to the expectations of the client,
key settings, which must be controlled with
and available expertise will need to be
and that the PDF file complies with these
sensitivity.
taken into consideration. Choosing either
expectations.
color strategy can give the label printer the
It must be emphasized that the human eye Codimag’s Aniflo waterless offset
confidence to expand into other market
is not a reliable way of judging color: color
Aniflo printing technology is based on
sectors with the knowledge that the most
perception varies from person to person,
elements of both offset and flexo. It uses
demanding targets can be reached quickly
because of physiological factors, tiredness,
viscous, paste-like waterless offset inks and
and on the first attempt.
exposure to light, and lighting types and
plates, but the ink is supplied in a manner
Choosing one strategy and sticking with
levels. Our color memory can be unreliable,
similar to flexo. Ink is transferred from a
it will yield benefits in uptime, waste levels
and optical illusions show that we see what
chamber to the anilox roll, which then delivers and the ability to assure the repeatable
our brain tells us to see, while Instruments
a constant film of ink to a form rubber roller,
quality to ensure success. With the right
provide accepted objective, measurable and
which transfers it to the plate, then on to the
procedures and equipment, InkFormulation
recordable results.
blanket. There are only four inking cylinders,
and Expanded Color Gamut provide the
Spectrophotometry provides the highest
and thus a short inking path and a stable
structure and a rule book for measuring and
level of color information, including color
density along and across the web.
explaining color that can be agreed by the
curves, and the calculation of dot area,
This creates consistent press conditions
label printer, the label buyer, the packaging
colorimetry and color density. The spectroand, thus, color quality. Thanks to a high level designer and the ink supplier, creating a
photometer measures reflectance of each
of automation, few moving parts, and a short framework for meeting expectations. Using
individual wavelength, giving the entire
web path, minimal manual intervention is
the right tools, and a stable and predictable
spectral curve. They are also used to check the needed. If needed, adjustments can be made
inking technology, such as Aniflo, would help
quality and inks used for printing.
to the anilox roll’s temperature – cooling
converters to reach this goal.
The imaging of plates also requires stanit to thin the ink and reduce color density,
dardization. Fortunately, recent advances in
or heating it to thicken ink and increase
Go to www.codimag.fr for more
computer-to-plate imaging technology mean color density. Temperature is controlled at
information
labelsandlabeling.com
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NEW

WEBGUIDE
SYSTEMS
ALIGN YOUR WEB MORE EASILY
THANKS TO THE SPEED AND
PRECISION OF STEPPING MOTOR
ACTUATORS AND LINE AND EDGE
SENSORS DESIGNED FOR A WIDE
RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
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CELEBRATE THE

BRIGHTEST
STARS

YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN A CELEBRATION OF LABEL AND PACKAGE PRINTING
EXCELLENCE AT THE LABEL INDUSTRY GLOBAL AWARDS 2018
This year’s ceremony will be out of this world. Building on last year’s event, we’ve created an exciting, fast-paced evening with food, drink and
entertainment to match the calibre of our award winners.

Label Industry Global Awards 2018 I Joe’s Live, Rosemont I 5.30 - 7.30pm I Tuesday 25 September

THE ULTIMATE HOSPITALITY EVENT
Book your tickets now for the perfect way to entertain your clients and colleagues during Labelexpo Americas 2018. Table and individual
places are available, so you can bring a group or come by yourself. Tickets are sold on a first-come first-served basis and always sell out fast.

TABLE OF 4: $250

INDIVIDUAL SEATS: $70

SUPPORTED BY:

WWW.LABELAWARDS.COM
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Verico plots path to growth
with waterless technology
Following Mark Andy’s acquisition of Presstek, the company’s waterless division has been restructured as Verico Technology. David
Pittman reports

I

n mid-2017, Yuval Dubois took over as
Presstek CEO with a plan to focus on
two main divisions: Zahara waterless and
manufacturing. Restructuring was needed
to allow the company to focus on growing
its profitable business areas. The plan was
to sell part of the business, with Mark
Andy emerging as the right partner for the
takeover of the direct imaging (DI) product
lines. The companies had maintained a strong
partnership over the years, with Mark Andy
Print Products (MAPP) fulfilling all orders
in North America for Presstek DI and CtP
products. Full integration of Presstek’s DI
product line was confirmed earlier this year.
Verico
The remaining core of Presstek has been
renamed Verico Technology, an abbreviation
of ‘versatile innovative coating’. Verico is
now focusing on both developing its Zahara
waterless plate portfolio with products
covering five different markets, as well as its
coating and manufacturing. The company
is active around the world, from North
and Central America, to Europe, Asia, Africa
and the Middle East. A European sales and
service team has been created, including:
Karol Wolnikowski, sales director for the
EAME region; Oliver Schlindwein as EMEA
sales manager; and Claude Zähringer, also an
EMEA sales manager, primarily in France and
southern Europe. They are joined by Günter
Schmid, Michael Reuter and Candido Presa
Arjones.

.

Yuval Dubois, CEO at Verico Technology

New product developments are to be
revealed shortly. Dubois adds: ‘Shortly
after I became CEO I authorized a major
investment spend in order to build or extend
a production line, allowing us to expand
our capabilities. There have been many
structural changes in the factory since then
and I am proud of our new company. Partly
automated, partly renovated. We’re now
talking about a surface area of 6,500 sqm.
And we have a further 7,900 sqm where we
handle aluminum.’
‘As a leading provider for waterless printing
solutions and various coating technologies
Verico has taken waterless printing to a new
level of performance,’ says Dubois. ‘Verico’s
products are environmentally friendly and
chemistry free. Our sheet cut aluminum
waterless plates are engineered to increase
productivity, efficiency and profits for
commercial and newspaper printers.
‘We will expand the waterless print area
with new plate versions for individual market
segments. This was already started last year
with the newspaper plate for Cortina printers.
Then our narrow web plate came on the
market. We will also expand the portfolio
around our plates through eco-friendly
products that fit our philosophy. We also look
outside the printing industry where we can
offer our applications and have already begun
a series of trials with customers in both
medicine and electronics. We are specialists in
coatings with silicone and I see an increasing
need for that.’
Explaining the technical challenges in
developing waterless technology, Dubois says:
‘Waterless technology requires an optimal
interaction between press conditions, the
waterless plate and waterless ink properties,
and behavior. The biggest challenge for us
as the plate manufacturer is to make sure
all components perform to the highest
standards in perfect harmony. When it
comes to waterless printing and developing
innovative solutions, we have one of the best
R&D and production teams out there.
‘If we look at the products that we are
developing, such as the Zahara plate, then
we of course find a well-established market
served by solid products. That means that it
is important to stand out. For me, the spirit
of the time with its greater awareness of

Waterless uptake
Yuval Dubois, Verico Technology CEO sees
a ‘very good’ market for the company’s
Zahara waterless plate technology. ‘I can
see how the sales figures are climbing and
how positively the plate has been received.
What pleases me most is that customers
are enthusiastic about our water-based
concept. For waterless printing in general,
it is a positive thing that there is now a
second plate supplier. Presstek itself was
already one of the leading firms in the
development of waterless technology and
so it’s not as if we are a newcomer. We
have simply repositioned ourselves and
our products.’
the environment was an obvious place to
start. We can supply environmentally friendly
products that are also financially attractive.
Here we are talking about fundamental
values that are important to all of us. About
water, air. It is the right time to think this way.
‘With the increasing demand for
eco-friendly solutions and regulatory
compliance, such as low-migration printing
processes in the food business, for example,
printers are seeking solutions that would
give them competitive advantage. Waterless
printing as well as chemistry-free technology
are attractive alternatives to support this
trend in the current market.’
Dubois concludes: ‘As runs are getting
shorter and the print world moves
increasingly to label and packaging print
applications, waterless printing technology is
still an interesting alternative for conventional
offset printers. Benefits including low start-up
waste, high printing quality, capability to print
on demanding substrates, lower operating
costs, and water conservation are particularly
welcomed in the growing worldwide label
market. Other potential growth markets
are geographies with changing ecological
awareness, such as China, where we already
see a growing demand.’

Verico Technology has introduced a
new website: www.vericotechnology.
com
September 2018
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DISCOVER OUR FULL PORTFOLIO OF REMOVABLE ADHESIVES, PATTERNS, RELEASE LINER, SPECIALTY BEVERAGE PRODUCTS & MORE

REDEFINING
UV INKJET

Technicote® is pleased to announce our new, innovative films and
facestocks optimal for UV InkJet printing. With a top-coating new
to North America, our products have been tested and approved
across the newest UV Inkjet technology by multiple printers.
For pricing and samples, contact our team today at 800-358-4448.

Roll Label Products

Release Liner

Sheeted Products

VISIT BOOTH 1629 AT LABEL EXPO AMERICAS 2018!
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Creation gets creative in pre-press
Flexo plates, rotary screens and MIS are all key to the future of Creation Reprographics. David Pittman reports

U

K-based Creation Reprographics is
investing in the latest systems and
technology to deliver consistent, high
quality performance for its clients through
packaging artwork, reprographics and plate
production.
The company was founded in 2004 by Matt
Francklow, who after more than a decade
working in the flexible packaging industry
took the step to set up the business off his
own back. Now a 24/7 operation, Creation
operates across the food and beverage,
personal and home care, horticulture and
pharmaceutical markets. It serves customers
producing labels, folding cartons, rigid and
flexible packaging. Labels account for around
80 percent of its business today.
To keep up with the demands of modern
label printing, Francklow has sought to bring
in the latest pre-press and platemaking
technologies in order to push forward
Creation’s production, as well as that of its
customers. New hardware, consumables and
software have all been invested in, while
the introduction of an overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) strategy has helped fine
tune all areas of productivity.
Going solvent-free
In support of this, Creation has introduced
Asahi Photoproducts’ AWP water-washable
flexo plates.
‘We started with basic solvent plates,
then progressed to DuPont Cyrel Fast,’ notes
Francklow. Cyrel Fast is a solvent-free, dry
thermal plate processing system. ‘Now we
supply Asahi AWP-DEF/DEW water-washable
plates, which offer better quality and are
better for the environment. AWP-DEW is also
up to four times faster to process.’
Asahi’s AWP water-washable plate

technology removes the need for high
temperatures or VOC solvents in the washout
process, delivering precise plate-to-plate
registration with reduced odor in the
platemaking process. Further benefits claimed
of the technology are: reduced make-ready
with fast run-up to color due to dot
stability and predictability; a reduction in
production time of 33 percent compared
to solvent-based platemaking; five-minute
drying time at a low temperature; and
plate stability due to the low temperature
production process.
Francklow is working to transition all of the
company’s plate production to such modern
processes and remove the use of solvents.
This has been helped by the breakdown of
Creation’s solvent platemaking system.
‘Fast and AWP are the two solutions I want
us to offer. Solvent is a dirty process, the
machine takes up a lot of space and there are
higher cost of repairs. We don’t want to be
using solvent and don’t think our customers
do either.’
One such customer to benefit from
the introduction of Asahi AWP has been
Hamilton Adhesive Labels. Since 2016, the
two companies have been collaborating to
integrate the technology into the UK printer’s
operations.
Paul Larkin, operations director at
Hamilton Adhesive Labels, comments:
‘We are extremely impressed with the dot
reproduction, repeatable quality and stability
of the plate on press. The plate lasts longer.
It has much greater durability, reducing the
number of times we have to remake a new
plate, which of course means less ink and
substrate waste and more press up time. We
have experienced higher press speeds and
improved productivity as a result.’

Creation operates an array of equipment to produce flexo plates

“It involved a lot of hard
work and heartache,
refining and refining”
Beyond plates
As well as producing flexo plates, Creation’s
products and services range from design
and origination, and color management, to
producing dry offset plates and cutting on a
Kongsberg table.
The production of rotary screens has been
a part of the business for around a decade,
although it has received a large focus from
the company this year. A unique way of
producing screens has been developed, where
it can use any end ring, on any press of any
size.
Says Francklow: ‘It involved a lot of hard
work and heartache, refining and refining. We
are there now and supplying customers. We
make around 20 screens a day.’
Further, it has signed a three-year deal
with Kocher+Beck to exclusively supply its
TecScreen material in the UK.
Creation has even refreshed the packing of
screens to ensure these delicate components
reach customers in optimum condition.
This has involved fine tuning of the packing
structure, the use of compressed air to create
a cushion, drop tests and the recreation
of other real-life scenarios screens might
encounter during shipping. The new screen
packing uses material from deliveries in the
flexo operation that is repurposed and reused,
providing cost and environmental benefits.
‘Screen sales often serve as a gateway that
allow us to gain flexo plate and other repro
business,’ notes Francklow.
Software
Software is another route to growth
identified by Francklow. Creation has
made heavy investments over the last few
years, such as in the latest Esko products
to streamline and automate its processes.
WebCenter 18, a major new release of Esko’s
packaging management system, has recently
been installed at Creation.
Internal expertise is then used to take
an off-the-shelf product and build it into
‘something much more’. A flexible, secure
online portal has been created to ensure all
pieces of the job are stored and distributed
from one organized location. Round-the-clock
accessibility means files can be reviewed,
September 2018
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“Screen sales often
serve as a gateway that
allow us to gain flexo
plate and other repro
business”
annotated and approved at any time and
from anywhere. States Francklow: ‘WebCenter
now runs our business. Everything goes
through it.’
Creation’s team also works to build bridges
that allow WebCenter to integrate into its
customers MIS and ERP systems. It recently
worked on a project to integrate Oracle
straight into WebCenter, and can integrate
with systems from the likes of Tharsten,
Cerm and Label Traxx. In fact, Creation and
Label Traxx have embarked on a collaborative
project to bring about smart manufacturing
through enhanced digital systems. This
has seen Label Traxx design and develop
an advanced software system that gives
customers the ability to send digital print
orders to Creation, resulting in an overall
leaner production environment. Creation has
embedded the Label Traxx system into its
own software, CreationLink, a streamlined
and automated digital workflow system. This





Creation is looking to move all of its flexo plate work to modern, solvent-free processes

fully integrates all business activities – from
artwork to plate production – into a single
automated process to deliver enhanced
production efficiency and client satisfaction.
Another project has been the development
of sophisticated MIS software for KM
Packaging, which utilizes Esko WebCenter
to deliver a streamlined, automated digital
workflow process to enhance production
efficiency and increase client satisfaction.
Creation worked closely with KM Packaging, a
global supplier of packaging and lidding films,
to create a bespoke online workflow platform
that fully integrates activities into a single

automated process. The tailored system
has delivered improved turnaround times,
optimum operating capacity and 24/7 service
for KM Packaging’s worldwide customers.
Additionally, by creating full traceability, it
has removed the risk of human error that is
inherent in a manual workflow process.
Kerry Wilson, print services manager at KM
Packaging, says: ‘Since the new platform has
been live, we have reduced total turnaround
time significantly – from just over two weeks
to an average of just five days, which is highly
valued in the fast-moving food industry. We
can now deliver a fast-track service to our

YOU’RE WELCOME

to discover our ThermoFlexX in detail on
www.thermoflexx.com

ThermoFlexX 48
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Maximum plate size: up to 900 x 1200 mm
Resolution: 2400, 2540, 4000, 4800, 5080 dpi
Auto-resolution switching while imaging
Productivity: Up to 6 m²/hr
Fully automatic plate loading and unloading
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Flexo investments
paint positive picture
Matt Francklow, managing director
of Creation Reprographics, identifies
the current level of investment in
flexo printing technology as a positive
indicator for the future. ‘As a business,
we know digital is coming,’ he says. ‘But
when a number of our clients are in
the process of buying new flexo presses
you know it is a good sign and there is
still a healthy market. We are trying to
grow our business and it is heartening
that customers are reinvesting in flexo
technology.’
Cyrel Fast is a solvent-free, dry thermal plate processing system

customers, with a turnaround of just 48 hours leave with a color managed proof that
– exceeding customer expectations.’
matches the specification of the preferred
print process.
Design
‘When using a design agency, you might
However, before artwork approval comes
be paying a premium for high-end design
origination. Here, Creation is looking to
work that will end up being unusable when it
add additional value by helping small and
reaches production. We’ve found that most
medium brands work up their ideas into
brands know what they want, within reason,
print-ready artwork. To this end, Creation has so they benefit from us knowing a lot about
instigated a series of workshop days where
the print processes involved. We are someone
such brands can use the company’s expertise they can come to with their ideas. Then we
in reprographics and printing to discuss and
play around with all of the concepts and
progress their ideas. This often sees them
leave them with something tangible that

they can use.’
He continues: ‘This all contributes to our
work to make our customers’ lives easier, to
streamline interactions across the pre-press
environment.
‘Streamlining workflows benefits us and
our customers, and their customers. We want
to give them everything needed to help them
be the best that they can be.’
Go to page 133 for a preview of the
Automation Arena at Labelexpo
Americas 2018

THE BUSINESS
AUTOMATION
STANDARD
FOR NARROW
WEB PRINTERS
WWW.CERM.NET
CERM_Advertentie_185x130.indd 1
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creating for tomorrow

AWPTM plates deliver:

The aqueous AWPTM washable printing plate with Clean Transfer
Technology is driving print forward in balance with the environment.

•
•
•
•

Quick processing, optimum ink transfer and the highest quality
Durability for improved press stability and uptime
The ideal solution for Fixed Colour Palette Printing
Cost savings with an immediate ROI

asahi-photoproducts.com
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Cake making for flexo
Andy Cave, CEO and managing director at Hamillroad Software, likens achieving quality output in flexo to baking a great cake

C

ompare the current print process for
flexible labels and packaging with ‘The
Great Global Bake Off’, where many
chefs compete by using their own ‘magic’
ingredients to bake the perfect cake.
Such a scenario is the antithesis of the
reality in a factory that produces thousands
of cakes every day; cakes which consistently
and reliably look and taste the same. The
factory’s recipe determines the types and
quantities of the ingredients and defines the
sequence and method for adding each to the
mix to achieve the desired result.
Baking a great cake requires more than just
the right ingredients, there’s an element of
control required in the process; the oven has
to be at the right temperature, the mixture
has to be baked for the right amount of
time and the cooked cake must be left to
cool before adding the decorations or filling
needed to produce the perfect cake. The
factory expects standard results by repeating
its process day in, day out and achieves the
same result every time with no surprises or
disappointments.
With flexo printing, the production of
consistent output has historically been
challenging. Because there are so many
‘ingredients’ in the flexographic print recipe –
tapes, plates, aniloxes, inks and substrates, as
well as many cooks and chefs – it has always
been difficult to achieve consistency in the
final output.
A brand with a global presence must print
using many different printers in different
countries, possibly even on different
substrates. The brand owner produces designs
which are sent to a version one file designer
to convert into a workable format for the
next step. Repro shops then sit between
the brand owners and the printers adding
to the artwork and RIPing the files to make
plates. It sounds simple, doesn’t it? A print
recipe might appear simple but when the
repro shop tells the brand, ‘You can’t print

this artwork, it has problems; this needs to
change, that needs to go’, then following
that recipe suddenly becomes tricky.
Pre-press procedures often identify all sorts
of previously unseen problems such as files
which fail to include embedded images,
background tints added to compensate for
not fading properly to zero, reverse text,
illegible small tinted text, serifs on fonts and
split colors. Such matters pose technical
difficulties from platemaking to printing and
can negatively affect the image fidelity of
the printed label or packaging. Where spot
colors are used they can become an extra
cost since they require other inks, extra plates
and additional wash-ups which, in turn,
cause press downtime. Repro shops act as
go-betweens for the brands, or packers and
the printers, and frequently have to educate
the designers about the limitations they need
to work with in order to achieve high-quality
consistent flexographic print.
Printers are given color and density targets
by the brands but, beyond that, all printers
will have their own unique mix of ingredients.
They are all constrained by tight budgets
too so that, most of the time, they work
with trusted incumbents who juggle all the
ingredients in ways that ‘just work’ and this is
the ‘Great Global Flexo Print Problem’.
The result is inconsistency in the final
printed product. We consulted with a
well-known global brand who told us about
a consistency project they had undertaken. It
involved gathering packaging for a particular
product line that had been produced in
different locations and checking the color
consistency across the samples. Their results?
Typical of flexo printed material, the brand’s
color varied hugely from one batch to
another.
What needs to change?
There are numerous problems encountered
by the flexo industry but a holistic

Close up Chocolate cake and strawberries screened with DMS

“With flexo printing, the
production of consistent
output has historically
been challenging”
approach to solving all of them is unrealistic
because there are too many contributors
to the overall process, all of whom have
their own goals which mean they are
unlikely to yield to an approach which could
damage their competitive advantage. A
tactical approach appears more achievable;
by educating the designers so that they
understand the limitations and capabilities of
flexography it should be possible to achieve
more consistent output even in the face of
competition from the offset, gravure and
digital printers who do not face the same
challenges. Sadly, probably because it’s been
around the longest, flexo has a reputation as
the poor cousin of offset and gravure.
Educating designers is a worthy aspiration
but will take time and money and there’s
no guarantee of success but flexo needs a
radical change in perception to move away
from the traditional thinking. By reducing
the variability of the pre-press and print
process, most artwork and design headaches
can be eradicated. Developments such as
the technology embedded in Bellissima DMS
achieves this reduction with one screen,
one anilox and two plates, and also makes
possible consistency across jobs, substrates,
countries and printers. In this new world,
where tighter controls are superfluous and
where global support is available from key
suppliers, we will surely see this theory
maturing into our reality.
Read more on developments
in pre-press and platemaking
throughout this issue of L&L

Close up Chocolate cake and strawberries screened with 150lpi
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Albertin leaves its mark
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Albertin has been making stamping tools and plates since 1971, with new investments to support 21st century production.
David Pittman reports

S

ince 1971, Italian company Albertin has
been making stamping tools and plates,
utilizing advanced techniques, as a
result of continuous investment in machinery,
software and workflow optimization.
The company’s mission, summed up by
the slogan ‘Leave your mark’, is to offer
customers new opportunities for expression
by making stamping tools for hot stamping,
embossing and engraving at the highest level,
says the company’s CEO, Ferruccio Albertin.
As a result of experience gained over 45
years, the company offers magnesium and
brass stamping tools. These are suitable
for blind, micro, multi-level, sculptured
and combined embossing. It also offers
counterforces, brass cylinders, silicone rubber
stamping tools for flat and curved surfaces,
nyloprint, flexo coating and printing plates,
and strippable coating plates.
A recent development from the Italian
manufacturer is a 5-in-1 stamping tool.
This allows five different effects – hot foil
printing, blind embossing, debossing, texture
and anti-counterfeiting holograms – to be
achieved in one pass, without changing the
stamping tool.
Without the need to change tools,
Albertin said it allows quick processing and
high precision as there is no need to adjust
fine-tune register during changeovers. The
in-line stamping tool is compatible with
Rhino modules by Pantec, Big Foot from AB
Graphic and Codimag.
Ferruccio Albertin said: ‘We’ve reinforced
our commercial team and we’ve invested
in new machineries to take on European
requests with the same care and promptness

“Microengraved plates
have fantastic potential”
we use in the Italian market.’
Microengraving is another important
offering in Albertin’s arsenal. ‘Microengraved
plates have fantastic potential,’ comments
Ferruccio Albertin. ‘Made of magnesium
or brass, this type of plate is very fine in
texture with random or repeated and fully
customized designs. Logos, text or graphics,
and an infinite number of optical refraction
effects that change depending on the angle
of view, can be created.
‘Microengraving opens up new scenarios
and allows the creation of two-dimensional
holographic effects using a traditional foil.
This is a big advantage not only in terms of
costs, but also in time as plate engraving is
much faster than producing a custom foil.
‘Depending on the print run and the
desired effect (brighter or more detailed),
effects can be produced using magnesium
plates with a thickness of 1-7mm or laser
microengraved brass plates, 3-7mm thick.
Whatever the substrate, the final effect will
be the same: a hologram with changing
reflections perfect for bottles, packaging, tags
and labels, and universally affordable.’
The next stage
More recent investments have enhanced
the company’s production capabilities,
including adopting Esko WebCenter. After a
good experience with Automation Engine, a
workflow server that automates and speeds
up pre-press tasks, reducing the error rate,

Microengraving allows the creation of two-dimensional holographic effects using a traditional foil

Esko updates WebCenter
Esko has released WebCenter 18, an
upgrade that streamlines and speeds up
the packaging development workflow by
delivering extra features that give brand
owners and converters more control and
visibility of their packaging pre-production
specification, approval and project
life-cycle.
The review and approval process with
WebCenter has been improved, enabling
more visibility into project status and
reviewer input. WebCenter 18 content
management includes built-in and custom
templates, so users efficiently comply with
regulations such as nutrition fact tables
and over-the-counter (OTC) drug facts.
WebCenter 18 also comes with a social
media-like instant messaging function,
which can be utilized inside the context
of a specific project. QuickStart versions
of WebCenter are available to allow
organizations to implement the tool in
less than five days.
‘With this new version, Esko has the
most powerful solution that ties the
entire supply chain together,’ stated Esko
president Udo Panenka.
the company is adopting Esko’s WebCenter.
This powerful and user-friendly web-based
platform manages packaging pre-production
specification, approval and project lifecycle
for brands and converters alike.
‘Thanks to this new investment,
Albertin’s customers can manage all the
pre-production complexities and give
their approval to the project via browser,
checking that every graphic aspect is in
compliance with their needs.’
The company is also adding to its
existing CtP technology, with a new high
resolution flexo CtP shortly to be installed
to improve production. This new Esko CDI
flexo CtP imager, the only one installed in
Italy, works with 1310 x 2032mm plates,
even with high thickness.
‘CDI plates offer quality and printing
stability that has so far only been achievable
in offset or gravure,’ notes Ferruccio Albertin.
‘Thanks to this new imager, Albertin offers a
very fast production, with a better resolution,
up to 5080 DPI.’
Watch an interview with Albertin’s
Alessandro Pelligrini at www.
labelsandlabeling.com/suppliers/
albertin-alcide-figli-snc
September 2018
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Developments at Dantex
Dantex has been involved with water-wash printing plates for more than four decades, with work ongoing to introduce next-generation
technology. David Pittman reports

D

antex demonstrated the first water-wash flexo plate at drupa
at the turn of the millennium. Although the plate took more
than two hours to prepare, ‘the race was on’ according to
Simon Cosh, the company’s business development manager. ‘The
objective was to produce a plate with low carbon dioxide emissions
and still maintain a low non-renewable energy consumption
especially when compared to the average solvent platemaking
process.’
Aquaflex is Dantex’s flagship water-wash flexo plate. The plate
material is created from a unique formula of NBR rubber and
graft polymerized, plasticized, bi-functional monomers. Advanced
technology means fast plate washout, from imager to dry in under 40
minutes, as well as enhanced resolution, press life and reusability. It is
compatible with all ink types including UV, water and solvent.
A specially formulated water-wash compound results in a linear
screen reproduction with near zero dot growth through production,
reducing bump up requirements and lending itself to consistent print
quality through the whole print run. On press, the ink release characteristics of Aquaflex plates reduce anilox and plate cylinder pressure.
This helps extend the life of the plate and reduces plate-related
stoppages during print runs.
Says Cosh: ‘The further practical advantage to the end user is the
elimination of having to make duplicate plates. On long run jobs it
is quite common to manufacture two sets of plates and may involve
a number of colors. If replacement plates are not available, the lead
time on a solvent plate would be 90-120 minutes. The press operator
now has the dilemma as to whether to lift the job off or wait until the
replacement plates are made.
‘A further environmental concern here is the creation of waste –
consumables such as print stock and inks – if the job is lifted off the
press. Duplicate plates therefore have a value, but this practice not
only increases plate consumption, but also requires the chemistry and
energy with the ensuing environmental impact.’
Growth in dry film systems is another development seen by
Dantex. These systems remove the need for traditional methods such
as imagesetter film with its associated chemistry, hence reducing the
environmental impact.
The Star Plate dry film system is a digital imaging option designed
for direct inkjet to film, with the ability to produce high quality
halftone screening. Using the Actual Dot analytical engine, the system
analyzes and reproduces the dots of the RIPped 1-bit data. Many
systems are being used with Smart Screen screening technology
to produce negatives for screen printing, flexo and letterpress

Toyobo extends Cosmolight
Toyobo’s latest water washable plate is Cosmolight Z, featuring
a rethought photopolymer composition to provide enhanced ink
transfer performance and reduce platemaking time. Flat-top dots are
maintained through a special layer that prevents oxygen inhibition,
while a smooth surface permits excellent ink transfer by reducing
plate surface stickiness. It also helps to avoid ink filling and to reduce
plate cleaning times during printing. The lifespan of the plate is
increased as the ink is transferred with minimal impression settings,
also reducing dot gain. Cosmolight Z, as with other Cosmolight
plates, can be cleaned with tap water and mild detergent.

The new Dantex DigiWash System

platemaking. The resultant plates display sharp dots, fine lines and
visually superior tonal ranges on press, particularly in highlight areas,
claims Dantex.
Star Plate preserves text attributes, right down to 1pt type, and
is capable of imaging screen rulings up to 200 LPI. A user-friendly
interface allows for multiple calibration curves to be generated to
suit various press conditions. A range of CtF nano-porous films are
completely reusable just like imagesetter film, available in various
gauges and able to produce a D.Max of between 3.0 and 4.5.
Cleaning
Dantex offers a range of plate processors, including the new DigiWash
System. This has a dual-action wash for ‘superior cleaning results’ and
automatic brush height adjustment for different thicknesses. To allow
for easy loading, it has a fastening section on a table with permanent
sticky plate and automatic opening. Tank levels, water temperature
and dryer temperature are monitored via the new D.I.G.I touch screen
operator interface system. The dual tank system for black mask and
plate wash debris ensures plate waste is handled efficiently.
Also new is the Aquaclean Pro Filter System, which works on a
closed loop concept. Following processing of plates, water containing
waste polymer in suspension is transferred from the plate processor
to the main filter and then filtered through the second tank where
the finer particles of polymer are removed via a series of ceramic
filters. What remains in the third holding tank is the clean water with
surfactant ready to be used in processing of plates again. Solid waste
polymer removed from the system is collected in a holding tank and
can be disposed into the drain (dependent on local water authority
laws) or can be sent for disposal. Dantex Aquaclean polymer is
classified as household waste so no special waste collection is required.
‘Cleaning and maintenance is often neglected,’ notes Cosh. ‘Proper
photopolymer plate care prolongs optimal print quality and reduces
costs. Plates should be cleaned correctly and immediately after use.
If neglected, cleaned incorrectly or improperly dried prior to storage,
they can stick to each other and develop cracks. Effective cleaning
requires suitable brushing using the correct brush type and the correct
amount of pressure, along with a compatible wash solution to loosen
and remove ink deposits. We have seen an increase in demand for
AQFC cleaning systems for optimum cleaning.’
Visit Dantex at Labelexpo Americas 2018, booth 335
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Cold environments
demand a fresh approach
The conditions that labels and packaging are exposed to in frozen and chilled environments present unique challenges to the supply chain.
David Pittman reports

F

resh food is a booming segment as
consumers seek healthy, convenient
options for meals at all times of the
day. Fresh fish, raw and cooked meat, cheeses,
salads, fresh-cut sandwiches and more are all
on offer. More can be found down pet food
aisles, such is the growing appetite for these
products.
In turn, these products often command a
premium price, and their labels and packaging
must reflect this.
‘As consumers have a level of expectation
for fresh food, labels and packaging are
getting fancier, and utilizing different printing
and finishing techniques,’ notes Jasper
Zonnenberg, global director, films at Avery
Dennison.
To deliver such a choice, chiller cabinets
are now a prominent feature in most grocery

stores. Fresh, chilled food is often then sold in
smaller sized, clear packaging, often featuring
clear labels, presenting consumers with an
appealing and appetizing product. For the
label and packaging industry, this presents
challenges. ‘Clear labels and packaging create
a value proposition,’ continues Zonnenberg.
‘Although this transparency means you are
much more exposed.’
Moist
Liquid is an inescapable challenge of fresh
products stored in chilled environments.
‘Water is not this benign entity it is
sometimes thought of,’ says Richard
Southward, global product manager, labels at
Innovia Films. ‘It plays havoc with print and
adhesion.’
Luciano Galli, R&D manager at Ritrama,

adds: ‘Water on the surface acts as a solvent
so has a direct impact on the development of
adhesion.’
Hotmelt adhesives are an option to
overcome this as they offer a high initial
tack, although Zonnenberg warns of the
drawback of yellowing over time, which can
detract from the visual appearance if using
clear labels. A more expensive UV hotmelt
adhesive can overcome this. Av ery Dennison
has developed another option in Clear
Hotmelt, designed specifically for chilled
food applications. This offers the tack and
application temperature of a conventional
hotmelt adhesive whilst being ultra-clear and
non-yellowing.
The structure and integrity of labels can
also be compromised in wet environments.
Film or paper materials, overlaminated, can
provide moisture resistance, while BOPP can
provide an option for tear resistance. But
with many labels surface printed using UV

Temperatures

All fresh produce respires at different rates,
even if cut differently, so requiring OTR to
be built into the pack structure

Condensation inside a bag of salad can affect
the appearance and shelf-life of the product

Barrier properties are needed for oxygen and
moisture, although in the case of fresh vegetables,
which respire, there is a need to consider highter OTR

Ritrama uses hotmelt adhesives to overcome
issues of moisture in chilled environments

Ritrama’s Luciano Galli and Luciano
Novità highlight the difference between
minimum application and service
temperature, and how this impacts on
the adhesive/construction selected. ‘As
minimum application temperature is the
one at which the label is applied, you have
to make sure you have the correct one for
your application,’ explains Novità. ‘Service
temperature is often much broader as
it relates to where the product will be
functional.’
In the case of Ritrama’s RP1003
adhesive, the minimum application
temperature is 0 degrees C while the
service temperature ranges from -20
degrees C to 70 degrees C. RP1002 has
a minimum application temperature of
-15 degrees C. RP1002 has a minimum
application temperature of -15 degrees C
and a service temperature of -30 degrees
C to 70 degrees C.
Galli adds: ‘A lot of customers are
over-engineering their constructions
because they do not understand the
difference between minimum application
and service temperature.’
September 2018
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technology, they are still susceptible to water
damage. To tackle this, Innovia has developed
a range of coated BOPP films with broad food
contact compliance, similar to its flexible
packaging films.
For flexible packaging, water has a direct
impact on the clarity of the material as
condensation, for example, inside a bag of
salad can affect the appearance and shelf-life
of the product.
‘Anti-mist has to be a consideration,’ says
Stephen Langstaff, global business manager,
packaging, at Innovia Films. ‘If the packaging
is misting up, causing droplets of water to
form, then you end up with an unsightly
package that the consumer will reject.’
Barrier properties are needed too,
principally for oxygen and moisture,
although in the case of fresh vegetables,
which respire, there is a need to factor the
oxygen transmission rate (OTR) into the
pack structure. ‘OTR will vary depending on
the product being packed, so a bag of salad
compared to tomatoes,’ notes Langstaff. ‘All
fresh produce respires at different rates, even
if cut differently, such as a whole lettuce
compared to cut lettuce.
‘We can change the OTR of our films
by applying a topcoat or deploying other
techniques to help extend shelf-life, such
as metallizing, AlOx coating or EVOH coextrusion.’
For products that discolor when exposed
to light – sliced meats – UV barriers are
in development. Peelability is another
convenience option offered by Innovia for
fresh food applications, through Propafilm RP.
Surfaces
Southward notes growing demand for
labeling glass containers in fresh food, where
clear labels are preferred so clarity is sought,
and the inherent visual characteristics of
BOPP play a role.
Ritrama group technical director Luciano
Novità draws attention to the challenge of
applying labels to apolar surfaces, which are
often the norm in cold, wet environments.
Apolar surfaces have a low surface tension,
making it more difficult to glue or print
compared to polar surfaces. This means the
adhesive used may need to be aggressive
enough to overcome not only application in
cold, wet conditions, but also a challenging
surface.
‘It is very important to understand the
surface where labels are being applied in
order to achieve the right level of adhesion,’
he states.
Ritrama has developed a number of
products for chilled applications, such as
RP1003, a rubber permanent adhesive
offering good adhesion on slightly wet
surfaces, and AP1300, an acrylic permanent
adhesive featuring good clarity and water

A growing trend is the use of skin packs for fresh meat and fish

resistance. Galli notes successes Ritrama
has achieved with AP1300 as part of a
construction used for labeling wine bottles,
which are often subject to cold, moist
environments.
Ritrama has further products and
expertise relating to applications in sub-zero
temperatures. It has developed RP1002,
another rubber permanent adhesive, which
can be applied to a paper label as well as
used successfully on synthetic materials.
‘Synthetic materials give us a huge advantage
as they are unbreakable,’ says Galli. He adds
Ritrama has recorded a great deal of success
with that combination in labeling fish. ‘Fish is
a big industry that is increasing every year,’
he notes. ‘We are in a position to sell in huge
quantities, especially in southern Europe
where the fish industry is very developed.’
Novità continues: ‘We must listen to the
customer carefully to understand the project
completely and see that the right solution
is used.’
Zonnenberg affirms: ‘It is extremely
important to understand the end-use
application, as brand perception will
deteriorate if subpar labels and packaging
are used.’
And while BOPP has a limited role
to play in the freezer due to the nature
of the material, Southward says: ‘When
polypropylene is used in chilled and frozen
environments, it has got to be functional.’
‘The fresh category covers so many

Linerless on the rise
A trend seen in grocery stores across the
UK, and expected to boom shortly in the
US, is the use of skin packs for fresh meat
and fish. This development is attributed
by Richard Southward, global product
manager, labels at Innovia Films, to the
work of Ravenwood and its technologies,
as linerless labels are the preeminent
way of decorating skin packs given the
contoured pack dimensions, depending on
the product. Southward notes how pressure-sensitive labels can struggle in this
application, whereas linerless labels are
better suited to such applications, with
BOPP providing additional tear resistance.
Innovia’s Rayoface linerless labels are
approved for use on Ravenwood Nobac
label applicators.
products and applications with completely
different characteristics and requirements,’
concludes Langstaff. ‘At the end of the day,
it’s all about extending shelf-life and reducing
food waste.’

Visit Avery Dennison (stand 119),
Ritrama (stand 530) and Innovia
Films (stand 1221) at Labelexpo
Americas 2018. www.labelexpo-americas.com
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Raw and cooked meats are big contributors to the rise of chilled foods

Attractive packaging a must
for chilled applications
Attractive packaging is needed for fish, cold cuts and the like, writes Tom Kerchiss, managing director at RK PrintCoat Instruments

G

reat care is taken with the packaging
of meat, meat by-products and
packaged fish – items that have
a short shelf life and command premium
prices. Various processes and technologies are
employed along the way in order to move
products as quickly and safely as possible
from the distribution and retail network, and
into shoppers’ baskets.
Often sold through dedicated deli counters
or in chilled cabinets, many of these products
are vacuum packed or are contained in
retortable packs or in some other form of
modified atmosphere packaging. The safety
and storability of these products depends in
large measure on the hygienic quality of the
raw materials and on the proven packaging
technologies employed to contain, protect
and display them. Although vacuum packed
and modified atmosphere packaging is
generally associated with various multilayer
plastic films, many products utilize other
materials and are freshly frozen for display
in the retail frozen food aisle or alternatively
are packed in thermoformed trays with
decorative cardboard sleeves.

Variations in packaging
There are many reasons for variations in
packaging. Packaging is being used more and
more to project a positive marketing image
with the emphasis on regional or national
culinary culture. Products sold as specialty
and representing food from a particular
region, such as Milano salami, may attract
the browsing consumer if the pack sports an
illustration showing the Duomo di Milano.
Packaging for cold cuts, deli or fish items is
critical and whether the pack is foil/cardboard
sleeve containers, vacuum packaging,
gusseted pouches or something else it
must support product quality and mark the
product out as being special. This is a product
sector that encourages the consumer to be
adventurous in selection; it also encourages
the brand owner, graphic designer and
converter to be equally adventurous in terms
of color reproduction and graphic design.
While it’s true that the packaging must
look good, the pack must be highly efficient
at protecting subtle flavors, combating the
risk of spoilage and protecting the public
from any risk to health. The principle spoilage
mechanism associated with fish products
centers around microbial growth and spoilage

“The pack must be highly
efficient at protecting
subtle flavors”
due to oxidation. Fish is very perishable due
to factors such as high water content and
the presence of self-digesting enzymes that
trigger the production of off-flavors. The
rancidifying and oxidation of the unsaturated
fats in fish oil causes unpleasant flavors
and aromas and is particularly problematic.
Modified atmosphere packaging is still one
of the most suitable technologies for the
packing of a product with such delicate
flavors. Smart and active packaging also have
a role to play (see boxout).
Performance
Many of the materials used to encase and
protect products such as cold cuts and other
meats that are sold over the counter are
plastic films. These films are flexible, offer
high mechanical strength, yet are lightweight
and provide good sealing capabilities and
barrier resistance. Biofilms are currently the
September 2018
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“Color is a critical element
for the products on display”

K Printing Proofer unit

subject of much research but progress is being made in areas such as
active packaging and in modifying existing polymers.
For both aesthetic and practical reasons, good barrier resistance
against oxygen and evaporation is high on the agenda. Oxygen
scavengers are the most widely used active packaging technology. Air
needs to be excluded from meat packaging because oxygen facilities
the growth of aerobic microbes; turning the red color of meat to an
unpalatable grey or green. Not only is this unattractive it also means
that oxidation and rancidity of fats is or has taken place.
Light is also a major concern. Prolonged exposure of meat and
other light sensitive products also causes color change, rancidity and
oxygen. For really light sensitive products or those that are going to
be exposed to strong light, the product can be packed in either an
opaque or colored film. A decorative printed self-adhesive overlay or
printed card can aid in reducing light exposure, and provide branding
opportunities.

Packaging and the method chosen to display information is
influenced by processing requirements and the need to provide
customer safety assurance. Packaging for salami, pate, sausages,
expensive cuts of meat and cold cuts are displayed and sold often in
plastic. Because the filmic materials are often clear they enable the
consumer to view the product. Pack decoration is limited in these
circumstances and may be reduced to a self-adhesive label and
product card. There are however, a number of ways to go to make
the appearance of meat products look more appealing, especially as
according to a recent survey, many consumers like the taste of meat
but are turned off by the sight of fresh meat stacked on a counter.
One way of displaying food is to take the approach used for
products such as ready-meals. The brand owner can utilize a
combination of foil container and full color decorative paperboard
slipcovers. This method can be ideal for the marketing of foods with
sauces but due to the short shelf life is restricted to freezers and
chiller cabinets.
Another method of packing products, which provides good display
options, is single/duo serve pouches. Reduced material usage and
space saving stackability are among the benefits that pouches
provide. They allow for a visually different approach with regard to
graphics, decoration and shaping.
Incorporating a membrane of aluminum foil, often just 6.35
micron thick, within the laminate can convert a simple pouch into
what is in effect an aseptic or sterilizable filled flat can, occupying
only a fraction of the space and a mere fraction of the weight of a
conventional metal can.
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Smart developments
Developments in smart, active and intelligent technologies
present a number of exciting opportunities for packaging of
chilled foodstuffs. Many companies are now either investigating
or are utilizing some form of active or smart packaging to provide
additional quality safeguards and additional protection for both
the consumer and brand.
Smart, active, intelligent packaging is still in its infancy and
in many cases the large scale commercial promise that these
technologies offer are still to be realized. The ability to provide
a consumer with pertinent information, including such as when
a product is running low and when use by dates are about to
be breached, is interesting. Anti-microbial packaging holds great
promise and various bioactive agents are already available and in
use to some extent.
Color
Whichever option is chosen, color is a critical element for the
products on display; whether the item is connoisseur salami or a
lobster, the package must look as inviting as possible. Printers and
converters must reproduce color to a high standard whilst processing
elements and materials need to be chosen with care taking into
account the different performance properties necessary for this
demanding product sector.
Color communication devices, such as RK PrintCoat’s K Printing
Proofer, enable users to produce a consistent product that meets
agreed color standards. High quality proofs can be outputted using
gravure, gravure-offset or flexo inks. Both wet and dry laminated
samples can be produced. Two or more inks can be printed
simultaneously for comparison purposes and registration is included

Lamination process with
RK Print’s reel-to-reel machine

for overprinting. Any flexible substrate, including films, board,
aluminum foil and PVC, can be printed or laminated.
In addition, ongoing research into active and smart packaging and
the formulation of new films and packaging concepts means many of
the characteristics of a selected packaging material need determining.
Sometimes the inks, coatings and consumables show some degree of
incompatibility. Quality control, product monitoring and development
tools, such as the Rotary Koater, can play an important role in
determining product viability and commercial feasibility.

See page 207 for more from material suppliers on the demands
placed upon converters fulfilling frozen and chilled applications
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Digital printing delivers
popsicle project
Printer Tadbik used HP Indigo technology to bring a Nestlé Ice Cream campaign to life in Israel. David Pittman reports

A

recent Nestlé Ice Cream campaign, ‘Story Time’, saw popsicles
brought to market in packaging using stories from the most
famous and beloved Israeli children books.
The campaign focused on five stories, with four variations for
each story produced to target different family members: Mum, Dad,
Grandpa and Grandma. This resulted in 20 SKUs being produced. The
project also saw the popsicles come to life with a story telling clip
created for each story. This is accessed by texting a code to a phone
number printed on the inside of the packaging.
Nestlé Ice Cream tasked Tadbik to produce the packaging, which
utilized its HP Indigo 20000 digital press to handle the variations
and quality requirements of the project. Tadbik is HP Indigo’s biggest
customer in Israel.
Operating on four continents, Tadbik produces advanced flexible
packaging, labels, RFID and in-pack promotions. The company also
manufacturers its own PS label and shrink sleeve label applicators and
shrink tunnels. Along with comprehensive in-house design and repro
services and a growing business in smart packaging technologies,
it is increasingly offering a complete, one-stop service to its global
customer base.
Tadbik claims that its state-of-the-art production facilities and
highly skilled in-house design and engineering teams ‘thrive on
transforming great new concepts into highly attractive products’.
The printer states: ‘Always pushing ourselves and our technologies
to the next level, we constantly develop new applications to help
clients brand and sell their products in an increasingly competitive
marketplace.’
For the ‘Story Time’ campaign, a code was printed on the inside side
of the package, along with instructions how to access the clip that
was made for each book. Using this mechanism, Nestlé Ice Cream
created an offline/online campaign that increased engagement of all

“The main challenge of the project
was to engage the entire family in
buying ice creams and spending
quality time together that is both
memorable and experiential”
family members who enjoyed the nursery stories with the kids.
Memorable and experiential
The main challenge was to engage the entire family in buying ice
creams and spending quality time together that is both memorable
and experiential.
‘The campaign created a big buzz, with children loving it and
engaging other family members in it,’ says Gili Drory, Tadbik CEO.
‘HP Indigo was the only option capable of executing this
comprehensive campaign, allowing flexibility and varying data needed
to address the different family members as well as to offer a variety
of stories. HP Indigo technology enabled the best print quality, quick
turnaround time and cost savings on plates and inventory.’
On the technical considerations needed in producing such
packaging, Drory adds: ‘The adhesives and plastic layers must be
approved for frozen packaging. In addition, the materials must
undergo migration tests for direct food packaging.
‘We are proud to take active part in this innovative Nestlé Ice
Cream campaign and to do this project with our HP Indigo 20000
digital press.’

The Story Time campaign featured the
most beloved children books in Israel

The campaign needed to be memorable and experiential

For more technical considerations when producing labels and
packaging for frozen and chilled applications, see page 211
September 2018
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What How2Recycle
means to our industry
Progress continues towards improved packaging recycling rates with use of on-pack communication scheme supported by LCA data.
Danielle Jerschefske reports

I

n 1998, Europen opened discussions
about using Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA)
as an approach to evaluating packaging
and its impact on the environment. LCA is
the comprehensive method for assessing a
range of environmental impacts across the
full life-cycle of a product system, from raw
material extraction to manufacturing, use,
and final disposition, or from cradle to grave.
Sustainability is still not a priority for
many customers; performance, cost, service
and innovation are the foremost demands
in running a successful packaging business.
Still, global and regional retailers and brand
owners continue to respect the importance
of a life-cycle approach towards improving
packaging recovery rates in our value chain
systems, and many leaders are taking
collaborative action to improve.
The Sustainable Packaging Coalition (SPC)
is the leading organization in providing the
services and support required to improve.
The membership-based, cross-industry group
of supply chain stakeholders works together
to develop market engagement in reducing
the environmental impact of packaging.
Many label converters, package printers,
material suppliers and 90+ brand owners
and retailers are SPC members, as well as
educational institutions including Michigan
State University’s School of Packaging,
Rochester Institute of Technology, and
Western Michigan State University.
The SPC’s How2Recycle project is an
on-package recycling labeling system. The

How2Recycle label scheme sample

“Acute demand for a cradle to grave assessment
of labels on primary containers initiated in Canada
as early as 2010, when the government enacted a
stewardship tax forcing its large grocery retailers to
pay for selling non-recyclable packaging on its shelves”
ultimate objective of the system is to
communicate clearly to consumers about
the recyclability of an entire package –
bottle, label and spraying mechanism
for example. Today, you can find tens of
thousands of products with packaging
verified to use the How2Recycle labels.

leaving paper fibers when the facestock was
not film, thereby contaminating recovered
PET flake and reducing its resale value.
This drove the Association of Plastic
Recyclers (APR), the representative group
for plastics recyclers in North America, to
quickly publish a test method for pressure-sensitive RCAs (Recycle Compatible
A label’s impact on the recycling stream
Adhesives) that will not contaminate the
Acute demand for a cradle to grave
plastic when recycled. The method is similar
assessment of labels on primary containers
to APR’s methods for PET bottles. The group
initiated in Canada as early as 2010, when
has also published the APR Design Guide for
the government enacted a stewardship tax
Plastics Recyclability, which is widely used
forcing its large grocery retailers to pay
as the resource for defining recyclability of
for selling non-recyclable packaging on its
plastics.
shelves. Focus rapidly shifted to the adhesive
An item is ‘recyclable per APR definition’
construction of pressure-sensitive labels
when the following three conditions are
used on PET clamshell containers. There was met:
communication by plastics recyclers across
• At least 60 percent of consumers or
North America that adhesive typically sticks
communities have access to a collection
to the plastic flakes in a wash-out bath,
system that accepts the item.

The TLMI Environmental Leadership Awards are now
accepting applications throughout the year. Deadline for
2018 inclusion is August 15

September 2018
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TLMI adds new judge
for 2018 Environmental
Label Awards
Kelly Cramer is a senior manager for the
Sustainable Packaging Coalition and leads
the How2Recycle program. Cramer has a
degree in environmental law from Lewis
& Clark Law School with expertise in
conservation and policy. She is interested
in using the art of strategy and analysis to
creatively solve sustainability challenges
within complex systems such as the
packaging value chain, including primary
and secondary containers.

•

•

The item is most likely sorted correctly
into a market-ready bale of a particular
plastic meeting industry standard
specifications, through commonly used
material recovery systems, including
single-stream and dual stream MRFs,
PRF’s, systems that handle deposit
system containers, grocery store rigid
plastic and film collection systems.
The item can be further processed
through a typical recycling process cost
effectively into a postconsumer plastic
feedstock suitable for use in identifiable
new products.

How2Recycle: Empowering brands to
design for recyclability
How2Recycle is empowering its members’
brands with environmental impact insights
to support efforts to track, measure, and
improve the recyclability of their packaging
– including the impact of various label
formats on plastic packaging.
In using LCA and industry data to fuel a
holistic approach to evaluating sustainable
packaging with the on-pack communication
scheme, the label industry has experienced
the anticipated demand for an LCA of
a label’s construction, no matter which
format of product decoration – PS, shrink,
glue-applied, etc – or printing process
used. The disposal and recovery phase
of a decorative label’s life-cycle and its
compatibility in existing recycling processes
for various primary packaging materials
(plastics, aluminum, glass and paperboard) is
gaining attention.
How2Recycle was developed on the
framework of ISO 14021 and the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) Guides for the Use
of Environmental Marketing Claims, a.k.a.
the Green Guides. The FTC Green Guides
outline general principles that apply to all
environmental marketing claims surrounding
products, offering terms and examples to
guide consumers in making an educated
decision on the products they purchase.

“The How2Recycle system directs the right
behavior at a consumer level, and instructs
our members on choices that can be made in
packaging design and material selection to
improve material recovery volume and value”
Next steps: TLMI Matrix
Waste Survey 2018
TLMI has evaluated survey results from
125 label converters in its first ever
Matrix Waste Survey. Dan Muenzer,
TLMI president, said, ‘Part of our plan
is to get 100 percent buy-in from roll
stock manufacturers to achieve the
organization’s matrix waste recovery and
landfill avoidance goals, and industry
objectives. We will be hosting an executive
meeting at this fall’s annual event to
present a plan based on the data from the
survey, and suggest beta options. We will
also ask for a commitment from converter
members as everyone jumps on board to
do everything feasibly possible.’

Cramer leads the How2Recycle program and will serve
as an external judge for TLMI’s 2018 Environmental
Leadership Awards

Kelly Cramer, senior manager at
Sustainable Packaging Coalition and leader
of the organization’s How2Recycle scheme,
recently guided TLMI members through an
educational webinar. She explained, ‘The
labeling system directs the right behavior
at a consumer level, and instructs our
members on choices that can be made in
packaging design and material selection
to improve material recovery volume and
value.’
APR Design Guide and direction around
labels
APR has analyzed which parts of packaging
are a struggle for recyclers. Cramer
explained, ‘The SPC is aligned with the APR
Design Guide when it comes to plastic
recyclability, and where labels can help or
hinder the recovery impact of the overall
packaging.’
The APR Design Guide for Selecting
Labels on PET Packaging suggests the
following considerations:
• Any impact of the label on automated
NIR sortation that identifies PET bottles
at a MRF.
• Can the label be ‘liberated’ from the
bottle and ‘separated’ cleanly from the
PET?
• If not separated, is the label compatible
with PET?
• Does the label impact wash water used
for recycling?
• How much waste and bale yield loss
does the label create?
• Does the label contaminate the closure

Key actions based on initial survey
data include:
• Confirm various recycling options
available across the region
• Develop interactive resource map as
membership tool
• Develop collection sites for smaller
converters to pool waste collaboratively
• Confirm roll stock supplier and overall
membership commitment
TLMI is partnering with Labelexpo
Americas and Channeled Resources Group
to collect and divert materials used at this
year’s tradeshow in Chicago from going
to landfill. Rather the matrix waste and
finished rolls will be extruded into fuel
pellets to be used as alternative to coal.
The volume of material collected will be
put towards TLMI’s objective to of improve
the industry’s landfill avoidance rates.

•
•

side stream?
Can a metallized label be lost at a metal
detector?
Will high surface area coverage labels be
missorted as colored bottles?

The APR Design Guide coaches that
label selection be considered carefully
to ensure a solution that meets both
performance and cost requirements while
meeting recycler processing needs. APR
applauds label systems, adhesives and

labelsandlabeling.com
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stop hand
flagging!

see a demo
in booth
1505

Keep hands away
from moving
machinery
with automated
flagging

Novation’s newly redesigned
AF3 WebFlagger can be
triggered manually, by any machine signal or web
inspection system. Its compact stainless frame fits
into tight spaces and is virtually maintenance-free.
The AF3 safely and accurately marks webs moving
at speeds over 4,000 FPM. With nearly 1,000
installations worldwide, Novation’s WebFlaggers set
the industry standard in defect marking.
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The printing and converting industry standard in defect marking and tracking

novation-inc.com (610) 837-5026

www.vetaphone.com | sales@vetaphone.com

opal
series
For web widths from 330mm to 670mm
ASHE produces reel form inspection,
converting and finishing machinery for
the Label and Narrow Web Industries
within its ‘Opal’ range.

ASHE Converting Equipment
Ipswich, IP3 9RR, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1473 710912
www.ashe.co.uk
E-mail: sales@ashe.co.uk
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Label Sustainability
Resources
The APR Design Guide:
http://www.plasticsrecycling.org/
apr-design-guide/apr-designguide-home
The APR Design Guidance Label
Summary Table:
https://plasticsrecycling.org/
images/pdf/design-guide/APR_
Design_Guidance_Label_Summary_
Table.pdf
How2Recycle:
http://www.how2recycle.info/
about
Earth 911:
www.Earth911.com
Clorox vs. International Delight How2Recycle shrink label comparison

Shrink Sleeve Label Recycling:
http://www.labelsandlabeling.
com/news/features/will-shrinksleeve-growth-be-stifled-recycling-issues

inks designed to perform in specific
portions of the recycling process, and
encourages using the lowest quantity
of appropriate adhesive to meet

performance. The Guide directs the industry to:
• Design labels so NIR sorting machinery can
identify the bottle polymer with the label
attached.
• Design labels using adhesive chemistries
or other material solutions that release
the label substrate from the bottle at the
appropriate recycling phase.

Comparing How2Recycle labels
Cramer walked listeners through the LCA
phases of a primary container and the
decorative and informational labels applied to
it. Each container submitted through the SPC to
receive specific How2Recycle labels for on-pack
use goes through a custom recycling analysis.
She said, ‘We look at what the FTC says
about the various packaging pieces to avoid
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“The How2Recycle label is turning into a key influence
for CPGs and retailers updating their recyclability goals.
We are seeing more and more membership companies
incorporating recyclability into performance reviews
which is unlocking motivation in stakeholders to
advance and drive change”
consumer deception, then we look at the
availability for recycling across the US.
How does the material sort at a facility in
a particular region or nationally? Then we
review material reprocessing and uncover
if there’s anything in the packaging design
or construction that might cause a problem
that requires attention.’
One comparison shared in the
TLMI webinar evaluated two distinct
How2Recycle labels provided to two
different brands (Clorox vs International
Delight) using full-body sleeve labels. These
cover a large part of the bottle surface with
a polymer that is not the same as the bottle
body. The polymer of the label can cause a
false reading on an automatic sorter and
direct a PET bottle to another material
stream where it is lost to the process.

Also, some sleeve label materials cannot
be removed in the recycling process and
contaminate the RPET produced.
Sleeve labels that have been found
compliant with the APR test protocols
should be selected. In the example pictured,
the International Delight shrink label
incorporates APR preferred design selections
to allow the entire container to be recycled
properly.
Recycling progress
Cramer stated, ‘The on-pack label is
triggering better recycling behavior and
increasing the quantity and quality of
recycled materials because of the labels.’
Additionally, the How2Recycle label
scheme is demonstrating its use as a tool
for industry leaders to tailor more specific

and better sustainability goals with a more
acute focus on end use recovery impact
and performance. Through the evaluation
of a specific package’s LCA and customized
How2Recycle label, brands receive valuable
feedback on where improvements can
be made at an early stage in package
development.
She continued, ‘The How2Recycle label
is turning into a key influence for CPGs and
retailers updating their recyclability goals.
We are seeing more and more membership
companies incorporating recyclability into
performance reviews which is unlocking
motivation in stakeholders to advance and
drive change.’
There’s no doubt that the How2Recycle
project’s influence across the packaging
supply chain will continue to advance as
the SPC leads the platform for sharing
information and communicating clearly
about the sustainability of packaging with
the support of life-cycle analysis.
For more articles by Danielle
Jerschefske, L&L’s sustainability
columnist and former North
America editor, go to:
www.labelsandlabeling.com/
contributors/danielle-jerschefske
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Essential pack: for the premium water Gond Wanda,
Tridimage reflected the brand’s concept – ‘more than
water, a jewel’ – with minimal resources

Above and below – Classic pack: in a rebrand for Cunnington’s soft drink range,
Tridimage used elements from the historic designs most remembered by consumers

Seven strategies
for packaging design
Hernán Braberman and Guillermo Dufranc of packaging design agency Tridimage highlight seven strategies to create value
through design

‘Y

ou can call them what you like,
the only important thing is the
emotion which they generate in the
consumer.’ At the end of a conference, one
of the delegates incisively summarized his
opinion about the different design strategies
that had been presented.
We can spend many hours conceptually
analyzing design, but we evaluate packaging
in just a few seconds while we are shopping.
If the design doesn’t grab us immediately, we
simply choose the next product.
Each brand has to take ownership of
tangible and intangible attributes which
differentiate it from the competition. The
tangibles are those which we can perceive
with our senses.
Our first contact is visual, through the
packaging’s shape, color and image. The

“The key is for each tangible
element of the packaging to
help construct the intangible
universe of the brand”
second, if the consumer chooses to pick up
the package, is touch. Then come others –
when we open the package, consume the
contents and through away the container.
The key is for each tangible element of the
packaging to help construct the intangible
universe of the brand – the things that can’t
be seen or touched. Strategic packaging
design opens up a world of possibilities for
bringing meaning to the brands which form
part of our daily lives.

If a brand has no meaning, it has no value
Many brands only ‘manage’ themselves
through the communication of their
packaging, as much through its structure
and graphics as through verbal or non-verbal
methods. Not because they don’t want to
advertise, but because they don’t have the
necessary resources.
Proportionally, there are many more
brands who cannot commit big budgets to
advertising in order to give a voice to their
brand. But absolutely all of them need to
create meaning through their packaging’s
communication.
In order to achieve this, we apply different
design strategies based on a brand story built
according to the consumer’s profile. Because
we can only be relevant when we mean
something to people.
Packaging is the most efficient advert.
There’s no Ad Blocker that can keep us from
seeing it.
This makes it the best ally for companies
that do not have an advertising budget, and
also for those that do. To consume a product,
we need to pick it up. This magical moment
of connection with the brand must not pass
unnoticed.
Today more than ever, packaging is the
most effective way of creating a powerful
meaning for the brand. Who wants to watch
or listen to adverts? To avoid them, there are
both paid-for and free options available. But
no one can avoid contact with packaging.
Here are seven strategies that help to build
value and meaning through packaging design.
September 2018
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than expected.
Connecting with humor is a shortcut
to consumer emotion. Funny images and
phrases in the packaging are a way of giving
a moment of happiness in the daily routine,
appealing to the unexpected or surprising.
This strategy is commonly found in
products aimed at children, but it is also used
to reach all categories and ages.

Above – Fun pack: for the Kids range for
La Anónima, Tridimage used characters
which interacted with the products

“Packaging is the
most efficient ad.
There’s no Ad Blocker
that can keep us
from seeing it”
Above and below – Place pack: for Kitchens of Africa
sauces, Tridimage reflected the African spirit through
1. Essential pack
women’s hairstyles and traditional textile patterns
Trapped in a changing and
unpredictable world, consumers
strive to gain control and focus, seeking to be feelings of nostalgia and recreating a return
able to relax again.
to the past with a contemporary look. You
The saturation of information and stimuli
have to look retro, but not old-fashioned.
in which we live today makes the brands that
Used not only to communicate the
scream the least stand out. Understanding
trajectory of a company, new brands without
the need for simplicity, clarity and order,
tradition use this design strategy to identify
brands that adhere to the Essential pack
with a part of the past. This is how a large
strategy become facilitators, allies that allow number of emerging brands adopt this
us to refocus.
strategy to dress themselves up as classics.
In order to regain control in the context
of purchasing, we aim to highlight only
3. Fun pack
the essential, the relevant, by reducing the
Shopping is often a monotonous and
superfluous in order to keep only what really unentertaining task. If packaging can produce
matters. We seek to communicate in the
a smile, it has already achieved much more
clearest and most concrete way possible.
No distractions or overloaded decorative
elements. That’s why many brands are
simplifying and enhancing their message
to reach the consumer directly, without
communication noise.

4. Craft pack
As a counterpoint to today’s world of industrialization and mass-market products, there
is a new trend towards ‘honest’ products,
made with artisanal methods.
One way of applying
this design strategy is to
leave the material bare,
using desaturated colors
or an aesthetic which
seeks to highlight the
manufacturing. It conveys
care and commitment.
It aims to demonstrate
that it is not a product
made by machines, rather
by people, for people.
This humanity not only
denotes quality, but also
authenticity.
5. Place pack
When a product has a
geographic place of origin which is relevant to
the consumer, packaging is the best way to
communicate it.
This strategy is often employed on
exported products such as wine, coffee and
chocolate.
But it’s not about using a boring picture of
a landscape or other such clichés which don’t
add value.
We must surprise the consumer with
innovative elements which show the
provenance in an unexpected and attractive
way, expressing pride in the place.

2. Classic pack
‘The past is the future.’ Some consumers,
and especially millennials, idealize the past.
They find in it an escape from today’s frantic
lifestyle, an antidote to a world of continuous
change. It allows the consumer to go back
to a time with a slower pace of life, where
attention to detail was paid and love and
passion were poured into products.
Combining the classic with the
contemporary is a way of representing
labelsandlabeling.com
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Wellness pack: for Fruttimanía, Tridimage transmitted the natural character of the product with real
images of fruits on white backgrounds, emphasizing that they don’t contain additives and preservatives
Above – Craft
pack: to highlight
the artisanal taste
of Patagonia Küné
beer, Tridimage
designed a bottle
whose neck invoked
indigenous crafts.
For the label, it
used a manuscript
font and shading to
denote quality

Deco pack: for Castell’s range of olives and pickles, Tridimage developed
patterns with striking colors and artistic elements to differentiate its products

“To consume a product,
we need to pick it up.
This magical moment of
connection with the brand
must not pass unnoticed”
6. Wellness pack
Wellness is understood as the balance
between physical and mental care, which
gives us a feeling of satisfaction and
tranquility.
Packaging design, through colors, images,
shapes and materials, constructs the identikit
of our healthy choices.
To represent this concept graphically, the
color white is the star – it communicates

purity and acts as a visual oasis.
Matt finishes are commonly used in these
designs as a counterpoint to the excess
represented by the varnish. This strategy is
used for healthy foods and drinks.
7. Deco pack
Decoration of the home is a characteristic
which attracts us all. When we talk about
decorative packaging, we refer to those
products which don’t want to hide inside a
cupboard. Designs which look to complement
our life-style.
They are designs which appeal to the
senses, transforming themselves into sensory
symphonies. Packages which become
decorative elements through geometric
patterns and a vivid use of color.
If these are some of the strategies which
can be found in the market, they are not the

Combination: for Socosani iced tea, we combined Craft
pack through hand-made features,Wellness pack to
refer to the healthy beverage, and Deco pack through a
decorative pattern which covered the whole bottle

only ones. Nor is it to say that a design which
fits into one of the strategies cannot also
contain elements of the others.
Branding is about identifying, and then
communicating, that which makes us unique,
relevant and different. A brand is successful
when it tells stories which the consumers
want to hear.
Because nowadays, to be one more is to be
one less.
Now is the time to take advantage of the
power of packaging design to communicate
stories which touch the hearts and minds of
consumers. Just as that delegate said: ‘The
only important thing is the emotion that we
generate in the consumer.’

About Tridimage
Tridimage is the leading Latin
American 3D branding, graphic
design and structural packaging
design agency. It is headquartered
in Buenos Aires and has offices in
Mexico, Ecuador and Gua-temala.
During its 23 years of operating,
Tridimage has worked on more than
7,000 projects in more than 30
countries. Tridimage’s designs have
been awarded with six Pentawards,
known as the Oscars of packaging
design, and multiple other industry
awards. www.tridimage.com
September 2018
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For more information contact us today

www.inkjetsolutions.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1733 235 533
Email: info@inkjetsolutions.co.uk

Label
Production
Redefine

Stay Ahead

USAR
Universal Slitter Rewinder
with Die-Cut & Inkjet System

www.vinsak.com
info@vinsak.com

Inkjet System

Roll Lifter Series (VRL Series)

Hall No. 5, Stand #P7

INDIA | UAE | SRI LANKA
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Label trends
Smithers Pira shared data about the Latin American label and packaging markets at Label Summit Latin America 2018

Latin American packaging market
2012-2022 (US$ million)

70,000

Latin American packaging market worth
just over US$48bn in 2017. Brazil is worth
just over US$20bn; Mexico US$12.5bn.
Market will grow to value of US$54bn in
2022, a rise of 12 percent.
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Latin American label market
2012-2022 (US$ million)
In the Latin American label market, from
2018 to 2022, wet-glue labels will grow
in value by 11 percent; pressure-sensitive
19 percent; shrink sleeves 23 percent; and
IML 25 percent.
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Mexican packaging market
Divided by substrate (US$ million)
Mexican packaging market was worth
just over US$16bn in 2017. It will grow to
US$18bn by 2022, a rise of 13 percent. In
terms of substrates, most growth will be
in flexible pastics (20 percent) and flexible
packaging
(17 percent).
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Mexican label market
2012-2022 (US$ million)
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Mexican label market is worth
US$452m in 2018, and will grow to a
value of US$536.1m. Biggest growth
will be in shrink sleeves (34.5 percent).
IML will grow 21.3 percent; pressure-sensitive 20 percent; wet-glue 14
percent.
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Buyer’s Guide
Adhesive testers

Butt Splicers

Hotfoil / Hologram
Systems

Anilox rollers
Corona treatment
Suppliers of the highest quality
Anilox rollers and sleeves for
high resolution flexo printing.
·
·
·
·
·

Ceramic Anilox rollers and sleeves
Anilox cleaning solutions
Anilox cleaning systems
Anilox Audits
Technical advice and support

Industrial inkjet

Foil stamping &
embossing dies
Tel.+44 161 344 5558
sales@cheshireanilox.co.uk

#1 in Corona & Plasma
Surface Treatment Technology

www.cheshireanilox.co.uk

Business Services / M&A’s

sales@vetaphone.com
www.vetaphone.com
Tel: +45 76 300 333

Flexible dies &
printing cylinders

Ink dispensing

Total control
at your
fingertips!
Ink manager
W W W.GSEDISPENSING.COM

Inking systems
For a labels&labeling
media pack please go to
www.labelsandlabeling.
com/mediapack or call
our dedicated sales team
on 0208 846 2725

Labelsandlabelingbuyersguide2018-40x30mm.indd14-03-18
1
Holographic equipment
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No: 20796 PM: January 2013
Inkjet Solutions - Ink Jet Printing
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Ink testing equipment

Label films & paper

Narrow web printing &
converting equipment

COATING
LAMINATING
PRINTING
Expertise in development
and manufacturing of adhesive,
release and top coatings
on films, papers and fabrics.
Large variety of top coats

Ink testing equipment

 printable (inkjet, laser, flexo)
 UV, weather and scratch
resistancy
 conductive and barrier layers

+41 56 616 76 00
WWW.FOFI.CH

Label inspection
equipment

Label printing & TauRSC-40x100.indd
diecutting machines

Excellence in
die cutting!

10.10.17 16:18

DIGITAL INKJET PRESS

ELECTRO OPTIC WERKZEUGTECHNIK GMBH
Einsteinstraße 7 / Interpark
D-85098 Großmehring
Tel: +49-8456/75950-0, Fax: 75950-10
www.electro-optic.de
info@electro-optic.de

IN-LINE FLEXO PRESSES

Label printing presses
To advertise in the
buyer’s guide call our
dedicated sales team on
+44 (0) 208 846 2725

1

KPG (Europe) Limited
13 Holkham Road Orton Southgate
Peterborough PE2 6TE
Tel: +44 1733 235533
Fax: +44 1733 235117
www.kpgeurope.com

COMPACT
CENTRAL IMPRESSION
FLEXO PRINTING PRESSES

RT250 & RT330 SLITTER
REWINDERS
VIDEO WEB INSPECTION
SYSTEMS

HIGH SPEED ROTARY
FABRIC PRINTING PRESSES
FABRIC LABEL CUTTING &
FOLDING EQUIPMENT

www.focuslabel.com

labels&labeling.com
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Plastic Film

Presses: flexible
packaging & labels

Rotary die cutting
equipment




KPG (Europe) Limited
13 Holkham Road Orton Southgate
Peterborough PE2 6TE
Tel: +44 1733 235533
Fax: +44 1733 235117
www.kpgeurope.com
NO. 9, Dinghu 3rd Street., Guishan District.,
Taoyuan City(33378), TAIWAN

Release liners tester

http:// www.labelmen.com
E-mail:webmaster@labelmen.com

Overlaminating films

Plate making &
plate mounting

HYBRID DIGITAL INKJET PRESSES

Rotary punching
Units & Tools

RFID labels/processing
systems
Slitter rewinders

IN-LINE FLEXO PRESSES

Turnkey Production Equipment

RFID SMART LABEL & TICKET
SMART CARD
ePASSPORT
RE-REGISTER FLEXO CONVERTERS

COMPACT
CENTRAL IMPRESSION
FLEXO PRESSES

SLITTER REWINDERS
INSPECTION REWINDERS
& BLANK LABEL DIE CUTTERS

For a labels&labeling
media pack please go to
www.labelsandlabeling.
com/mediapack or call
our dedicated sales team
on 0208 846 2725

HIGH SPEED ROTARY
FABRIC PRINTING PRESSES
FABRIC LABEL CUTTING &
FOLDING EQUIPMENT

MÜHLBAUER GROUP

Josef-Mühlbauer-Platz 1
+49 9461 952 0
93426 Roding
info-srp@muehlbauer.de
Germany
www.muehlbauer.de

Production Equipment for …
… the World of
Smart Products
Smart Tags
Smart Labels
Smart Tickets

www.focuslabel.com
Smart Tickets
High Speed: up to 30,000 tested Tickets/h

sales@melzergmbh.com +49 (0) 23 36/92 92-80

ME-01-2301 Anz_DB_57x105_4c.indd 1

01.02.12 16:26
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Waste handling
tech

Lundberg
THE

FINISHING

COMPANY

IST METZ GmbH

your evolution and revolution in finishing

Lauterstraße 14-18
72622 Nuertingen, Germany
Tel. +49 7022 6002-0
www.ist-uv.com

PRATI srl
Via Deruta 2 - 48018 Faenza (Ra) - Italy
Tel +39 0546 46889 - Fax +39 0546 46638
info@praticompany.com - www.praticompany.com

Slitter Systems
INNOVATION.
SLITTING TECH
AND VALVES.
PRECISION.

uv-technik

MATRIX WASTE

REMOVAL

• Capturing
• Cutting
• Collecting
• Compacting

+45 44 98 35 85
info@lundbergtech.com
wwww.lundbergtech.com

l CIRCULAR KNIVES
l STRAIGHT KNIVES
l KNIVE HOLDERS
l SLITTING SYSTEMS
l SERVICE
l VALVES
CONTACT: PHONE +49 2206 605 -0
SALES@DIENES.DE . WWW.DIENES.DE

Thermal printer
& ribbons

Experts in

Thermal Transfer
Ribbons

RIBBON
CONVERTING
OUR
SPECIALITY

competence in uv

meyer gmbh
uv-lamps
power supplies
reflector units
components
uv-measurement

uv-technik international ltd.
Office +44 (0) 1582 522 345
info@uv-technik.co.uk
www.uv-technik.co.uk

uv-technik meyer gmbh
Glauburgstrasse 34
D-63683 Ortenberg
Phone +49 (0) 6041 962 80

+34 932 615 300
info@arque.com
www.arque.com

UV Lamps & Power Supplies
Tel. ++49 2401 9179-0
info@calor.de · www.calor.de

Turret rewinders

Ultralight AG

FL-Schaanwald
Phone +423 3735656
www.ultralight.li

labels&labeling.com

.

Production

.GmbH
Sales

Neustadter Str. 9, Krunkel (Germany)
Phone: +49 2687 926767-0
info@neptunlabel.com

welcome@uv-technik.com
www.uv-technik.com

UV curing equipment

Water soluble labels?
Only from the experts.
Development

TTR L�n�
For a labels&labeling
media pack please go to
www.labelsandlabeling.
com/mediapack or call
our dedicated sales team
on 0208 846 2725

Water soluble
label material

www.neptunlabel.com
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Label

SOCIETY

01

02

03

04

05

Label Day
Fox Valley Technical College, Appleton,
Wisconsin, USA

06

08

01

Bruce Pagel of OEC Graphics, Bobbi Olp of All
Printing Resources and Todd Krupa of Enercon, at
the Label and Package Printing Day, sponsored by
Labelexpo and Labels & Labeling, at Fox Valley
Technical College

02

Dorothy Asboth of Label Traxx, Jonny August of
Orion Labels and Ken Meinhardt of Label Traxx

03

Anthony Albright of DIP Company, Mark Keller
of Fox Valley Technical College and Kyle Baldwin
of TLMI

04

Taylor Buckthorpe, Kerrie Rode and Katelyn
Bohr, all of Colordyne

05

Laura Stevenson of Appvion and Michael Gopen
of Jindal Films

06

Randy Seerup of Martin Automatic, Jordan
Hart of Labelexpo and Mike Jelinsky of Martin
Automatic

07

Tasha Ventimiglia of Labelexpo and Joe Falcone of
Screen Americas

08

Patricia Weyenberg, Emma Baierl and Brenda
Daming, all of WS Packaging

07

Follow us @labelsandlabeling

labelsandlabeling.com
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MAXIMIZE YOUR DIE-CUTTING PERFORMANCE!

LINK WITH WINK.
SuperCut flexible dies

Laser hardening

MCR MicroChrome

Steel-rule dies

Magnetic cylinders

PowerCut® rotary dies

Sheeter cylinders

Printing cylinders

ADJUSTABLE ANVIL SYSTEM

die-cutting results
 Perfect
Trouble-free converting of all materials,

efficiency
 Maximum
Cost savings through increased tool life,
including very thin liners

limitations
 No
Unique stability allows for flawless

shorter changeover times and less waste

cutting-through and high web speeds

Coming soon:
Touch
Digital version with many “smart” extra features
www.wink.de/smartgap

Wink Stanzwerkzeuge | Neuenhaus, Germany
Wink US LLC | Charlotte (NC), USA
Wink Danmark A/S | Kastrup, Denmark

www.wink.de/follow

You cut, we care.

You cut, we care.

Wink South Europe S.r.l. | Gallarate (VA), Italy
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LINK WITH WINK.
Do you want to keep up to date
with the world of die-cutting?
Then follow us on LinkedIn,
Facebook and Twitter!

 Company & product news
 Instructions & videos
 Die-cutting hints
 Exhibitions & events
 Job offers

Just scan the code or visit this page:

www.wink.de/follow
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